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Preface to Second Edition

I completed the research and writing for this book sometime late in 1985, and it
was published early in 1987. Much has changed since then, and much, unfortunately, has not.
Tibet has changed considerably. All ethnic minorities now make up nearly 9
percent of China's population. Like the rest of Chma, Tibet has experienced a
return of a market economy, and, coupled with the continuing financial investment by the government in Beijing, economic development is in evidence almost
everywhere. Along with a higher material standard of living, especially in the
cities, has come a huge influx of ethnic Chinese, particularly in Lhasa, resulting
in greater ethnic tensions. Greater openness has also meant the appearance of
tens of thousands of foreign visitors each year. Less restrictions have also allowed for more public demonstrations of Tibetan nationalism followed, inevitably, by harsh responses from the authorities. There is now a very different look
and feel to Tibet from a decade ago.
A small number of scholars are now permitted to conduct research in Tibet,
albeit with considerable constraints. Compared to a decade ago, there are substantially more published sources in Tibetan, Chmese, and English, although
there are few actual government documents and these are limited to texts that
demonstrate some historic Sino-Tibetan relationship.
Also, in recent years the subject of Tibet has become a worldwide phenomenon, thanks to a concerted campaign on the part of the Dalai Lama's administration to garner support for its cause. This campaign has resulted in an outpouring
of published materials in a host of languages and has awakened the international
media to the issue of Tibet and its relations with Chma. While thls campaign has
generated considerable heat and an army of supporters for the Dalai Lama, it has
generated very little light on the subject of Tibet's history because its intent is to
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create and maintain a political campaign based on emotional moralism rather
than on historical realities.
Some things remain problematic for historians. The government of the
United States still refuses to release documents concerning Tibet, even those that
are almost fifty years old. It is still not possible to get access to historical
archives in China or Tibet. The optimism I expressed in my first introduction for
a community of Tibetan university-trained historians was premature, and there
remain very few who fit this category although there has been a veritable explosion of European and American scholars of Tibet, many of whom have produced
work that is both thoughtful and groundbreaking. In China there are also many
more Tibetan and Chinese scholars of Tibet, but, unfortunately, they continue to
work under considerable political constraints. While this new scholarship is better nuanced and less blatantly polemical, far too much continues to be strongly
prejudiced by the ongoing political crusade to which many authors have committed them~elves.~
The Dalai Lama's publicly stated views have changed slightly, as have the
political circumstances in which he finds himself, and these are explored in the
new chapter I have added to bring the history of Tibet up-to-date. The Chinese
government's posture remains stubbornly the same publicly, although privately
(and that's an important contrast from a decade ago in China and Tibet--the
ability to hold private discussions with Chinese and Tibetan scholars of Tibet)
some experts in China express a far greater range of opinions and historical
judgments.
The general outlines of the history of Tibet that I originally laid out in these
pages have not changed substantially in spite of the availability of additional
sources. I have accounted for whatever changes I felt were relevant to a better
understanding of this history.
New York City
December i 995
Notes

I. Heather Stoddard, "Tibetan Publications and National Identity," in Resistance and
Reform in Tibet, ed. by Robert Bamett and Shirin Akiner (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 1994),pp. 12 1-1 56.
2. Tsering Shakya, "The Development of Modem Tibetan Studies," in Ibid., pp. 1-14.
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TIBET

Introduction

"TIBET"4he name alone conjures up visions of mystery and fantasy, visions of
spirituality, exotica and mysticism. It is a land so wrapped in obscurity that
almost any fantastic tales about it, or allegedly from it, are received with awe and
believed, unquestioningly, by countless individuals the world over. A land whose
society and history have been so romantically homogenized that many call themselves "experts" after reading a mere handful of texts, assuming that the uniformity of these accounts indicates their accuracy.
On the face of it this cloud of mystery is not surprising. Because of its
geographical isolation and total lack of roads and modem communication networks, Tibet escaped, for the most part, the great advances of Western imperialism during the eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth centuries. When European
travelers, missionaries, merchants, and military forces were combing the world,
Tibet remained impenetrable: aloof, separate, and unmolested (with the most
minor exceptions).
The popularity of the religions and art of Asia during the latter part of the
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries deepened the shroud of mystery. Some
people, like Madame Blavatsky (a self-proclaimed spiritual leader) and her Theosophical Society perverted and misrepresented Buddhist and Hindu philosophy to
suit their own idealized versions. Another source of misconception was the publication, in 1933, of James Hilton's Lost Horizon, a story of a mysterious valley high in
the Himalayan wilderness w h e r e an atmosphere of eternal bliss and South Paclfic weather- lo one grew old or ill. Lost Horizon was published in the middle of a
worldwide depression, and its story of a utopian society expressed people's inner
desires that such a "perfect" place should actually exist.
But in spite of Tibet's relative isolation and lack of visitors, considerable
information about it was available to the serious scholar. The writings of the
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British colonial official Charles Bell (later Sir) and the numerous articles and books
that were an outcrop of the British Younghusband Expedition to Tibet in 1904 are
only the most obvious examples. But the people most responsible for perpetuating
the false images of Tibet were those least likely to avail themselves of these sources.
This situation was to last, more or less, until 1950. The victory of communism in China in 1949 and the subsequent creation of a strong central government in Beijing (Peking) for the first time in over half a century was to have its
repercussions in Tibet--and around the rest of the world. In universities throughout
the West, and especially in the United States, scholars were prevented from putting
forward views that could be construed as pro-communist. Scholarship on Tibet
degenerated into the taking of sides: black and white, wrong and right, good and bad.
Of course, the definitions of "friend" and "foe" depended on which side the
speaker was on. Supporters of the Dalai Lama's government in Lhasa appeared
to believe that pre-1950 Tibet was an undeniably independent state where the
Inhabitants were universally happy and smiling through all adversity, a society in
which not one soul could find complaint, for all needs were addressed and all
were benevolently ruled in a classless paradise. It was this "Shangri-la," so the
story continues, that the inhuman, Buddhist-hating Chinese soldiers defiled by
enslaving the people for their own ends. Supporters of Beijing, on the other
hand, saw Tibet as a society that had been based on the gravest inhumanities,
where a handful of aristocracy4oth lay and c l e r i c a w a d enslaved the people
in a European-style medieval feudalism that visited the most barbaric punishments and cruelties upon the populace until the People's Liberation Army
marched into Tibet to liberate it.'
While these scenarios may appear ludicrously simplistic, those who are familiar with the literature on Tibet will find them only slightly exaggerated. Accounts
of the past became almost wholly didactic and all critical judgment was suspended. The uprising in Tibet in 1959, which will be discussed in detail below,
only exacerbated this dichotomy and made it even more impossible to escape the
shackles of polemic.
Although this situation still obtains, we are, at the same time, on the threshold
of a new era in Tibetan historiography. Among the refugees a new group is
emerging: young (many were born outside Tibet), Westem-educated, less orthodox in their religious practices, and with experience of other cultures. This
group, exemplified by individuals such as the journalist and scholar Dawa Norbu
and by journals such as the Tibetan re vie^,^ is beginning to question and research. They are more inclined to be critical of their elders and of the "Shangrila" image that historic Tibet enjoys.
Remarkably enough, this new, more conciliatory attitude is also apparent on
the Beijing side. The period following the ousting of the so-called "Gang of
Four" in October 1976 and the re-emergence to power of Deng Xiaoping (Teng
Hsiao-p'ing) marked a major liberalization of Chinese society. One of the consequences of this new attitude was a call for less d~gmatism.~
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Not only has the call been made generally to Communist Party members and the
public at large but, more importantly, to more specialized members of society such
as historians. In July 1979 Lishi Yanjiu (Historical Studies) published a major article
which was soon after reprinted in China's most important newspaper, Renmin R i b
(People's Daily), calling on historians to adopt a new attitude to their work
It is wrong to evade the fact that bad persons, bad things, shortcomings and
errors did occur within our Party. It is even worse to ascribe all achievements
and merits to persons who are positively evaluated and all shortcomings and
errors to those who are negatively evaluated. This is typical of the metaphysical approach which denies that things develop and are mutable, and considers
that what is good is all good and what is bad is all bad.4

Absolute objectivity, however admirable, is unattainable; the reader will undoubtedly be able to identify my ideological biases. But the impossibility of
being objective does not necessarily invalidate the search for a middle ground.
By that I do not mean a sterile, noncommittal middle ground, but a point of view
that allows the author to be aware of his or her prejudices and compensate for
them. I have made every effort to use materials from most, if not all, contending
points of view. I therefore choose to call this book "disinterested and dispassionate history," and I present it as an attempt at historical interpretation without
political, religious, economic, or emotional commitments to either side, but rather
with a commitment to W e r i n g historical understandmg and even "truth"-knowing 1 1 1 well how fleeting and changeable that "truth" can be.
History can never be definitive; scholars continually unearth new sources that
challenge accepted interpretations. This study was hampered by a lack of cooperation from certain sources over the seven years it has taken to complete this
work. In spite of my continued efforts, the American Department of State and the
Central Intelligence Agency have consistently refbsed to furnish the relevant
documents under the Freedom of Information Act. Although the Act was specifically designed to help uncover new historical evidence, and despite the fact that
many of the materials I asked for were over thrty years old, the results of my
efforts were, with a handful of exceptions, insignificant. Efforts to interview
prominent Tibetan exiles have likewise f a i l e h s have efforts to visit Tibet
itself. I am also acutely aware that the study does not draw on a host of
sources available only in the original Tibetan, Russian, German, or Chinese.
But as Hugh Trevor-Roper has so aptly pointed out, all researchers reach a
point of diminishing returns where to continue without publishing only postpones the inevitable.
A Note on the Usage of Terms
In the highly emotional state of Tibetan studies, even the choice of certain terms
is taken as a political statement.
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Ethnically, China is 93 percent Han. The remaining 7 percent of the population is composed of over fifty other ethnic groups. No one disagrees that Tibetans are ethnically different from the Han. However, those who consider Tibet to
be an independent state prefer to differentiate between "Tibetans" and "Chinese," implying a political separation. Those who consider Tibet to be a part of
China differentiate between "Tibetans" and "Han" because this implies that Tibetans are politically Chinese. In this study I will use the terms "Han" and
“Chinese" interchangeably for purely stylistic reasons and not as advocacy for
one side or the other. My conclusions on these issues are developed in the body
of the study.
A politically-motivated choice of names is also available for two geographical
areas with populations that are predominantly Tibetan: Kham and Amdo. Since
these names are Tibetan, they are not used in China today. Kham is part of
Sichuan (Szechwan) Province, while Arndo is part of Qinghai (Chinghai) Province. Although proponents of a politically autonomous "Greater Tibet" use them
specifically to indicate their political views, I use these terms simply to identify
areas of ethnic Tibetan inhabitation.
In most writings on Tibet the terms lama and monk are used interchangeably.
This is incorrect. Every member of the clergy was a monk; however, not all
monks were lamas. This latter term was reserved for monks who had achieved a
high status either through being recognized as a reincarnation of a previous lama
or, far more uncommonly, by having risen up through the ranks because of hard
work and intelligence. I therefore use these terms accordingly.
A Note on the Spelling of Tibetan Words
There are two acceptable orthographies in use for the transliteration of Tibetan
words. One is more linguistically accurate, the other is simpler. For example, the
two central provinces of Tibet are correctly transliterated as Dbus and Gtsang,
although they are more readily pronounceable as U and Tsang. In the knowledge
that either form is comprehensible to experts, I have elected, for the most part, to
use the latter.
The situation is somewhat further confused by the recent adoption in the
People's Republic of China of a system of transliteration calledpinyin. Although
it is used universally in China, its use for the Tibetan names would probably
make those names incomprehensible to almost all readers. For example, the very
name "Tibet" in pinyin is "Xizang." This form will therefore only be used for
Chinese names, with the more familiar spellings following in parenthesis.
New York City
Spring 1986

Tibet as It Used to Be

By all accounts, Tibet is a stunning place. Predominantly a plateau averaging
3,600 m. (12,000 ft.) above sea-level, its landscape includes not only snowcovered mountains but also glaciers and green forest, grasslands and salt lakes. It
is surrounded by mountains: the Kunlun range in the north, the Hengduan in the
east, the Himalayas in the south and the source of many of Asia's major rivers:
the Tsangpo, which meanders first east and then south to become the
Brahrnaputra ("son of Brahrna"); the Mekong, which flows into Burma and
Laos; the Salween which also flows into Burma; the Yangzi (Yangtze) and
Yellow Rivers, which flow into China proper; the Sutlej into Pakistan; and the
Indus flowing west into Ladakh.
Tibetans have learned to live with the rarefied air and the strong winds that
are so common in this cold, dry climate. But the Tibetan climate is not uniform
like the Arctic; Tibetans live between 1,200 m. (4,000 ft.) and 5,100 m. (17,000
ft.) above sea-level. Tibet's numerous valleys create wide-ranging climatic conditions with little precipitation. The capital city of Lhasa, for example, lies at
the same latitude as Cairo and New Orleans, although at an altitude of about
3,600 m. (12,000 ft.). But because it is situated in a valley it gets little snow and
its yearly temperature ranges from 10 to 24' C (14-74" F)-fairly
temperate
conditions.
The remoteness of Tibet and the late introduction of a written script in the
seventh century have created almost insurmountable obstacles to piecing together accurate accounts about the origins of Tibet and, for that matter, the
Tibetans themselves. Not surprisingly, legends abound. Even the origin of the
very name "Tibet" is unknown; the name used by the native inhabitants is "Bod"
(or "P'oyu1"F'the land of snows."
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There are also difficulties in determining the precise geographical boundaries
of Tibet. Tibetans live in an area of about 3.8 million sq. km. (1.5 million sq.
miles) or about fifteen times the size of the United Kingdom and half the size of
the United States. The political boundaries, however (the Tibet Autonomous
Region [TAR]), cover an area of only 1.2 million sq. km. (470,000 sq. miles).
The population has been estimated from a low of 1,500,000 to a high of
10,000,000 (see Appendix A). Using the figures accepted by Beijing, the TAR
therefore covers 12.5 percent of the area of the People's Republic of China
(PRC) but is home to under 0.002 percent of the PRC's population.
For the purposes of the general reader Tibet can be divided into several regions. In the central area, with the capital of Lhasa, is the province of U. To the
southwest is the province of Tsang, centering on Tibet's second largest town,
Shigatse. To the east is the area known as Kham, today politically divided between the province of Sichuan and the TAR. North of Kham is an area known to
Tibetans as Amdo, and to the Chinese as Qinghai, while to the far west is Ngari.
The area just north of U and Tsang is called the Chang Dang (Chang Tang), the
northern plateau with its desolate deserts and seemingly endless grasslands.
The Social Structure

If there is one point of agreement among scholars it is that Tibet's original social
order has been irreversibly altered by the influence of Chinese communism and
the upheavals of 1959. The attempt to rapidly socialize and modernize the Tibetan way of life after 1959 doomed to failure any hope of preserving the unique
lifestyle of these people. But that is where agreement ends, for there are two
sharply differing views: one holds that the change was beneficial, the other that it
was disastrous.
The changes in Tibetan society since 1959 have certainly made it impossible
for anthropologists fully to reconstruct what life was previously like. There were
some scholars, such as the American anthropologist~missionaryRobert Ekvall
and the American-trained Chinese scholar Li Anzhe (Li An-che), who lived
among the Tibetans before 1950; but for the most part scholars have been forced
to study necessarily inexact replications of that society in the communities of
exiles in Nepal and India. In the past decade two American anthropologists have
been allowed to conduct fieldwork in Tibet while other Tibetan-speaking Western scholars have traveled freely throughout Tibet.'
The best single description of pre- 1950 Tibetan society is "feudal." The word
is in quotes here only because it has been a catchword in the seemingly
neverending political battles over what Tibetan life used to be like. The Chinese
tend to.use the term in their popular media in a pejorative sense (although many
Chinese academic journals have used it more descriptively),* and naturally the
knee-jerk reaction of China's opponents has been to deny that feudalism ever
existed in Tibet or even to go so far as to argue that it was benefi~ial.~
The tern
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is used here simply because it is the adjective which comes closest to describing
Tibetan society; the parallels between Tibet and medieval Europe are striking.

The Elites
Tibetans were ruled by an unusual form of feudal theocracy that was both centralize&in a government in Lhasa headed by a man known, outside of Tibet, as
the Dalai Lama-and also decentralized, giving local control to the countless
monastic and aristocratic estates. The central government maintained a military
force, issued currency and postage stamps, negotiated with other governments
and acted as a final court of appeal. The heads of the feudal estates maintained a
monopoly of power over all local matters; the central government normally
intervened only when the flow of taxes was disrupted. All the officials in Tibet,
both lay and ecclesiastic, in Lhasa and on the estates, came from the same small
pool of noble families.
At the very top of the social structure was the Dalai Lama, who was both the
secular and ecclesiastical ruler of Tibet. Then came the ger-ba, or aristocratic
lords, numbering anywhere from 150 to 300 families. These families could be
arranged in four distinct groupings. The most exclusive were the de-bon, or
families descended from the ancient kings of Tibet. They were followed closely
by the yab-shi, or families descended from previous Dalai Lamas. When a new
Dalai Lama is found, or chosen (in a manner described below), his family is
immediately ennobled, a custom that
served to anchor the Dalai Lama to the existing system and must be viewed as
a strong restraint against his altering the structural status quo since any
changes would negatively affect his parents and siblings also?
The thud group of aristocracy were called mi-dra; they were families who had
been rewarded with ennoblement as a result of some meritorious service by one
of their members. These three were the elites of the elite and made up only
twenty-five to thirty families. They were extremely wealthy and almost all government officials were drawn from their ranks.
The final group of aristocracy were known as gvu-ma, or "common." These
hereditary families were the majority of the nobility, although they were only
moderately well-off; some were even poor enough to be forced to carry on trade
to supplement their incomes. Despite claims to the contrary, heredity and ennoblement were the only avenues for joining the nobility. The rest of the population
were serfs and, in much smaller numbers, slaves and outcasts.
As in all agricultural societies, the source of power and wealth was not titles
but land. Land was divided among the three ruling groups: the monasteries, the
lay nobility, and the Lhasa government (whose village members were known as
"the ones who serve the government"). Although there is some dispute over how
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much of the arable land each group held, it is generally agreed that the monasteries and the lay nobility controlled well over 50 percent--and the best land at
that.'
For the lay nobility there were two types of estates. One was the traditional
family seat, which was owned outright and could not be sold. It could be confiscated for acts of treason, although this was rare. The other, and more important
form, was estates given to the families by the government in exchange for certain
obligations such as government service, the orderly collection of taxes, and the
supplying of serfs to the Tibetan army. It was this type of estate that promoted
the cohesion of the political structure ruling Tibet.
Appointment to government office necessitated the allocation of an estate to
cover expenses. There were however very few movable estates. "Family seats"
and monastic estates were rarely confiscated. New arable land was hardly ever
reclaimed because of the lack of both technical expertise and entrepreneurial
motivation. Many of the nobility had only one estate, and single estates were
rarely confiscated; the number of estates that were rotated were, therefore, few.
These estates were extremely lucrative. One former aristocrat noted that a
"small" estate would typically consist of a few thousand sheep, a thousand yaks,
an undetermined number of nomads and two hundred agricultural serfs. The
yearly output would consist of over 36,000 kg. (80,000 lb.) of grain over 1,800
kg. (4,000 lb.) of wool and almost 500 kg. (1,200 lb.) of b ~ t t e rTo
. ~ the estate's
proceeds must be added the various perquisites that came with holding office in
Tibet.
The nobles' main functions as government officials were quite straightforward: to collect taxes, settle disputes, punish criminals, and act as a liaison
between the central government and the area of Tibet they were administering.
For this they received little or no formal salary.' But this was not a deterrent; on
the contrary, there was stiff competition for governmental posts-gifts were even
given to obtain one. This was a direct result of the perquisites that accompanied
the job. A government official had "unlimited powers of extortion" and could
make a fortune from his powers to extract bribes not to imprison and punish
people.* In some cases the nobles themselves would not even bother going to
their posts but would send one of their stewards who, by all accounts, tended to
be harsher than the masters. There was also the matter of extracting monies from
the peasantry beyond the necessary taxes. Their abuse of privileges, their lack of
concern for the bulk of the population, and even their practice of taking "temporary wives" while stationed away from Lhasa, meant that "very few nobles [had]
a reputation for integri~y."~
One of the most unusual aspects of the Tibetan polity was the dual system
whereby every lay official had a clerical counterpart. Usually there was a total of
340 officials, evenly divided, although for a brief period in the 1930s and 1940s
there were 200 lay officials and 230 clerical. The monk officials were all from
the predominant Gelugpa sect and usually from one of the three major Gelugpa
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monasteries, all situated in the environs of Lhasa: Drepung, Ganden, and Sera.
These monk officials were considered more reliable than their lay counterparts
for they had fewer vested interests. They did not individually own estates that
they had to worry about losing, nor did they have to worry about offending
powerfbl interests since their clerical status gave them protection. This aspect of
the system was sometimes abused when a noble family sent their son to a
monastery to acquire monkhood (one night in a monastery was sufficient) solely
to make him eligible for one of the official clerical positions.
At the top of the pyramid was one man-the Dalai Lama. Tibetans believe
that he is an incarnation of the patron deity of Tibet, Chenrezig (known in Indian
Buddhism as Avaloketi'svara). Buddhists believe that individuals go through
repeated incarnations until they have performed enough meritorious deeds to free
themselves from this cycle and propel them into a state of heavenly bliss called
nirvana. Buddhists further believe that there are bodhisattvas who, having
reached the very gates of nirvana, have unselfishly denied themselves that release and instead have elected to return to earth in a human form in order to help
others achieve that state. The Dalai Lama is believed to be an incarnation of
Chenrezig, just such a bodhisattva.
Confusion begins with the very name itself. The Dalai Lama is referred to in
non-Tibetan literature as the "Living Buddha" or the "God King." Neither of
these descriptions is apt. A Buddha is one who enters nirvana; therefore a living
Buddha is a contradiction. Moreover, the Dalai Lama is neither a "God," nor a
representative of a supreme deity, but rather the deity's manifestation on earth.
The very term Dalai Lama is not Tibetan but Mongolian. Since Dalai translates
as "oceans of wisdom," the entire tern could translate as "a lama with oceans of
wisdom." In Tibet, however, this term is unknown; there he is referred to as
Gyalwa Rinpoche (Victorious One) or Kyabngon Rinpoche (Precious Protector).
Buddhists hold that all people are reincarnated many times until, if ever, they
reach nirvana. In Tibet, reincarnation had a unique u s e - t o determine heirs to
leadership positions. This form of succession appears to have been institutionalized around the fifteenth century when the Gelugpa sect of Tibetan Buddhism
began its rise to undisputed power although it predates this period. This practice
proved useful for the clerical elite; it kept control of the transition of power out
of the hands of the lay nobility, for religious incarnations could only be identified by the clergy, By occasionally selecting "incarnations" from among nonaristocratic families, the clerical elite were able to prevent any one, or small
group of, families from monopolizing power. So successful was the system that
it resulted in dozens, if not hundreds, of incarnations at all levels of the ecclesiastic order.
The Dalai Lama was the highest position determined by incarnation. In reality
it did not much matter which boy was chosen as the incarnation (only one female
was ever chosen) as long as he was bright and alert, for he would spend his
l i f e f r o m the age of anywhere from three to five years old-being socialized to
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whatever position was planned for him, cut off from all outside influences.
Since an incarnation was chosen young, there was a lengthy period until he
reached hls maturity when others had to rule. Given the low life expectancy in
Tibet it was not uncommon for incarnations to die before, or soon after, their
ascendancy to power. This resulted in long periods of rule by advisers, or, in the
case of the Dalai Lama, regents. As a measure of the power that regents must
have wielded it is important to note that only three of the fourteen Dalai Lamas
have actually ruled Tibet. From 1751 to 1960 regents ruled for 77 percent of the
time (94 percent if we exclude the exceptionally long reign of the thirteenth
Dalai Lama).
A description follows of the process by which the current Dalai Lama was
discovered in 1938; it is similar to one described for finding earlier Dalai Lamas
by European travelers in the seventeenth century and to the way in which the
thirteenth Dalai Lama was "discovered" in the nineteenth century.1°
Before the thirteenth Dalai Lama died in 1933 he gave some clues as to where
he might be reborn. These clues were then combined with a host of other "cosmic" signs to lead the authorities to a particular house. By 1937 official search
parties traveled along various routes toward the east, investigating unusual births
and rumors of strange phenomena. It was one of these parties that came upon a
village in Amdo with a three-story monastery with golden roofs, situated just
above a peasant house with carved gables. A boy of the right age was discovered
living in the house.
First the lamas in the search party switched clothing with their servants so that
the lamas could go into the kitchen and speak to the boy privately without
arousing suspicion. The boy is said to have immediately identified the lamas as
such despite their servants' clothing and to have been able to pick out objects
that belonged to the previous Dalai Lama when presented with duplicates of each
object, such as rosaries and canes. And frnally he had the proper distinguishing
marks: large ears and moles on his torso under his arms, indicating the place
where his previous arms were supposed to have been. (Chenrezig is depicted as
having large ears and four arms-the moles replaced the second pair.) It was also
claimed, if fiuther proof was needed, that the thirteenth Dalai Lama had at one
time stayed at the monastery in the village and on passing the peasant house in
question, paused and commented to his aides how pretty it was.

The People
The vast majority of the people of Tibet were serfs, or as they were known there,
mi ser (literally "yellow person").'

'

Peasants in Tibet, particularly those on the estates belonging to the aristocracy
and the monasteries, are in a sense serfs. A tenant peasant is bound to fbmish
the greater part of his agricultural produce for the use of his landlord, keeping
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only enough for the bare support of himself and his family. He is also bound to
furnish ulag and supplies to his landlord and all government officials traveling
through his village. A tenant cannot quit his land without the permission of his
sGer pa lord. If he wants to go away he must first ask for what the Tibetans
call Mi hkrol shu ba (petition for man separation). Normally such permission
is not granted.I2
Serfs were "tied" to their masters. They received the right to work the land in
exchange for taxes and ulag, corvee labor. So powerless were they that they
required permission to enter a monastery and even to many.If two serfs of different
lords married, male offspring reverted to the father's lor4 while female offspring
went to the mother's. Permission to leave the estate-even for the briefest periodfor such matters as family visits, pilgrimages, or for some sideline trading required
the consent of the lord. Such consent was not readily given and usually came only
after all the feudal obligations had been successfully completed.
But, just as 'there were different classes of aristocrats, so also were there
different classes of serfs. Tre-ba and du-jung serfs were indentured to both
monastic and lay nobility. The wealthiest serf group, tre-ba, were "taxpayer"
serfs. These families held title to hereditary land that could be taken away from
them only as a result of the most severe evasion of their feudal responsibilities-a heavy burden of taxes and a transport corvee obligation. This latter tax was
especially severe since it obliged the family to have ready animals, fodder,
housing, provisions, and guides at all times in case government officials, or
government-authorized individuals, happened to travel through their area. Since
Tibet had no roads and no modem means of transportation, travel was by stages
ranging from eight to twenty-three miles, depending on the difficulty of the
terrain. At each stage a "taxpayer" family was to provide lodging and provisions
for all the travelers and assure their transportation to the next stage, at which
point the original "taxpayer" returned home and another "taxpayer" family took
over. This responsibility was crucial for the government but onerous for the serf;
it required a great deal of surplus income to be always ready, even if visitors
came months or years apart. As befitted their status, these serfs had an influential
say in village matters and at times were elected as headmen.
Another group of serfs was called du-jung, literally "small smoke" ("small
households"). These serfs had no hereditary land, but held hereditary serf status
for which they were compelled to pay taxes, perform corvee and other feudal
obligations. This group had little power and usually rented land or worked as
hired hands for the taxpayer serfs.
Yet another group of serfs belonged neither to the monasteries nor to the
nobility, but directly to the government. They lived in government villages
which they could not leave without permission. Their lands were held in nonhereditary family units. One of the major differences between this group and the
previous two is that the monasteries and nobility had their own land (demesne
land), which the serfs were obliged to work as part of their corvee in addition to
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the land issued them. This situation did not exist in the government-owned
villages.13
Historically there was very little class mobility in Tibet, and, for the most
apart, serfs were forced to accept the position they found themselves in upon
birth. Recent statements such as "there is no class system and the mobility from
class to class makes any class prejudice i m p ~ s s i b l e "are
~ ~inaccurate and reflect
politics rather than fact. A serf might acquire wealth, but he would always
remain a serf. There was, however, one avenue of escape that was possibly
unique to Tibet---the practice of "human lease." It was possible for a serf to
arrange with histher lord to allow the serf to take out a "lease" on hirnselftherself. This agreement allowed the serf to go anywhere and do anything as long as
he or she continued to hlfill some mutually agreed yearly obligation.I5 For
example, a lord of a female serf could grant such a contract if she were marrying
a male owned by another lord and wished to move to her husband's estate. Since
the feudal obligation in this case consisted of a yearly sum of money or some
open-ended corvee service, for which the serf could possibly hire someone, it
was not a particularly onerous situation. It is not surprising that the lords did not
favor these deals and did not enter into such arrangements willingly.
Statistics on the percentage of the population in each of these serf groups are
difficult to obtain and those that do exist are not necessarily reliable. In 1959 the
Chinese government estimated the social breakdown as follows:
nobility
clergy
herdsmen (nomads)
serfs

5%
15%
20%
60%

(of which 45% were taxpayer, 45% were
human lease, 10% other)I6

It is difficult to give figures about the tax structure in Tibet because it varied
by region and even by year. We can conclude, however, that serfs paid three
general types of taxes: one to the government in Lhasa, one to the monasteries,
and one to their feudal lords. Of course, serfs in monastic estates did not pay the
taxes required by the lay nobility; serfs in government villages were also freed
from this obligation. Examples of taxes paid yearly to the government include:
tsampa (roasted barley) for monks
prayer festival tax
hay tax
poisonous flower tax (flowers were used in the preparation of paper)
utensil tax
meat tax
taxes held over from years gone by
corvee tax (dam repair, building irrigation canals, etc.)
military tax (wages and supplies for soldiers)
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Taxes paid directly to the monasteries for the upkeep of religious hctions include:
butter tax
meat tax
wool tax
woolen cloth tax
tsampa
Monasteries also had the right to take children to be initiated as monks if the
voluntary supply was.insufficient.
Note should be made of the existence of slavery in Tibet. Although vehemently denied by apologists for the old order, there is evidence that slaves
e x i s t e h s u a l l y as private household servants. Since there were few families
that could afford to feed and shelter them, they could not have been very nurnerous. Today, Chinese authorities cite a figure of 5 percent of the population
having been slaves; this, however, may be too high.
Sir Charles Bell, a British colonial official in India and a renowned Tibet
scholar, acknowledged the existence of slaves:
Slaves are sometimes stolen, when small children, from their parents. Or the
father or mother being too poor to support their child would sell it to a man,
who paid them "sho-ring," "price of mothers' milk," brought up the child and
kept it or sold it as a slave. . . .
Two slaves whom I saw . . . had been stolen from their parents when five
years old, and sold in Lhasa for about seven pounds each."
In spite of the overwhelming evidence of a highly stratified society with a
huge gulf between the classes, writers continue to ignore this or attempt to justify
it on the grounds that it was benevolent. But not all residents of Tibet were blind
to the slights around them. One Westem-educated Tibetan, writing about the
differences between the rich and poor, wrote that they "could have been different
races."I8 A foreign resident who lived in Tibet for over two decades admitted
that "nobles regard the common people as inferi~r."'~
Others were simply unable, or unwilling, to face the realities, writing that "the difference between the
rich and poor in Tibet really was a very small one,"20 or the "Tibetan peasant's
way of life seemed enviable, for he possessed what all men desk-ple
time
to enjoy his leisure inde~endently."~'
The best examples of the upper strata view of Tibet--that Tibet's social
structure was benevolent to the p e o p l w a n be found in a book by Mary Taring,
who was born into one of the wealthiest families in Tibet and mamed into
another.
We thought the government kind to let us have estates. The people were so
contented although the difference between their livelihood and their master's was
so great. In the light of Buddhism all people are equal. In Tibet everything was
done alike for rich and poor. No one can imagine how gay life was in ~ i b e t . ~ *
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In spite of these views, however, and seemingly without seeing any contradiction, she also mentions that there were outcasts whom no one would consider
marrying; that while the poor subsisted on tsampa and butter tea, the wealthy
also ate rice and an additional four to five dishes at every meal; that her family
had fifteen to twenty servants (one of whom would always carry her up and
down stairs when she was a child because she was "lazy"); that the rich used
Western-trained doctors at the British Mission or traveled to India for medical
care; and that the servants were so ill-trusted that every morning they were only
given the food required for one day out of a locked s t o r e h ~ u s e . ~ ~
The life of the vast majority of the Tibetans was not "enviable" by any stretch
of the imagination. They lived "in small, badly lighted, cold hovels"24 and ate a
mixture of tsampa, butter, and tea, and if they were lucky, some meat. Indeed,
the low productivity resulting from the bad diet was a problem.25 One refugee
reports that when his family lived in Tibet, at a level that could be considered
lower-middle class in Tibetan terms, they could experience, at most, "two food
crises a year."26 The nomad diet was slightly better in that it had a high concentration of protein (meant, cheese, milk, yogurt); but it lacked vegetables and
grains.27
In spite of the claim made not long ago that "before the Chinese crackdown in
March 1959, the normal Tibetan diet included an inexhaustible flow of buttertea, large amounts of meat and various vegetable^,"^^ a survey made in 1940 in
eastern Tibet came to a somewhat different conclusion. It found that 38 percent
of the households never got any tea but either collected herbs that grew wild or
drank "white tea,"--boiled water. It found that 5 1 percent could not afford to use
butter, and that 75 percent of the households were forced at times to resort to
eating grass cooked with cow bones and mixed with oat or pea flour.29
The wealthy, on the other hand, lived in opulent splendor. This, of course, has
to be understood in relative terms; because of Tibet's isolation, even the upper
strata suffered somewhat from being cut off from the world. Nevertheless, they
lived in large, thick-walled houses-a matter of no small importance in a climate
as changeable as Tibet's. There was little work for them to do, since many
government functions and even the running of their estates were often handled
by stewards. Women, in particular, did little but prepare for parties that lasted
entire days and were filled with such pastimes as gambling with dice or playing
mahjong. Among the populace, a common appellation for the rich was "ones
whose lips are always moistened by tea." The rich, of course, were quick to deny
any interest in earthly wealthS3O
One of the main reasons for the creation of the Buddhist religion was the
Buddha's abhorrence of the caste system in the Hindu religion. Equality of
human beings was an important element in Buddhist dogma. Unfortunately, this
did not deter Tibetans from developing their own caste system. A number of
professions were considered "unclean"; and while the Buddhist caste system was
not as rigid as the Hindu, Tibetan lower castes were ostracized. There were
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professional, hereditary beggars, metal workers, fishermen and women, musicians, smiths, actors, butchers and undertakers. While attitudes toward these
groups varied widely, it is safe to say that the populace was disdainful toward
them, and there was little, if any, intermarriage. In some cases these individuals
were forced to live on the outskirts of the villages.
A particularly intriguing group of outcasts lived in Lhasa and were known as
Ra-gyap-pa. They lived in a ghetto, in houses built of animal horns and their
monopoly over certain jobs made them relatively well off. It was their function
to rid the city of corpses, human and otherwise, and dispose of the night soil.
Before 1912 they were also in charge of convicts.
By all accounts, the task of keeping Lhasa clean must have been herculean,
for the city could have rivaled the worst present-day metropolis for its filthiness.
Garbage was strewn everywhere, and it was common practice for people to
relieve themselves anywhere they pleased. Dead animals were said to be a familiar sight. So bad was it that the thirteenth Dalai Lama was "almost always" sick
from the smell and the dirt. The nobility routinely carried around scented handkerchiefs for their noses as they rode through the capital's street^.^'
Education
There were only two formal schools in Tibet, one for the clergy (the Peak
School) and one for the laity. Both had as their sole purpose the preparation of
students to become government officials. Both took boys from fourteen to
twenty years of age, either from the nobility or from the families of former monk
officials. Each school had only twenty to thlrty boys enrolled at any one time;
those with any physical disfigurements were not admitted.
The major source of education was the monasteries, where some monks
learned basic literacy. Those who were bright enough and willing even had some
opportunity for advancement. Most, however, only learned to recite the necessary prayers from memory. The wealthy hired tutors or, during the twentieth
century, began to send their children to India and Sikkim for an Anglo-Indian
education, usually at Christian missionary schools.
A final form of education was provided by ad hoc schools run by roving
teachers. Sometimes a lord would hire one for his children and even at times
allow serf children to attend. Tuition varied widely, and there are reports that
children performed duties such as sweeping in lieu of tuition. Because of their
transience, it is difficult to estimate how many of these schools there were. One
former noble suggests there were about fifty such schools in Lhasa, each serving
about seventy-five to one hundred children.32In any event, it is clear that a very
small percentage of the population received any formal schooling. Recent arguments have been put forward to justify this situation:
Reading and writing are virtually unnecessary for there is no such thing as a
secular literature in Tibet and one of the values of having such a large body of
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monks is that in every village in every part of the country there are monks
readily available to read the scriptures or recite them. . . .
What intellectual development any layman wants he wants in terms of his
knowledge and understanding of the scriptures and this is always open to him.
Further knowledge, to anyone with so clear a sense of direction, is meaningThe author unwittingly demonstrates the attitude of the upper classes toward
the majority of the population. Without an education there could be no possibility of advancement to a government position, nor could there be an attempt to
learn of alternative forms of society or break through the monopoly on information so closely guarded by the clergy. Tibet had no radio stations or newspapers,
or indeed any printed secular literature, although oral folk literature abounded.
There was one Tibetan-language newspaper, published in India, to which only
the nobility subscribed.
Nomads

A large, and important, component of Tibetan society was the n o m a d e a group
about whom even less is known than the sedentary population. Their chief importance to the economy of Tibet was their cultivation of the yak, an animal
uniquely adapted as a beast of burden in the Tibetan terrain, thriving at altitudes
of 3,000 to 5,100 m. (10,000 to 17,000 ft.) above sea-level. There was scarcely a
part of the yak that did not have an important use. Its hair was used to make
tents; the hair of its tail for religious ceremonies; its hide for boots, belts, bags,
case covers; its meat was a valuable source of protein; while the butter from
yaks' milk was used for lamps, food, religious sculptures and cosmetics. Its dung
was, and still is, the major source of fuel in Tibet.34
The nomads-or herdsmen as they are also called-living mostly in Kham
and Amdo, were divided into rigid social classes in either tribes or principalities
led by hereditary chiefs or monastic lords. There are no reliable population
figures. As previously mentioned, in 1959 the Chinese government estimated
them at 20 percent of the population. A more recent estimate puts the figure at 48
percent,35although without an accurate census the figures are meaningless.
The nomads are a hardy breed, well acclimatized to their environment, often
walking barefoot in the coldest weather. They are fiercely independent, with a
long-established history of rejecting rule from either Beijing or Lhasa. This
independence makes them feel superior to the sedentary population, and in return
the nomads are held in some awe by other Tibetans.
Their lives, however, were not easy. They lived in constant fear of raids and
had to be prepared for them at all times. It was common to have men sleep
outside the tents, in all sorts of weather, to be on the alert for the raiders. Lack of
food was a constant problem. If food supplies ran low, the only alternatives were
raids on fellow nomads, hunting or banditry. The last was something for which
they were particularly infamous.36
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Women and Marriage

As in most traditional societies, women were considered inferior to men. The
very name by which they were known (kiemen or kye-mi) translated literally to
mean "inferior birth" or "lower birth." This was in line with Tibetan Buddhist
belief that to achieve nirvana, it was necessary to be male; thus a common prayer
among women was "may I reject a feminine body and be reborn a male one." It
is not surprising, therefore, that a nomad chieftain would state that
in our land it was considered a great misfortune not to have a child, moreover a
son, to carry on the family line. A man's wealth was, first and foremost,
measured through the number of sons he had.37
Poor women, of course, worked exceedingly hard. They were responsible for
the household animals, household tasks, an equal share of the corvee labor, and
most of the agricultural work (although superstitious taboos prevented them from
plowing). Rich women, on the other hand, did little. Some did interest themselves in the running of the estates, even doing some of the accounting for the
family; but, for the most part, in the words of a Western observer, they
know nothing about equal rights and are quite happy as they are. They spend
hours making up their faces, stringing their pearl necklaces, choosing new
material for dresses and thinking how to take the shine out of Mrs. So-and-so
at the next party.38
Marriage was not considered a religious ceremony; indeed, it was more
closely tied up with astrology and superstition than religion. For the economically better off serfs and the wealthy a relative or friend usually acted as a
go-between for an arranged marriage. Matters such as the dowry and gifts from
the bridegroom were topics for negotiation. But these matters were not even
discussed until it was determined that the prospective couple's astrological signs
were compatible; the date of the proposed marriage was also astrologically selected. Women, for the most part, were not supposed to be informed of the
arrangements in advance because it was believed that they would be distressed to
know that they were about to be leaving home. Since there were no religious
sanctions to marriage and a wedding was costly, the poor did not bother to
marry, simply living together without benefit of any ceremony.39
The lack of religious sanctions to marriage, the celibacy of much of the male
population and the infomality of connubial arrangements meant that promiscuity was common. This was especially so among the poor who made up the vast
majority of the Tibetan people. Tibetans' "morals are so loose as almost to be
nonexistent," complained a British doctor curing venereal disease sufferers,
"prostitutes are unnecessary, extramarital intercourse is condoned; it is quite
common for a husband to bring for treatment his wife infected during hls absence." Among the wealthy, however, a double standard prevailed: men felt free
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to conduct extramarital relations (relations with servant girls were said to be
common), whle women were expected to be faithful. There was a law in Tibet
that if a man happened to catch his wife in an extramarital affair he had the right
to cut off the tip of her noseS4O
Promiscuity, naturally enough, resulted in children being born out of wedlock.
In spite of one anthropologist's assertion that mothers killed these "illegitimate"
children:' the evidence indicates not only acceptance but indeed a demand for
unwed mothers and their offspring as a result of the low birthrate and the strong
desire for children.42Having chldren, regardless of marital status, was far more
desirable in Tibetan society than being childless.
The lack of any modem medical facilities and knowledge made the act of
giving birth fraught with danger for mother and/or child. Children were usually
born on the first floor, which also happened to be the stable. Unclean as it was, it
was the most private place where a woman could go. The only help available to
women was that of other women whose knowledge was based on experience.
Since bathing is rare among Tibetans (because of the cold, the lack of water, and
the fact that washing irritates the skin and robs it of natural oils necessary for
protection from the ultra-violet rays at Tibet's altitude), babies were not washed
as they emerged from the womb, but sometimes licked by the mother.
Without any records or surveys it is difficult to determine how high the death
rate was among the very young. The current Dalai Lama informs us that his
mother had sixteen children, of whom nine were lost.43 While this figure is
quite high it seems to tally with accounts given by long-time residents of Tibet,
particularly medical missionaries. Estimates of child mortality range from 4075 percent.
There were no religious proscriptions against divorce. It was usually by mutual consent. On the condition that the wife was not responsible, the dowry was
returned to her and she was given custody of the children and a share of the
wealth accumulated during the marriage. The poor-in line with their marriage
practices-divorced simply, just parting company, the wife in most cases taking
the children.
Widows, especially those without children, suffered a social stigma similar to
that in India and China. The suspicion in which they were held was more acute if
the woman was widowed at a young age or more than once. These were considered almost sure signs of witchcraft or demonry and the only escape for these
unfortunate women was to join a nunnery.
Perhaps nothing about the Tibetan social system has drawn as much curiosity
as the marriage practices. In addition to the more common unions based on
monogamy (one husband, one wife) and polygamy (one husband, multiple
wives), Tibetans also practiced polyandryAe marrying of one woman to multiple husbands. In spite of the attention it has attracted, and the anthropological
work being done in this area, there is considerable dispute as to how common a
practice it was.
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Polyandry usually took the form of a woman marrying two or more brothers
or a father and son(s) when a young man with maniageable sons was widowed.
In these cases all the offspring called the oldest husband "father" and the others
"uncle." Polygamy usually followed this format too, with a man marrying sisters
or a mother and daughter(s). The most common explanation for the practice of
polyandry is the economic structure of the family. If a family had just enough
land for subsistence it would have been disastrous to have several brothers marry
different wives and break up the land into smaller units. By bringing in one wife
the land size was preserved, only one person was added to the household, and
there was a guarantee that there would not be an overabundance of offspring.
One scholar argues that land was not the cause of these nuptial arrangements but
rather attributes them to the assignment of corvee labor. Since corvee was assigned to each household, the breaking up of that household would put an additional burden on the remaining members, leaving them with an undiminished
level of corvee.
An understanding of the social stratification and the practice of land tenure
are necessary prerequisites to understanding the marriage practices among different groups of serfs. Among the poorest of the people, monogamy was the rule as
it was among the "small households" (du-jung).Since there were no economic
interests involved, these marriages were ~nformaland not p r e a r r a n g e h u a l l y
entered into for love. At the other end of the economic spectrum, the nobility,
monogamy was also the rule, although polygamy was not uncommon. It should
be pointed out that there were two forms of polygamy practiced in Tibet. One
was the common practice of a wealthy man marrying multiple wives. Another,
however, had to do with inheritance. If a situation arose in which a wealthy
family had no male heir, regardless of the number of female children involved, a
male would be brought in to become the heir. This male would cut all ties with
his biological family, assume the name of his adopted family and marry the
female(^).^^
Health Care
Without sanitary conditions and modem medical care, Tibet was not a healthy
place. Venereal disease (estimated to affect 90 percent of the p o p ~ l a t i o n )and
~~
smallpox (amicting about one-third of the population, including the thirteenth
Dalai Lama in 1900, and seven thousand in Lhasa alone in 1927)46were chronic,
as were cataracts, leprosy (especially in Amdo and Kham) and gastro-intestinal
diseases.47
Modem medicine was available in Tibet only at the offices of the Chinese and
British representatives-and that only after the 1930s. Christian medical rnissionaries plied their trade in the Kham and Amdo areas from the late nineteenth
century on. In both areas their facilities were not often used; when they were, it
was usually by the elites.
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The doctors of Tibet were monks, especially trained in the use of herbal
medication and other forms of spiritual healing. Disease was seen in the
holistic terms familiar in other Asian traditional medicines. Physical imbalance was believed to be related to spiritual imbalance, a disturbance of the
elements almost certainly resulting from a patient's karma or legacy from a
previous life. One former missionary related that leprosy was quite prevalent
among the sedentary population of Kham. The nomads of the area regarded
this as just punishment for having disturbed the spirits of the land.48
In addition to the use of herbs and natural treatments, some of which were
quite effective, Tibetan medicine was also a conglomeration of blood-letting,
exorcisms, the laying on of hands, and "holy" spittle and a belief in the
mystical powers of anything that had come into contact with a holy person.
This last belief resulted in a premium being placed on the urine and excrement (rolled up in pill form and swallowed) of highly incarnated monks and
especially of the Dalai Lama. A Chinese refugee who was formerly a cadre
involved with religious work recalled a Communist Party circular about the
Dalai Lama's visit to Beijing in 1954. According to this report, the lama
defecated into a gold-plated receptacle from which the feces were returned to
Tibet to be made into medicine.49
In Tibet medicine was inextricably bound with superstition. Since monks
were considered to be holy it was concluded that they were capable of performing "holy" acts. One treatment involved the writing of a proper prayer
on a piece of paper and blessing it; the patient then swallowed it as the
m e d i c a t i ~ n Monks
. ~ ~ touched the patient to cure such things as headaches."
Wearing a properly blessed rosary consisting of human skulls, around one's
neck, served as a cure for t ~ o t h a c h eWithout
.~~
rejecting the entire system out
of hand, it must be recognized that there was much that was harmful as well
as beneficial. The skills of the practitioners varied and, as it true almost
everywhere else, the quality of care depended on a person's socioeconomic
status.

Crime and Punishment
This is yet another area in which little research has been done. Some paint a
picture of a law-abiding and passive society.
the Tibetan countryside, except in certain districts along the eastern border,
was mostly free from brigandage.
Mostly . . . Tibet was a land where a fair degree of personal security
prevailed.53
There is no police force because there is no need for it, there is no need for
it because there is little crime, and virtually none that cannot be quickly and
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easily settled by arbitration . . . [because of the] simple fact that the Tibetan
people find it more agreeable and more convenient to be law-abiding.54
There is no evidence to support these images of a utopian Shangn-la. A frequent
visitor to western Tibet reported that brigands ran freely, another called robbers
"a regular plague," while a former resident reported "thieves as thick in Lhasa as
fleas on a dog," and yet another confirmed that account by relating that he never
ventured out at night in Lhasa unless accompanied by a servant and unless
carrying a sword andlor revolver because he "lived in constant fear of burglars. . . . "
Economics was not always at the root of the crime. Some believed that to kill a
rich or lucky man was to acquire his good fortune. All Westerners were considered to be very rich and
But by and large this state of affairs was a result of poverty and lack of
effective law enforcement. The Tibetan army and the Lhasa police force (the
only one in the country) were as much the problem as an instrument for its
solution. It was believed that the police force itself turned to crime in the
evening. Its activities and open corruption were evidently quite profitable.
Even a law allowing officials to keep stolen merchandise upon the capture of
a criminal was not incentive enough for much police work. It was usually left
up to the victim to find and apprehend a criminal. Only then did Tibetan
officials assume their judicial functions. Tibetans adapted to the situation as
they were compelled to do, for those who could afford it, protection was
offered by servants, weapons, and huge mastiffs.56 In the countryside the
most notorious villains were the Khampas (residents of Kham), "infamous in
Tibet as brigands. In fact all robbers were generally referred to as
K h a m p a ~ . "For
~ ~ these nomads, raiding and protecting themselves against
raids were of primary economic concern-to protect or replenish their livestock, their main livelihood.
Monks were not above criminal activity either. In order to make ends meet,
poor monks have been known to steal and sell religious artifacts in spite of the
threat of severe penalties. Pepper forced under the eyelids and splkes forced
under the fingernails were among the prescribed punishments, though we do not
know how often these drastic measures were employed. One high lama received
five years of solitary confinement, loss of rank and had two estates confiscated
for his frequent sexual liaisons with women.58
There were no sets of codified laws but rather a mixture of laws handed down
by practice. These laws were the Buddhist canons, the royal law of the ancient
kings of Tibet, and what could best be called traditional customs. Mediation and
arbitration, preferably by monks, were the most common methods for solving
disputes. The lack of law enforcement, the absence of detention facilities for
criminals and the disruptions caused by long-lasting feuds made mediation the
preferable form of conflict resolution in Tibet. This practice was used not only
between individuals but also by communities in conflict. Crimes such as tres-
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passing on the grazing fields of others, poaching in animal preserves, the desecration of local shrines and banditry were resolved by making restitution, offering gifts, and even giving "life-money" (mistong,literally "man indemnity") to
the relatives of someone who had been killed.59According to one of the brothers
of the current Dalai Lama, the practice of giving "life-money" was not uncommon; the amount to be paid was dependent on the wealth and status of the
victim. For instance, the killing of a high monastic official would require a
payment of U.S.$8,00&1 0,000.60
Another unusual form of dispute resolution was to allow for "divine intervention9'&wing
lots or throwing dice to determine the guilt or innocence of the
parties involved, believing that the spirit world would always support the party in
the right. When punishment was incurred it varied according to the circumstances of the crime and the status of the criminal. As far as can be ascertained
there were only a handful of jails, and in these the poorest prisoners ran the risk
of being starved to death since their families were completely responsible for
their well being. In Lhasa the jail was a deep underground pit from which the
prisoners were only allowed out once or twice a year to beg for alms. Since
prisons were few, other forms of punishment had to be created. One consisted of
chaining the criminal's feet about twelve inches apart, the other in placing a yoke
around his or her neck; criminals were then allowed to wander the land in such a
manner for the rest of their lives, begging for sustenance.
Another form of punishment favored in Tibet was torture and mutilation.
Buddhist belief precludes the taking of life, so that whipping a person to the edge
of death and then releasing him to die elsewhere allowed Tibetan officials to
justify the death as "an act of God." Other brutal forms of punishment included
the cutting off of hands at the wrists; using red-hot irons to gouge out eyes;
hanging by the thumbs; and crippling the offender, sewing him into a bag, and
throwing the bag in the river.6'
A British woman who visited Gyantse in 1922 witnessed a public flogging
and reported that the victim was then forced to spend the night exposed and tied
down on the top of a mountain pass where he froze to death overnight. A British
resident of two decades reported seeing countless eye gougings and mutilations,
while another resident in the late 1940s reported that "all over Tibet I have seen men
who had been deprived of an ann or a leg for theft." The most graphlc evidence
readily available of a public torture can be seen in Lfe magazine, which carried
photographs of a whlpping (200-250 lashes) that occurred right in the middle of
Lhasa in 1950.62Even after the Chinese government re-exerted its control over Tibet
in 1950 these practices evidently continued. A Lhasa resident who lived directly
across the street from the only police station until the mid- 1950s reported that
flogging and confinement in dark dungeons were still generally employed as
deterrents to evildoers. . . . [And] despite the harshness of the penal system
there was never a lack of petty evildoers.63
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Religion

It would be impossible to exaggerate how deeply religion permeated every aspect of Tibetan life, particularly during the past few hundred years with the
establishment of a theocracy. Tibetan Buddhism had many visible manifestations-there were prayer flags, stupas, religious monuments, stones carved with
prayers, charm boxes, prayer wheels, and rosaries. The most visible evidence of
Buddhism were the monks. Estimates put the number of monks at several hundred thousands, anywhere from 20 percent to 33-113 percent of the male population (see Appendix A). A comparable percentage for the United States would
result in about twenty-five million monks; for the United Kingdom, six million.
There were also an estimated 27,000 nuns in 1959.64
Originally, Tibetans practiced a folk religion (mi-chos, "the law, or religion,
of men") which gave way to Bon (bon-chos, "the Bon religion"). But Tibet is
best known for its Buddhism (iha-chos, "the divine law").
The Buddha was born Siddharta Gautama about 560 B.C. in northern India
into a wealthy and privileged noble family. Feeling guilt about his status and
feeling a lack of fulfillment in his life he secretly set off one night at the age of
twenty-nine (leaving a sleeping wife and son) to search for a more meaningful
life. He was to die around 480 B.c., at the age of eighty.
The religion that was to be founded upon his teachmgs was largely based on
the Buddha's reaction to the Hinduism of his day, whch had become ossified
into a rigid set of rituals and traditions and was headed by an elite and uncaring
Brahmin caste. As a result he preached against authority, ritual, and meaningless
traditions in the vernacular rather than the Sansknt of Hinduism that was unintelligible to all save a small, educated elite. He preached the sanctity of all living
beings and was against killing. He stressed self-help and attacked supernatural
beliefs ("by this ye shall know that a man is not my disciple that he tries to work
a miracle" [emphasis in ~ r i g i n a l ] ) . ~ ~
Four principal sects emerged in Tibet, all somewhat different in their methods
and political persuasions but not in their reverence for and allegiance to the basic
Buddhist doctrines. The sects, often distinguished by the color of the headdresses
worn for ceremonial occasions, are called Nyingmapa, Kargyu, Sakya, and
Gelugpa. All enjoyed varying periods of predominance in Tibet; but it was the
Gelugpa, or Yellow Hat sect, that maintained absolute political power from the
eighteenth century until 1959. All Tibetans, except for the very small number of
practitioners of an earlier religion known as Bon and a handful of Moslirns,
consider themselves Buddhists, believing in the "Four Truths" of Buddhism and
agreeing on the five universals necessary for release from the endless suffering
of the cycle of birth and rebirth.
But Tibetan Buddhism was heavily influenced by the environmental realities
of living in such a harsh land: the severe cold and winds, the effects of the
rarefied air (Tibetans suffering from the lack of oxygen attributed their discom-
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fort to "poison gas"), the almost complete isolation from the rest of the world,
and the resulting lack of scientific knowledge (many Tibetans b e l i e v e k s late
as the 1950s-that the earth was flat),66and the high incidence of early mortality. It is not surprising, therefore, that there was a strong belief in the supernatural.
The process of evolution undergone by Tibetan Buddhism adapted to the
nature of life on the Tibetan plateau. As Guiseppe Tucci, the West's foremost
Tibetologist, has so aptly pointed out, "the entire spiritual life of the Tibetan is
defined by a permanent attitude of defense, by a constant effort to appease and
propitiate the powers whom he fears.'67 But, as Tucci has demonstrated elsewhere, this created contradictions with the original nature of Buddhism, resulting
in Tibetan religion being
shot with a certain ambiguity: on the one side the fear of capricious spirits that
was inherited by Lamaism from the country's original religions and, on the
other, the conviction that man possesses the means to control these dark
vengeful forces demanding propitiation. Magic, ritual, acts of piety, liberality
towards monasteries and teachers, exorcism, liturgical technique, all come to
his aid. And the human victim he was at the outset, at the mercy of a thousand
invisible forces, is able to become their master.68
The theory, however, does not always work as expected in practice. While Tibetans believed-as Buddhism taught--that they could have control over these
forces, they never believed they had actually gained the upper hand.
Buddhism proscribes the killing of any living thing, without exception. But
Tibet is a land with a harsh climate, little arable soil, and no textile industry. As
sources of protein and clothing, animals had to be killed. The solution was not
difficult to find: create a separate class of butchers. These butchers "who slaughtered the animals were regarded as sinners and out caste^."^^ Sometimes Moslims
were used as butchers. There is no actual admonition against eating meat in
Buddhist d o g m ~ n l against
y
taking life. There was even a way in which merit
could be acquired by buying an animal from a butcher, having it consecrated
with the appropriate ceremony, tying a ribbon around its neck, and releasing it.
No one would then kill that animal, and the "savior" would be granted the
stipulated merit.'O
Another curious manifestation of the evolution of Tibetan Buddhism was the
belief in the merit of quantity over quality in religious practices. In circumambulations of shrines, for example, the amount of merit received depended on the
number of circuits performed. Prayer wheels were particularly important reflections of the premium placed on repetition.
There are table wheels turned by the fingers; portable wheels turned by hand;
tiny wheels turned by the winds; larger wheels propelled by manpower; and
the largest wheels of all, driven by hydraulic power. Wheels within wheels,
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whirling round and round. Imagine all the Tibetans muttering scriptures, continually walking around their monasteries, their cities, and their country where
hundreds of thousands of such wheels are perpetually in motion. So this is
~ibet."
In addition to turning wheels, Tibetans recited scriptures and continuously
chanted the mantra Om Mani Padme Hum (Hail to thee, the Jewel in the Lotus).
They put up countless prayer flags and some spent their lives "printing" the
image of Buddha-in a running stream (repeatedly dipping a piece of wood with
the image of Buddha carved onto it).72Since quantity was desirable, the wealthier a family was the more religious paraphernalia could be employed on its
behalf. The wealthiest could pay a monk to live in their house as a "resident
chaplain," to spend his whole life acquiring merit for the family in the appropriate ways.
Pilgrimages and visits to shrines were also significant to the average Tibetan.
Some shrines were good for specific purpose-ne
particular shrine was noted
for helping predetermine the sex of an unborn chlld. Pilgrimages also played an
important social function, for the gatherings of people from different areas of
Tibet allowed for the opportunity to engage in trade, catch up on news of recent
events, make new contacts for future trade possibilities, and afforded monks and
women some escape from the monotonous routines of daily life.
For the orthodox Tibetan, simply traveling to the desired location in conventional ways was insufficient. It was not uncommon to see devoted pilgrims
prostrating themselves the entire distance. The routine way to go about this was
to lie down completely flat in the required direction. Then, laying a stone at the
point where the body ended, to stand up at the point of the stone and repeat the
process. The more devout resorted to lying widthwise, moving ahead only the
width of their body-ther
than the length-at each prostration. This would be
repeated for hundreds of miles and could take years. To prostrate oneself around
the Lingkhorcircular road around Lhasa, about 8 krn. (5 mi.) long, popular
for circumambulations, could take a pilgrim three days, prostrating the body
lengthwise, and five days, prostrating widthwise.
Tibet abounded in itinerant mystics who, more often than not, exploited the
gullibility of the people. Hennits were also plentiful. Entire towns of hermitages
were said to exist, where monks were completely enclosed in caves-save only a
small hole through which food was passed once a day-hm short periods of
their life, to their entire remaining life span. Astrologers and fortune tellers also
plied their trade, much as they do today on some modem city streets.
Oracles were common in Tibet. There were hundreds of them, specializing in
telling the future of exorcising specific evil spirits. The method employed was
simple enough. They went into a trance and began to speak in a strange language
that was only understood by a trained assistant. During this period their bodies
were allegedly taken over by a spirit. The current Dalai Lama has been quoted as
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saying that oracles have "nothing to do with Buddhism. . . . They should be
looked upon as a manifestation of popular s~perstition."~~
The Nechung Oracle was the official government oracle who was called upon
to help reach important decisions concerning all of Tibet. But life as an oracle
was not carefree, for, as one Tibetan official advised "an oracle had better not
make mistakes and give wrong answers. Several have been degraded and thrown
into jail for having uttered false p r ~ p h e c i e s . " ~ ~
The aspect of Tibetan Buddhism that has received the most attention in the
West is the complex set of rituals based on a canon entitled the Bardo-thodrol,
the book whose mere recitation, when heard by the dead man during the period
of his intermediate existence between the life he has left and the one he is to
enter in forty-nine days' time, will lead him to salvation.75
(In the West, this text is more commonly known as The Tibetan Book of the
Dead.76)
Tibetans believe that after a person dies there is a critical period of forty-nine
days before the beginning of the next rebirth. A proper rebirth requires the
conduct of certain prescribed rituals during this interim period. Upon a death,
monks are called in to perfom these rituals. If it can be afforded, these monks
will stay with the body, in shifts, throughout the forty-nine days. The body is
removed from the house only when an astrologer has determined the most propitious time.
It is believed that if the proper rituals are not performed, the soul may reenter
the body and run wild. Tibetan homes have traditionally had low doorways and
high stairs in order to prevent these types of reactivated corpses from chasing a
living being. These corpses are called ro-lungs or "zombies" and are believed to
be sometimes activated by necromancers for their own supernatural purposes.77
Tibetan funeral practices are also unique-again, probably for environmental
reasons. The ground is frequently too hard to bury people and wood is a scarce
commodity in most areas. Poor people were often just thrown into a river, while
important monks could count on being cremated. Dalai Lamas and the most
important incarnations were usually embalmed. The most common practice,
however, was the cutting up of bodies and the grinding of the bones mixed with
some grain. These remains were left on hilltops for the vultures. Burial was
usually reserved for infants and people with contagious diseases.78Some Tibetans believed that if a person did not receive a proper burial he or she risked the
danger of being reincarnated as a locust.79The strength of Tibetan beliefs in the
death ritual is documented by the work of an anthropologist in Nepal. Tibetans in
Tibet greatly feared being unable to find someone to perform the proper death
rituals (for political reasons explained below). From the mid-1960s to the late
1970s, consequently, these Tibetans regularly (and secretly) sent money and
instructions to Tibetan monks in Nepal-via the traders who crossed the fron-
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tiers--in order that the necessary rituals be performed in absentia.80
Two kinds of evidence are frequently used to demonstrate that human sacrifice was an accepted practice in Tibet. First, visitors are shown the many ritual
objects of human skulls and bones, particularly the human thigh-bone. These
objects do exist and were used in religious ritual^;^' the Chlnese however, seem
to imply that people were deliberately killed in order to make use of their needed
parts. There is not a trace of evidence to support thls. It is probably safe to say
that these bones were gathered during the unusual mortuary practice described
above that allowed vultures to pick away at the body after death. This may be
grisly to some, but it is a far cry from purposely killing someone for their bones.
The other "evidence" is the alleged practice of burying live children in the
cornerstones of houses and/or monasteries for some undetermined religious purposeB2This form of human sacrifice is said to have been practiced right up until
1959.83Indeed the Chinese claim to have the testimony of the relatives of twentyone individuals who were ordered to be killed in 1948, by the authorities in Lhasa,
for the sole purpose of using their organs as "sacrificial offerings" in an attempt
to have the spirits prevent the Communists fiom gaining control of Tibet.84
But are these accounts, as the refugees claim, mere fabrications? To begin
with there appears to be some evidence indicating that the ancient kings of Tibet
had live people entombed with them when they died.85This was not an unusual
practice in other cultures in pre-medieval times. We also know that the older
Tibetan religion sanctioned human sacrifices and, at a later date, practiced animal sacrifice^.^^
In twentieth century Tibet, the practice of human sacrifice evolved into animal sacrifice and the self-infliction of wounds for religious purposes. There are
frequent accounts of visitors to areas inhabited by Tibetans having witnessed
animal sacrifices and such activities as burning the fingers and the ritual breaking of a stone on a man's chestsB7
But the question of the continued practice of human sacrifice still remains
unresolved. In 1915 a British visitor to Gyantse was told that in certain rituals in
previous times, babies had been sacrificed in the monastery there, indicating that
this practice was not totally alien to Tibet.88 We also have the testimony of
Robert Ekvall, an American missionary and anthropologist who was born in
China and spent at least eight years of his adult life in the regions inhabited by
Tibetans. He reported that although animal sacrifices were more common, there
were some instances of human sacrifice^.^^ The most convincing clue we have
comes fiom Sir Charles Bell. Bell wrote that he once visited a spot on the
Tibet-Bhutan border where he saw a stupa called Bang-kar Bi-tse cho-ten that
contained the bodies of an eight-year-old boy and girl "who had been slain for
the purpose" of some religious ritual.90
Evidence of human sacrifice is circumstantial, at best. I would venture to say
that in the more remote areas human sacrifice probably did occur. However, it
could not have been practiced with great frequency, for an extensive search for
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accounts by travelers and foreign residents of Tibet turned up only the examples
cited above.
No discussion of Tibetan Buddhism would be complete without some mention of the notion of karma. One former high incarnated lama defined it the
following way:
according to the Buddhist doctrine of karma . . . any prosperity that we may
ourselves enjoy will be the result of our generosity in the past, as poverty is
caused by miser lines^.^'
This definition corresponds to the Dalai Lama's notion as well:
the idea of karma [is] that what comes to us is not only inevitable but also the
result of our actions in this life or in others we have lived. Therefore, we have
to accept it.92
From a purely secular point of view, this doctrine could be seen as one of the
most ingenious and pernicious forms of social control ever devised. To the
ordinary Tibetan, the acceptance of this doctrine precluded the possibility of ever
changing his or her fate in this life. If one were born a slave, so the doctrine of
karma taught, it was not the fault of the slaveholder but rather the slaves themselves for having committed some misdeeds in a previous life. In turn, the
slaveholder was simply being rewarded for good deeds in a previous life. For the
slave to attempt to break the chains that bound him, or her, would be tantamount
to a self-condemnation to a rebirth into a life worse than the one already being
suffered. This is certainly not the stuff of which revolutions are made; it is not,
therefore, surprising that there were few peasant revolts, for t h s idea of karma
was universally accepted. Indeed, Tibetans in exile continue to accept these
teachings. It was recently reported that Tibetan peasants in southern India do not
go to a doctor when they feel ill because they accept their sickness as the
inevitable result of their karma.93
In the final analysis it could not be stressed strongly enough that Buddhism
was almost universally accepted and that the people of Tibet found it met their
spiritual needs, partly because there was no alternative and partly because it
helped them find answers to the complexities of their lives whlle also serving to
protect them in their future lives.

Monasteries
With Buddhist belief so pervasive, it followed that the protectors and propagators of Buddhism would play a powerful and influential role in Tibetan society.
The role of the clergy was not only spiritual but also economic. Spiritually,
popular belief had it that monks were essential, for even if a lay person were able
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to learn the holy books, a monk had to interpret how to use the learning and how
to perform the rituals. Economically, their extensive land holdings were tax
exempt, while the lay population was expected to supplement the monks' income. To give but one example, Sir Charles Bell cites the financial records for
1917. In that year the government in Lhasa received an income of £720,000,
while the church received £800,000. However, as its contribution, the govemment gave the church an additional £274,000 fiom its own funds.94
The huge number of monks was clearly the backbone of the church's power.
A tradition evolved of sending at least one son from each family into the clergy
to ensure him some dignity and more than likely guarantee his livel~hood.As one
mother put it, a monk's life was good "because [there was] no work, plenty to
eat, and [it would be] without sin." The monastic orders also provided a safety
valve when a family had too many sons and not enough property to divide
reasonably. Occasionally the aristocracy would send a son to the monastery to
help maintain a position of power and influence for that family through the
acquisition of a post within the hierarchy.95
The power the church had was wielded through the monasteries to which
every monk belonged. The English term is somewhat misleading, as these "monasteries" were not llke the Christian contemplative monasteries with which
Westerners are familiar. The bigger monasteries in Tibet were, in fact, entire
towns-with large plots of agricultural lands, pastoral lands, thousands of serfs,
and military warehouses for
market centers, banking and lending in~titutions,~~
the annies raised from among the monastic population. This last was important
since whole monasteries would be turned into military forces if the need arose.
They were also centers for publishing, art galleries and even governmental,
administrative bureaus in the more remote areas. In nomadic areas they served
important functions, supplying essential skilled crafts and providing a place
where the nomads could store their valuables and have a neutral ground in times
of conflict.
Some monasteries were very large. In 1959 the three major monasteries in
Lhasa held 16,500 monks (Drepung, 7,700; Sera, 5,500; and Ganden, 3,300).97
Their power lay, however, not only in their size but in their influence. Each
"parent" monastery was in charge of dozens, if not hundreds, of "children"
monasteries. The "parent" provided operating funds, trained elites to govem,
and gave the "children" membership in a powerful institution. In return the
smaller monasteries extended the power and trade capabilities of the "parent"
into remote areas, while supplying shelter and guards for the carrying out of that
trade.
While it has generally been assumed that all monks received a formal education, this was true only to a very limited extent. The vast majority of the monks
learned to memorize lengthy religious liturgy and little else, and were referred to
as "nonreaders." Those monks privileged enough to acquire literacy were referred to as "readers." One scholar estimates that 90 percent of the monks at the
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three major Lhasa monasteries were nonreader^,"^^ while another estimate puts
their numbers, in general, at 75 percent.99
When a Tibetan boy joined the monastery he did not cut his ties with his
family. Indeed, quite the contrary was required, for the monastery itself provided
only the barest sustenance for the monks. In order to advance, learn a skill, or
achieve a higher standard of living, a monk was not only required to maintain his
family ties but also to engage in some sideline activities. Such activities included
performing religious rites for a fee, begging for alms, engaging in trade, or
becoming the "resident chaplain" for a wealthy family.
The social classes within the monastery were almost as rigidly enforced as
without; social mobility was the exception rather than the rule. Monks from
wealthier families hired the best tutors for the children of the family; supported
them in the manner to which they were accustomed; bought them official positions (even at times the position of "incarnated lama"); and, as one former lama
has confessed, hired stand-ins to complete examinations necessary for higher
advancement.Io0 Wealthier monks dressed better, ate better, and were better
cared for. One former lama reports having three guardians: one responsible for
his legal affairs, one for his spiritual affairs, and one as a servant in charge of
food and clothing.lol During the first eight years of residence in a monastery, all
monks were expected to perform certain kitchen duties; however, exceptions
were made for high incarnations and chogzeds ("monks who gain privilege by
offering gift ceremonies"). Io2
Although considered sinful, homosexuality appears to have been widespread
among the clergy and almost unknown among the lay population. Within the
Gelugpa sect there seems to have been a tendency toward homosexuality; some
reports indicate that this was encouraged as evidence of "celibacy"-defined as
abstinence from sexual relations with women. There were exceptions; some
Gelugpa monks-for example, those who were also government officials-did
have heterosexual liaisons.103
One of the more unusual features of the Tibetan priesthood was the existence
of "priest-rebels," at times numbering some 1&15 percent of the monastic p o p lations. These were monks who had committed sins (such as killing in battle) and
as a result had been released from their religious vows and duties in order to
engage in military and economic activities on behalf of the monastery, while
maintaining their residence there.
They engage in such activities unhampered by monkish scruples and are often
shrewd, ruthless and even swashbuckling characters who still wear monkish
robes . . . while they rule and make war like robber chiefiain~.'~~
The "police" were in charge of enforcement. They were permitted to grow
their hair long (other monks have to shave theirs), chant their own prayers, and
conduct secret rituals. In order to m&e themselves appear more fearsome they
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tore their robes and smeared their faces with soot and grease. However, their
appearance was probably not as frightful as the concealed swords, large keys,
and iron bars they
These "police," or "Iron Bars" as they are sometimes called, were also feared for their practice of kidnapping boys for homosexoccurrence common enough to encourage boys to walk in
ual activitiegroups to prevent being victimized.
The evidence indicates that Tibet, as of 1950, was neither a mythical
"Shangri-la" nor a "hell on earth." Tibetans led a difficult and harsh existence in
which some benefited more than others. Tibet was a medieval society that somehow survived into the second half of the twentieth century. An anthropologist
who interviewed many of the poorer refugees reported that they viewed the old
society with some sense of shame and discussed it with outsiders only with
extreme reluctance; he reported that "a number indicated to me that they would
prefer to remain in Mysore [India] rather than return to Tibet as it was under the
old system (serfdom)."lo6 Even prominent refugees are coming to perceive the
consequences of the old system, although they couch their reservations in milder
tones.
It has become increasingly evident that the system of government which had
hitherto prevailed in Tibet has not proved sufficiently responsive to the present
needs and future development of its people.Io7

If conditions were so harsh, why was there no general revolt of the serfs? And
why did so many hundreds of thousands of youths obligingly troop off to the
monasteries and rarely leave? The most frequently offered explanation is that the
Tibetan people were "happy" and had no reason to rebel. This argument may
well confuse "happiness" with resignation. Witnessing smiling faces and friendly
people, which literally every traveler did, could as easily have been an indication
of Tibetan stoicism.
I believe that the poor were not necessarily satisfied with their condition but
resigned to it. The belief in karma was a convincing argument for being content
with one's present life for the benefit of one's future lives. Karma was only one
of the many religious concepts that reinforced the status quo. Isolation from
other societies meant that Tibetans could neither experience, nor even learn, of
any alternatives to their own society. The system also provided some safety
values for those who may have been unhappy. For example, the availability of
"human lease" provided, in theoly at least, a means of petitioning higher authorities to redress perceived wrongs. And for men, monkhood offered a life of some
prestige, escape from the obligations of serfdom, and a modicum of economic
stability.Io8
And, so, in this condition Tibet was about to be opened to the world of class
struggle, modem industry and communications, revolutionary ideology, and international diplomacy. As I will attempt to show, it was not prepared.

The Early History

Writing a history of Tibet is fraught with particular difficulties. The first obstacle
is the absence of a formal and widely accepted written language before the
seventh century. This lack is remarkable for a society sandwiched between
two of the oldest civilizations in the world: China and India. By the seventh
century the Chinese Empire was at least 2,300 years old, while the Indian
tradition was only slightly younger. Moreover, these dates reflect only periods for which we have solid archaeological evidence; that leaves open the
real possibility that new findings may push those dates back even fbrther.
The second problem for the would-be historian results from the ascendancy
of Buddhism in Tibet. Its worldview required a rewriting of previous history
to bring it into proper alignment with the new Buddhist ideology.' A third
problem arose in the early years of the twentieth century, when Tibet was a
pawn in the power struggles of Great Britain, Russia, and Imperial China.
The events of that era led to a dramatic polarization of political ideologies,
later exacerbated by the establishment of the People's Republic of China. The
consequences have been a continual rewriting and reinterpreting of historical
events.
On the credit side, early Chinese chronicles, though biased, tend to be fairly
comprehensive and are important as sources of corroboration of historical dates.
A positive development, and perhaps the most important for the future of Tibetan
historiography, is the dispersal of Tibetans outside of Tibet and the fact that
some are obtaining an advanced secular education. The result has been a cornparative avalanche of published historical material on Tibet based on serious
scholarly research.
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In the Beginning
Although there is some circumstantial evidence that a political entity existed
earlier, solid historical evidence does not predate the late sixth century, when a
tribal chief named Namri-songsten (c. 570-620) exerted his power over the
neighboring tribes in an attempt at unification. This task was completed by his
son, Songsten Gampo (c. 620-649),* who is recognized as the first true unifier of
Tibet. But he was far more than simply a conqueror. Sensing that as his empire
expanded he would have to come to terms with his neighbors, he dealt with the
problem in an enlightened way.
He began in 641 by marrying a princess (Wen Cheng [Wen-ch'eng]) of the
ruling Chinese Tang (T'ang) dynasty, thereby establishing the first formal relations between the rulers of the Han people and the rulers of the Tibetans and
assuring an alliance with his most powerhl neighbor. Most historians also credit
Songsten-gampo with having married a princess from the ruling house of Nepal.
However, some scholars question the existence of this mamage since the docu.~
some evidence exists that Buddhism was not
mentation is ~ n c l e a r Although
totally unknown in Tibet at the time, it was the influence of the Han princess
upon her husband that was to be a spur to its wider dissemination. While no
proof exists that Songsten-gampo ever personally adopted Buddhism, or that he
actively pursued its propagation, his interest in it and his tolerance of those who
did proselytize had profound effects upon the Tibetan people for the next twelve
centuries.
Princess Wen Cheng brought with her religious artifacts and is credited with
having introduced into Tibet the use of butter, tea, cheese, barley, beer, medical
knowledge, and astrology. She is said to have encouraged the sending of the sons
of tribal chiefs to Changan (present-day X'ian [Sian]), the Chinese capital, for
education and to have encouraged the sending of a minister, Thonmi Sambhota,
to Kashmir (a major center of Buddhist learning at the time) to bring back a
written script for the Tibetan language based on Sanskrit. Moreover, Songstengampo is said to have allowed Buddhist missionaries fiom India, China, and
Nepal to travel freely and seek converts while at the same time establishing an
indigenous priesthood and promulgating the first set of Tibetan laws.4
Like Songsten-gampo, his successors came to power as minors. This period
(64%755) was marked by bloody struggles between the adherents of the old Bon
religion and those of Buddhism, and a series of Tibetan military conquests.
These came to an end during the reign of King Khride-tsang (reign 70&755),
who mamed a Han princess, Jin Cheng (Chin-ch'eng), in 710. The marriage
was devised by both parties to bring an end to the military activities against
China. Tibet remained a powerful force in central Asia until well into the ninth
century. An added bonus to the Tibetans were the several Buddhist temples the
princess had built during her reign in what is now L h a ~ a . ~
For over a century and a half Buddhism slowly permeated Tibetan society in
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the struggle of its adherents to dominate their Bon rivals. This feat was finally
accomplished in the eighth century with the enthronement of King Trisong
Detsen. He was such an ardent Buddhist that he declared Buddhism the official
state religion while, following the Indian custom, he awarded estates and serfs to
. ~ guarthe Buddhist monasteries and exempted them from taxes and c o r ~ e e sTo
antee the security of the clergy, the king promulgated a code designed to protect
them.
He who shows a finger to a monk shall have his finger cut off; he who speaks
ill of the monks and the king's Buddhist policy shall have his lips cut off; he
who looks askance at them shall have his eyes put out; he who robs them shall
pay according to the rule of the restitution of eighty times (the value of the
article ~tolen).~
Nevertheless, the lay nobility and the Bon clergy continued to wield considerable influence and it is highly probable that the king's embrace of Buddhism had
as much, if not more, to do with finding a counter to his enemie-who
were
largely followers of the Bon r e l i g i o m s with his belief in the superiority of
Buddhism. The opposition was able to oust a famous Indian Buddhist teacher
whom the king had invited and was powerful enough to count the king's principal wife as an ally.8
In 797 King Trisong Detsen was succeeded by his second son, Muni Tsenpo.
Tibetan chronicles relate the story of how this monarch attempted, on three
occasions, to redistribute wealth evenly among the entire Tibetan populaceonly to discover that the wealthy continued to get wealthier and the poor, poorer.
When the king complained about his inability to carry out his plan, the sorcerer
Padmasarnbhava is alleged to have said to him, "Our condition in this life is
entirely dependent upon the actions of our previous life and nothing can be done
to alter the scheme of t h g s . ' * The story is probably apocryphal, intended as a
lesson to whomever might question hls or her lowly social status and to reinforce
the notion that struggle for change would be fruitless. In the end the king was
poisoned by his own mother. lo
Despite the small victories of the forces of Bon, Buddhism continued to make
major strides, particularly during the reign of King Ralpachen (c. 8 15-838). This
period is noted for the rise of the Buddhist clergy to positions of major political
power. The priesthood expanded, temples were built (with craftsmen from
China) and Buddhism was zealously propagated. In Ralpachen's efforts to create
a strong Buddhist clergy as a counterweight to the Bon and noble elite he
ordered that every seven families in Tibet must financially support one Buddhist
monk, and he elevated a monk to the position of Chief Minister. It was this latter
measure that finally spurred the opposition into action, leading to ~alpachen's
assassination by his brother Langdarma." It was during the reign of King
Ralpachen that the Han Chinese and the Tibetans signed their fust treaty. Called
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the treaty of "Uncle and Nephew," it was negotiated by Buddhist monks on both
sides to end some military engagements. The treaty was carved on a pillar
(erected in 832) and stands to this day outside the Jokhang Cathedral in Lhasa.
Langdarma represented the forces that opposed the propagation of Buddhism,
and scholars cite the beginning of his reign (c. 838-842) as the end of what is
commonly known, somewhat inaccurately, as the "first diffusion of the doctrine." The pendulum then swung to the opposite extreme, introducing a period
characterized by widespread and vicious persecution of Buddhism and its followers. Temples were destroyed, monasteries sealed up, monks forced to convert
or even killed, and non-Tibetan Buddhist teachers deported. The adherents of
Bon and their allies were able to make a dramatic return to power after almost
two centuries. But these events should not be seen as merely a struggle of
contending religious persuasions; religion was used primarily as the most overt
symbol of two contending power groups. While Langdarma's attacks on the
Buddhist monasteries certainly helped the growth of Bon, they also went a long
way to curb the growing political and economic forces aligned with the Buddhist
clergy. Indeed, one widely respected scholar has argued that Langdarma was not
as openly hostile to Buddhism as he has been depicted, but tacitly went along
with the anti-Buddhist activities, knowing full well that they aided the rise to
power of his faction.13
The winners of this latest power struggle, however, were unable to consolidate their power. Langdarma's death, allegedly at the hands of a Buddhist
monk,14 resulted in yet another struggle between two of his sons, subsequently
ending the unification Tibet had enjoyed for over two hundred years. Tibet dissolved
into numerous tribes, principalities and regional hegemonies that were constantly
at war with each other. Songsten-gampo's empire had come to a bitter end.
Coincidentally, similar events were unfolding in China. The end of the Tang
dynasty in 907 saw China dissolve into countless warring states, and strong
central rule was not to return to Tibet or China for some time. During the Tang
dynasty there had been one hundred fifty missions between the two capitals, and
eight treaties were signed during a period when Tibet was absorbing Chinese
culture.
The fifty-three years that followed in China are known to historians as the
period of "Five Dynasties and Ten States," out of which the Song (Sung) dynasty
(96&1279) finally emerged. The Song leaders were, however, so preoccupied
with military engagements in the south, west, and southwest that little attention
was paid to Tibet. One researcher reported that after combing through the Song
chronicles he was unable to turn up any significant contacts between Beijing and
Lhasa except for the occasional tribute mission from individual tribes in Tibet to
the Chinese capital and the deployment of armies by the Song to put down
rebellious tribes in, or near, Tibet.I5
From 842 to 1247 AD there was no central rule in Tibet. While Buddhism
was in decline during thls period there were two Tibetan areas, geographically
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widely separated, where Buddhism managed to survive and hold its own. Buddhism managed to survive surreptitiously in the east, in Kham, and in the west
where it finally coalesced at the Samye Monastery.
During the tenth century, a local monarch named Chanchup-o initiated a
revival of Buddhism (known now as the "second diffusion of the doctrine") by,
among other actions, inviting noted Indian scholars to teach Buddhism in Tibet.
One such visitor, Atisa, was responsible for the creation of several new Tibetan
religious orders because of his belief that Buddhist practice had degenerated in
Tibet under the followers of the Nyingmapa ("One of the O l d ) order. Astisa's
followers established the reformed Kadampa ("One of the Doctrine") order and
the less strict Sakya and Kagyupa sects.
This period saw the genesis of what would soon become the monastic monopoly on religious and lay power in Tibet. Monasteries began to acquire large tracts
of land, build political power bases, make alliances with wealthy lay patrons, and
muster monk armies to protect this newly acquired position in Tibetan society.
This monopoly of power would last over nine centuries.

The Mongol Connection
At the turn of the thirteenth century, Moslim armies descended on India and in
many areas, particularly in Bengal, began to persecute adherents of other religions. The Buddhists in Bengal gathered their sacred objects and fled north t~
Tibet, bringing with them such tales of woe that the Tibetans attempted to seal
their border with India. But Tibet was no match for the Mos!.im legions and an
alliance with a stronger power was essential. Word spread in Tibet only a few
years later that the Mongol armies of Genghis Khan (1 162-1227) were conquering the areas of China we now know as Gansu (Kansu) and Qinghai provinces.
Partially to preclude a Mongol invasion and partially to acquire an ally against
the threat from the south, the Tibetans sent a delegation of submission to the
Khan, seeking a formal alliance.
Nothing official came of these efforts until almost the middle of the thirteenth
century when Genghis Khan's grandson, Prince Godan (?-I25 I), dispatched an
army that halted only sixty miles short of Lhasa. One of Godan's duties was to
gather intelligence about neighboring peoples for the Mongol court in
Karakorum. His army discovered that the major centers of power in Tibet were
the monasteries and that there was no unity among them. His agents fbrther
informed him that the most powerful monastery of the day was the one at Sakya.
Armed with this information, Godan "invited" the head of that monastery, the
Sakya Pundita (Kunga Gyaltsen, 1182-1 25 1) to visit him in Lanzhou (Lanchou).
The monk arrived in 1245, with his nephew and heir apparent, Phagpa (Lodo
Gyaltsen, 1235-1 280). After some enforced negotiations the Tibetan delegation
agreed to recognize Mongolian suzerainty over Tibet and to pay a regular tribute.
They further ingratiated themselves with their hosts by writing letters back to the
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other factions in Tibet, urging compliance with the agreement. The Tibetan lay
nobility, however, refused to comply and Godan reverted to force. In 125 1 he
dispatched a Mongol army to Tibet and placed, for the very first time, Buddhist
clerical figures in positions of secular political power over all Tibet. It had been
four hundred years since King Ralpschen first entrusted Buddhst clergy with a
modicum of political power.
The Sakya Pundita died in Lanzhou in the same year as the invasion, and his
nephew immediately succeeded him. The Mongols and Tibetans forged a unique
"priest-patron" relationship, the meaning of which is debated to this day. For the
Mongols, the presence of the Tibetan lamas amongst them meant an introduction
to a more formalized culture, a written script, and a hegemony over Tibet that
guarded their entire southern flank. Tibetans, by acting as priests, provided spiritual sustenance to the Mongols and served as guides to Tibetan Buddhism. For
the Tibetans, especially the clerical elite, it meant the acquisition of supreme
power in Tibet and the ability to maintain that power with the help of a strong
ally. Thus the Mongol armies acted as their "patrons."
Prince Godan was succeeded by Kublai Khan, who maintained the priest-patron relationship by appointing Phagpa the ruler of the central Tibetan provinces
of U and Tsang and naming hlm "Imperial Preceptor." Whlle t h s era solidified
this special relationship, it also marked the beginning of its inevitable decline.
For the Sakya monks the enormous wealth and power showered upon them by
the Mongols led to internal dissension, resulting in the murder of a chief lama by
his own minister. No powerful leader emerged to end the internecine bickering.
Other Tibetan sects were unwilling to sit by and wait patiently for the Sakyas'
monopoly on power to dissolve of its own accord. These sects sent several
missions to Beijing in vain attempts to seek favor with the Mongol occupants of
the Dragon Throne (official seat of the rulers of China).I6
With the death of Phagpa in 1280 and of Kublai Khan in 1295, the fortunes of
both the Sakyas and the Mongols declined. The denouement came with the fall
of the Mongol's dynasty in China and the emergence of a new ethnic Han
dynasty (the Ming) in 1368. After nineteen successive rulers !?om 1251 to 1358,
Sakya rule finally succumbed. From that time until 1642, Tibet was to be ruled
by a succession of lay nobility in conjunction with various sects of Tibetan
Buddhism (but with the former clearly in charge). In spite of the Mongols' fall
from power over all of China, however, they continued to play a crucial role in
the mainstream of Tibetan politics through their sponsorship of various sects.I7
When the Ming rulers consolidated their power in China they followed the
policies of their Yuan dynasty predecessors toward Tibet by inviting leading
clerics to visit the imperial court in Beijing. Not many went as readily as they
had in the past. From 1566 to the fall of the Ming in 1644, political relations
between Beijing and Lhasa were characterized by diplomatic missions, the bestowing of honors and titles, but little, if any, actual political control by the
Chmese.I8
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The Buddhist Reformation
During the early years of Ming rule there lived, in Tibet, a man who was
destined to change the face of Tibetan culture and history. His name was
Tsongkhapa (1357-141 7), and he was known as "The Man from the Land of
Onions." At the height of his fame, the Chinese Emperor Yong Luo (Yung-lo
[r. 1403-14241) repeatedly invited him to Beijing. Claiming ill health,
Tsongkhapa refused, but sent a disciple, Jamchen Choje, in his place. The disciple was honored with the title "All-Knowing, Understanding and Benevolent
Peacemaker of the World, Great Loving One, Worshipped by All, Great Prince
and Lama from the Happy Steadfast Kingdom of the West, Jamchen Choje, the
Great Lama of the Emper~r."'~
Tsongkhapa looked around and saw that the Buddhist church had degenerated
in its religious practice and had, in his opinion, far removed itself from the
benevolent and compassionate teachings of the Buddha. Like Martin Luther a
century later, Tsongkhapa set out to reform his religion. He founded a sect
known as Gelugpa ("those who follow the path of perfect virtue") and in 1409
established his first monastery, called Ganden ("place of joy"). He demanded
strict discipline from his monks, absolute celibacy, and a return to basic Buddhist
teachings. Tibetans flocked to him. Soon Ganden had 3,300 monks, and other
monasteries had to be established. In 1416 Drepung was built and housed 7,700
monks. In 1419 Sera was founded for 5,500 monks. All three of these monasteries were in the Lhasa area and were to become pre-eminent in the ruling of Tibet.
After Tsongkhapa's death, his disciples spread his teachings across Tibet, founding the monastery at Qamdo (Charndo) in eastern Tibet in 1437 and ten years
later opening the Tashilhunpo Monastery near S h i g a t ~ e . ~ ~
Almost immediately, the Gelugpa were faced with a serious difficulty--the
question of continuity of leadership. Opposed to hereditary rule, and trying to
avoid a dependence on the lay nobility, the Gelugpa elite were hard-pressed to
develop a system that would keep questions of succession in their hands and at
the same time the concentration of power in the hands of a select few.
Tsongkhapa decided to use the concept of reincarnation (tulku) to establish suecession. The rightful leader was considered to be a reincarnation of Chenrezig,
the patron deity of Tibet, and of the Buddha himself.21Although long a part of
Buddhist teachings, this was the first time reincarnation-as a political fUnction-was institutionalized.
The Gelugpa elite could now decide who the new ruler would be, effecting a
peaceful and orderly transition of power. By selecting a young boy as the reincamation, the clergy prevented noble families from perpetuating hereditary rule.
Moreover, since the incarnation was chosen at an early age and was raised exclusively under the tutelage of the Gelugpa elite, the child would be properly socialized
into the required ideological perspective. By insisting that the chosen child was in
fact the same indvidual who had just rekently died, opponents would be silenced
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(the faithful could be relied upon to flock to the defense of the child).
The Gelugpa became known as the "Yellow Hat" sect, while the others were
commonly grouped under the rubric of "Red Hats9'-names that derived from
the colors of hats worn during ceremonial rites.
When Tsongkhapa died, inexplicably no incarnation was chosen. In fact the
system of reincarnations began to be employed only after the death of
Tsongkhapa's most famous disciple, the founder of the Tashilhunpo Monastery,
Gedun Truppa (1391-1472).22 His incarnation was named Gedun Gyatso (14751542), who was followed in turn by the incarnation Sonam Gyatso (1543-1588). It
was during the latter's reign that the chieftain of the Khoshot Mongols, Alm Khan
(1548-158 l), summoned the Gelugpa leader to Mongolia. The lama arrived in the
summer of 1578 and preached Buddhism with such success that he converted the
Khan himself. In return, the lama was given a series of titles, including the familiar
"Dalai Lama Vajradham": dalai, Mongolian for ocean; lama, Tibetan for priest; and
vajradhara, Sanskrit for holder of the th~nderbolt.~~
In other words, "a priest with
ocean-like wisdom and the holder of the thunderbolt." Tibetans are totally u n f d a r
with this title; they usually call their leader "Gyalwa Rqoche" (Victorious One),
"Kyabngon Rinpoche" (Precious Protector), or the "Wish Fulfill~ugGem" who
never dies but "goes to heavenly fields for the benefit of other living creatures."
While Sonam Gyatso was the first to be known as the Dalai Lama he is officially
considered the third incarnation, with the title of first Dalai Lama going posthumously to Gedun Truppa and of second to Gedun Gyatso.
The fourth Dalai Lama, Yonten Gyatso (158%16 17), best symbolizes the
relationship between the Mongols and the Tibetans. A Mongol, from the family
of Altan Khan, the fourth Dalai Lama was educated and brought up in Mongolia.
His selection assured the Gelugpa sect of continuing Mongol patronage and
inaugurated a four-century monopoly of power in Tibet.
To this point in Tibetan history, the Dalai Lama was the undisputed leader of
only one and not the most p o w e h l sect, the Gelugpas. He held no temporal
power. However, his close alliance with the Mongol military gave him the best
opportunity to win that power. But fmt the ideological foundations of a theocracy had to be laid. The Dalai Lama was portrayed as an individual who had
broken the cycle of birth-rebirth and could aspire to ultimate peace in nirvana.
But his selflessness motivated him to submit himself, voluntarily, to the dubious
pleasures of earthly life in order to help others achieve their ultimate goal. It is
his selflessness and the belief that he is the direct incarnation of the patron deity,
Chenrezig, that make him sc holy to the faithful. This devotion did not, however,
become widespread, nor did it become a political force, until the fifth Dalai
Lama was at the height of his power.24
The Rule of the Dalai Lamas

The fifth Dalai Lama, Ngwang Lozang Gyatso (1617-1682), came to power at a
time of ongoing warfare and intra-Buddhist rivalry. In 1618 the Karmapa sect
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from Tsang attacked Lhasa and left the hill around the Drepung Monastery
"littered with the bodies of slaughtered monks."25 For the next two decades the
Karmapa were to reign supreme, even forcing many Gelugpa monasteries to
convert.
When the Dalai Lama gained his majority, he called upon the leader of the
Koshot Mongols, Gushri Khan (15 8 6 1656), to aid his fellow Gelugpa adherents
win power in Tibet by destroying their rivals. Gushri arrived in Lhasa in 1638
and finally subdued Tsang in 1641-1 642, turning that province over to the Dalai
Lama to rule. The relationship forged so many years earlier had now come to
f r u i t i o H h e Mongol leader placing a Dalai Lama in a position of total religious
dominance over all Tibetan sects and temporal dominance over an area that
stretched fiom Tachienlu in the east to Ladakh in the west.
Gushri took the title of "Religious h g of Tibet" (Po Gyalpo), and reserved
all military power for himself. Since Gushri was not overly fond of Tibet he did
not live there; consequently his power to influence temporal affairswaned, although the position of Po GyaZpo survived until 1717. The fifth Dalai Lama was
the first notable of his line; and to this day he is known fondly to all Tibetans as
"The Great Fifth." He began the construction of the Potala, the great winter
palace of the Dalai Lamas, in 1645. He preached religious tolerance toward
other sects despite his early efforts to force others to convert to the Gelugpa sect.
He is also especially remembered for having begun the line of Panchen Lamas
("Great Scholar"). The first so named was Lozang Chosgyan, a teacher to both
the fourth and fifth Dalai Lamas.
Among his other attributes, the fifth Dalai Lama was politically astute. In
1642, two years before the Manchus were to come to power in China, the Dalai
Lama sent a mission to Mukden (the Manchu headquarters, now Shenyang) to
establish friendly relations with the leaders of this rising power.26 When the
Manchus came to power in 1644, one of their fust actions was to invite the Dalai
Lama to visit. In 1646, and again in 1647, the Dalai Lama sent missions to the
Imperial Throne but did not undertake the trip himself until 1652. Tibetan accounts claim that Emperor Shun Zhi (Shun-chih) came out of Beijing expressly
to meet the Dalai Lama; if true, this extraordinary act would have conferred on
the Tibetans a degree of equality with the Han Chinese. Chinese accounts relate
that the emperor was out hunting when he met the Dalai Lama's party coincidentally. Both accounts agree that the Dalai Lama was exempt from the traditional
kowtow symbolizing total subservience; he was, however, required to kneel before the emperor.
This was the beginning of a long period of ambiguity in Tibet's status vis-avis China. It is unclear just how Tibetans of that day saw the relationship,
although Beijing's position is quite clear. To Beijing, Tibet was an important
part of its greater empire. Buddhism was fostered in the hope that its nonviolent
culture would act as a force of moderation on the militant Tibetan and Mongolian cultures, thereby making rule somewhat easier for Beijing. Moreover, Bei-
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jing understood that friendly ties with the Gelugpa leadership in Tibet would also
act to mollify the Mongols.
When the Dalai Lama died, the regent kept the news secret for over a decade,
employing a monk look-alike for public occasions. History relates that the double so disliked his role that the regent was compelled to bribe and beat him.27So
obsessed was the regent that no one find out about his ruse that he used to roam
Lhasa's streets at night, disguised as a commoner, making sure that there were
no rumors that the Dalai Lama had died. He was forced to confide in the state
oracle, seeking aid in his search for the sixth incarnation. But the regent was so
mistrustful, even of the oracle, that he visited the oracle's mother in disguise; and
when the old woman related the sad news of the Dalai Lama's death to him in
confidence, he had the mother and son killed.28Meanwhile, he managed to get the
Potala (winter palace) completed and fought a war with Ladakh in 1683, setting a
boundary that-for all intents and purposes-remains in effect to this day.
The regent continued to rule Tibet as the absolute dictator until the recognition and enthronement of the sixth Dalai Lama in 1697. Of all the Dalai Lamas,
the sixth was surely the most unusual. Tsangyang Gyatso (1683-1 707) has come
to be hewn among Tibetans as the "Meny One," and not without just cause, for
he devoted himself more to debauchery than to religious pursuits. By 1702 he
had renounced his vows, retained some modicum of temporal power, and spent
his time in hedonistic pursuits. He is fondly remembered for his poetry, which
constitutes almost the entire nonreligious literature of Tibet (excepting oral folk
tales).29Not surprisingly, the Dalai Lama's behavior created difficulties within
and without Tibet. The regent, Samye Gyatso, was so disturbed by events that he
had the Dalai Lama's closest confidant killed in the belief that the monk was
acting as the liaison in the Dalai Lama's amorous affairs. The angry Dalai Lama
forced the regent's resignation in 1703.
In 1706, in response to an invitation from Beijing, the sixth Dalai Lama set
out from Lhasa under escort of Mongol troops. He died en route, just south of
Kokonor. While most historians say that his death occurred under "mysterious
circumstances," both Chinese and Tibetan sources attribute the death to illness.jO
Back in Lhasa, early in 1707, the Khoshot Mongol leader, Lajang Khan, who
had decided to intervene in Tibetan affairs, announced the discovery of the
"real" sixth Dalai L a m a - a young monk named Ngawang Yeshe Gyatso (16861725), rumored to be Lajang's natural son. The emperor in Beijing thought this
turn of events rather peculiar and dispatched an envoy to investigate. He Shu
(Ho-shu) thus became the first Han magistrate to be sent to Lhasa, and the event
is chronicled in Chmese hlstory as one that "marks the beginning of the setting up in
Tibet of an office to manage (Tibetan) affairs."3' He Shu stayed in Lhasa from 1709
to 1711, conferring the emperor's seal of approval on Lajang's Dalai Lama in
1710 and bestowing upon Lajang the title, "Religious and Devoted Khan."
Almost all historians record that the people of Tibet did not accept Lajang's
lama and that in spite of the sixth Dalai Lama's improper behavior, he had been
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more acceptable to the populace because he had been chosen in the proper
fashion.
It was also about this time that rumors began to spread about a boy born in
Kham in 1708 who, it was said, showed all the necessary signs proving him to be
the incarnation of the sixth Dalai Lama. Lajang immediately dispatched two
investigative tearns-both of which returned, claiming lack of substantiating
evidence. Even the Panchen Lama wrote to the emperor in 1712, disavowing the
boy. The matter was not resolved, however, because the state oracle claimed to
have had a vision that the boy was indeed the incarnation and the Dzungar
Mongols saw in the controversy an opportunity to challenge Lajang's power.
Fearing for the boy's life, his father spirited him away to the Kumbum Monastery, in 1715, where he could live under the protection of the Mongols who
recognized him as their spiritual leader and where the politically astute father
could be afforded the opportunity for further lobbying for political and military
support.
In 1714 the abbots of the three big monasteries appealed to the Dzungars to
overthrow Lajang and bring the alleged seventh Dalai Lama to Lhasa with them;
the Dzungars agreed and a clever plan was devised. In November 1717 the
Dzungars attacked Lhasa and gained an easy victory, thanks to help from the
monks inside the city who opened gates and dropped ladders over the walls.
Lajang was soon killed in hand-to-hand combat.
The Dzungar welcome into Lhasa quickly turned sour, as the Mongols and
their monk allies quickly turned from liberators to conquerors. Lhasa was pillaged, and the Tibetan monks distinguished themselves as the "most greedy and
cruel robbers."32 Monasteries and homes were looted and people flogged until
they revealed the whereabouts of their hidden wealth. The Lajang lama was
deposed and sent into' exile while the Panchen Lama, who had been in Lhasa
supporting Lajang, hurriedly left for Tashilhunpo (his monastery near Shigatse)
to disassociate himself from the activities in the capital.

Tibet as Part of China
These events proved to be not exclusively a Mongolian-Tibetan fracas, for just
prior to his death Lajang had sent an urgent appeal for aid to the emperor in
Beijing. The letter anived in March 1718, three months after Lajang was killed.
The emperor, unaware of recent events, dispatched an army that was only to find
itself halted en route upon learning of Lajang's defeat. In Lhasa, a civil war of
sorts broke out; the Manchu leaders, seeing an opportunity to end Dzungar
power with a decisive victory, ordered the army to continue on its way through
Sichuan. At the same time, they ordered another army that had been victorious
over the Mongols at Kumbum to proceed toward Lhasa. The first arrived in
September 1720 and the second a month later. Without local support the
Dzungars were easily overcome.
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Arriving with the child Dalai Lama, whom they had picked up at Kumbum,
and, according to a Christian missionary who witnessed it, treating the local
populace "with great m~deration,"~~
the Chinese armies were welcomed in
Tibet. They immediately went about setting up a military government under
General Yenshin (Yen-shin) and consolidated their power to the point where, in
the words of the missionary quoted above, they "had absolute dominion over
Tibet." The Chinese restored order; arrested Dzungar collaborators; pulled down
the walls around Lhasa; incorporated Kham into Sichuan, making the new frontier the Yangzi River; and stationed a 3,000-man (Han, Mongol, and Manchu)
garrison in the Tibetan capital.34
The boy from Kham became the seventh Dalai Lama, Kelzang Gyatso (17 0 g
1758), and was officially enthroned in 1720. But, although properly ensconced
in the Potala, he remained without temporal power. Beijing now instituted certain administrative changes. The office of the regent (desai)-formerly a co-ruler
with the Dalai Lama-was abolished and, from that point on, the office of regent
referred to a monk who ruled in the Dalai Lama's name, particularly during the
latter's minority. Equally important, a Ministerial Council was established with
four members to act as a Cabinet.
The division of power inevitably led once again to internecine conflicts
which, in 1728, led in turn to the summoning of a Chinese army to restore peace.
The Dalai Lama and his father were exiled to Kham for seven years. Out of
this conflict, a junior government minister, Polhanas, came to absolute power in
close alliance with the imperial government of China, and Tibet went on to enjoy
a relatively long period (nineteen years) of peace. The Manchus established a
permanent presence in Lhasa through an official known as the "amban." The
ofice of amban was to last, uninterrupted, until 1911; at times two ambans
served sim~ltaneously.~~
Moreover, a garrison was assigned to Lhasa, numbering
two thousand. This Beijing-Lhasa relationship was to continue for almost two
centuries.
Within a few years, Polhanas had so succeeded in pacifying the Tibetans that
in 1733 he was able to persuade the emperor to reduce the Lhasa garrison to a
mere five hundred, and a few years later to one hundred. In its stead, Polhanas
created Tibet's first standing army: well-fed, well-equipped, disciplined, and
well-treated. In 1735 the Dalai Lama was permitted to return to the capital after
having been sent into exile in Kham in 1728 for his part in the political intrigues
of that period.
The closing years of Polhanas' rule were marked by growing unrest among
the nobility, particularly in the centuries-old rivalry between the noble elites of U
and those of Tsang. Moreover, the clergy began to assert itself, demonstrating a
growing overt resentment to the few resident Chstian missionaries in Lhasa
(their movements were restricted) and to the handful of converts, who were
subject to arrest and flogging. The dissension came into the open after the death
of Polhanas in 1747; this was not surprising since the ability to maintain peace in
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Tibet depended largely on Polhanas' strong personality and close alliance with
the Chinese emperor.
In 1750 Polhanas' second son began to communicate with the Dzungar
Mongols and secretly prepare a coup d'etat against Polhanas' successors. The
two ambans resident in Lhasa somehow discovered the plan and found themselves faced with a serious dilemma: how to prevent the coup without a garrison
at their command. They lured Polhanas' son into their residence and killed him
along with his servants. In retaliation a mob attacked and killed the two ambans.
In the ensuing riots the Dalai Lama opened the Potala to all the Han and Manchu
residents of Lhasa, while at the same time writing to the emperor for aid against the
dissidents. The emperor responded; and an army of five thousand marched into
Lhasa, easily rounding up the ringleaders who offered no resistance.
As a reward for his support, the Dalai Lama, for the very first time, was given
extensive temporal power. Not since the tenure of the fifth Dalai Lama, a century
earlier, had the office wielded such widespread power. Restrictions were put on
the lay nobility--they could not hire their own staff and could hold meetings
only in designated locations. A concerted effort was made to end the constant
internecine struggles that had been so characteristic of the history of the Tibetan
upper classes.
During the reign of the eighth Dalai Lama, Jampal Gyatso (1758-1804),
external affairs played the most important role-particularly in the form of warfare. This time, however, the wars were not with the Mongols to the north, but
rather with the Gurkhas and the British to the south-peoples with whom there
had been almost no previous contact.
In 1769 the Hindu tribe of Gurkhas conquered Nepal and looked northward,
tempted by the vast monastic wealth. Finding encouragement for invasion from
the anti-Gelugpa forces, the Gurkhas first ventured into Tibet in 1788. At this
time they were persuaded to return south by the Tibetan authorities, who pronlised to pay tribute in exchange for their retreat. When the payments stopped after
the first installment, the Gurkhas attacked again in 1791 and marched as far
north as Shigatse, where they looted the Tashilhunpo Monastery.
The Chinese emperor once again came to the Tibetans' aid-this time dispatching an army of 10,000 to 15,000 men (accounts differ) which not only
succeeded in pushing the Gurkhas south of the border but also managed to fight
its way to within about twenty miles of Kathmandu itself. The Gurkhas sunendered and promised to pay tribute to the Chinese emperor every five years in
return for the withdrawal of Chinese forces.36
To tighten its control over Tibet, China greatly strengthened the power of the
amban; they were now considered on a par with the Dalai and Panchen Lamas,
in absolute charge of financial, diplomatic, and trade matters. Most significantly,
the two lamas were now prevented from directly memorializing the throne m
B e i j i n e a l l correspondence had to go through the arnban, precluding any posslbility of criticism or complaint about Chinese officials. Reforms were also intro-
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duced, particularly reform of the ulag system (corvee l a b o r h n almost constant
preoccupation of Chinese officials. The officials handed out grain and money to
the poor and brought some experts in to build Tibet's first mint.
The most controversial reform was introduced in 1793, when the Chinese
imperial authorities presented Tibetan officials with a golden urn. This urn was
to be used in the selection of a Dalai Lama whenever a dispute arose; it therefore
had direct bearing on Tibetan autonomy from China. In disputed cases, the
selection was to be done by the amban after the names of the candidates had
been placed in the urn. There is general agreement that the ninth, thirteenth, and
fourteenth Dalai Lamas were not chosen by this method but rather selected by
the appropriate Tibetan ecclesiastical officials with the selection being approved
after the fact by the emperor. In such cases the emperor would also issue an
order waiving the use of the urn. There is also general agreement that the tenth,
eleventh and twelfth Dalai Lamas were chosen by the lottery method.37
The ninth through the twelfth Dalai Lamas (1805-1 875) lived very short lives
and died, as historians are fond of saying, "under mysterious circumstances."
This period also marked a time when
the country withdrew into ever-deeper is~lationand fossilized under the leadership of the rigid monastic hierarchy: this was now subject to foreign [sic]
supervision, but at the same time jealously guarded ancient tradition and was
reluctant to admit change of any sort.38
Today, Tibet's past isolation in those years is viewe&in retrospect--as having been detrimental; at the time, however, it benefited both Beijing and Lhasa.
It was beneficial to Beijing in its efforts to prevent invasion and imperialist
encroachment, thereby avoiding the major expense of sending another army that
great distance; it was equally beneficial to the clerical figures in Tibet--the Dalai
Lamas and the regents, include&who viewed the exclusion of opposing and
conflicting ideas as a safeguard in maintaining their traditions and their monopoly of power over the Tibetan people.39

Early Foreign Contacts

The Earliest Contacts
Tibetans' first contacts with those beyond their neighboring areas were with
Christian missionaries. These contacts had no long-term significance because
they were brief and the missionaries left few converts. The contact that was to
have the most significance began in the eighteenth century and was with the
mighty British empire.
The first meeting, in 1772, resulted from an attack by the Bhutanese on
neighboring Cooch Behar. Since the British felt the attacked territory to be under
their rule, Warren Hastings (Governor-General of Bengal) responded by engaging his army against the Bhutanese. Just before war could break out, the Panchen
Lama intervened, offering to mediate the dispute. The offer was gladly accepted
and a pact was signed in April 1774.
The British were attempting, unsuccessfully, to open the China coast for trade
through Guangzhou (Canton). Hastings saw this alliance with the Panchen Lama
as a way to help British trade interests by influencing the clerical leader to
sponsor trade through Tibet to China. Hastings therefore dispatched George
Bogle and Dr. Alexander Hamilton to Shigatse in 177475 for the purpose of
establishing a more cordial relationship with the Panchen
But it was to no
avail. Bogle reported that the representatives of the regent in Lhasa had told him that
"[the regent] and all the country were subject to the emperor of ~ h i n a . " ~
emperor was unwilling to permit trade; all contac$ had to be through Beijing.
Hastings, however, was not to be put off so lightly; and even after the death of
the Panchen Lama in 1780 and Bogle's death the year after, he continued his
pursuit. In 1783 he commissioned Captain Samuel Turner and a Thomas
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Saunders to visit the newly-found child incarnation in Si~igatse.~
But Turner
suffered the same fate as Bogle and reported,
the influence of the Chinese officials overawes the Tibetans in all their proceedings, and produces a timidity and a caution in their conduct more suited to
the character of subjects than allies.'
Meanwhile, the Chinese Empire had begun its final decline. The last strong
emperor, Qian Long (Ch'ien-lung), died in 1799. In Tibet the last strong arnban,
Kui Huan (K'uei-huan), left in 1793; his successors proved to be weak and
corrupt-one was noted for accepting a bribe of ten thousand taels of gold in
exchange for an appointment to the Kashag (the Tibetan cabinet).
The nineteenth century saw two invasions of Tibet: one from Kashrnir and
another from Nepal. The first occurred in 184142, when an anny from Kashmir
led by General Zorawar Singh made an unsuccessful sweep into western Tibet to
expand his control of trade in that area. This was the first major invasion that the
Tibetans were able to turn back without substantial aid from their Chinese patrons. The Dogra invasion coincided with the first Anglo-Chinese War of 1842
(the so-called Opium War), which put an enormous strain on Chinese military
forces, making the deployment of Chinese troops to western Tibet imp~ssible.~
In 1856 the Gurkhas swept north again from Nepal on the pretext of trade
violations; but, by then, China was being ravaged by civil war and weakened by
the European imperialist powers. Tibet, unable to defend itself against a superior
force and unable to rely on its patron, was forced to sign a humiliating treaty that
relegated some minor border regions to Tibet-but only in exchange for a promise
of tribute to Nepal and extratemtoriality (recognition that foreign nationals living in
China are subject only to the laws of their own country) for all Nepalese.
Western expansion reached its zenith in the nineteenth century in an era of
exploration and conquest. The failure of the Bogle and Turner missions did not
deter the persistent British in their quest for greater glory and empire. A few
short years after Turner's return, the British attempted another mission to
Tibet--this time to the west. The leader, Lt. Col. Charles Cathcart, died en route
in 1787 and the mission was aborted. In 1811 they tried again. This time Thomas
Manning managed to reach Lhasa, disguised as a Chinese gentleman, and is even
reported to have obtained an audience with the infant Dalai Lama. In the following year a William Moorecroft led yet another expedition, which was also abandoned en route. In the 1840s Britain's first ambassador to China, Sir John
Davies, made several unsuccessful efforts to secure Beijing's permission for
expeditions to Tibet.' Others, like the Marquis of Dalhousie, devised their own
harebrained schemes, such as blasting roads into Tibet.8
In spite of, or perhaps because of, repeated failures to open any communication link with Lhasa, the British trained one hundred hrty Indians for the Survey
of India (a government agency). They traveled through Tibet disguised as
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monks, traders, and pilgrims. Their real mission was to conduct geographical
surveys by measuring distances with their rosary beads, hiding surveying instruments in their prayer wheels. Those Tibetans who were found to have aided the
Indians were severely punished; a high incarnated lama was even beaten to
death.9
British colonial officials were not the only ones to find Tibet intriguing.
From the 1850s to the 1910s the Russians sent such distinguished explorers as
Prejhevalski, Roborovski, Koslov, and Orucheff to search out the mysteries of
Tibet. The Englishmen Brower and Welby explored western Tibet from
Ladakh. The Swede Sven Hedin made eight trips through northern Tibet in the
early 1900s, only to be denied his lifelong dream of setting eyes on the Potala.
Sir Aurel Stein roamed Central Asia. The Frenchmen Dutreuil, de Rhins and
Fernand Grenard traveled eastern Tibet; the American scholar/diplomat William W. Rockhill traveled the periphery of Tibet extensively-as did countless
Christian mis~ionaries.'~

Tibet as a Pawn
There is no doubt that many of the explorers who risked their lives for an
opportunity to glance upon the Potala did so in the interests of science and
adventure; others, however, were to pose a threat to Tibet's isolation, for their
missions were of a political nature. Tibet, at the end of the nineteenth and
beginning of the twentieth century, found itself at the junction of the world's
three great empires: the British, the Russian, and the C h i n e s ~ a c hof which
either considered, or desired, Tibet to be in its exclusive "sphere of influence."
The British Empire was at its pinnacle, with colonies stretched across the
globe and nowhere more solidly entrenched than in the lands south -of the Himalayan range. Imperial Russia, on the other hand, was a relative newcomer to the
play for Asia, making up for lost time by advancing rapidly east toward the
Pacific and south toward the frontiers of the British empire. Conversely, the
Manchu empire was in its declining years. Corruption, social decay and external
pressures had led to internal strife and chaos that were to bring about the final
collapse of the once-unrivaled Dragon Throne.
Before the 1890s, Tibet was the exclusive preserve of China. But from 1895
to 1911, Tibet was to become a pawn in the struggle for world domination
between London and St. Petersburg. The Anglo-Russian rivalry that was to propel'Tibet out of its isolation began in earnest in the 1840s, at a time when Britain
was the undisputed European power in Asia.
At the same time as Britain was forcibly wringing concessions out of
China along its east coast, it was also nibbling away at China's tributaries in
the southwest. In 1815-1 6 Nepal was defeated and made into an informal
British protectorate, along with the adjacent northwest Indian hill states; Darjeeling was annexed in 1835; Kashrmr and Ladakh in 1846; Sikkim was made a
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protectorate in 1861; Bhutan a protectorate in 1865; and Assam annexed in 1 886.
For its part, Russia set the limits of its eastern expansion when it sold the
Alaska territory to the United States (1867) in order to prevent British influence
there and turned its attention toward Mongolia and Central Asia. Russo-Tibetan
relations can be traced back three hundred years, but were almost exclusively
religious as they were carried on between Lhasa and Russian Buddhists (Torgut
Kalmuks and Buriat Mongols). Russia's "forward policy" was now designed to
check British gains for the "aggrandizement of Russia." A Russian general
summed it up best when he noted that "the stronger Russia is in Central Asia, the
weaker England is in India and the more conciliatory she will be in Europe."
One of Britain's aims at this time was the opening of three trade routes to
China: Burma-Yunnan, Kashmir-Chinese Turkestan (present-day Xinjiang
[Sinkiang]), and India-Tibet-Sichuan. While exploring the first of these routes, a
British official was killed. The incident was used by London to force China to
sign the Chefoo Convention of 1876. One of the many terms of this pact allowed the British to mount an expedition into Tibet. In 1885 the Macaulay
Mission was organized for just that purpose. The Tibetans, however, were uncooperative and prevented the members of the mission fiom completing their journey. The Tibetans were resentful that they had been excluded from the
negotiations leading to the Anglo-Chese agreement and were already highly
suspicious of the British following the clandestine activities of the Survey of
India. The following year the British agreed to forget the mission if China would
acquiesce to the British annexation of northern Burma. China had little leverage
in these fiuther talks for it had just been defeated in yet another war, this time by
the French.
China had not informed Tibet of the 1876 pact or of the agreement to abandon
the Macaulay Mission. The Tibetans therefore took the British disbanding of the
mission as a sign of weakness. Several years later, in 1887, the Tibetans decided
to set up a checkpost at a settlement called Lingtu, eighteen miles south of their
frontier with Sikkim. This challenge to the British led to border skirmishes and
ended in an attack by two thousand British troops. The subsequent British victory led to two more treaties (the Calcutta Convention of 1890 and the AngloChinese Agreement of 1893) that compelled China to recognize British rights in
Sikkirn, demarcate the border, allow the British to open a market in Yadong
(Yatung), southern Tibet, and extend extraterritoriality to the British in Tibet,
while denying the same right to Tibetan traders in Sikkim."
In 1893 the first Dalai Lama in over a hundred years reached his majority and
took power. When this Dalai Lama, the thirteenth, had been found, Lhasa informed Beijing of the discovery and the Emperor Guang Xu (Kuang-hsii) responded by officially naming the boy the Dalai Lama and giving the authorities
1 . Lhasa pennission to enthrone him in July 1879. This procedure was clearly
ceremonial-yet significant in its affirmation of a close relationship between the
two governments.
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When the Dalai Lama finally reached adulthood, he quickly consolidated his
power by replacing officials who aspired to be his rivals. According to his
official biography, when the Dalai Lama took over from the regent in 1895 a plot
was hatched against him, only to be discovered by the Dalai Lama himself
through a dream. The plotters were said to have included the nephew of the
former regent and the amban.I2
Curzon and the British Invasion

The complete cast in this unfolding d m a was finally in place when George
Nathaniel Curzon was named Viceroy and Governor-General of India in the
autumn of 1898. The stage was set for Tibet to find itself at the center of the
"Great Game7'-if only briefly. In 1899, at the start of Curzon's administration,
Tibet was almost invisible to British foreign policy planners. But Russophobia
was to be the catalyst for change. This would not be a first, for two earlier British
wars with A f g h a n i s t w i n 1841 and 1880-4ad been caused by worries about
Russian aggression.
The leading actor in this play was to be Curzon, the architect of British policy
toward Tibet from 1899 to 1905. Young, brilliant, aristocratic, self-confident,
and arch-imperialist, Curzon had been arguing for an anti-Russian policy in Asia
since the early 1880s. The essence of his thinking can be summed up in two
quotes:
Chinese suzerainty over Tibet is a fiction, a political affectation.I3
If we do nothing in Tibet we shall have Russia trying to establish a protectorate in less than ten years. This might not constitute a military danger, at any
rate for some time, but would be a political danger. The effect on Nepal,
Sikkim and Bhutan would constitute a positive danger. . . . We can . . . stop a
Russian protectorate over Tibet, by being in advance our~elves.'~

These two concepts were at the core of British policy in the Himalayan
region. Curzon was right about China's growing inability to control the actions
of Tibetan officials, particularly after the consolidation of power by the thirteenth Dalai Lama; and if China no longer controlled Tibet, there should be a
struggle to establish who would fill the political vacuum, for Curzon did not
believe that Tibet could exist as an independent entity. Curzon also correctly
diagnosed Russia's inability to pose a military threat to India. The terrain of the
Himalayas and the necessarily long supply lines made invasion unlikely. But the
Indian viceroy was concerned that Russian influence might endanger British
power, prestige, and interests. With China impotent and Russia solely a political
threat, Curzon decided that he could achieve his aim of British dominance in
Tibet by placing a permanent British official and gamson in Lhasa to protect
LondodCalcutta interests.
While womes about Russia and a British desire for further imperial glory
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were the major motivating forces behind Curzon's actions, it would be wrong to
ignore the economic aspect. There were many who saw Tibet as an important
market for the fledgling Indian tea industry. There is even some confmation
that the Chinese perceived an economic threat, for in the early years of the
twentieth century the Manchu official, Zhao Erfeng (Chao Erh-feng), ordered a
prohibition against growing tea in Tibet and a tightening up of border control to
prevent the British from getting a foothold in the market.I5
Curzon sent London a lengthy dispatch on 3 January 1903 outlining hls concerns and proposing a tripartite (Britain-Tibet-China) conference in Lhasa for the
spring of that year. He further proposed that at the end of the talks, the British
delegation should leave behind a resident with a guard large enough "to overawe
opposition." What followed was an intense struggle between the Balfour government and Curzon. London tried to keep the Tibetan matter in perspective, ever
concerned about possible Russian retaliation in the event of any drastic British
action. Preferring not to send a mission to Tibet, the home government suggested
engineering a Nepalese incursion into Tibet. This would force Tibet to come to
terms and resolve some of the border questions without the involvement of
British soldiers or money. Curzon refused and the British government finally
authorized a very limited delegation to Tibet, with permission to negotiate solely
on "trade relations, the frontier, and grazing rights."
Neither China nor Tibet agreed to a meeting at first; but later, under pressure
from Curzon, they accepted the i d e ~ the
n condition that it take place at
Yadong, where according to the terms of the 1893 Anglo-Chinese Agreement the
British had the right to open a trade market. The vehement opposition of both the
Chinese and Tibetans to holding talks was futile because of the superior strength
of the British forces. The only substantial opposition to Curzon's grandiose plans
was in London-far enough away to be open to manipulation by an intelligent
and determined man.
Curzon had some justification for fearing Russian influence in Tibet. Lhasan
officials felt closer to St. Petersburg than to Calcutta. An example of the Dalai
Lama's attitude toward Britain is expressed in a letter he wrote to a friend, the
Maharaja of Sikkim, in 1900.
Why do the British insist on establishing trade marts? Their goods are coming
in from India right up to Lhasa. Whether they have their marts or not, their
things come in all the same. The British, under the guise of establishing communications, are merely trying to over-reach us. They are well practiced in all
these political wiles.16
This suspicion of British intentions was further heightened by stories of alleged
atrocities committed by Chnstian missionaries emanating from the Tibetan borderlands and India.
Curzon knew of the long-standing friendly relations between Lhasa and St.
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Petersburg and events in the early part of this century appeared to fulfill his most
dire prophecies. By 1900 Russia had annexed all of Central Asia north of Persia
(present-day Iran) and Afghanistan, whlle building a railway as far south as
Tashkent and, by 1901, as far east as Vladivostok. There were rumors that Tibet
would rely on Russian assistance if the British opened a trade mart at Yadong
and also that the Russian war minister planned "to seize Manchuria and proceed
toward the annexation of Korea; he also [so the rumor went] plan[ned] to take
Tibet under his rule.' l7
But Whitehall demanded more concrete proof of Russia's aggressive intentions before it acted. This was to be supplied by a rather enigmatic Buriat
Mongol monk named Agvan Dorjieff. He first arrived in Lhasa around 1880,
when he joined the prestigious Drepung Monastery and proved to be an exceptional student. His brilliance was reported to the Dalai Lama who appointed him
as a royal adviser; it was not long before he became the cleric's most trusted
confidant. Stories were prevalent at the time that he was a trained member of the
Russian intelligence. Dorjieff made his first trip to St. Petersburg in 1898 (to be
followed by at least two more before 1901) ostensibly to raise money for his
monastic college. (This was a common practice, as Buriat Mongols had been
crossing Central Asia unhindered for centuries.)
Curzon discovered that while he could not even get a written dialogue going
with Lhasa, Lhasa had been in communication with St. Petersburg (through
Dorjieff). Dorjieff had twice passed through India without Curzon's knowledge.
While in Russia the Tibetan missions were being personally entertained by the
Tsar and Tsarina. Perhaps most humiliating to Curzon, this iriormation was all
gleaned through the Russian press and not his own intelligence channels. Curzon
was understandably furious. One rumor that caused great consternation in London was about an alleged secret Sino-Russian Treaty of 1902. The treaty was
supposed to provide for the assurance of Chinese territorial integrity in exchange
for Russian freedom of action in Tibet, Mongolia, and Xinjiang. Although both
Russia and China vehemently denied the existence of any such treaty, Britain
was never fully convinced. The British government viewed the treaty as potentially a greater threat than Dorjieff s escapades. In London's view, if it truly
existed, it had to be diplomatically countered and protested. Curzon's comments
on the treaty were in keeping with his long-standing suspicions and were to
foreshadow future events.
I am myself a firm believer in the existence of a secret understanding, if not a
secret treaty, between Russia and China about Tibet: and as I have before said,
1 regard it as a duty to frustrate this little game while there is still time.''

While Russia did have interests in Tibet, it is unlikely that it was willing to
exert much effort to pursue them; Tibet was simply not important enough. Russia
was probably stirring up trouble in Tibet to anger Britain and distract it with
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worries about its Himalayan frontiers, hoping it would neglect other more strategic areas. Whether any of the described events actually had ominous meaning for
Britain or not, Curzon became convinced that he had to act.I9
British Invasion

The British mission to Kharna Dzong--led by Colonel Francis Younghusbandwas officially called the Tibet Frontier Commission. Although the Chinese and
Tibetan delegations urged them not to cross the frontier, the British mission
persisted and reached its destination-Khama Dzong (Khamba Fort)-on 7
July 1903. They settled in there to wait for high-level Tibetan plenipotentiaries
and the arnban. The TibetadChinese position remained constant throughout this
ordeal: there could be no negotiations while British troops occupied Tibetanlchinese territory illegally. Younghusband could do nothing but wait for
fiuther instructions. While he waited, the Tibetans sent three lamas to pitch a tent
opposite the colonel's, and they proceeded to spend an entire week cursing the
invaders in an apparent attempt to exorcise them.20
Unilaterally calling a tripartite conference, invading a sovereign nation without prior provocation, and then having no one to confer with put London in a
very embarrassing position. The British were being snubbed; but retreat would
amount to an admission that they were in error--a fate the British empire felt it
could not endure. To add to the problems, winter was setting in and no one was
sure whether or not the mission could survive camping in Tibet through its
harshest season.
The London-Calcutta disagreement now began to heat up. Curzon was not
above deception. His desperate desire to force London to invade Lhasa was such
that he claimed as verifiable rumors that two Sikkimese had been caught spying
for the British in Shigatse, then tortured and killed. Curzon demanded permission
to retaliate. (In fact the two Sikkimese in question were subsequently released
from prison in good condition.) London had partially given in to Curzon on 10
October when the Balfour cabinet authorized the occupation of the Churnbi
Valley and the advance of the expeditionary forces as far as Gyantse if negotiations were unfruithl. Before these new orders could be implemented, a new man
took over at the India office. St. John Brodrick immediately asked for a complete
reappraisal of the plans. He approved them on 16 November but only on the
condition that they were "for the sole purpose of obtaining satisfaction, and as
soon as reparation is obtained, a withdrawal should be effe~ted."~'
In spite of the new concessions, London retained deep reservations about the
mission-reflected in the vague wording of Brodrick's instructions. On the day
the orders were cabled to India, the British Foreign Office assured the Russians
that the mission was sent simply to settle mutual problems and that London had
no intention of annexing any Tibetan territory. British officials felt they needed a
symbol to demonstrate to the Russians that Britain had interests in Tibet; but
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they did not want that symbol to alarm Russia into any retaliatory action. It was
felt that the ideal solution would be to establish a trade mart deep in Tibet;
Gyantse seemed perfect.
Curzon and Younghusband were so anxious to act that the plans called for
marching in December rather than waiting for the spring. The total force now
consisted of 1,150 soldiers, 10,000 unskilled laborers, and thousands of pack
animals. One account asserts that the expedition required 18,182 kg. (40,000 lb.)
of supplies and ammunition each day.22London insisted on the fiction that this
was purely a commercial mission, accompanied by a military escort.
Younghusband was officially merely the head of a political commission that
consisted of a few civilians and a handful of "off-duty" soldiers for protection.
The remaining troops assembled under the rubric of the "Tibet Military Escort"
and were led by Col. J.R.L. MacDonald. London did not publicly acknowledge
the extra hands attached to the expedition such as surveyors, geologists, botanists, insect collectors, and "a committee too of licensed curio hunters, who
collected curios with much enterprise and scientific precision for the British
Muse~rn."~~
The force assembled and then spent three winter months regrouping and
preparing for the march to Gyantse. In London the waiting time was marked by a
growing discomfort over the whole affair; but, just as opinion seemed to be
turning against the mission, a quirk of fate was to save it. In the spring the
Tibetan army mounted a series of attacks that were met with British counterattacks. In spite of the fact that there were few British casualties, Brodrick authorized the issuing of an ultimatum to Lhasa and Beijing, threatening that the
expeditionary force would be compelled to drive through to Lhasa unless negotiations were held w i t h a month.
The Chinese and Tibetans remained adamant. They repeated their willingness
to negotiate as soon as the last British soldier had retreated across the frontier
back to India. It was an impasse. The British expeditionary force continued to
fight battles as it moved north, frnally reaching the outskirts of Lhasa on 2
August 1904.
The situation now proved to be far more complex than Younghusband could
ever have imagined. The Dalai Lama had fled the Tibetan capital; or, as the
imperious Younghusband saw it, "was ungracious enough to depart when I went
to L h a ~ a . "Without
~~
a military force, the amban was powerless. A rift had
developed between MacDonald, who wanted to return immediately, and
Younghusband, who felt they had overcome too many obstacles and suffered too
many hardships to leave without getting what they had come for. The predicament was best summed up by British Prime Minister Arthur Balfour when he
observed
the troops ought to return for climatic reasons in a few weeks. The Dalai Lama
has fled . . . yet we cannot retire without striking some blow at [the] enemy. . . .
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If the lama refuses to even consider our very reasonable and moderate offers,
we have no choice but to turn the expedition from a peaceful into a punitive
one; and . . . to destroy such buildings as walls and the gates of the city and to
carry [off] some of the leading citizens as hostages.25
Since Younghusband found the option of returning to India empty-handed
untenable, he proceeded to draft a treaty unilaterally, and have it signed in the
Potala by the regent, Ganden Tri Rinpoche, and any other Tibetan officials he
could gather together as an ad hoc government. The Kashag ministers whom
Younghusband dealt with had apparently, unknown to him, just been appointed
to their posts. The regular ministers had been imprisoned for suspected pro-British leanings and it was feared they would be too accommodating to
Younghusband. (Most were not reinstated until 1907.) That done, the British
expeditionary force left Lhasa on 23 September 1904.
Younghusband found no traces of Russian aid, assistance or anns, thereby
negating the major justification for the invasion. He was forced to create his own
Tibetan "government" in order that some other party be available to sign the
treaty he had written. The amban refused to sign, compounding the illegality of it
all. As one critic of the period wrote,
the worthless signatures and seals were all duly attached to the "convention" in
imposing array, but they have no more binding effect than if the Archbishop of
Canterbury and the Chairman of the London County Council were to sign a
new treaty with ~ r a n c e . ~ ~
The treaty provided for trade marts in Yadong, Gyantse, and Gartok; required an
exorbitant indemnity from Tibet; stipulated that Tibet recognize the
SikkimJTibet border; and established restrictions on Tibet's ability to negotiate
with any "Foreign Powers." In a separate article, it was fiuther agreed that the
Gyantse Trade Agent could travel to Lhasa from time to time.
For all intents and purposes the treaty made Tibet a protectorate of the British
empire and Younghusband had obviously exceeded his mandate. The Acting
Viceroy, Lord Ampthill, tried to undo some of the damage by issuing orders on
11 November that canceled the separate article, cut the indemnity by two-thirds,
to be paid in three installments, and promised that the occupation of the Chumbi
Valley would end in three years, providing all the other provisions of the pact
were met.
Britain's differences with Russia and the Dalai Lama were to pale in comparison with the difficulties with China. In 1890 Britain had signed a previous treaty
recognizing Beijing's right to negotiate on Tibet's behalf. Hence the lack of a
Chinese official's signature on the 1904 pact constituted a de jure change in
Tibet's status. Neither China nor Russia, who opposed any change beneficial to
Britain, looked upon this hdarnental change with favor. Moreover, this disagreement begged the question of whether China was to be considered a "For-
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eign Power" in the context of the Lhasa pact. London found itself in a bind. To
apply the Lhasa pact as it stood was to risk the wrath of both Beijing and St.
Petersburg and possibly risk some form of retaliation. To repudiate it would
admit guilt on London's part and reaffirm Tibet's status as part of China. That
would allow all the Western nations and Japan equal access to Tibet, since these
nations operated in China under an agreement ("most favored nation") that they
would all enjoy equal privileges throughout the Chinese empire.
Most historians contend that the Tibetans seemed to like their invadersmostly because of British "good behavior and courtesy of [the]
And,
indeed, British largesse produced enough Tibetan collaborators to result in the
following popular lyric.
At first, they speak of "Foes of Our True Faith,"
And next the cry is "Foreign Devildom,"
But when they see the foreign money bags,
We hear of "Honourable Engli~hmen."~~
However free the British may have been with their funds, their actions can
hardly be termed "benevolent." The expedition was accompanied by a host of
specialists whose function it was to gather both scientific and military infonnation. Stripping Tibet of treasure was also an important task, as it had been in
earlier British adventures in Egypt and eastern China. One officer said his orders
were to "obtain a representative collection of such objets d 'art, books and manuscripts as would prove of interest to Western scholars." He was quite successful
too, managing to collect four hundred mule-loads of treasure for Indian museums, the British Museum and for the private collection of the commander of the
army in India, Lord K ~ t c h e n e r . ~ ~
In the final analysis, the death and destruction were pointless, for while the
Younghusband expedition proved to be a military success, it was a political
blunder. London regretted the whole affair fiom the start and spent the next few
years trying to undo its damage. China had been humiliated-its weakness preventing it from keeping the British invading army from its territory. The confrontation seemed to have a jolting effect on at least some officials in Beijing, for
their energies in the final days of the Manchu dynasty were devoted to regaining
at least some of that lost power and prestige in the most remote part of their
empire.
Invasion's Aftermath
The year 1905 was a turning point for Russia, as an abortive internal revolution
and the debdcle of the Russo-Japanese War effectively eliminated it as a power
in Central Asia. That is not to say that Russia pulled up stakes and left the region
entirely; but for many years it would not be capable of pursuing its goals militar-
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ily. Powerless as it was, the door to Tibet remained ajar; and in this area, at least,
Russian intrigues continued apace. In March 1905, while at Urga (present-day
Ulan Bator, capital of Mongolia, where he had fled during the British invasion)
the Dalai Lama appealed to the Tsar to "assume protection" over Tibet.
The Dalai Lama was anxious to leave Urga and return to his capital; but
British and Chinese officials, while eager for him to leave Urga and get away
from the Russian influence he was under in that city, were not anxious for him to
return to Tibet. Both would have preferred to have him under their influence. A
compromise was worked out, whereby the Dalai Lama was permitted to travel as
far as the Kurnburn Monastery on the Gansu-Tibet frontier.
A new British Liberal government came to power at the end of 1905. AngloChinese and Anglo-Russian relations were given priority over Anglo-Tibetan
relations; there was a new willingness to compromise over Tibet. The first evidence of change came with a 1905 Anglo-Chinese conference that had broken
down over such seemingly insurmountable problems as the question of Chinese
"suzerainty" or "sovereignty" over Tibet. In January 1906 the Chinese delegate,
Tang Shaoyi (T'ang Shao-yi), offered to reopen the negotiations with the new
British government. The Chinese position had not changed, but the British one
had-for John Morley, the new head of the India office in London, was set on
improving Anglo-Chinese relations. The Chlnese demands were now met, and a
treaty--called the Adhesion Agreement of Peking-was duly signed on 27 April
1906.
China agreed to pay the 1904 Tibetan indemnity, recognized the validity of
the Lhasa Convention, and permitted Britain to keep the telegraph line it had
built from India to Gyantse. The Chinese government agreed to refrain from
using European employees of the Imperial Maritime Customs in Tibet. Britain
agreed to recognize Chinese "suzerainty" over Tibet and to admit that China was
excluded fiom the term "Foreign Power*' as used in the Lhasa Convention. In
other words, Tibet was a part of China; and Britain-but only Britain-had
special interests and privileges there. Both sides had achieved their aims.
In response to evidence of Russia's renewed interest in Tibet, Morley suggested an Anglo-Russian Entente. Thls solution would have been unrealistic
before the new attitude to Tibet in London had evolved and before the Russian
weakness brought about by the revolution of 1905. A pact was duly signed on
18 August 1907. This settled all the outstanding Anglo-Russian disputes in Persia, Afghanistan, and Tibet. Both nations officially recognized Chinese suzerainty over Tibet and pledged not to interfere in Tibetan internal matters. Both
also agreed not to send any representatives to Lhasa, although Britain's special
trade interests were recognized. To the best of my knowledge, this treaty marks
the first official use of the term "suzerainty," in this particular context. Suzerainty became a diplomatic term used to denote a condition under which a dependent state (in thls case Tibet) enjoyed local autonomy over domestic matters,
while living under the rule of a more powefil entity (in this case China) that
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exercised control over external affairs and defense. "Sovereignty," on the other
hand, describes a situation in which one state exercises total control over another.

China's Response
China embarked on a policy designed to regain control in Tibet (and to a lesser
extent in Mongolia and Xinjiang). Perhaps to bolster itself against the deteriorating political situation in Central Asia-traditionally a harbinger of the fall of a
dynasty-the Qing dynasty's policy could be summed up as: to gain military
control of the area west of Sichuan, to "modernize" the Lhasa government, to
bring the Dalai Lama back to Lhasa to support Chinese reforms and to reclaim
suzerainty over Nepal and Bhutan, thereby undermining British prestige in the
area.
Late in 1906, Zhang Yintang (Chang Yin-t'ang), a Han, was named Imperial
Commissioner in Tibet and entrusted with the task of restoring Chinese control.30
Zhang's tactics led to the calling of a tripartite conference in Simla in August
1907. Significantly, the Tibetan, Tsarong Shape, was termed a "delegate," while
the Englishman, Sir Louis Dane, and Zhang were termed "plenipotentiary."
Britain appeased China, acceding to demands to restore China's full rights in
Tibet, China's repossession of the India-Gyantse telegraph line and the removal
of the military escorts assigned to the British Trade Agents.
Zhang left the scene in autumn of 1908, but not before initiating a series of
developmental projects, and forcing the officials to a higher level of productivity
by having them work harder. Specifically, Zhang and the amban, Lian You (Lien
Yu), attacked corruption and "monastic idleness," founded a four thousand-man
Tibetan army, secularized the government in Lhasa, opened schools, improved
agriculture, and founded a military academy. While none of these reforms lasted
very long, they did go some way toward winning the allegiance of the people
and the enmity of the ruling elite. Even as anti-Chinese an official as Charles
Bell was forced to admit that
the Chinese officials of the modem school, who came in now, lessened the
bribes taken by the Tibetan officials from the poorer classes, and . . . gave
straighter justice than that dealt out by the Tibetan magistry. There is no doubt
some foundation for the Amban's claim that the poorer classes in Tibet were in
favor of China.3'
At the same time, China was also trying to achieve its military aims in eastem
Tibet. In 1904, Feng Chuan (Feng Ch'uan) was named as Assistant Amban,
stationed at Qamdo. His oppressive policies led to his murder and subsequent
uprisings throughout the region. His successor, Zhao Erfeng, was unlike most
elite Chinese; he possessed qualities of bravery, honesty, loyalty, and-although
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ruthless-showed a lack of concern for personal hardships. With Batang as his
headquarters, he created a well-trained army of six thousand; and during the
following two years pacified most of eastern Tibet, introducing extensive administrative, economic, land, and tax refonns. He abolished corvee labor (ulag),
threatening offenders with decapitation. He established inns for travelers; appointed school officials; introduced compulsory education; established m i n i . ,
tanning and agricultural enterprises, and even built a steel bridge across the
Ya-lung River. A British official who resided in Chengdu (Cheng-tu), Sichuan's
capital, during Zhao's tenure, had this to say of him:
Though he is known among the Szechuanese by the nickname of "Butcher
Chao" [a name that survived until at least the 1950~1owing to his alleged
tendency towards wholesale executions, and although his proceedings were
doubtlessly at times characterized by great severity by the unfortunate Tibetans
who objected to submitting to the Chinese yoke, his reputation was nevertheless that of a just man; and while he did not hesitate to behead a recalcitrant
Tibetan Chief or Headman, he was equally ready to decapitate offenders
among his own officers and men. A remarkable man, of commanding personality, Chao Erh-feng's justice and fair dealing are remembered today [I 9221 in
Eastern Tibet as well as his severity. . . . Among the lamas, however, his name
is universally execrated as the arch enemy.32
After a year, in March 1908, Zhao was appointed Imperial Commissioner for
the Tibetan Marches; while his brother, Zhao Erxun (Chao Erh-hsiin), was
named to the post of Governor-General of Sichuan. Now the rmlitaq advance
westward into Tibet could begin. In early 1910, Zhao captured Qamdo and was
ready to move on to Lhasa; but the Dalai Lama was also on his way to the holy
city, finally bringing his exile to an end. Zhao asked the British for permission to
transport 2,000 to 3,000 men to Lhasa via India, a route much faster than that
from Qamdo. The request was immediately denied; and hence, a force of 2,000,
under Zhong Yin (Chung Ying), was marched toward Lhasa with an advance
party of 240 entering the city on 12 February 19

The Thirteenth Dalai Lama's Travels
After the Anglo-Russian Entente, the Dalai Lama attempted to reconcile his
differences with the Chinese throne. He traveled to Beijing with the omnipresent
Dorjieff. Qing dynasty accounts show that the Dalai Lama was at odds with the
Hututhku (the highest Buddhist incarnation in Mongolia) in Urga and had appealed for Chmese aid to effect the Tibetan leader's departure from ~ o n g o l i a . ~ ~
On his way to Beijing, the lama met with several foreign delegates, including the
Russian Ambassador Korostovetz. American Ambassador W.W. Rockhill encouraged him to forge closer ties with the British, while the Japanese sent monks
bearing gifts and a military attache bearing arms for his use.
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In Beijing the Dalai Lama tried to upgrade his status. But when he was
granted an audience with the Empress Dowager, he was excused from the customary kowtow but was compelled to kneel in front of her. In return, the Empress
bestowed upon him the title of "Our Loyal and Submissive Vice-Regent" and a
yearly stipend of 10,000 taels. His status was M e r lowered when the personal
caretaker assigned to him proved to be a lowly shoemaker-a symbolic hum i l i a t i ~ n .But
~ ~ the thirteenth Dalai Lama was nothing if not politically
shrewd, persistent and opportunistic. If he could not look to the Manchus for
aid then he would search elsewhere; and his time in Beijing was marked, in the
words of the British Ambassador Sir John Jordan, by "a very heated intrigue
indeed." He had asked the British for aid and spent a week at the Japanese
Embassy undoubtedly for the same purpose; meanwhile Dorjieff continued to
pursue his Russian connection. The comings and goings were so numerous that
the Chinese assigned the Dalai Lama a "secretary" to screen all visitors; whereupon the visits largely ceased.36
With the failure of all his efforts to gain foreign support, the Dalai Lama
decided, in December 1908, to leave Beijing for Kumbum and proceed from
there to Lhasa. Dorjieff was sent on yet another mission to St. Petersburg. The
Dalai Lama returned to his capital on 25 December 1909-one year after leaving
Beijing. During his five year absence his expenses for travel, food, lodging,
interpreters, and his retinue were paid for by the Chinese government through an
annual stipend from the Sichuan treasury.
After staying in Lhasa less than two months, the Dalai Lama became alanned
by the approach of Zhong Yin despite the amban's assurances that the soldiers
were only there to protect British trade agents and that the contingent consisted
of only one thousand men. The Dalai Lama was not reassured, and as Zhong
Yin's advance party entered Lhasa through one gate, the Dalai Lama fled south
by another. He reached India on 21 February and was "deposed" on 25 February
by an official degree from Beijing observing that
he has shown himself proud, extravagant, lewd, slothful, vicious and perverse,
without parallel, violent and disorderly, disobedient to the Imperial commands
and oppressive to the Tibetans. He is not fit to be a reincarnation of ~ u d d h a . ~ ~
As soon as the lama arrived in India, frontier officerenotably Charles
Bell-called for immediate British aid. Morley, of course, would not hear of it;
he stated that His Majesty's Government "regrets that it is unable to interfere
between Dalai Lama and his s u ~ e r a i n . "Writing
~~
about Morley's rehsal of aid,
Bell confirmed the high expectations the Dalai Lama had held:
When I delivered the message to the Dalai Lama he was so surprised and
depressed that for a moment or two he lost the power of speech. He could not, or
would not, realize the extent to which we were tied and the attitude of the Home
G~vernrnent.~~
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Until the Chinese Revolution in 1911 the Dalai Lama petitioned Indian and
Russian officials for aid, while rebuffing the efforts of Chinese officials and the
Panchen Lama to persuade him to return to Tibet. His refusal was probably on
the advice of Bell and other British officials in India. Although these officials
continued to argue for an aggressive policy toward Tibet, Britain negotiated
exclusively with China on any new arrangements with Tibet. Ironically, at the
time of the Manchu Empire's greatest weakness, it had successfully regained its
lost power and prestige in Tibet.
In the course of Zhao Erfeng's military successes in eastern Tibet, he pushed
his armies south to Zayul and Pome, just north of what was later to become the
McMahon Line. At the time, the Indian boundary (Assam) ran to the so-called
"Outer Line9'--a horizontal line along the foothlls of the Himalayas. That line
was to shift as a result of a change in British policy brought about by the
growing Chinese presence in the region, and especially the increasing pressure
from private British timber interests in search of further forests to exploit. The
opportunity to advance the frontier came about in 1911 when British official
Noel Williamson was killed while spying north of the "Outer Line9'--in direct
contradiction to his orders.
London never acknowledged Williamson's violation of his instructions, but
demanded some form of reparation. In 1911 and 1912, three missions were sent
north of the "Outer Line," ostensibly to avenge Williamson's death but in fact to
survey and explore the area. London's policy became one of extending the
northeast and northwest frontiers, whlle keeping the hill tribes under "loose
political control." The plan was to make Tibet a buffer state between China and
India as it had become between Russia and India in the 1907 pact. In the northeast, the "Outer Line" was surreptitiously moved sixty miles north from the
foothills of the Assam Himalayas to their crest. This was done covertly, as the
Indian government and the India office in London conspired to keep the public
and Parliament misinformed, assuring them that the new frontier was actually the
same as the old.40The Times of London took a different tack, arguing editorially
that the frontier had indeed been altered and as a result the old treaties were
invalid-even if the altering had been done unilaterally and secretly. It went on
to urge intervention if the new situation was unacceptable to the peoples on
whom it had been imposed.41
Meanwhile the 1911 Chnese Revolution had spread to Tibet where the Chinese garrison rebelled, deposing the Manchu amban. In eastern Tibet, the
beheading of Zhao Erfeng in December 1911 proved to be the signal for widespread fighting. By March 1912, there were battles ranging in Shigatse and
Gyantse as well as Lhasa-with some Tibetans and members of monasteries
fighting on both the Republican and Manchu sides. The resulting chaos became
so serious that all the involved parties began searching for a truce. The new
Chinese President Yuan Shlkai (Yuan Shlh-k'ai) dispatched a relief column for
Lhasa in July 1912 that got bogged down in heavy fighting around Qamdo. The
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Dalai Lama feared the effects of a civil war on his land, while the British saw the
fighting adversely affecting their trade.
Yuan's efforts for peace consisted of a declaration that Tibet should be "regarded as on an equal footing with the provinces of China proper." To that end,
the white bar in the new flag of the Chinese Republic was said to represent Tibet.
Tibet was also permitted representatives in the new National Assembly, and the
Dalai Lama's titles were restored in November 1912. However, all these efforts
were more show than substance. The Chinese government had dissolved into
anarchy and could not possibly enforce its rule over Tibet. In autumn 1912 the
Nepali Resident in Lhasa, La1 Bahadur, had negotiated a truce; and all Han
soldiers, with the exception of the amban's personal guards, left Tibet via India.
By April 1913 the remaining Han left as well, and, for the first time in centuries,
there were no Chinese in Tibet.
During the course of all these events, the Dalai Lama was living in Darjeeling. When he decided to return to his holy city he was met at the Tibet-Indian
frontier on 24 July 1912, by the peripatetic Dorjieff and a Japanese named
Yasujiro Yajimo, who was promptly appointed military adviser to the Tibetan
government. Yasujiro's appearance did nothing to calm British apprehension
about Japan's growing economic presence throughout East Asia. These apprehensions were later translated into a clear change in attitude and policy reflected
in the following two statements. The first, written in 1910, was part of a cable
from the Secretary of State for India to the Governor-General in India. "Definite
information should now be made available to the Dalai Lama that there can be
no interference between Tibet and China on the part of HMG [His Majesty's
Government]." But, by July 1912, as the Dalai Lama was leaving India,
the Govemment of India wish[es] the Dalai Lama a safe and prosperous journey. . . . The desire of the Govemment is to see the internal autonomy of Tibet,
under China's suzerainty, maintained without Chinese interference so long as
treaty obligations are duly performed and cordial relations preserved between
Tibet and ~ n d i a . ~ ~

The Simla Conference
Instability in the region led London to initiate a new set of Anglo-Chinese
negotiations. China was attempting to do the same with Tibet. These efforts
continued throughout the latter part of 1912 and the early part of 1913, spurred
on by two treaties that appeared during this period. In November 1912, the
Russo-Mongolian Agreement and Protocol was signed in Urga. Russia pledged
to support Outer Mongolia and to make Mongolia into a Russian protectorate. To
prevent any Chinese reaction to this encroachment on an area traditionally in
China's sphere of influence, Russia signed a pact with Chlna in 1913, accepting
the latter's nominal suzerainty in return for recognition of the earlier treaty.
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The parallel between Russian gains in Mongolia and British imperialist goals
in Tibet was not lost on everyone. On 3 December 1912, the Times of London
editorialized:
the analogy between the Tibetan and Mongolian cases is close. Over both
territories Chinese claims were shadowy . . . Great Britain and Russia have
both said practically the same thing in regard to Tibet and Mongolia respectivel-o
interference with their autonomy.43
One fbrther factor added to the incentive for negotiations-the alleged Tibetan-Mongolian Treaty of January 1913. It was said that Dorjieff had met with
the Hututhku in Urga and signed a pact in which Tibet and Mongolia had agreed
to recognize each other as being "independent." The text of the "treaty" first
appeared in a book published by two British officials who said they obtained the
copy from Russian officials in Mongolia in 1913.44There was not, at the time,
nor has there been since, any official publication of the text by either party. The
text does not appear to have been published in any language other than English.
Moreover, a high Tibetan official pointed out years later that, "[tlhere [was] no
need for a treaty; we would always help each other if we
According to
Charles Bell, Dorjieff may have negotiated this treaty on his own based on a
letter he was carrying from the Dalai Lama. However, the Dalai Lama denied his
letter authorized Dorjieff to negotiate a treaty and, besides, neither the cleric or
his government ever ratified the treaty.46Whatever the case, to the Chinese it
was a real possibility that Russia would come to Tibet's aid with military assistance through Mongolia.
In China proper the situation continued to deteriorate. The 1911 Revolution
had ended dynastic rule after two almost unintempted millennia and left a
political vacuum. The abolition of Confucian education a few years earlier had
left a cultural and social vacuum as well. Warlords emerged to fill the vacuum;
some proved benevolent and others ruthless to an almost unimaginable degree.
The rural areas, in particular, were made to suffer. From the ethnic Tibet-Han
border, an American missionary wrote to a Shanghai newspaper.
There is no method of torture known and not practiced on the Tibetans, slicing,
skinning, boiling, tearing asunder and all. . . . To sum up what China is doing
here in Eastem Tibet, the main things are collecting taxes, robbing, oppressing,
confiscating and allowing her representatives to bum and loot and steaL4'

In Tibet the Dalai Lama declared independence for Tibet and then began a
purge of his opponents. Pro-Han elements were sought out and punished, including thousands of monks at Drepung Monastery. Monks were expelled from the
Tengyeling Monastery, their estates confiscated and the monastery completely
disbanded. Lay nobility in opposition were unceremoniously dumped into the
dungeon under the Potala. The Dalai Lama turned to the British and the Japanese
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for advice. Charles Bell became an influential adviser, as did Tada Tokan, a
former Japanese soldier, military instructor and Buddhist monk who described
himself as the Dalai Lama's "unofficial foreign adviser."48
The Dalai Lama tried to introduce some reforms. He attacked smoking, opium
use, gambling and clue1 punishments. He created an eight thousand-man standing army, tried to reform the penal and ulag systems, and began giving officials
predetermined salaries, eliminating their dependence on the extortion of the
peasantry. Unfortunately, this enlightened approach had only a momentary, if
any, effect on life in Tibet. In spite of all the Dalai Lama's efforts, the end of
direct Chinese influence in Tibet was "far from obtaining the unanimous approval of the Tibetan p ~ p u l a t i o n . " ~ ~
Britain was displeased by the turn of events and suspicious of continuing
Tibetan links with Russia. It was determined once and for all to rid Tibet of all
residual Russian influence, set the boundaries, make Tibet a buffer state and
place a resident in Lhasa. London first attempted to achieve these aims by
delivering an ultimatum to Yuan Shikai on 17 August 1912. The terms were that
Britain would accept Chinese suzerainty over Tibet if Yuan would repudiate all
statements implying that Tibet was an integral part of China, and that-with the
exception of the amban and his g u a r h h e r e would be no Chinese troops or
officials in Tibet. Furthermore, Britain would not even recognize the new Chinese Republic unless these two conditions were met. The note went on to say
that until the conditions were met the Indian-Tibetan frontier would be closed to
all Chinese with the exception of retreating soldiers.50
London began pressing for Sino-British negotiations in India, and the Dalai
Lama suggested the proposed Sino-Tibetan talks also be held in India; thereby a
tripartite conference would be created. London and Calcutta agreed; Beijing,
however, did not. It was opposed to the conference and grew angry over the
British ultimatum. Its opposition only increased when it learned that the Tibetan
delegate, Lonchen Shatra, would be recognized as a "plenipotentiary," equal in
rank to the British and Chinese delegates. China's anger was not tempered when
its proposal that the Sino-British talks take place in London was countered with a
British proposal that Darjeeling be the site. China at first refused to attend and
then agreed only after the British threatened to go ahead with the Tibetans alone.
As a Chinese official put it,
our country is at present in an enfeebled condition: our external relations are
involved and difficult and our finances are embarrassing. Nevertheless, Tibet
is of paramount importance to both Szechuan and Yun-nan and we must exert
ourselves to the utmost during the conferen~e.~'
The conference opened in October 1913 with Chen Yifan (Chen I-fan [Ivan
Chen]) representing China, Lonchen Shatra from Tibet, and the Indian Foreign
Secretary, Sir Henry McMahon, from Britain. The site was changed to Simla (in
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northwest India) so that, in the words of Viceroy Sir C. Hardinge, "we could
exercise more effective control over the proceedings while the Tibetan delegates
would not be so exposed to Chinese intrigues as at Dar~eeling."~~
From its inception, there could be no doubt as to who was conducting the
conference and for whose benefit. During the entire six months of the talks,
British and Tibetan officials were meeting secretly to discuss trade matters and
the demarcation of the frontiers. Not only were the Chinese delegates not invited
to these talks, they were not even informed of their existence. Moreover, the
British were secretly monitoring all the cable communications between the Chinese delegation at Simla and their government in China. In the end, Britain
pressured Chen into initialing the pact prior to his government's approval, threatening to omit any mention of Chinese suzerainty over Tibet if he refused. Chen
agreed, but only after making it clear that there was a considerable gulf between
initialing and signing and that the latter could only be done by the government in
B e i j h ~ gChen
. ~ ~ revealed in private letters to friends that he considered himself to
be among enemies. The Chinese naturally enough denounced the pact. They had
nothmg to gain by signing it except a reaf'fmation of their suzerainty. This they
felt to be unnecessary since it had been assured in so many previous pacts.
Even the signing was shrouded in controversy. The initialing took place in
April 1914. On 1 July the India office in London cabled McMahon with instructions that if the Chinese refused to sign the agreement, he should abandon the
talks, promising the Tibetans "that if the Chinese aggression continues Tibet may
count on diplomatic support of His Majesty's Government and on any assistance
which we can give in supplying munitions of war."54
The following day McMahon cabled back that the Tibetans would be satisfied
with the initialing only. London immediately responded with an order to
McMahon not to sign solely with the Tibetans, but to act as instructed in the
1 July cable. This reply, however, reached Simla too late, for McMahon had
gone ahead with the signing on 3 July. The pact that was signed was somewhat
different from the one initialed in April. Chen was not permitted in the room
when the treaty was signed and was not informed of the changes.
The Simla Convention canceled the 1893, 1906, and 1908 pacts, while dividing Tibet into two parts: inner and outer. It set the India-Tibet frontier, east of
Bhutan, along the crest of the Himalayas, in what came to be known as the
McMahon Line; and resulted in the acquisition of two thousand square miles of
territory for the British empire. (As mentioned before, extensive surveying had
gone on above the original boundary, the "Outer Line," after the death of Noel
Williamson. The surveying continued while the conference at Simla met, and the
new boundary continued to creep farther north on British maps during the conference, unbeknown to the Tibetan or Chinese delegations.) In addition, Britain
obtained exclusive trading rights, extraterritoriality and the right to station a
resident in Lhasa (although the first one was not sent until 1937).
Tibetan motives for signing a treaty were unclear. Tibet gave up territory and
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switched suzerains from China to Britain. It certainly did not achieve "independence"--unless the state of independence is judged solely by the right to sign
treaties with other nations. Moreover, the treaty forced Tibet to give up territory,
forced Tibet to agree there were two Tibet-inner
and outer, with Lhasa controlling only the former, and put Lhasa on record as being willing to admit to de
jure Chinese suzerainty. Indeed, it can as easily be argued that Tibet's signing
was an example of its lack of independence. Tibet, after all, had no choice but to
acquiesce to British demands and the treaty offered no gains to Tibet whatsoever-except to escape the formal suzerainty of China.
British officials managed to achieve some legality for their imperialist intentions, but were compelled to do so by resorting to the most underhand means.
Indian officials knowingly deceived their superiors in London. They had no
more interest in finding a compromise solution to the issues than they had in
sponsoring an authentically independent Tibet. The conference provided a convenient fagade for the pursuit of British interests in Tibet. Chinese participation
provided a convenient way to dispel Russian apprehensions and obscure the fact
that the new pact deliberately violated the Anglo-Russian Entente and several
other treaties.
The major British participants at Simla were well aware that their actions
were questionable. For example, Bell understood that the Tibetans could not
comprehend the manipulation of the frontier. "The Tibetans couldn't make
maps," he was to write years later.55As to the treaty itself, in 1915 Hardinge felt
the advantages gained by Britain were "purely academic since it [had] not been
signed by the Chinese government or accepted by the Russian government and
[was], therefore, for the present invalid."56 Sir Henry McMahon agreed, lamenting "it is with great regret that I leave India without having secured the formal
adherence of the Chinese government to a Tripartite agreement."57
Indeed, Britain did not even act as though the treaty was in force; although
Bell later (1924) reversed himself and argued that it was-citing the McMahon
Line as a example. But in fact the McMahon Line was not the border; and official
British publications continued to print the old frontier until some two decades later
when a colonial official, Sir Olaf Caroe, persuaded British officialsto recall all of its
relevant publications and replace them with identical copies-except for the
altered borders along the McMahon Line. This little bit of post facto historical
manipulation was uncovered only because London was unable to recall all of its
original texts. As Hugh Richardson, one of Caroe's colleagues, put it,
in 1936 he [Caroe] discovered that the exact position and nature of India's
frontier was more or less unknown. . . . And it was due to Sir Olaf that the
frontier was revived and was made very much a reality.58

The Simla Convention, therefore, was for many years after its signing in
disrepute and unimplemented. Only decades later would history be rewritten in
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an attempt to show that the proceedings and their outcome were acted upon.
Summing up the Convention, an international lawyer who has studied the matter
at some length wrote,
the documents reveal responsible officials of British India to have acted to the
injury of China in conscious violation of their instructions; deliberately misinforming their superiors in London of their actions; altering documents whose
publication had been ordered by Parliament; lying at an international conference table; and deliberately breaking a treaty between the UK and ~ u s s i a . ~ ~
Although blatantly illegal, the Simla Convention did help to achieve Britain's
short-term aims. Tibet, for all intents and purposes, became a British protectorate; China and Russia were effectively forced out of the area. By 1914 Britain
had shifted policy once again, successfully acquiring all that Curzon and
Younghusband had struggled to achieve ten years earlier. Only now the spoils
were to prove illusory, for the world was about to undergo a dramatic transformation and Britain was now concerned with matters closer to home.

The Modern Era

With the outbreak of war in Europe only one month after the Simla talks ended,
British attention was diverted from Tibet. That is not to say that all ties were cut.
Soon after the war erupted the Dalai Lama offered one thousand Tibetan soldiers, but Britain politely thanked hlm, shipped the troops more than five thousand modem bolt rifles, and informed Lhasa they would be called upon if
needed. The troops were kept ready throughout the war but never used.'
Although his Japanese adviser recalls that the Dalai Lama spent the years
some evidence exists that
1918-2 1 in contemplation, locked in the N~rbulingka,~
during this period he continued to forge closer ties to the British. Charles Bell
was invited to Lhasa at least once each year between 1915 and 1919 but was
instructed by London not to go. The reasons are unclear; although the refusal
may have been connected with secret talks going on with the Chinese. According
to the British ambassador to China, Sir John Jordan, the talks were initiated by
the Chinese and by 1919 had come "within an ace of being settled and broke off
only "through reasons not connected with Tibet at
After the war, Bell again tried to persuade London to allow him to accept an
invitation from his old friend the thirteenth Dalai Lama. Permission was finally
granted and Bell arrived in Lhasa in November 1920 for a one-year stay. Bell's
objectives were obvious enough: to bring Tibet into the British sphere of mfluence, while making it as dependent as possible. China may have been a toothless
tiger, but there were other dangers threatening the British Empire.
Far and near in Tibet at this time one could notice a growing admiration for the
other Island Empire, the Empire of Japan. It was felt that Japan had aided
Mongolia against the Bolshevists, that she was a strong Power, and that she
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was steadily advancing nearer to Tibet. Mongolia was flooded with Japanese
rifles, cheap and serviceable. If the British rifles were held back, let the Japanese be ~btained.~
Bell proved to be persuasive; and no doubt the Dalai Lama remembered how
well the British had treated him during lus exile in India a decade earlier. The
treatment had differed markedly from the humiliation he had been forced to
suffer while at the Manchu court the previous year. At Bell's suggestion the
Dalai Lama increased the Tibetan army from five thousand to fifteen thousand; a
telegraph line was constructed from Gyantse to Lhasa; a small hydro-electric
plant was built in the capital and a police force established with the aid of
Sikkimese police officers. A British-style school was set up in Gyantse in
1924. But perhaps the most remarkable accomplishment was the acquisition of
permission for Henry Hayden (the geologist on the Younghusband expedition) to
spend the year 1922 conducting geological surveys throughout Tibet. Although
Hayden's findings were to be of no value to the Tibetans, Bell had persuaded the
Dalai Lama to allow a British agent freedom to roam Tibet.
British suzerainty was probably far more benevolent than Chinese would have
been, and being under the British umbrella offered the Tibetan nobility the
privileges and pleasures of an advanced material technology. So enamored of
Britain was the Dalai Lama that he told Bell "all the people of Tibet and myself
have become of one mind and the British and Tibetan have become one farni l ~ . "To
~ confirm Bell's success and mislead the Chmese as to his activities,
London sent an official message to Chma in 1921 stating flatly that the British
government saw Tibet as "an autonomous state under the suzerainty of China.'%
But even as Bell was leaving Lhasa he knew that among the Tibetan nobility
there was a growing sentiment for closer ties with Chna due to mistrust of
British intentions, traditional ties, and economic interests in China. Bell was also
deeply troubled by the cruel and despotic rule of the Tibetan aristocrats and by
the Dalai Lama's lack of interest in true reform.' Even among the most ardent
supporters of the British ties there was little wish for a complete break between
Tibet and the government of China.
But during the mid-1920s the British government saw little reason to maintain
its close contact with Tibet. With British influence in decline, the Russiansnow the Soviet U n i o ~ e - e n t e r e dthe picture briefly, testing the political waters.
In 1927, and again in 1928, Soviet Mongolians visited Lhasa-taking photographs, distributing money to the various monasteries and selected nobles, and
collecting information. Both delegations were granted audiences with the Dalai
Lama, who treated them with courtesy and undoubtedly inquired about the possibility of closer relations in the future. But internal economic and political dificulties in the Soviet Union precluded any further efforts in a region seen as being
of only the most peripheral interest to the leaders in Moscow.
The irony that the Russian delegation was being Eted in Lhasa a mere quarter
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of a century after the British expedition fought its way there to prevent exactly
that was certainly not lost on any of the participants.
Eastern Tibet

During these years other regions of Tibet were in turmoil, particularly Kham and
Arndo. These areas are largely populated by fierce and independent nomads. Lhasa
had only the most nominal control over their activities. Tibetan officials were reluctant to accept assignments to those regions, and the Tibetan army had a reputation
for looting and general disregard for the people it was sent to protect and aid.
From 1911 to 1935 there were four hundred to five hundred "major battles" in
the Xikang (Sikang)-Sichuan area (roughly Kham); one American visitor com. ~ local people fought
pared the district to the Wild West in his own c o ~ n t r yThe
equally against rule from Lhasa and rule from Beijing; they also often fought
among themselves.
The most notable troubles occurred immediately after the death of the thirteenth Dalai Lama in 1933. This was an uprising--ultimately unsuccessfuLmtended to create a separate Kham state independent of Lhasa and Beijing. It was
led by Rapga and Topgyay Pangdatsang, the "most loved and most feared of all
the Khampas and their wealth and power were immense . . . they ruled like
feudal barons.'* They attacked the local Lhasa garrison and achleved a shortlived victory but were quickly repelled by a combined Han and Tibetan force.''
Political Intrigue at the Highest Levels

The Dalai Lama's death (perhaps unnaturally)" in 1933 necessitated a search
both for an incarnation to be named the fourteenth Dalai Lama and for a regent.
The latter had to be chosen first. Three names were written on pieces of paper,
inserted into three identical balls of tsampa (roasted barley flour), and placed in a
golden urn donated for this purpose by a past emperor of China. The urn was rolled
on the floor until one ball fell out. The one that did bore the name of the nineteenyear-old abbot of Reting Monastery, who immediately became Tibet's regent.
We know that the Reting Rinpoche was a young man devoid of any political
experience and noted as a bon vivant who cherished luxury items from the cities
of China. One wealthy Tibetan fondly remembered the "Reting Era" a? one of
few restrictions, gaiety and frivolity for himself and his peers.I2
In 1941, the regent, in a surprise move, abdicated his position in favor of an
elderly man known as the Taktra Rinpoche. It was discovered later that the two
men had made a secret agreement to make the regency a rotating position.
However, when the time came for the Taktra Rinpoche to relinquish his turn, he
refused, causing considerable animosity among the followers of the Reting
Rinpoche. The Taktra Rinpoche managed to hold on to the position until the
fourteenth Dalai Lama officially took over in 1950.
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The hostility felt between the followers of the two men came to a head in
1947 with the explosion of a bomb in a package addressed to the Taktra
Rinpoche.13 The Reting Rinpoche was arrested, along with his attendants, and
heavy fighting broke out. Martial law was declared and aristocratic women were
sent into heavily guarded hiding places. The fighting ended in three weeks with
estimated casualties in the hundreds. At Sera Monastery alone three hundred
monks were "butchered" while others were subject to as many as two hundred
sixty strokes of the lash. Survivors fled to China proper while other monks
looted their deserted quarters.
Reting Rinpoche was imprisoned in a Potala dungeon, whch was "like the
Tower of London for high ranking official^."^^ He died soon after.
The Guomindang (GMD [Kuomintang]) government of China "demanded
an explanation and were told by Lhasan officials that the Reting was suspected
of communist leanings, of ties with the Soviet Union and of heading a ring of
communist agents among the monks of Sera, Drepung, and Ganden Monasteries.
It is highly unlikely that anyone believed these accusations, and the Indian government quite rightly felt that stories were concocted to placate the stridently
anticommunist Chinese government.15
In 1944, the United States Office of Strategic Services (OSS) prepared a
secret report on Tibetan sectarianism, which succinctly summed up the situation.
The largest group was the one that controlled the anny and was supported by the
British. Another group in Lhasa was closely tied to the first and also to Britain,
its members having been largely educated in Inha. However, this faction held no
power. A third group, smaller than the other two, supported closer ties to the
Han; while a fourth, made up largely of people in Shigatse and supporters of the
Panchen Lama, also favored closer ties to the Chinese government. The fifth
group was in Kanting, Kham, and was unrelentingly opposed to Lhasa, Britain,
and China in its aspirations for local autonomy. The leaders of this last group,
the Pangdatshang brothers, were not above seeking aid from the GMD government of Ch.ma.I6 The final group, the smallest of all, consisted of followers of
the Panchen Lama who largely resided in Xikang Province and had no influence
over anyone. '7

The Panchen Lama
The Panchen L a m ~ p i r i t u ahead
l
of the Tashilhunpo Monastery in Shigats*
was a long-standing rival of the Dalai Lama. There were times when the Panchen
Lama and his followers made unsuccessful attempts to enlarge the area over
which they exercised temporal power beyond the immediate area of Shigatse.
Various Panchen Lamas tried to establish unilateral contacts with the colonial
British government in India, while also being accused of maintaining close links
to the governments of China. The rivalry between the two clerics intensified
during the nineteenth century. The ninth to twelfth Dalai Lamas lived short lives
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compared to the Panchen Lamas, whose relatively lengthy lives enabled them to
consolidate their political positions, emboldening them to take political risks.
When the thirteenth Dalai Lama returned from India in 1912 he ordered the
Panchen Lama to meet hlm along the road to Lhasa. The latter, having worked
with the Chinese authorities during the former's exile, was fearful of retribution
for his actions. He refused the "request" and appealed to the British to serve as
mediators. David M a c D o n a l h half-British, half-Sikkimese colonial official
who spent more than two decades in Tibet and who, in 1912, was the British
Trade Agent at Yadong--arranged for the two lamas to talk on a telephone
hook-up and helped to set up a meeting on the Gyantse-Lhasa road.'* The meeting only temporarily allayed the suspicions between the two men.
The rivalry flared up again during the 1920s when the Dalai Lama, to pay for
a newly created standing army, raised the taxes for the nobility and imposed
some on the major monasteries. The Panchen Lama rehsed to pay his share,
believing it to be inordinately high as punishment for his close ties to the Chinese. In retaliation the Dalai Lama seized three of the Panchen's ministers,
throwing them into the Potala dungeon. The Panchen Lama had been assessed at
about 25 percent of the entire cost of the army--an amount, he confided to
David MacDonald, he did not have.I9
Once again the Panchen Lama turned to his fiiends the British to intervene;
but rather than wait for a solution to be reached, he fled Tibet in 1923 never to
return. He did not leave empty-handed, however, taking along a caravan of fifty
mules and ponies carrying U.S.$2,000,000 in gold and musk. He received additional gifts along the way, such as U.S.$3,000,000 in exchange for spending six
weeks in the Kumbum Monasterym20
Throughout the Panchen's exile, he was in written communication with the
Dalai Lama in Lhasa. The major topic of these communications was the terms
under which the Panchen could return. The disagreement between the two incarnations centered on the Dalai Lama's conditions that the Panchen Lama return
with only an immediate escort and agree to pay the military tax that had precipitated his flight in the first place. The Panchen wanted an exemption from the tax
and the permission to return with an escort of Chinese troops.21
It became a moot issue when the Dalai Lama died in 1933. The years it
would take to find a new Dalai Lama gave the Panchen an opportunity to return
to Tibet and exert his influence. The GMD began paying the Panchen a monthly
stipend of Ch.$40,000. Others also started to woo the lama. He began receiving
letters from Lhasa "beseeching" him to return. The new Political Officer for
Sikkirn, Basil J. Gould, visited Lhasa in 1936-1937 with authorization from his
superiors to travel to the Panchen's base at Jyekundo and escort him back to
Lhasa-provided the lama would maintain close ties to the British. Hugh Richardson contends that Gould had no such instructions, yet another participant,
Frederick S. Chapman, has written that Gould did, indeed, have instructions to
proceed to Jyekundo if necessary. Richardson does acknowledge a change in
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British neutrality, arguing that it was in direct response to Chinese threats to
restore the Panchen to Tibet.22
In the spring of 1937, with the GMD's blessing, the Panchen Lama left
Jyekundo, traveling in the direction of Lhasa and accompanied by a GMD military escort. In July, however, he was recalled to Nanjing (Nanking, the GMD
capital); the Japanese had openly attacked China after the "Marco Polo Bridge
Incident" and the Second World War had begun in Asia. Deeply disheartened,
the Panchen Lama died at Jyekundo in December of 1937. His followers split
into several factions, all of which continued to receive GMD subsidies and all of
which eventually found boys they alleged to be the new Panchen Lama.
The Chinese and the British Vie for Links with Tibet
There are several examples that demonstrate how important the link with Tibet
was to the Chinese government. In 1912 the newly inducted President of the
Republic of China, Yuan Shikai, and the Dalai Lama had corresponded. In 1919
and 1920 provincial delegations from Gansu Province made official visits to
Lhasa, while up to his death the Dalai Lama continued to send learned lamas to
the Buddhist temple in Beijing. These exchanges kept the door open. The first
serious attempt at reconciliation came in 1930 when the GMD sent a mission to
Lhasa headed by Liu Manqing who was born in Tibet of mixed Han-Tibetan
parentage. Liu, a government civil servant, met with the Dalai Lama during her
four months in Lhasa. Although there was no evident change in the r e l a t i ~ n s h i p ~ ~
the talks must have been fruitful, for the following year another mission was
dispatched by the Chinese government, only to be aborted when the leader died
along the way. The Dalai Lama personally performed rites at the man's funeral
in Lhasa, which encouraged the GMD to further their efforts. Chinese records
indicate that just prior to his own death the Dalai Lama agreed in principle to
allow the GMD to establish an office in Lhasa and thereby give the Chinese
government an official presence in Tibet for the first time since 1913.24
Nanjing had its opportunity to do just that in 1934 when a Han delegation
arrived in Lhasa led by General Huang Musong (Huang Mu-sung). Ostensibly,
the mission was sent to pay respects to the late Dalai Lama; however, the group
had a wider p u r p o s ~ ofirmly and officially establish closer relations between
Nanjing and Lhasa. Huang began extensive negotiations with Tibetan officials
over border issues, trade, and the status of the Panchen Lama and got as far as
writing up a draft agreement. When Huang left Lhasa he left behind two members of his delegation with a radio transmitter to continue the negotiation^.^^ On
receiving the news of the Huang mission, the British immediately dispatched the
Assistant Political Officer for Sikkim, Rai Bahadur Norbu Thondup, to Lhasa to
keep an eye on the Han delegation. In 1938 one of the two Han left behind died.
The remaining official, Zhen Weibei (Chen Wei-pei), established the "Office of
the Commission of Mongolian and Tibetan Affairs" in Lhasa in April 1940 by a
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unilateral action on Nanjing's part meant to present the Tibetans with a fait
ac~ompli.~~
But Huang and Thondup were not the only visitors to Lhasa in these years. In
1936, at a time when the imminent return of the Panchen Lama was expected,
the current Political Officer for Sikkim, Frederick Williamson, traveled to Lhasa
to offer his good offices to prevent any conflict that might arise upon the
Panchen's return. Williamson was liked, as he was a strong proponent of British
military aid and training for the Tibetans. While in Lhasa, however, he fell ill
and died of uraemia; the Tibetans forbade the sending of a plane for him from
India, deeming such an action as "inauspici~us."~~
His successor, Basil J. Gould,
arrived in Lhasa, on the first of three visits, soon after Williamson's death.
To the British it looked as though the Chinese government was about to
reassert its control in Tibet. They had a mission in Lhasa. The thirteenth Dalai
Lama, who had preferred British ties to Chinese ties, was dead; and the Panchen
Lama was about to return at the head of a Chinese military escort. The British
had to take steps to maintain some influence in the holy city. Gould, in 1936,
brought along a military adviser and the new British Trade Agent in Gyantse,
Hugh Richardson. He was authorized to offer military training and to "be cautious in sounding out the Tibetan government regarding permanent British representation at Lhasa." Since Nanjing had a more or less permanent resident in
Lhasa, the British wanted one as well; but the Tibetans were not amenable to that
suggestion, seeing it as a further entanglement in foreign affairs and inimical to
their traditional isolation. Gould then decided to ignore the Tibetan interests and
find a way of tricking them. "My chief aim," he wrote his superiors, "is to
produce the impression of normality and immobility." Gould purposely raised an
issue with the Tibetan Cabinet that he knew could only be resolved by protracted
negotiations. When the Tibetans pointed this out to him, Gould replied that they
need not concern themselves since he had decided to leave Richardson in Lhasa
"indefinitely" to conclude the negotiations. Gould wrote years later, "the Cabinet
swallowed this and Hugh stayed on," with-it should be pointed o u t 4 radio
transmitter so as not to be outdone by the
(Hugh Richardson quite strenuously disputes this interpretation. He contends that the Tibetans welcomed a
British presence and Gould's sole problem was finding a way of conveying the
establishment of such a presence to the Kashag in a formal way. In no way, he
argues, was this a form of trickery. With all due respect to Mr. Richardson's
views, I believe the evidence shows otherwise.)
The Fourteenth Dalai Lama

Meanwhile, following the death of the thirteenth Dalai Lama, top Tibetan officials had been spending much time looking for the fourteenth incarnation. The
current Dalai Lama was born into a relatively wealthy peasant family in 1935"
in a small village just south of the Yellow River, in what is now the Huangnan
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Tibetan Autonomous Zhou. His oldest brother-ow
known as Thubten Jigme
Norbu-had, for the seven years prior to the Dalai Lama's buth, been considered
a high incarnated lama at Kumbum Monastery, not far from the family village. A
few years later, yet another brother was selected as a high incarnated lama and
also moved to Kumbum.
Although the discovery of the boy was supposed to remain a secret (the
Panchen Lama told the search party "he had found three boys"), rumors were so
widespread that by 1938 press photographers were appearing in his village and
the family was sitting for group photographs. The rumors also reached the warlord of Qinghai, General Ma Bufang (Ma Pu-feng), who advised the Dalai
Lama's parents to place the boy in the Kumbum Monastery with his two brothers
for safekeeping after conducting his own tests to determine whether or not this
particular youth was really the incarnation. Legend has it that when Ma first
inquired about the discovery, the lamas had told him that several boys were
being considered; therefore, he summoned them all. After some preliminary
questioning he offered the boys sweets; some were afraid to take any, others
grabbed greedily, while the youth destined to become the fourteenth Dalai Lama
ate a few discreetly. In this way, Ma was supposed to have learned which youth
was the true incarnation. Legend aside, we know that the official search party
stayed with the Panchen Lama's representative in Xining (Sining) who made
formal arrangements for the party to meet with Ma. Moreover, the search party
was in communication with Lhasa via telegrams in code, and it is possible Ma
knew about this route of communication.
The general knew he had a valuable commodity under hls control as did the
lamas of Kumbum; hence both demanded, and received, considerable sums of
money before they would allow the Dalai Lama-designate to depart for Lhasa.
The search party had already confirmed with Lhasa as to which boy was the next
Dalai Lama although they tried to keep that secret, continuing to assert that several
boys were still candidates. While there was some &scussion between Tibetan and
GMD officials over the procedures to be used to select the right candidate, it is clear
that the Tibetans did this only for form because they had known for some time which
boy was to be ordained. The boy and his entourage traveled to Lhasa with a caravan
of wealthy Moslun traders who had lent them money requved for the "ransoms."
This amount was supplemented with a gift to the Dalai Lama from the GMD
government (of a disputed amount) to cover "traveling expenses."30
In September 1938 the GMD government, situated in their wartime capital of
Chongqing (Chungking), and physically as close to Tibet as any Chinese government had ever been, received a cable from Lhasa that three boys had been
selected as possible incarnations of the thirteenth Dalai Lama. The message
asked that a delegate be sent to choose the proper candidate, using the golden
urn, in a ceremony to be conducted jointly with the regent. Chiang jumped at this
OPporhmity, immediately sending General Wu Zhongxin (Wu Chung-hsin), the
Chair of the Commission on Mongolian and Tibetan Affairs, who arrived in
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Lhasa with a nine-member delegation in December of that year. Chongqing had
acceded to the Tibetan request not to send anyone who had previously dealt with
the Tibetans.
When the delegation anived they discovered that two of the candidates had been
eliminated and that the Dalai Lama had already been picked. The Tibetans argue that
this fait accompli was planned all along. There is no reason to doubt them.
Attempts to Exert Independence

While World War I1 was raging the Tibetans saw an opportunity to fwther
demonstrate their "independence," creating a Bureau of Foreign Affairs in
1942. The feeling was that if relations with countries around the world could be
formalized, these nations would, in turn, recognize and support Tibet's claim to
sovereignty.
Lhasa also appears to have made an effort to reconcile differences with the
newly selected Panchen Lama. Secret American diplomatic communications indicate that in early 1947 several monks from Tashilhunpo Monastery anived in
Xining to try to escort the young Panchen back to Tibet. Apparently this action
was sanctioned by the nobility in Lhasa but was prevented by Chinese soldiers
who were protecting
An example that is prominently featured in the literature espousing Tibetan
independence is the nonofficial Asian Relations Conference held in New Delhi
in MarchIApril 1947. Tibet was invited to send a delegation; their flag was
flown along with those of other nations; and the maps used indicated that Tibet
was separate from China. Since the conference was not government-sponsored,
these actions had no diplomatic significance; nevertheless, the Chinese arnbassador in New Delhi protested. The maps were altered, the flag was lowered, but the
delegates remained until the end. One other small incident occurred that
demonstrates the sensitivity of this question to the Chinese government. In the
autumn of 1948 the diplomatic corps in New Delhi was shown a film on
Kashmir that included, for the briefest moment, a map depicting Tibet outside
the boundaries of China. This was cause for yet another formal protest from the
Chinese ambassador.
In August of 1947 India achieved its long-fought-for independence and immediately found itself assuming all the colonial privileges and duties willed it by
the retiring British empire. India signed treaties with Sikkim and Bhutan that, in
effect, perpetuated former British privilege and obligations of suzerainty over
these two small princely kingdoms. In Tibet, India took over the British Mission
in Lhasa and the trade agencies in the other population centers. Hugh Richardson, who on 14 August was a British civil servant representing Britain in Lhasa,
became, on 15 August, an Indian civil servant representing New Delhi in Lhasa.
Indeed, the only change was in the flag that flew outside the mission, and
Richardson himself recalls that "the transition was almost imperceptible."32India
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felt no shame in accepting the privilege of extra-temtoriality for its citizens in
Tibet as well as permission to station its troops there (150 by one count). It was
not until a year later that India sent a doctor to replace the British one and an
Indian representative to learn the ropes from Richardson in preparation for taking
over. Given Nehru's posture of anticolonialism, his actions on Tibet and the
frontier area hardly supported hls public rhetoric.
The contradiction between Nehru's words and his deeds was made explicit by
Richardson's recollection that immediately after India's independence Lhasa appealed to New Delhi for a return of territories pried away by British colonial
expansion. These areas included S~kkunand the town of Darjeeling. India reportedly claimed that it intended to follow the policies set by the previous government
Thls intractable attitude was to
(British) and barred any dscussion of the
cause New Delhi considerable difficulty with China some fifteen years later.
In China the GMD was fast crumbling under the onslaught of the People's
Liberation Army (PLA). In a last-minute gesture, for reasons that remain unclear, the GMD recogmzed the boy Panchen Lama as the official incarnation in
August 1949. It had not done so earlier (the boy was "discovered in 1941), still
hoping to wield some influence in Lhasa and not antagonize Tibetan officials in any
way. It may have been a last, defiant gesture as the government of China. The
gesture did not help the GMD, of course, and in September the Communists took
Xining-d
with it the city's most famous occupant, the child Panchen Lama.
It was at this juncture, with the GMD in full retreat and the communists still
consolidating their victory, that the Lhasa government made its most daring
gesture in asserting its independence: it ordered the Chinese mission to leave
Lhasa. This event is shrouded in some mystery. The accepted interpretation has
been that the Lhasa government, of its own accord, ousted the entire Chinese
delegation. The Chinese claim that it was engineered by the British.
Richardson's office was said to be "extremely active" and "unusually frequented
by visitors."34 The Chinese newspapers of the day echoed the same theme.35
Richardson was most certainly involved in some manner. He appealed to the
government in India to accept three hundred Chinese nationals who were
(I) communists; (2) officials who associated with communists; (3) other Chinese
officials; and (4) other C h e s e citizens. New Delhi agreed to accept individuals
who fell into the first two categories but not the final two,
lest [the] impression be created in China and elsewhere that it approved apparent policy [in] Tibet to take advantage [of the] present situation [in] China to
rid itself once [and] for all [of] Chinese i n f l ~ e n c e . ~ ~
But this begs the question of whether Richardson played a greater role than
simply relaying messages between Lhasa and New Delhi. Years later Richardson
was to write that the actions of the Tibetans took him by surprise3'-* position
he maintains to this day.
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Richardson's cables to his superior indicated that Lhasa had suspicions that
the official 133-member Chinese mission included some communist syrnpathizers. The Tibetans had asked Richardson what to do. Richardson, according to his
own account, advised them to expel the suspicious ones. He may have been
surprised that they requested the expulsion of the entire Han population; although the possibility exists that had Richardson not mentioned expulsion it
would never have occurred to the Tibetans. It is difficult to determine the dates on
which the Lhasa government made its decision and when they first spoke to Richardson about this affair. Richardson steadfastly maintains that he was consulted only
after the expulsion decision had been made by the Tibetans. The diplomatic
cables do not mention dates; although they give the impression, intentionally or
not, that Richardson was actively participating in the decision-making.
That he was more involved in the decision-making than he likes to admit
would not be surprising for Richardson was so fervent a supporter of the Tibetan
elite that a diplomatic colleague felt compelled to warn Whitehall to use caution
when interpreting Richardson's cables. Richardson had also managed to gain
some influence among the Tibetan clerical elite through the distribution of funds,
considering it "money well spent."38
Another clue to what happened was in a cable from American diplomats in
India reporting a discussion held with Major Kaishar Bahadur, the Nepali representative in Lhasa from 1946 to 1949. The major reported that the Chinese
delegation was in dire straits because the civil war raging in China had resulted
in the passage of several months without pay. The major went on to report that
Lhasan officials had inquired of the Han whether or not they would accept
funds from a Chinese government that was communist; they replied in the
affirmative. This may very well have been the total basis for Lhasa's suspicions
about the delegation's alleged communist leanings. In any case, the radio transmitter was confiscated and a large farewell party was held in honor of the
Chinese just prior to their departure.39
Lhasa's ability to so easily oust the Han delegation is yet another frequently
cited "proof' of Tibetan independence. But China had no leadership at the time;
a civil war was raging and the delegation was cut off from its governmentdispirited and unable to resist the slightest pressure. The departure was obviously
more a result of China's weakness than Tibetan strength.
One factor in Lhasa's preparations to maintain its de facto independence
during these turbulent times was its m y . The modem m y was established by
the thirteenth Dalai Lama and initially trained by Japanese, Chinese, and British
advisers. The British system won out in the end, and some Tibetans went to India
for further training. So pervasive was British influence in this sector that as late
as 1950 the officers issued all their commands in English while the army band
was only capable of playing such traditional "Tibetan" tunes as "Auld Lang
Syne," "God Save the King" and "It's a Long Way to T i ~ p e r a r y . " ~ ~
In reality, though, the army was hopelessly ill-equipped and undertrained. The
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British, while wanting to have an army in Tibet to protect them from possible
Chinese attack, were at the same time reluctant to adequately train and equip it
for fear that Tibetan nationalism might grow so strong that one day it might use
this m y to march south. So the Tibetan army was little more than window
dressing.
With no illusions about its defenses, Lhasa began sending messages to New
Delhi appealing for military aid as the communist victory drew ever closer. The
British encouraged the Indians to provide aid-not believing that it would help
militarily but for its psychological, morale-boosting value. Lndia complied, sending arms but no troops.41Tibetans and their supporters looked elsewhere as well.
Lhasa appealed directly to the American Secretslry of State, Dean Acheson,
calling for "extensive aid" in April 1949.42But the futility of it all must have
been obvious, for by November 1949 Lhasa's letters were being addressed to
Mao Zedong appealing for "assurance that no Chinese troops would cross the
Tibetan frontier from the Sino-Tibetan border."43
As the second half of the twentieth century dawned, Hugh Richardson finally
left Tibet for his long overdue retirement, while his colleague Reginald Fox was
compelled to go to India for medical reasons after fourteen consecutive years in
the Land of Snows. That, to the best of my knowledge, left five foreigners in
Tibet. A Russian electrical engineer named Nedbailoff worked for George
Tsarong. The Austrians Peter Aufschnauter and Heinrich Harrer were employees
of the local government, as was the Englishman Robert Ford, who staffed a radio
station in Qamdo, Kham. The fifth foreigner, Geoffrey Bull, was a former British
bank clerk turned evangelical missionary, living in Kanting where he had first
arrived in 1947 with a Scottish colleague named George Patterson. By 1950
Patterson had departed for India and the era of Tibetan isolation was drawing to
an end.44

Foreign Intrigues: I

The image of Tibet as a "hermit" among nations is not completely accurate.
Lhasan authorities did have relations with other governments; moreover, during
the first half of the twentieth century, the Tibetan nobility had sent their children
to British-style schools in India. But Tibetan society was insular, especially
among the elite. There was a marked lack of desire to bring about any change or
reform. Knowledge of the outside world or of any of the technological changes
occurring elsewhere was not disseminated beyond the small ruling class.
What foreign contacts did exist had little political impact on Tibet. Relations
with the Mongolians were mostly of a religious nature; but what minor political
ties there were proved to have little hnpact on the course of events. The relationship with Russia was equally insignificant, except for the briefest moment. For a
short time there was a relationship with Japan, which began in the religious
sphere, and only incidentally carried over into the political arena. In the late
1930s Japanese monks studying in Tibetan monasteries caused some concern to
the Chinese, who were then waging a life-and-death struggle against the Japanese empire. The years of World War I1 even saw a momentary Tibetan involvement with Hitler's Germany, when a German delegation visited Lhasa in
1 9 3 M o s s i b l y for the purposes of intelligence gathering. The relationship with
Nepal had no perceptible effect on the course of Tibetan history.
There were only three relationships of significance to Lhasa: with the rulers of
China, with Anglo-India, and with the United States. This chapter will examine
the early years of the third of these relationships, which-as it tums out--proves
to be most elusive to understand. Both the United States and Tibet have been,
and continue to be, extremely reluctant to discuss the subject. Thls is unforl-m-
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ate, for I believe that understanding the United States-Tibetan relationship is
most crucial for understanding the history of Tibet over the past three decades.
Earliest United States-Tibet Ties

America's first official connection with the authorities in Lhasa came in the early
twentieth century when explorer, scholar, author, and American Ambassador to
China William Woodville Rockhill began exploring the areas populated by ethnic Tibetans.' In 1908 he met with the thirteenth Dalai Lama, then in self-imposed exile in Shaanxi (Shensi) Province, reportedly to discuss the Dalai
Lama's request for American aid for his efforts to return to power in Lhasa.
History records that nothing came of this meeting and that United States-Tibetan relations ended as abruptly as they had begun, not to resume for almost
four decades.
In May 1942, Chinese forces under the command of American General "Vinegar Joe" Stilwell took "a hell of a beating" at the hands of the invading Japanese forces in Burma, resulting in the closing of the legendary Burma Road.
While the total amount of goods carried over the road into China was important,
more significantly, the closing of this artery dealt a deep psychological blow,
cutting China off from any land access to military supplies from its allies. Alternatives had to be found immediately if the war was to be turned around. Cargo flights
were initiated from the northeastern comer of India, across the h l a y a s to air
bases in southwestern China. One of these flights, of whlch there were thousands
flying under the most hazardous conditions, ended suddenly in Tibet when it h t a
mountain about 96 lan (60 miles) southeast of Lhasa. The entire crew of five
American servicemen survived the crash, were helped by friendly Tibetans and
taken to Lhasa. There they were treated most hospitably and escorted to ~ n d i a . ~
But these flights strained the capacity of the United States Air Force, while
bringing into China only a fraction of what was required to carry out an effective
war effort. An alternative land route across Tibet was suggested. Discussions
were held between the British government in India and the Chinese government
(then in their wartime capital of Chongqing). As a result, in August 1942 the
British approached Lhasa about the possibility of establishing a trade route.
While the Chinese had agreed-in p r i n c i p l ~ othe idea, they had demanded
some conditions be met before they would cooperate fblly. The Chinese wanted
to place their troops along the route, ostensibly to protect the traded goods but,
undoubtedly, also to help bolster their claim to sovereignty over Tibet. Just in
case the Tibetans proved recalcitrant, Chiang Kai-shek threatened them with
invasion if they did not agree.3
Like many of Chiang's proclamations in those years, this threat was nothing
more than bluster, not even eliciting a reaction. The Tibetans were not enamored
of the scheme and reluctantly agreed to go along only if the goods being transported were not for military purposes. They also asked for a tripartite (British-
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Chinese-Tibetan) agreement that would have permitted Tibet to bolster its claim
that it represented an independent nation state. China, of course, would no more
agree to Tibet's conditions than Tibet would to Chlna's, resulting in a stalemate.
But India was persistent in working for a compromise. China agreed to place
"agents" along the road, while Tibet agreed to a broad definition of goods "not
destined for military use.'4
While secret negotiations were being carried out to unravel the diplomatic
tangles, the American OSS (Office of Strategic Services, the forerunner of the
Central Intelligence Agency [CIA]), assigned Captain Ilia Tolstoy (the Russian
novelist's grandson) and First Lieutenant Brooke Dolan to undertake a mission
to Tibet. They were instructed to travel by land from India, through Tibet, to
China proper--presumably to determine the feasibility of an overland alternative
to the Bunna Road. The OSS arranged the journey entirely through British
officials in India without consulting China-even London was uninf~rrned.~
Tolstoy and Dolan reached Lhasa on 12 December. They carried with them
100 kg. (220 lb.) of equipment, including "vital instruments." They left Lhasa on
19 March 1943, after delivering several gifts from President Franklin D. Roosevelt to the Dalai Lama. Much of their time in Tibet was spent collecting information. They reported on weather conditions, possible sites for airfields, the price
fluctuations of the chief commodities in the Lhasa bazaar, Japanese spies (they
could not find any and were told the last Japanese monks had left in 1940,
although United States officials reported that at least eight were in Tibet as late
as 1943),6the state of the Tibetan m y , the state of the GMD representatives in
Lhasa, and a host of other subjects that had nothing to do with an alternative to
the Burma Road. Indeed, the British resident in Lhasa complained that "Tolstoy
betrayed no interest, or very little, in tran~port."~
The report is notable-for the absence of any mention of a possible supply
route-the trip's intended purpose. In addition, Tolstoy and Dolan spent one
month with British officials in Gyantse and three months (an exceptional length
of time) conferring with British officials in Lhasa and with members of the
Lhasan nobility; yet the report contains not a single reference to any political
matter pertaining to the Tibetan government. One major purpose for the residence of British officials in Tibet was the monitoring of the Tibetan internal
political situation and, since the British colonial officials had arranged this visit
for their closest allies, it is hard to imagine that they did not share at least some
political information with them.
Even the British seemed somewhat c o n k e d over the actual purpose of the
mission and probably more than a little concerned about possible American
encroachment into what was then an exclusively British sphere of influence.' In
any case, after some communication between London and Washington over the
issue of Tibet, the United States government felt compelled to ease the minds of
British officials, stating their position on Tibet, unequivocally, in a diplomatic
note dated May 15, 1943.
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For its part, the Government of the United States has borne in mind the fact
that the Chinese Government has long claimed suzerainty over Tibet and the
Chinese Constitution lists Tibet among areas constituting the territory of the
Republic of China. This Government has at no time raised a question regarding either of those claims.
British policy-makers were less sure, caught between their contradictory views
that China had suzerainty over Tibet while Tibet was an "autonomous" state. It
was best summed up in 1943 in a War Cabinet memo:
We have promised the Tibetan government to support them in maintaining
the practical autonomy of Tibet, which is of importance to the security of
India. . . . On the other hand our alliance with China makes it difficult to
give effective material support to Tibet . . . at some stage discussion . . . is
probably inevitable . . . [since] our recognition of China's suzerainty over
Tibet is a handicap, in that the Chinese Government can argue that suzerainty
involves some degree of contro~.~
Since the United States was closely allied to Chiang Kai-shek in pursuit of the
war against Japan and since Washington had not formulated an official position
on the status of Tibet, it remains a mystery why it would risk alienating Chiang
with an unnecessary mission. An aerial reconnaissance or discussions with British officials in Lhasa could have shown that a new route was untenable. Moreover,
there already was a trade route of sorts h m Inda to Lhasa and another from Lhasa
to Kham/Xikang Province which could carry up to three thousand tons of goods
each year. In contrast, the United States A m y Air Corps were flying three thousand
tons of supplies each month over the Hump. Although nothmg concrete came of the
mission, it was symbolically important to the Tibetansafter all the Dalai Lama
exchanged gifts with the American president.
Yet another curious aspect of the Tolstoy/Dolan mission is that while the pair
was in Tibet, negotiations for a supply road were p r o g r e s s i n ~ l b e i with
t
considerable wrangling4etween Chongqing, New Delhi, and Lhasa. These negotiations, initiated by Frank Ludlow (the British representative in Lhasa at the
time), were successfully concluded in May 1943, and then abandoned when it
was concluded that the idea was impractical, allowing for only eighteen hundred
tons of goods a year. The Tibetans agreed to define the term "military goods"
broadly when it came to deciding what could not be transported; American
Lend-Lease goods were specifically mentioned. The route was for goods intended solely for civilian use in Chlna proper.I0 This maximum weight of goods
was certainly not worth an OSS mission.
The Tibetans decided to take advantage of U.S. interest by asking Tolstoy for
three fully equipped, long-range radio transmitters "for use for broadcasting
within Tibet." "Wild Bill" Donovan, the Director of the OSS, strongly supported
the sending of the radios, believing them to be helpful to the war effort.' Dono-

'
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van pointed out that the radios were readily available and cost a mere
U.S.$4,500. In return the radios "would open all Tibet regions 1,200 miles
[1,900 km.]east and west for Allied influence and M e r modemization of territory
which [would] be strategically valuable in the future."'* These words were written
only four weeks after Tolstoy and Dolan had left Lhasa and could be the key to
understanding the original rationale for the mission. In spite of Donovan's zeal,
however, the United States Department of State was more cautious, opposing the
sending of radios to Lhasa on the grounds that thls gift might prove "politically
embarrassing and cause irritation and offense to the Chinese." The State Department
recommended instead that the OSS send a more innocuous gift. In the end, however,
the OSS won out and the radios reached Lhasa in November 1943.
Tolstoy's involvemerit did not end with the radios; in 1944 he again advocated that military supplies be dispatched across Tibet. Recognizing that the
amount transportable would be insignificant for the Chinese war effort, Donovan
argued to the State Department that these supplies "would be of great value to
the OSS operations in China." This plan would double the monthly allocations of
supplies provided for the OSS on the flights "over the Hump." Moreover, Donovan argued, it should be "evident that the intelligence byproduct of such a route
[was] not to be ignored."I3 Donovan reiterated his belief that Tibet could be
strategic and important for future United States intelligence. This proposal was also
vetoed by the State Department for having political implications that outweighed all
other considerations. This time the State Department won the argument.
In 1945, at the end of the war, Tibet found it was no longer considered a
strategically located area of major interest to either the OSS or the State Department. In Lhasa, however, concern grew that the G M M o longer burdened with
a war against the Japanesewould turn its attention westward, seeking to regain
influence in Lhasa. Given the limited circles in which the members of the Tibetan elite traveled, they no doubt placed inordinate faith in British and American support.14 The Tibetans dispatched a mission carrying messages of
congratulations to the British and the Americans on winning the war against
Japan. The delegation never made it past New Delhi because of the reluctance of
London and Washington to grant visas. Letters addressed to President Harry S.
Truman were presented at the United States Embassy in New Delhi in March
1946. The letters mentioned that the generators sent in 1943 to run the radio transmitters were ineffectual since they could not h c t i o n in Tibet's rarefied air. The
United States m y was instructed to procure three diesel generators (the original
ones ran on gasoline). In December 1946 these generators were sent fiom Calcutta
to Kalimpong, where they were handed over to the Tibetan representatives."
To American policy-makers the new generators were seen as token gift-f
limited expense and readily available t e c h n o l o w 4 a t could easily be shrugged
off if the Chinese complained. But to the Tibetans-to whom electricity had only
recently been introduced, and then only in Lhasa for a few hours a day--these
gifts had symbolic value far surpassing their technological value. They were seen
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as symbolic of American concern and support for the government of the infant
Dalai Lama in Lhasa.
Political changes came quickly in the east of Asia. In China, civil war broke
out again after the temporary hiatus created by an alliance, albeit shaky, between
the feuding sides during the war against Japan. Ln India, in Burma, in Vietnam,
in Indonesia, and in the Philippines efforts were under way by the indigenous
peoples to win independence from the colonial powers. Japan was under U.S.
military occupation, and U.S. foreign policy was undergoing a major shift, adjusting to a new world order. As to Tibet, a considerable gap existed between the
attitude of American diplomatic officials stationed in India and that of the policy-makers back in Washington.
In January 1947 the Charge d'Affaires of the United States Embassy in New
Delhi, George R. Merrell, sent a lengthy cable to Washington expressing h s
view that the 1946 Tibetan Goodwill Mission (the one congratulating the United
States for having won the war) should be reciprocated by a mission to Lhasa.
Good relations are important, he argued, for "Tibet is in a position of inestimable
strategic importance both ideologically and geographically." As a result, he continued, it would be in an excellent position to act as a buffer against Soviet
influence. Moreover, Merrell believed, there was a real possibility that hostile
governments might come to power in India, Chma, B m a , or Indochna. Faced
with the possibility of anarchy in East Asia, Tibet and its highly conservative
people could act as "a bulwark against the spread of Communism throughout
Asia . . . an island of conservatism in a sea of political turmoil . . . [and, moreover,] in an age of rocket warfare might prove to be the most important territory
in all Asia." Anticipating Washington's reply, Merrell concluded by arguing that
the benefits from such a gesture of friendship toward Lhasa would easily outweigh any political difficulties it might cause with Chang Kai-shek.l6
The State Department was less than enthusiastic about the plan. Acting Secretary of State Dean Acheson replied that the U.S. army's assessment was that
Tibet would not be a suitable launching pad for rockets and that a visit at this
time would be of no use. However, the United States did want to keep communications with Lhasa open and would be "disposed to regard with favor*' trips to
Tibet by Foreign Service officers if these trips could be kept b'unobtrusive and
unofficial." The caution was duly noted in New Delhi, and the United States
ambassador there informed Washington that in order to avoid any future conflicts over the issue of Tibetan independence all future correspondence to Lhasa
would be addressed to the "Foreign Bureau" rather than the "Foreign Office"-as the Tibetans called it-indicating official U.S. acknowledgement that Lhasa's
officewas merely a component of the Chinese Foreign Office and did not represent an independent nation." Although this subtlety is little noted in the historical literature, much has been made recently of Washington's communications
with the Tibetan "Foreign Office," symbolizing U.S. acceptance of Tibetan independence (see Appendix B).
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The Tibetan Trade Mission
In 1947 the Tibetan government decided to send a "Tibetan Trade Mission" to
India, Britain, the United States, China, and several other countrie~.'~
Tibet indeed had trade difficulties. Traditionally the only significant trade
carried on was with the Chinese interior and India. The imports from China were
the most crucial since they consisted of an estimated yearly total of ten million
tons of tea. Other imports from that area included silk, cotton goods, brocades,
and satins-all in insignificant amounts compared to the tea. Exports included
wool, yak tails, hides, furs, musk and deer horns. From India, Tibet imported
Westem-manufactured consumer goods such as soap, matches, buttons and needles, while exporting the same items as those sent to China.
The key for Tibet, apart from the tea, was the export of wool. The wool,
coarse and dirty, was shipped through India to the United States for use in
manufacturing automobile rugs. Before World War I1 this trade amounted to
about three thousand to four thousand tons per year.19 Since 1941, however,
because of the war, the United States had not purchased any; the wool had been
stored in Kalimpong and was beginning to rot. The Tibetans were also having
difficulties with officials in India who were allowing the Tibetans to use the port
of Calcutta to export their wool but prohibiting the Tibetans from acquiring the
hard currency these exports generated. The Indian government received the U.S.
dollars and exchanged them for Indian rupees, which were then handed to the
Tibetans. To add insult to injury, the Indians charged the Tibetans customs duties
on goods imported through the port at Calcutta. Since Tibet is landlocked, and
without commercial airports, railroads, or roads, Lhasa was at the mercy of
officials who were, by their actions, hardly affuming their stated beliefs that
Tibet was an independent state.
Even with these difficulties the "trade" mission was not all it seemed to be.
Tsepon W.D. Shakabpa, the leader of the delegation, claimed some two decades
later that the purposes of the trip were to obtain aid for their efforts to ease
Indian restrictions on Tibetan trade, to expand Tibetan trads-especially with the
United States, to purchase some gold bullion to back up the Tibetan currency,
and "to demonstrate Tibet's independence and sovereign status."20Not everyone
agreed.
Arthur J. Hopkinson was the BritishIIndian Political Officer for Sikkim from
1945 to 1948. As the latest successor to Sir Charles Bell his job included keeping abreast of matters in Tibet, especially those relating to the ruling elite. Hopkinson believed that the sole purpose of the mission was to buy gold and silver, a
feat Shakabpa had been attempting to accomplish for over a year-ainly
"for
the joy of the chase."21 Hopkinson also believed that the mission was the brainchild of Rimshi Pangdatsang, eldest of the three Pangdatsang brothers of Kham
fame and scion of the family, who was the richest trader in Tibet and a member
of the delegation. This suspicion was shared by the Indian government--by now
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the independent one of Prime Minister Jawaharlal Nehru. Officials in New Delhi
informed the United States ambassador that, in their opinion, the mission's sole
purpose was the enrichment of the delegates and that they were concerned that
any gold purchased would find its way back to India from Tibet to be resold at
highly inflated and profitable black-market prices.
The delegation (four officials and an interpreter) traveled from India to Nanjing, where they arrived early in 1948 and met with Chlang Kai-shek. From
China it went on to the United States, Britain, the European continent, and
frnally back to India over a year later. The Chinese governmental position on the
trip was predictable-the mission was unofficial and purely private, and the
Tibetan "passports" the delegates carried were invalid and worthless. The Chinese had no objections to the mission itself and expressed the desire to make it
"oficial" if the Tibetans consented to carrying Chmese passports.22Of course,
the Chinese could, in fact, neither help nor hinder the delegation as China had no
power over Tibet at that time.
The Tibetan view of the mission was put quite succinctly by Shakabpa himself:
Throughout their entire journey abroad, they carried Tibetan passports and
travel documents, which were recognized and accepted by all the countries
they visited; thus, they established another precedent supporting the independent status of Tibet.23
Recently declassified U.S. government documents reveal that this, in fact, was
not the case, and Shakabpa had been so d o m e d . It is, however, conceivable
that, given his lack of diplomatic experience, his statement is an expression of
what he believed to be true. The group did not need passports to travel to India,
as there had been a long-standing agreement that Tibetans could travel south of
their border without formalities. However, they traveled to Nanjing on Chinese
passports.
As for British officials, they debated the real purpose of the mission but in the
end agreed to give the Tibetans visas "as individuals" and not as representatives
of an independent country. In January 1948 the British government informed its
counterpart in Washington that the Tibetan Trade Mission would be received in
England as "a private commercial affair, not in any official ~ a p a c i t y " ~ ~ - e v e n
though a banquet was given in their honor and they were received by the Prime
Minister at 10 Downing Street. Despite the fact that the Tibetans regarded themselves as an oficial government deputation, traveling on official governmentissued passports, they raised no political issues while in Britain and discussed
only personal business. Their British visas were to facilitate travel and were not
meant to imply recognition of the passports. "Tibet has some international status" according to Whitehall but, "we do not necessarily imply that she is fully
sovereign" [emphasis in original]. The British government kept the Chinese
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embassy fully informed the whole time. In Switzerland the situation must have
been similar. During the five days the Shakabpa mission was in Geneva, it was
accompanied everywhere by a secretary from the Chinese embassy-+ condition
that could only have been forced on the Tibetans by the Swiss government. None
of the newspapers in Switzerland mentioned the visit.25
That left the United States to be considered. In spite of Shakabpa's later
claims to the contrary, the Department of State was prepared for the disputes the
passport issue was bound to stir up. In December 1947, immediately prior to the
mission's arrival in New Delhi, the American Embassy there was informed that
if the delegation arrived without Chinese passports, then visas were to be issued
on Form 257-"standard procedure [in] cases where applicant presents passport
of [a] Government [the] United States does not recognize"26 (emphasis added).
To avoid any misunderstandings, the United States Embassy in Nanjing was
instructed to inform the Chinese government, which it did in July 1948, that
there should be "no reason whatsoever to believe issuance of visas indicated any
change in American policy on [the] question of sovereignty over ~ i b e t . " ~This
'
message was also delivered to the Chinese Ambassador in Washington, Wellington Koo. In light of this policy, the Department of Commerce assured the Department of State that the Tibetans would be treated equally by all arms of the
American government. The Department of Commerce was committed to treating
the delegation as private businessmen and to dealing with them only on cornrnercia1 matters. Since Tibetan exports to the United States totaled only $2 million a
year, and Tibetan imports from the United States were "almost infinite~imal,"~~
it is hard to justify the delegation on wholly commercial grounds.
The implication of all the diplomatic cable traffic was clearly that Shakabpa had
been, on more than one occasion, apprised of the official American position on his
group. However, thls knowledge did not deter hun fkom writing years later that
most significant of all is the fact that Tibetan delegates traveled around the
world on Tibetan passports, which were accepted as legal documents by the
United States, the United Kingdom, and other countries,29[emphasis in original]
Diplomatically the mission did not fare too well. Not only were the passports not
recognized by the major nations visited, but one of the major goals in the United
States was not realized. The delegates were very anxious for a personal meeting
with President Harry S. Truman, bringing along letters and gifts for him from the
Dalai Lama and the Tibetan Cabinet. In Washington, the request for such a
meeting hit a snag when the Department of State a g r e e h n the condition it be
conducted with the approval of, and under the auspices of, the Chinese government.
Ambassador Koo had been kept informed of all United States-Tibetan contact
throughout the entire mission-probably without the knowledge, and certainly
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without the consent, of the members of the Tibetan delegation. While Washington was insisting that "the United States government [had] no intention of acting
in a manner that would call into question China's de jure sovereignty over
Tibet," common courtesy forced it to reciprocate the Tibetans' demonstrated
kindness to American visitors in years past. After some negotiations, Koo and
the State Department worked out a compromise whereby the Chinese government would formally request a meeting with President Truman (the request was
sent 3 1 July 1948) and Koo would accompany the Tibetans to the White House.
Washington officials, pleased with the compromise, Informed both the Tibetans and Koo that they wanted the meeting to take place and that, indeed, President Truman himself had expressed an interest in such a meeting under the plan
worked out with the Chinese. But the plan fell through when the Tibetans rebed to see Truman in Koo's presence. As a consolation, they were permitted to
meet Secretary of State George C. Marshall without Koo. At that meeting
Shakabpa asked Marshall for help with the Tibetan-Indian trade difficulties and
also permission to purchase 1,420 kg. (50,000 oz.) of gold (U.S.$1,750,000).
Marshall rehsed to interfere with India in any way; however, he did agree to
allow the gold purchase.
The Department of State, aware that such a transaction might be considered
symbolic of a change in United States policy toward Tibetan independence,
informed the Department of Treasury that State "does not intend that such a sale
would affect the continuation of th~sGovernment's recognition of Chma's de jure
sovereignty over Tibet."30 In spite of granting Tibet permission to purchase gold,
America's political position did not change. The Secretary of State instructed the
United States Ambassador in New Delhi to tell Indian authorities that "the willingness of the United States to sell gold to the Tibetan authorities does not constitute
recognition of the Tibetan administration as a sovereign g~vernment."~'
The Indian government released U.S.$250,000 in U.S. currency, allowing the
Tibetans to buy U.S.$400,000 worth of gold. After much wrangling, New Delhi
agreed to allow the Lhasa government to import goods through Calcutta without
duty and to keep foreign exchange earned through exports. Individual entrepreneurs, however, remained under the old restrictions.

The Cold War Heats Up
Until 1949, American policy and attitudes toward Tibet were unequivocal. As far
as Washington was concerned Tibet was, in some form or other, a part of
China-albeit while enjoying an extraordinary amount of independence from the
central Chinese government. This independence, and possible future strategic
importance, encouraged Washington to maintain at the very least some loose,
friendly ties to Lhasa while simultaneously supporting China's position on
Tibet's status. But, by early 1949, the Chinese civil wm was going badly for the
American-backed GMD armies; an impending communist victory called for a
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quick reappraisal of United States policy toward the region.
The reassessment of policy apparently began with a lengthy review of American attitudes by Ruth E. Bacon of the Office of Far Eastern Affairs, Department
of State. Ms. Bacon argued in 1949 that, with a communist takeover in Tibet,
that area would "assume ideological and strategic importance." She fiuther argued that, in the eventuality of a communist victory in China, the United States
should no longer consider Tibet under Chinese authority and urged a prior establishment of covert relations by sending United States officials to Lhasa immediately but "inconspicuously" cautioning against "giving rise to speculation
that" the United States might "have designs upon Tibet."
Directly after this report was filed, United States Ambassador in New Delhi,
Loy Henderson, concurred with Ms. Bacon's analysis, describing the possibility
of communist rule in Tibet as "disastrous." Seeing no action in the ensuing
weeks, Henderson again urged haste in sending a covert mission to Lhasa and
leaving some Americans there for an indefinite period. This was in June. A week
later the American Ambassador to China, Leighton Stuart, agreed to the urgency
of the matter. Washington was apparently convinced and informed its ambassadors, on 28 July, that it was "considering . . . [a] . . . covert mission." The plan
called for the Second Secretary in the Embassy in New Delhi, Jefferson Jones, to
travel to Tibet with either his counterpart from the British High Commission or
with an American "explorer-scholar" such as Schuyler Carnmann. The mission
never left the drawing board because, upon some investigation, Henderson discovered that the British attempt at a similar mission the year before had been
discouraged by the Indian government. Indian concurrence was considered essential, since India-in the words of HendersoMad a "practical monopoly on
Tibet's foreign relation^."^^
Washington policy-makers were confused in their actions toward Tibet. They
had historically supported the position that Tibet was a part of China, however
anomalous that situation might have been. Nothing had happened to warrant an
about-face in U.S. policy. On the other hand, there was a growing fear of communism in the United States; and it was quickly becoming gospel that anything
was acceptable if it helped to combat that alleged evil. The confusion is best
illustrated by two cables issued within three weeks of each other. Both were to
Henderson in New Delhi. The 28 July cable, quoted above, acknowledged that
Washington was considering a covert mission to Tibet; but only three weeks
earlier Henderson had been instructed that
the Department does not consider that any of the courtesies extended to the
Tibetan Trade Mission while in the United States have the effect of altering the
status quo among China, Tibet, and the United
This perio&just prior to the communist victory in China in October 1949-was
a busy and nervous one for officials in Lhasa. While there was modest support
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from the British and the Americans, this support was not be translated into
material assistance. Never before had Tibet's isolation been so much of a handicap. The Tibetan government, attempting to win more widespread support for its
cause, had begun to allow visits to Lhasa by foreigners. As early as 1944 Arch T.
Steele, a foreign correspondent for the Chicago Daily News, was permitted to
visit Tibet for three weeks. If Steele's function was to favorably publicize the
notion of an "independent Tibet" then the trip served its purpose.34
The most important visit came in autumn 1949 when American journalist,
explorer, author, and broadcaster Lowell Thomas and his son managed to get
Lhasa's permission to visit through the good offices of Loy Henderson and
India' Minister of External Affairs, Sir Girja Sharkar Bajpai. Both men were
friends of Thomas, and they interceded on his behalf through none other than
Tsepon Shakabpa. As Lowell Jr. was to write a decade later,
our Tibetan hosts implored us to tell their story to the world. This my father
did through his daily taped broadcasts from Tibet. For my part I hope I did not
disappoint them with Out of This
When the Thomases returned to the United States they held an airport news
conference calling for American aid against the communists in China, advice on
guerrilla warfare for the Tibetans, and the immediate dispatch of an American
mission to L h a ~ a . ~ ~
With the declaration of the People's Republic of China on 1 October 1949,
Tibetan officials panicked, sending out urgent appeals to Britain, the United
States, and India for military aid. The British reply, while sympathetic to the
aims of the Tibetan ruling elite, was negative; Tibet was seen as too insignificant
to risk antagonizing China. The British supported India's policy needs, recognizing that India was most directly affected because of its proximity to Tibet.
Britain encouraged India to offer the Tibetans small arms to boost morale, while
acknowledging that they would be of little military sigruficance against the
vastly superior People's Liberation Army (PLA). They even offered to secretly
replace whatever arms India sent. However, London was adamant that this arrangement be kept secret, wanting no public acknowledgement of relations with
Tibet.37Also in secret, Washington and London conferred frequently and shared
all diplomatic communications regarding Tibet.3s
The Indian government was caught in a dilemma. Prime Minister Jawaharlal
Nehru thought it important to maintain Tibet as a buffer state, continuing to
exercise some meaningful control as he had been doing since Indian independence in 1947 and as he continued to do in Sikkun and Bhutan. On the other
hand, Nehru also wanted a close relationship with the new government in Beijing in keeping with his policy of nonalignment. He decided to pursue both
objectives: recognizing Beijing's suzerainty over Tibet, while covertly supplying
the Tibetan anny with Indian m y "advisers" and some limited military sup-
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plies. It remains unclear just how Nehru thought he could carry out these contradictory policies. Few Indian politicians were happy with the situation.
Since the Tibetans seem to have been unaware of British covert support for
their cause, and since Indian aid was largely symbolic, the Tibetans turned to
their last hope-the Americans. On 19 November 1949, American diplomats in
New Delhi met with Surkhang (a Tibetan Cabinet official) and with a representative of the powerful Pangdatsang family. Surkhang told the group that America
was the "greatest and most powerful country" and Tibet's only hope.39American
Ambassador Henderson was instructed to tell d-e Tibetans that the United States was
sympathetic to their predicament although it could not publicly demonstrate any
concern or involvement. Secret talks between the Americans and the Tibetans continued throughout 1950 and 1951, often with George Patterson acting as the liaison.40But no aid was actually sent, according to the available documentation.
The three nations found themselves in a serious diplomatic quandary. Tibet's
ambiguous status only contributed to the uncertainty. All three governments
recognized that whoever ruled China would wish to control Tibet. They were
aware that the slightest evidence of overt support for the Tibetan elite in their
advocacy of an independent Tibet could trigger a PLA attack. This eventuality
had to be avoided at all costs. On the other hand, Tibet, the United States, and
even India-albeit to a lesser extent-were all anticommunist. Their activities
worldwide were designed to deny any territorial gains to any communist regime.
It should also be kept in mind that in 1950 it was generally accepted that Moscow controlled the communists in Beijing. To allow Moscow to come as far
south as the northern boundary of India, after having just "gobbled up" China,
would be seen as allowing a dangerous tipping of the balance of power toward
the Soviets. But the geographic realities of Tibet made any major military incursion highly impractical. Then, as if all the prophets of doom were correct in their
assessment of the Soviet Union's plan to control the world, the Korean War
broke out in June 1950.
In the middle of 1949 the Tibetan aristocracy became increasingly worried. In
Lhasa, Reginald Fox was asked not only to maintain radio communication with
Robert Ford in Qamdo but also to establish a Radio Lhasa to broadcast its views
The clandestine transfer of
to the world in Tibetan, Chinese, and Engli~h.~'
privately owned jewelry and other valuables to Sikkirn and India was accelerated. There were even reports circulating in India that several pilots had been
approached about the possibility of flying to Lhasa to evacuate the nobility if that
became necessary. It was during thls period that the Indian Political Officer in
Sikkirn, Harishwar Dayal, visited Lhasa and arranged for the transfer of small
arms as well as the visit of the Thomases and the aborted aid missions to several
nations. To add to the confusion, the Chinese were expelled from Lhasa during
the summer months.
Washington's equivocation reflected changes in attitude toward the events in
China itself. The United States had become exasperated with the Guomindang
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and the Truman administration had made a decision late in 1949 that the United
States would no longer participate in the Chinese civil war. As early as October
1949, a matter of days after the communists announced their new government,
Chiang Kai-shek was informed that "the United States Government does not
intend to commit any of its armed forces to the defense of the island [Tai~an]."~2
This was followed up with a public statement by Truman on 5 January 1950, in
which he said that "the United States Government will not pursue a course which
will lead to involvement in the civil conflict in China.'43
That is not to say that there was unanimity about this policy-indeed, the
administration came under intense pressure to support all anticommunist forces.
In the case of Tibet, the New York Times reported in October 1949 that some
United States officials were considering recognizing an independent Tibet because of its strategic location. But Truman seemed to hold his ground, for even
when U.S.$75 million was allocated for anticommunist activities in the "general
area" of China by the Congress under the Defense Assistance Act of 1949, the
Truman administration did not officially appropriate it until after the Korean War
broke out. According to a recently declassified history of the Joint Chiefs of
Staff (JCS), the money was never in fact spent.44
There was a drastic change of policy following the outbreak of war in Korea
in June 1950. The hostilities were taken as evidence that the worldwide "Soviet
Communist conspiracy" was not to be satisfied with Cluna alone. The 1 January
1950 declaration from Beijing that it still had to liberate Tibet, Taiwan, and
Hainan Island had to be taken seriously. Previous JCS recommendations for
military aid to Taiwan and anticommunist guerrilla forces that had originally
been refused were not approved, and an attempt was made to create a worldwide
anticommunist resistance that would be linked together in coordinated actions.
As a top secret report to the JCS succinctly stated, "any such successhl
challenge to the myth of Communist invincibility might importantly strengthen
the will to resist among the peoples of Western E ~ r o p e . " ~ ~
The new attitude on the part of Washington policy-makers was not based on
any moral commitment to Tibetan "independence." The very notion of an independent Tibet is conspicuously absent from the many documents that are available from this period. Rather, the United States saw the Tibetans as just another
partner in an anticommunist crusade designed, at the least, to bring pressure to
bear on China and, at the best, topple the communist goverr~rnent.~~
The United States found itself in a position of leadership vis-a-vis Tibet,
partially as a result of British and Indian resolve not to get too deeply involved
and partially to hlfill Washington's self-image as the "policeman" to the world
(especially when it came to China, which it had "lost" to communism). India was
sympathetic to the Tibetan aristocracy, favoring British colonial policies in the
area; but Indian sentiments were not strong enough to compel New Delh into
actions that might precipitate a war with China. India officially recognized the
communist government in Beijing in December 1949. American intelligence
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reported that the "Indian Government is attempting [to] dissociate itself from the
Tibetan efforts to retain autonomy."47 Earlier Indian threats that it would withdraw its support of Beijing's efforts to win its seat in the United Nations if PLA
soldiers marched into Tibet were forgotten.
London also adopted a "hands off' policy toward Tibet. In June 1950 the
British Foreign Office telegraphed the American ambassador in London that
India had inherited Britain's interest in the area. Moreover, "any attempt [to]
intervene would be impracticable and unwise. United Kingdom [is] not sufficiently interested in area to warrant embroiling itself with China.'48
By default, the task of aiding the Tibetan elite was left to the United States
(although at one point Tsepon Shakabpa did threaten to go to the Soviet Union if
aid from the West was not forthcoming, but the Americans quite correctly saw
that as nothing but a bluff). In June 1950, sixteen days before the outbreak of the
Korean War, the Tibetan delegation, en route to Beijing, met American diplomats in New Delhi and hinted that they might request aid against the communists. On 16 June Secretary of State Dean Acheson cabled Ambassador
Henderson that the United States and the United Kingdom were discussing ways
to "encourage Tibetan resistance to Commie [sic] control."49 But the telegram
quoted above, in which the British effectively washed their hands of the whole
affair, came a week after Acheson's cable to Henderson; in the end the Americans were really on their own.
In July Henderson informed Washington that while the Korean War might
have brought about a substantial change in the attitude of the United States
toward the region, New Delhi's views had not changed. Nonetheless Henderson
asked his superiors for permission to promise military aid to the Tibetan elite and
urged Washington to try to change the British position on future involvement.
Acheson replied that in his opinion India would not be agreeable to American
involvement since India was currently at odds with the United States over both
the Korean War and the seating of China at the United Nations. In spite of this,
Acheson cabled that the "Department [was] now in [a] position [to] give assurances [to the] Tibetans re U.S. aid to Tibet." The plan called for Henderson to
tell the Tibetans that the United States was "ready to assist procurement and
financing."
There was a catch, however-+ stipulation that India had to agree to the plan
first. If India refused to aid the Tibetans, Washington instructed the Tibetans to
ask New Delhi for permission to transport aid across India from a thnd party (the
United Sates). Shakabpa, when informed of these plans, asked for clarification
on the type of aid to be expected. Were they getting American troops and planes,
he wanted to know. No, the Tibetans should expect only "war materials and
finance."
Initially these negotiations were kept secret from India but not from Britain.
Only at London's urging did the Americans inform New Delhi. In September the
Tibetans sent a delegation to New Delhi with instructions to travel on to Beijing
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to take part in the negotiations. While in New Delhi they discussed military
matters, while publicly saying that they were discussing trade matters. The delegation, including Shakabpa, had been biding its time in India because Britain
would not allow it transit to Beijing via Hong Kong. However, in October the
PLA entered Qarndo and Lhasa sent word to the delegation to hasten on to
Beijing to negotiate a peaceful solution with the Chinese officials. The Indians
were now, more than ever, opposed to covert assistance for Tibet; and Henderson cabled Washington that it was a moot issue. But Acheson was not fblly
convinced, for he replied to Henderson the following day, urging the diplomat to
continue in his attempts to persuade the Indians.5o
The Tibetans then turned to the United Nations in a final desperate appeal for
aid. The issue was sponsored by El Salvador, the only country willing to put
Tibet on the agenda. Washington instructed its representative to urge his Indian
counterpart to vote in support of the Tibetans, promising that the United States
would follow suit. The crucial issue, as seen from the American perspective, was
not necessarily Tibetan independence but, in Acheson's view, to convince the
Indians of communism's "true nature," thereby compelling them to disavow their
proclaimed neutrality in world affairs.
On 24 November 1950, the UN voted unanimously to postpone the vote on
the Tibet question-in effect killing it. India's vote for postponement was crucial. According to their UN representative, Sir Benegal N. Rau, Beijing had
showed a softening of its attitude toward Tibet, witnessed by the sigmng of an
agreement (discussed in the next chapter) through negotiations. Britain concurred, and its representative went on to note the "obscurity of [Tibet's] legal
situation." Neither the United States nor Britain could afford to openly involve
itself in an area of the world in which the stakes seemed low-especially in this
post-war period, when the flames of anticolonialism were burning so brightly
throughout Asia and Africa.
But Washington was not to be deterred. Henderson was ordered to continue
pushing for an Anglo-U.S.-Indian joint effort to aid the Tibetan elite. As late as
June 1951, and perhaps later, Fraser Wilkins, the first secretary of the United
States embassy in New Delhl, met with prominent Tibetans in India on such
issues as the further release of gold by the United States and the continued
purchase of Tibetan wool. George Patterson was once again the liaison.51
In December 1950 the Dalai Lama fled Lhasa for a Tibetan town just north of
the Indian border. A month earlier Washington and New Delhi had discussed
sending an American pilot to Lhasa to fly the Dalai Lama out.52New Delhi let
Washington know that he would be welcomed in exile, although he would not be
permitted to live near the Tibetan frontier. New Delhi also informed the United
States that it did not expect the Chinese to have much trouble regaining control
over Tibet. While diplomatic communications indicated that India was fairly
sure on this matter, there are hints that a debate was raging within Inda's ruling
circles. Sometime in 1950 a meeting was held in India and attended by the
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Indian Foreign Secretary, the Indian Ambassador to Beijing, B.N. Mulllk of the
Intelligence Bureau, and the Chief of the Indian Army Staff, General Cariappa.
Interestingly, all but Cariappa favored Indian military intervention despite the
geographic obstacles. In the end it appears that cooler heads, such as Nehru's,
prevailed.
The secret U.S.-Tibet talks lasted to at least 1952 when it appeared that at this
point the Department of State handed over the Tibet issue to the Central Intelligence Agency whose files remain classified. The United States used such intermediaries as George Patterson, Heinrich Harrer, Surkhang Rimshi, and
especially Tsepon Shakabpa of whom the Americans were wary. American diplomats were sent to Kalimpong on "vacation" with their families while secretly
acting as liaisons between the Lhasa government and Washington. At first the
United States wmted to spirit the Dalai Lama out of Lhasa. After the Tibetan
leader voluntarily fled to Yadong, U.S. policy was to lure him across the Indian
frontier. Yet this failed as well for America's Tibetan allies were "unable to
counterbalance the tremendous weight of superstition and selfish officialdom,
including delegates from monasteries, oracles of incredible influence, and the
misguided wish of the Lhasa Government itself to preserve . . . the religious
integrity of Tibetan life as personified and symbolized by the Dalai Lama." So
wrote an American diplomat accusing the Tibetans of putting their own culture
above the interests of Washington's worldwide anticommunist crusade.
In their efforts to enlist the Tibetans, Washington frequently appealed for
assistance from Britain asking them to intervene with the Tibetans and the Indian
government. But Britain was not part of the anticommunist crusade and it looked
at the situation with a somewhat less jaundiced eye. It did not like the Tibetan
representatives: Pangdatsang "from personal experience," was regarded in
Whitehall as "an unscrupulous rogue"; Shakabpa was a "slippery customer" who
feared reprisals from the Chmese for hls especially brutal treatment of his serfs;
Surkhang was "a complete cipher and an opium eater." Whitehall was also
dissatisfied with Washington's tactics. They felt the Dalai Lama's denunciation
of the Seventeen-Point Agreement would be nothing but a "propaganda stunt"
and meaningless to Tibetans. Moreover, London argued that the Dalai Lama's
influence was exclusively within the boundaries of Tibet and that his departure
would be more harmful than beneficial.
When the Dalai Lama returned voluntarily to Lhasa, Washington continued to
pursue him, laying out a plan for him to follow in a secret letter in 1951. The
Dalai Lama would have to "disavow" the agreement with Beijing and appeal for
aid from the United Nations and the United States. The United States would then
publicly support him and arrange for his exile in Thailand, India, Ceylon, or the
United States. When he had arranged for resistance to Chinese rule, the United
States would be "prepared to send . . . light arms through India" and money
directly to him. Lastly, arrangements would be made to have Thubten Norbu
travel to the United States.53
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Meanwhile the Tibetan elite pursued their anti-Chinese activities, undoubtedly spurred on by American expressions of support despite an absence of concrete results. One of the Dalai Lama's older brothers, Gyalo Thondup, went off
to Taiwan to confer with the GMD. Another older brother, Thubten Norbu,
"slipped quietly into Kalimpong" with a letter authorizing him to negotiate on
behalf of the Dalai Lama. He began almost immediately to meet secretly with the
Americans. In fact a deal appears to have been struck. The Americans agreed to
raise the Tibet issue at the UN and provide funds for the struggle against Beijing,
on the condition that the Dalai Lama repudiate the recently signed Beijing-Lhasa
agreement. The question of military aid would be left to discussions with the
Dalai Lama when he arrived in India where he would be expected to first ask
India for aid and then, if turned down, ask for permission to approach another
nation. Norbu presumably sent the message on and then promptly flew to the
United States under the auspices of the American Committee for Free Asia, a
CIA-funded anticommunist organi~ation.~~
Imperialist Threat?

In April of 1949 the American Secretary of State, Dean Acheson, cabled his
ambassador in New Delhi that Washington would llke to see the "Tibetan military capacity [to] resist quietly ~trengthened."~~
However, there is nothing to
demonstrate any evidence of U.S. military assistance throughout the rest of that
year or the early 1950s. Hints of such assistance remain uncorroborated. For
example, an article appeared in the Soviet newspaper Pravda on 13 May 1950,
datelined Prague. A Czech correspondent in Calcutta had reportedly observed
U.S. officials arriving in that port city to supervise the unloading of a shipment
of anns destined to travel by special train to Daqeeling and then by trail to
Lhasa. The correspondent further reported that the plan called for American
On the same day that the
soldiers to escort the shipment as far as ~arjeeling.'~
Pravda article appeared, Radio Peking reported an alleged pact between Prime
~ h i s t e Nehru
r
and Ambassador Henderson, calling for the supplying of U.S.
arms to the Tibetans.57 This radio report was probably based on information
provided by the same unnamed Czech correspondent. One other clue comes from
an Indian source, claiming that Truman had agreed to supply sufficient military
bansport for one brigade of troopspresumably Indian-considered the minimum necessary for the defense of Tibet.58
Whether the American government had begun to supply the Tibetans thls
early or not, Washington's attitude toward Tibet was undergoing a dramatic
change because of its position on the frontiers of communist "expansion."
Henderson's urging of U.S. support for the Tibetan oligarchy began to be heard
with more sympathy back home. In the summer of 1950 instructions were given
to the Office of Policy Coordination, the bureaucratic arm officially in charge of
covert operations, "to initiate psychological warfare and paramilitary operations
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against the Chinese Communist regime."s9 The purpose-in the words of a
National Security Council memo of a year later-was to "foster and suppon
anticommunist elements both outside and within China with a view to developing and expanding resistance in China to the Peiping [Beijing] regime's control,
particularly in South China.'do Or, as succinctly expressed by an American involved in the clandestine Tibetan operation, "the theory was that by creating
chaos in China's rear we could blunt Chinese aggression el~ewhere."~'
It was also during this period, and most likely a result of this attitude, that an
unusual pamphlet appeared, entitled Anned Forces Talk No. 348: Tibet-Roof of
the World. It was published by the United States Department of Defense and
"intended as a lesson plan for military unit commanders or their representatives
to use in conducting troop education and information programs," and, according
to Washington sources, was a "part of a continuing program on international
a ~ a r e n e s s . The
' ~ ~ files on this rather bizarre publication that could answer such
questions as why it was written, who wrote it, and what its purposes were, are
now lost or destroyed, according to the Defense Department. It seems odd that
the United States should have felt the need to educate its soldiers about Tibet
when the nearest GI was thousands of miles away. A copy of this pamphlet made
its way to Kalimpong and was reproduced in the only Tibetan newspaper at that
time, the Tibet Mirror. Undoubtedly, a copy also turned up in Beijing.
We are left with the question of when the American government actually
began covert operations in Tibet andlor with Tibetans in India. The answer to
this remains hidden. One observer has estimated that covert support began as the
Korean War was winding down and resources were being freed for other purp o s e ~ This
. ~ ~ contention is supported by testimony given to a Congressional
committee in early 1954. The witness was Assistant Secretary of State for Far
Eastern Affairs, Walter Robertson, who stated "our hope of solving the problem
of the mainland of China was not through attack upon the mainland but rather by
actions which would promote disintegration from within."64
In recent years we have discovered that this indeed was official U.S. policy.
Countless covert operations were planned and executed against the PRC in a
vain attempt at "destabilization." These operations included the training, from
1950 to 1953, of one hundred Chinese agents who were then clandestinely returned to China for purposes of sabotage and the recruiting and training of
dissident minority peoples and GMD soldiers for clandestine activities along
China's southern rim from northeast India, through Burma, and Laos. At one
point during these years there were so many American agents posing as Christian
missionaries in northeast India's Assam Province that the provincial government
felt compelled to expel all American missionaries. In another instance the provincial government of Uttar Pradesh publicly complained that U.S. experts who
visited sensitive areas purportedly to verify how U.S. aid was being utilized were
actually taking photographs and drawing maps. They also complained about the
missionaries in their province who possessed radio transmitters. This theme was
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taken up by the press, with the Hindustan Standard asserting that the Indian
government had irrefutable evidence of the spy activities of certain missionaries.
It is within this context that the nature of American support for the Tibetan
aristocracy must be assessed.
Washington's official views and actions were no doubt encouraged by influential individuals who had enlisted in the anticommunist crusades. These were
people such as Supreme Court Justice William 0.Douglas, who-in spite of his
later reputation as an archliberakwas in the early years of the Cold War a
"self-appointed, one-man research project on C o m m ~ n i s m .Douglas
'~~
happened
to be climbing in the Himalayas during the summer of 1951 when the Dalai
Lama fled to Yadong. He saw the whole episode as "Soviet Russia, acting
through Red China," making moves on "the international chessboard" to conquer
the "Buddhist world." Douglas rushed toward Yadong, where he had made arrangements to meet the Dalai Lama,66 hoping to persuade him to flee to the
United States where he could be used as the symbolic head of a worldwide
Buddhist, anticommunist crusade. But by the time Douglas arrived on the Tibetan frontier the Dalai Lama had returned to Lhasa.
In late 1950, a series of articles appeared in the New York Times. Written by a
veteran correspondent, Robert Trumbull, these articles claimed that the Soviets
had sent numerous agents into western Tibet where they traveled disguised as
monks carrying tools and instruments hidden in hollow statues of the Buddha.
Their purpose, according to Trumbull, was to prepare for a drive into India by
communist armies and in the meantime survey for mineral wealth. Acheson did
his part by telling the paper that he had no reason to doubt the authenticity of
these stories; while Lowell Thomas proclaimed on CBS radio that this story was
"one of the most important . . . of the year, possibly one of the most important I
have put on the air . . . a notable scoop."67 After thirty years not a hint of
corroboration of this charge has surfaced.
Newsweek magazine reported that Trumbull had paid U.S.$1,000 to American and British intelligence for the story. Trumbull claimed the Soviets were in
Tibet in April-June 1950. However, a "Top Secret-National Intelligence Survey" prepared by the American government in November of that Year (eleven
days before Trumbull's article fmt appeared) surveyed Soviet capabilities and
intentions around the world. In the case of Tibet, which was discussed several
times, none of the incidents Trumbull reported were even hinted at. Trumbull
informed the author that he was approached by a "British Himalayan enthusiast
and Tibetophile" who sold the story to the North American Newspaper Alliance,
through Trumbull, for U.S.$2,000. Trumbull went on to say that Indian intelligence officials doubted the story although he remains convinced of his
informant's '6goodfaith."6B
The new government in Beijing was undoubtedly gravely concerned by perceived threats to its southwest flank from outside powers determined to wrest
Tibet from China. It has been argued, by political opponents of the government
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in Beijing, that Chinese communist cries of "imperialist intrigues" were disingenuousmeant simply to justify military operations in Tibet. It is correctly
pointed out that there is little or no evidence demonstrating any concerted efforts
to prevent the integration of Tibet into the People's Republic of China. While
factually this may be the case, it largely misses the point. It fails to place the
Tibetan situation into the larger context of a government coming to power only
after a protracted civil war in which its opponents were aided by the strongest
world power. It also ignores the fact that while the communists were attempting
to consolidate their victory, the United States became a sworn enemy committed
to the overthrow of the government so recently installed in Beijing. This was no
empty rhetoric, for American troops were advancing on the Yalu River border
between Chma and Korea. At the same time the American Seventh Fleet had
entered the Taiwan Strait, protecting the Chinese Communist Party's (CCP)
major rival. Moreover, the United States committed itself to aiding and abetting
counterrevolutionary activities aimed at the Chinese mainland. And furthermore,
America's successful efforts to enlist support in this cause-manifested in a
worldwide economic blockade of China and the exclusion of Beijing from its
seat at the United N a t i o n w o u l d not have done much to allay fears of "imperialist intrigues" among the leadership in Beijing.
There is amply evidence of Beijing's concern. A mere seven weeks after the
revolutionary victory, Radio Beijing broadcast a scathing commentary against
the American appropriation of U.S.$75 million to be used for anticommunist
activities in the "Chlna area" as well as alleged American plans to build military
and air bases in ~ i b e tRadio
. ~ ~ Taipei ("Voice of Free China") confirmed these
fears a few weeks later when it reported that the communist authorities were
highly suspicious of all Americans still remaining in China and were attempting to
question
In America, at this time, the McCarthyite movement was just
beginning to gain momentum. The forces on the political right were looking for
scapegoats, demanding the heads of those responsible for the "loss of Chjna" and
calling for the encirclement of China in order to force its government to capitulate.
There is a growing body of evidence showing that, throughout the 1940s, the
Chinese Communist Party attempted to maintain friendly and cordial relations
with the government of the United States, and that in fact it wished to pursue a
policy of what could only be called moderation after it had taken power in
Beijing. This policy of moderation lasted right through 1949, as demonstrated by
American diplomatic papers;71but the response from Washington was continually negative. Future historians of this period may very well lay the blame for the
close ties between Beijing and Moscow during these Cold War years on Washington. In any event, there will always be some who rehse to believe that
Beijing is capable of moderation. In a remarkably revealing dispatch to the New
York Herald Tribune in 1949-before Beijing took any actions against Tibetcorrespondent in Tatsienlu (Kanting) reported that he had been told by several
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communist Chinese officials that Beijing's policy toward Tibet was to bring abut
change as slowly as possible, while at the same time respecting Tibetan customs.
However, these officials continued, they believed this policy would change if
Anglo-American intrigues were perceived as being a major threat to future Chinese rule over Tibet. Zhou Enlai (Chou En-lai) repeated almost the same policy
to the Indian Ambassador to the PRC, K.M. Panikkar, in August 1950, when the
latter expressed his government's concern abut the situation in the H i ~ n a l a y a s . ~ ~
This produced a vicious circle, with the American "right" calling for the
obliteration of communism in Beijing and the communists in Beijing interpreting
that as a direct threat to their existence and acting accordingly. The Americans
then used these actions as evidence that their dire predictions were coming true
and thereby stepping up their anticommunist activities; this in turn bringing a
stepped-up response, and so on. Voices of reason were simply drowned out. And
so it was that in November 1950 Xinhua (New China News Agency) announced,
Chairman Mao Tse-tung of the Central People's Government and Commander-in-chief Chu Teh of the People's Liberation Army are deeply concerned about the prolonged oppression of the Tibetan people by British and
American imperialism and by Chiang Kai-shek's reactionary government and
have accordingly ordered their Army to move into Tibet to help the Tibetan
people shake off this oppression f~rever.'~
Until World War 11-while Britain maintained Tibet comfortably under its
wing--there was little interest in Tibet in the United States. After 1937 both
Chinese and British representatives resided in Lhasa; and both had radio transmitters, the only ones in all Tibet, with which to communicate with the outside
world. The TolstoyIDolan mission, which, as I have mentioned, conducted intelligence activities, such as surveying for potential airfields, brought the United
States into the picture by its collaboration, as the Chinese saw it, with the British.
Soon after Tolstoy and Dolan left Tibet, the American gift of three radio
transmitters arrived. Although ostensibly given in secret, they had to pass
through Kalirnpong on their way to Lhasa; it is highly unlikely that they went
unnoticed there. Then came the Tibetan Trade Mission, which was welcomed
and treated hospitably even if not as official representatives of an independent
sovereign state. There was sufficient public speculation that the mission's major
Purpose was the acquisition of material aid to be used against the Chinese for
Beijing to have believed that the purpose of the mission was not solely to
Promote trade. Soon after the delegation returned to Lhasa, the Chinese communily there was compelled to leave. Beijing certainly saw some connection between the two events; although .it is not possible to determine how much Lhasa's
feeling of assurance of Anglo-American support for their cause was a factor
emboldening them to deport the Han Chinese.
Then, on top of all these activities, Lowell Thomas turned u p b b t h etraveling
salesman for American weapons, who functions as a radio ~ornmentator"~~--on
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what is perceived as a semi-official visit. Thomas, well known for his out~poken,
anticommunist views, left Tibet calling it "the most anticommunist country in the
world," publicly appealing for American military aid for the oligarchy along with
training in guerrilla warfare and the establishment of an American diplomatic mis. ~ was
~ also offered the opportunity to express his views to Presision in L h a ~ aHe
dent Truman in a personal visit and wrote to the Dalai Lama that the president was
sympathetic to his cause. After Thomas, former OSS officer Leonard Clark showed
up in Arndo, ostensibly to climb mountains but, according to one scholar, actually to
investigate the possibilities for future anticommunist activities in the area.76
As Lhasa was becoming a "tourist attraction," the word spread that weapons
were being supplied to the Tibetan army for eventual use against the PLA. One
British journalist wrote:
I have recently returned from the Tibetan border where I saw between 500 and
2,000 mule loads laden with boxes of grenades and cartridges daily struggle
along precipitous mountain paths that lead over the 14,000 foot pass of Nathu
La to Lhasa. All the materials are American disposal^.^'

The last sentence is revealing. We know, fiom the American diplomatic papers,
that the Indians were supplying small arms to the Tibetans at this time. It would
be logical to assume that the equipment was American war surplus (supplied to
India in the areas where U.S. troops were stationed, such as northeastern India).
What remains a mystery is whether the United States played an active role in
supplying these materials directly for the purposes of the Tibetans.
But arms were not the only supplies that worried the Chmese---there were
also those radio transmitters. At first there were only the ones owned by the
BritisMndian and Chinese missions in Lhasa. The American OSS then sent three
more transmitters. In 1948 the Lhasa government hired two British citizens,
Reginald Fox (who, since 1947, had been living in Lhasa, acting as the radio
operator for the British mission) and Robert Ford. Their first instructions were to
establish a Radio Lhasa. Fox had his own radio equipment, and Ford brought
along two more transmitters from India. By 1949-50 there were six radio transmitters in all-none of them owned by the Chinese, who had been expelled fiom
the area and who had had their radio c o n f i ~ c a t e d . ~ ~
In the earliest maneuvering over Tibet, the CCP found considerable resistance
fiom Lhasa to the Chinese suggestions for negotiations. This reluctance to talk
was coupled with actions clearly meant to anger Beijing and heighten suspicions.
The Dalai Lama's two oldest brothers were not to be trusted. Gyalo Thondup
first fled to Taiwan, where he met with Chiang Kai-shek, then traveled to the
United States, returned to Lhasa, and then fled again to India ("he had found it
difficult to get used to the new conditions prevailing [in ~ i b e t ] " .The
~ ~ older
brother, Thubten Norbu, fled to the United States, where he came under the wing
of the arch anticommunist movement.
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the communist forces approached eastern Tibet, Lhasa's response was
twofold. Delegations were sent to other nations to appeal for assistance. Tibet
also appealed to the United N a t i o b e very organization that had declared
war on China's Korean frontier, whlle refusing China membership. India intervened, threatening to end its support for China at the United Nations if military
forces were deployed in Tibet, claiming "that the military operations of the
C h e s e government against Tibet had greatly added to the tensions of the world
and to the drift toward general war." China was furious at this "external obstruction," accusing New Delhi of interfering in its internal affairs and of purposely
delaying the Lhasa delegation in New Delhi then heading for Beijing to begin
negotiations. China also believed that the Tibetan delegation's reluctance to
travel to Beijing for negotiations also was the result of outside interferen~e.~~
A picture emerges of sufficient circumstantial evidence to clearly demonstrate
foreign involvement. This involvement could easily be construed as threatening
to China's territorial integrity. When these developments are seen in the light of
other world events-the Korean War, American military occupation of Japan,
assistance to Taiwan, and aid to the French colonial government in Lndo-China
and the persistent public statements of prominent McCarthyites in the United
States-China's reactions became comprehensible. Still, the question remains:
how real were these perceived threats?
There is no proof that any of the visitors, except of course Tolstoy and Dolan,
were traveling in any official capacity to initiate relations between Lhasa and
Washington or Lhasa and London. The Lowell Thomas trip was the most bitterly
attacked-probably because of the vast publicity it received and Thomas's personal notoriety and bitter anticommunism. But his son claimed unequivocally
that,
AS

not only had there been no consultation with officials in Washington previous
to our journey, but in my father's haste to get off he failed to ask President
Truman if he wanted to send a gift or letter to the Dalai Lama. Ours was
decidedly not a government mission, but we had every intention of openly
informing the American people of whatever we could leam about the growing
crisis with which Tibet was confiontehnd with Tibet, the nations of the free
world. (Emphasis in ~riginal.)~'
His is certainly a plausible description, and there are reports that the Lhasan
officials were angered to leam that Thomas was not an official e r n i ~ . The
'~
government documents concerning this event remain classified, and Lowell ThoSr. vehemently denied to the author that his trip had any official fi~nction.~~
As to the weapons being supplied by the Indians (Americans?) they were
small weapons; and no one in India, Britain, or the United States ever believed
they would make a significant difference. In fact, the American diplomatic papers are replete with references to the weapons being used largely t~ boost
morale, since nothing could stop the PLA if they were determined to March into
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Tibet. Militarily, then, the weapons were not a threat; but they were certainly a
provocation, adding to Tibetan hopes for resistance against the Chinese.
As the weapons were "paper tigers," so were the radios that had begun to
multiply. While it may have been disconcerting to find a British citizen (Robert
Ford) in Qamdo relaying news of Chinese troop movements back to Lhasa, and
perhaps to the Indian mission as well, a single individual could not have been
that significant. There were only three foreigners in Lhasa's employ in 1950 and
only two other foreigners in the vicinity. If indeed there were more, Beijing has
not produced any evidence to prove that allegation.
The travels of the Dalai Lama's brothers can be seen in the same fashion.
They did not produce any substantive results-at least as far as we are able to
discern to date-but acted rather as another irritant and symbol of possible
provocation against Beijing. They were taking to China's two greatest enemies-the United States and Taiwan-and no doubt relaying their findings back
to Lhasa. Although China was aware of the brothers' travels to Taiwan,84nothing concrete seems to have come of the traveling, at least in the early years of the
1950s.
The desperate appeals to other nations by the Lhasan oligarchy were a lastditch effort to protect their positions in society40 maintain the status quo. The
appeal to the United Nations, where the matter never came to a vote, the attempt
to send delegations to other countries, doomed to failure from the beginning and
the crude attempt by India to intervene between Lhasa and Beijing, all added up
to more provocation in the eyes of the Chinese government. Again, little of any
concrete value came of these efforts. Immediately after the signing of an agreement between the Dalai Lama and Beijing, India recognized Tibet as a part of
China. Overt diplomatic activity ceased between Indian and Tibetan officials.
Whlle individually these actions did not appear to have any substance+bome
out historically-+oming together as they did in the midst of other serious world
problems, the total sum of the events was understandably perceived as a serious
attempt by the United States (and secondarily by Britain) to "destabilize" (the
CIA'S euphemism for overthrow) the government in
China saw itself
threatened in Tibet and reacted accordingly. If there is any surprise it is that
Beijing did not act more quickly and with more severity.

The 1950s: The Honeymoon

In July 1949 all the Han residents in Lhasa had been expelled from T i b e t ~ a r tially to counter the possibility of "fifth column" activity. As an additional precaution against the communists, the Lhasan authorities called upon the aid of
spiritual forces by instructing the monks to hold public services, install new
prayer flags and prayer wheels, and to bring out rarely used amulets thought to
possess great power.
Among the elite (there is no way of determining how the average serf or
shopkeeper felt) these major efforts combined with ceaseless rumors and discussions created an atmosphere so tense that even natural occurrences, such as an
earthquake that struck southeastern Tibet in August, were interpreted as a celestial sign of foreboding. As a result, one resident recalls that "the people were
beside themselves with terror."'
On the Han side there was never any doubt about the future of Tibet; the only
question was one of timing. In September 1949, only weeks before the communists were to achieve their final victory, Renmin Ribao published an article by an
ethnic Tibetan named Tian Bao, entitled "All Tibetans Ready to Welcome Victorious Liberation."* Propaganda aside, the communists were acting on their promises when, on 24 November 1950, they announced the establishment of the East
Tibetan Autonomous Region headed by Tian Bao and encompassing a population of 70,000 (80 percent Tibetan, 20 percent Han and Yi)?
In retrospect it appears that initially the new Chinese government had not
planned to march their soldiers into Tibet, although, given their military superiority, this was certainly possible. Beijing had devised another plan, identifying
ethnic Tibetans who agreed with their communist ideology and through these
individuals finding other Tibetans willing to compromise with Beijing and work
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alongside its cadres. In January 1950 the Chinese press gave much space to
meetings between these "democratic personages" and PLA commander Zhu De
(Chu Teh).4 Beijing sent another high incarnated lama, "Living Buddha" Ge-da,
to Lhasa to try personal intervention. He got as far west as Qamdo, where, while
awaiting permission to travel on to Lhasa, he was murdered in August 1950.
The death of Ge-da, a lama who had been acting as intermediary, apparently
hardened Beijing's attitude-undoubtedly already soured over Lhasa's lack of
response to earlier appeals for peaceful negotiations. Beijing demanded that
Lhasa's official representatives arrive in the Chinese capital by 5 September;
and when they did not, the PLA was ordered to attack. The order went out on
7 October, and the army reached Qamdo four days later. Robert Ford, whose
position in Qamdo afforded him the unique opportunity to witness these events,
frantically radioed Lhasa of the approachng soldiers; but the response was slow
in coming for the Lhasan nobility were, at the time, busily engaged in yet
another round of endless partying.5 The Tibetan government forces were also
unable to rely on aid from the local Tibetan population. The Kharnpas were
anti-Lhasa and consequently helped the Chinese forces obtain transport and
worked as guides and interpreters6 In a few days the fighting in Qamdo was
over. The number of casualties totalled 180 Tibetans killed or wounded, 898
Tibetans taken prisoner, and 4,3 17 Tibetans having surrendered. Among those
surrendering was Ngabo Ngawang Jigrne, an aristocrat and a member of the
Tibetan Cabinet who, just days before, had anived in Qamdo to take up the
position of governor of East Tibet.
Throughout this time Lhasa was determined to pursue its own course, not
relying solely on the supernatural. Lhasa had not responded to Beijing's entreaties, using various strategies to avoid having to sit down with Chnese officials. In
the closing days of 1949, Tibet tried to send a delegation to Nepal, India, the
United States, and Britain to appeal for aid against the Chinese. Beijing publicly
protested. The nations involved responded by refusing to receive the Tibetans,
who, in the end, never left Lhasa. In February 1950, having exhausted their
options, the Tibetan leadership authorized Tsepon Shakabpa and Tsecha Thubten
Gyalo to travel through India to Beijing via Hong Kong.
This plan, too, went awry as the British equivocated about issuing Hong Kong
visas. When the new Chinese ambassador arrived in New Delhi the Tibetan pair
held a series of talks with him. They disagreed on two crucial aspects: Beijing's
position that Tibet should acknowledge itself to be a part of the PRC and Tibet's
acquiescence to China's talung control of Tibet's external and defense policies.
Officials in Lhasa, after discussing these issues, cabled Shakabpa to rehse.
According to Shakabpa, before he could reply to the Chinese diplomats the PLA
attacked Qamdo.
Shakabpa felt he was left with only one r e c o u r s H o appeal to the united
Nations. There, only El Salvador (the "pocket satellite" of the United States, as
the communist press referred to it) was willing to raise the issue on behalf of the
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Tibetans, and the issue was dropped without a vote being taken. The British
representative called Tibet's status ambiguous, the Americans said it was largely
an Indian concern, the Soviet Union condemned UN intervention in a Chinese
internal matter, while the Indians voiced their hopes for a peaceful resolution.7
None of the major countries concerned was willing to openly discuss the issue.
Beijing's perception of threat fiom its bitterest foes-having Tibet discussed
at the UN,the outbreak of the Korean War, and the subsequent shift in American
policy toward C h i n ~ p u r r e dit to action. On November 8, 1950, the Chinese
Southwest Military Administrative Committee and Military Command proceeded to "order the People's Liberation Army to enter Tibet for the purpose of
assisting the Tibetan people to free themselves from aggression fore~er."~
In Lhasa, confusion continued to prevail although the situation was to change
quickly. After the news of the PLA victories in Qarndo all the notable oracles
were called together ahd asked for advice. After performing the requisite rituals,
they agreed among themselves that the Dalai Lama should be officially enthroned-even though he was only sixteen years old, two years short of his
majority. This was hastily done. At just about this time the Dalai Lama's brother,
Thubten Norbu, arrived in Lhasa. Following discussion, the Dalai and his court
fled fiom Lhasa for the town of Yadong, just north of the Indian f r ~ n t i e r . ~
The decision to go to Yadong could not have been an easy one to make. If the
ruling elite had decided to elevate the cleric to power at the age of sixteen in
order to bolster the people's morale, as they have argued since, then fleeing from
Lhasa-an action likely to undermine morale-would be ill-advised. Indeed, the
Dalai Lama recalls that he was opposed to the move. So concerned about this
contradiction was the leadership that the trip was intended to be a secret. But not
only did the Dalai flee, so did hundreds of pack animals loaded with wealth and
treasure to be deposited in Sikkim. Moreover, a good part of the Lhasan nobility
also fled with their treasures.
In Yadong, a provisional government was established. But even in Yadong the
dispute over where the Dalai Lama should live continued. l+s court was constantly
visited by delegations of Tibetans beseeching him to retum to Lhasa.I0
Before his departure from Lhasa, the Dalai Lama sent a message to the PLA
in Qamdo indicating that he "sincerely wanted to restore the fnendship" between
the Tibetans and Chinese. Moreover, he authorized two delegations (one from
Qamdo, one fiom Lhasa via India) to travel to Beijing to finally begin negotiations. The Tibetans arrived in Beijing within days of each other. On 23 May they
signed the "Agreement of the Central People's Government and the Local Government of Tibet," or, as it is commonly known, the Seventeen-Point Agreement.
On 14 July 1951, PLA General Zhang Jingwu (Chang Ching-wu) arrived in
Yadong and immediately plunged into a round of talks with Tibetan leaders
culminating in the decision to have both General Zhang and the Dalai Lama
travel north to Lhasa. With the Dalai Lama's return, the bulk of the aristocracy
returned as well.
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On its face, the Dalai Lama's return may seem odd. According to George
Patterson, who claims to have been a participant in these events, the Dalai
Lama was "desperate" to leave Tibet for Indian eiile. His belongings had
already been sent ahead; his family was anxiously awaiting him in
Kalimpong, India; and Heinrich Harrer had even drawn up a map of the route
to be traveled south.
Major Kaishar Bahadur, Nepal's representative in Lhasa from 1946 to 1949,
believed the return resulted from clerical pressure on the lay leadership for
selfish, not nationalistic, reasons.

'

The monks . . . are so firmly entrenched in a system which perpetuates their
power and idleness, that they would go to any lengths to maintain their dominating position in the country and to keep their life of relative affluence. The
monastic centers are like college towns with as many as 10,000 monks in one
place, whiling away their time, spending the mornings in droning mechanical
prayer, supported in parasitic luxury on the meager resources of the country.
Many of the monks, if they believed their system would not be disturbed,
would put up no effective opposition to Chinese Communist influence. They
would be principally concerned in maintaining themselves in power even at
the expense of the country.I2
The Dalai Lama admitted that hls advisers were split into two factions-one
advocating return to Lhasa and cooperation with the Han and one advocating
exile and struggle for complete Tibetan independence-although he contended the
split was not along lay-cleric lines.I3 The former faction won out by arguing that the
Seventeen-Point Agreement would ensure a peacell arrival of the Chinese. Moreover, this group, led by the abbots of the three major monasteries in Tibet, was
chiefly concerned with maintaining the status quo, which specifically meant, as
Major Bahadur so astutely observed, conserving their power and positions.
During these difficult and conlsing times, Thubten Norbu had "slipped quietly into Kalimpong" with, according to some sources, a letter authorizing him t~
make a deal with a foreign power on behalf of his younger brother. Though
Norbu met with Chinese diplomats in Calcutta, he negotiated largely with the
Americans. He eventually traveled to the United States under the auspices of the
CIA, declining Prime Minister Nehru's offer of political asylum. While Norbu
has never, to my knowledge, publicly acknowledged any agreements with the
Americans, the man who acted as his liaison has. George Patterson admits that a
four-point agreement was reached:
-Washington would sponsor the Dalai Lama and one hundred twenty followers
in any country they chose;
-Washington would agree to raise the Tibet question at the UN;
-Washington would provide funds for military actions against the Chinese;
and
-Washington would consider providing other military assistance.
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But, all of these commitments were predicated on the condition that the Dalai
Lama leave Tibet and publicly repudiate the Seventeen-Point Agreement.I4
The American government, therefore, tacitly recognized the agreement as a
valid legal document.
During the latter half of 195 1, PLA units continued to arrive peacefully in
Lhasa and other major Tibetan population centers. The Indian government
protested but China admonished New Delhi not to interfere in an internal
matter. India could do little else but drop the issue, for it had recognized the
communists as the official government of the PRC, and the Dalai Lama
voluntarily returned to his capital and publicly sanctioned the SeventeenPoint Agreement.
In Tibet there were threats to the peaceful implementation of the SeventeenPoint Agreement. No less an authority than the Dalai Lama confirms this fear,
for he recalls how the Chinese were obsessed with "nonexistent 'imperialists' "
and regarded his two older brothers as the chief culprits.15In August 1950 Prime
Minister Zhou Enlai expressed some of those concerns when he asked the Indian
Ambassador to Beijing, K.M. Panikkar, if there was any truth to the rumors
concerning Nepali offers of troops to the Tibetan leadership.I6
The Seventeen-Point Agreement

The Dalai Lama and his followers outside of Tibet have contended, since 1959,
that the Seventeen-Point Agreement was of dubious legality. They believe that
the delegates were compelled to sign the document, using facsimiles of Tibetan
seals manufactured in Beijing (when the Tibetans refused to use the originals).
As the Dalai Lama himself wrote,
e

this was presented as an ultimatum. Our delegates were not allowed to make
any alterations or suggestions. They were insulted and abused and threatened
with personal violence and with further military action against the people of
Tibet, and they were not allowed to refer to me or my government for further
instruction.I7
Indeed, the Dalai Lama says he first heard of the agreement over Radio Beijing.
In recent years the Chinese government has publicly presented its version of
events asserting that the Tibetan delegates went to Beijing vol~ntarily,argued
their case, and agreed to the provisions of the pact only after discussions with
their Chinese counterparts and consultations with their government in Yadong.
Moreover, the Chinese argument continues, the Dalai Lama voluntarily returned
to Lhasa after the signing of the agreement and, of his own volition, sent a cable
to Beijing that read, "the local government of Tibet and the Tibetans, lamas, and
laymen, unanimously suppon the agreement."I8
The policy of the CCP in Tibet was not difficult to discern. It was to work
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with the Tibetan elite in a "united front." The Chinese made extraordinary
efforts to win them over. Tibetan aristocrats were taken on all-expense-paid
tours of China and even northern Korea to witness the massive destruction
caused by American bombing there. Zhou Enlai concerned himself with
homesick Tibetan students in Beijing. The policy was clearly laid out in a
remarkable directive from the Central Committee of the CCP. It was a twofold p o l i c y 4 a s e d on a military presence and economic stability in Tibet.
We depend solely on two basic policies to win over the masses and put
ourselves in an invulnerable position. The first is strict budgeting coupled
with production for the army's own needs, and thus the exertion of influence on the masses; this is the key link. . . . We must do our best and take
the proper steps to win over the Dalai and the majority of his top echelon
and to isolate the handful of bad elements in order to achieve a gradual,
bloodless transformation of the Tibetan economic and political system over
a number of years; on the other hand we must be prepared for the eventuality of the bad elements leading the Tibetan troops in rebellion and attacking us, so that in this contingency our army could still carry on and hold
out in Tibet. . . . The second policy . . . is to establish trade relations with
India and with the heartland of our country and to attain a general balance
in supplies to and from Tibet so that the standard of living of the Tibetan
people will in no way fall because of our army's presence and will improve
through our efforts. . . .
As yet we don't have a material base for hlly implementing the Agreement, nor do we have a base for this purpose in terms of support among the
masses or in the upper stratum. To force its implementation will do more
harm than good. Since they are unwilling to put the Agreement into effect,
well then we can leave it for the time being and wait. . . .
Let them go on with their insensate atrocities against the people, while we
on our part concentrate on good deeds--production, trade, roadbuilding,
medical services, and united front work (unity with the majority and patient
education) so as to win over the masses and bide our time before taking up
the question of the full implementation of the Agreement. If they are not in
favor of the setting up of primary schools, that can stop too.I9
The directive clearly stated that the Chinese would not force implementation
of the Seventeen-Point Agreement, although the Dalai Lama claims that is
exactly what they did. When the first civilian cadres were on their way to
Tibet, they were addressed by Deng Xiaoping in Chengdu and told to avoid
mention of class struggle and socialism for it would not be understood. They
should limit themselves to helping the ti bet an^.^^
The Chinese government understood full well that the Tibetan leadership
were not in favor of the agreement, and understood that force would only
alienate them further.
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The Chinese version is unequivocal.
The facts are that this agreement was concluded after repeated negotiations andfill
consultation betwen the representatives of the Central People's Government and
the Tibet Local Government lasting fiom late April to May 195 1. After the signing of the agreement, in his October 195 1 telegram to Chairman Mao Tse-tung, the
Dalai Lama referred to the agreement as one concluded '%by the delegates of both
parties on a friendly basis." [emphasis addedI2'
As usual both sides overstate their case. The delegation was sent to Beijing
because the Kashag had turned down the opportunity to negotiate in Lhasa,
which the Chinese had originally agreed to. The delegation was empowered to
discuss everything except Chinese sovereignty over Tibet, and it was instructed
to keep in touch with the Tibetan government, which it was able to do through a
wireless system established for this purpose. While there was no outright coercion, the Tibetans were fully aware that they were negotiating fiom an extremely
weak position in that they were glaringly overmatched militarily and that there
was no hope of serious outside intervention on their behalf.
The delegation in Beijing cabled the Kashag that it would be impossible to
prevent Chinese troops from entering Lhasa. The Kushag replied that, in that
case, they were authorized to agree to have the Tibetan army incorporated into
the Chinese m y and to allow the former to be in charge of defense. The
delegation head, Ngabo, believed that now that the Kashag had changed its mind
on the single item he was not originally authorized to negotiate, he no longer had
to consult with them on every point.
The negotiations went on for about a month and there were many disagreements. At times the talks broke down. Nevertheless, it was clear to the Tibetans
that Beijing would not allow any significant changes in its original proposals. In
addition to the Seventeen-Point agreement, there was an additional Seven-Point
Agreement, kept secret until quite recently, which allowed for, among other
things, the Dalai Lama to retain his position if he was out of Tibet for a number
of years, for the Tibetans to maintain a police force, and for the Chinese military
commission to include two members of the Kashag.
When the negotiations ended, Ngabo told the Chinese he had the authority to
sign but did not have his offficial seals. The Chinese asked if their duplicates
would be acceptable, and the Tibetans agreed to that arrangement.
The Kashag was horrified by the agreement when they learned of its provisions. Nevertheless, the Dalai Lama returned to Lhasa and in September the
National Assembly met and listened to Ngabo explain h s actions and the terms
of the agreements. After some deliberation the National Assembly recommended
that the Dalai Lama accept the agreement and make a public announcement, in
effect officially ratifying the Seventeen-Point Agreement and its secret codicil.22
The agreement itself restated Beijing's position that Tibet was a part of China
and denounced both "imperialist intrigues" and the GMD oppression of previous
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decades.23 The political incorporation of Tibet into China had been accomplished. Further, in line with communist practice of having a parallel CCP structure for every administrative one, the Work Corilmittee of the Chinese
Communist Party for the Tibetan Area was established in 1951. Zhang Jingwu
was named secretary, with deputies who included General Tan Guansan (T'm
Kuan-san), Zhang Guohua (Chang Kuo-hua), and Fang Ming. No ethnic Tibetans held any leadership positions or membership.
With the formal signing of the Seventeen-Point Agreement, Beijing authorized the dispatch of thousands of Han soldiers and civilian cadres to Tibet. The
first Han to arrive in Tibet, most of whom walked from Kham, were met along
the way by Tibetans expressing cautious suspicio-little
or no overt welcome
or opposition. The trip was extremely difficult; many suffered from the cold and
from the lack of oxygen (because of the altitude). But even those difficulties
were dwarfed by the lack of food. The Chinese could cany little food themselves
and could obtain little more from the barren lands they passed through. Food had
to come by air drop from planes flying out of an airfield near Kantze. A severe
shortage of parachutes and the inability of pilots to judge thz targets accurately
meant that many packages were destroyed on impact or lost in inaccessible
ravines or gullies. The results were incredibly low daily rations of only 187.5
grams (6.5 oz.) of food for each i n d i ~ i d u a l . ~ ~
The Seventeen-Point Agreement was to be a major turning point in Tibetan
history. Beijing clearly believed Tibet to be a very special case for why else
would it insist on a pact of incorporation; no other part of China was subject to
such a condition. Moreover, the incorporation of Tibet in 1951 fundamentally
altered the Sino-Tibetan relationship for Tibet was now a part of China in a
manner it had never been before-total consolidation into the Chinese state.

The Economy
The most immediate problem Lhasa and Beijing had to face was the American
boycott of Tibetan wool, resulting from a United States policy forbidding trade
with any "communist" nation (which Tibet had become). Beijing's response was
to purchase Tibet's entire wool production at three times the market price. This
would have been in line with their policy of winning the support of the Tibetan
people, benefiting both the serfs responsible for raising the sheep and the nobility
who profited from the sale.
While the wool problem was quickly and easily rectified, inflation was quite
another matter. This was the result of the influx of a large number of PLA
soldiers and civilian Han cadres with money and the money that was dispensed
to the peasantry in the form of grants and loans. Steps were taken to combat it.
The PLA had established their own farms on unused land causing resentment
among the peasants who were not permitted to do the same. Their production
was further supplemented by large purchases of grain from Lhasa government
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storehouses, which, according to a Chinese eyewitness, were quite substantial.
Although Russian sources claimed, at the time, that food prices in Tibet had
fallen by about one-tlurd by 1952,25Hungarian visitors reported meat prices up
50 percent and salt 800 percent until the central authorities stepped in during
1954-55.26 This intervention was said to have led to the doubling of food imports in the period 195k57. The Chinese failed to get inflation under control
until the latter part of the decade.
Support or Opposition?

By most accounts there were some Tibetans who were pleased to see the Han in
Tibet. Peter Aufschneiter told British diplomats in Kathmandu that ordinary
Tibetans liked the Han because they were honest and they distributed lznd.
Among the younger generation of the nobility it was seen as an opportunity to
make some positive changes. Many who had been previously studying in Britishstyle schools in India voluntarily transferred to the Central Institute for National
Minorities in Beijir~g.~'
Among their more outspoken elders, resistance to the Han manifested itself
not only in actions such as food hoarding but also in the creation of a group
called the "People's Council" (Mimang Tsongdu) in early 1952. This group held
meetings, put up posters, and propagandized among the populace of Lhasa, in an
effort to demonstrate popular displeasure against the presence of the Chinese. On
3 1 March 1952, they
took advantage of a religious activity to call a "people's conference" and to
send a so-called "people's delegation" to present us [Han cadres] with a petition. On the night of 1st April, they openly mustered more than a thousand
Tibet troops, lamas, and ruffians
to march in groups on various PLA and civilian administrative offices, shouting
slogans such as "PLA, Get Out of Tibet" and "The System in Tibet Cannot Be
Changed." Chlnese who were in Lhasa in the early 1950s confirmed that the
streets were unsafe for the Han. Civilian cadres could not leave their residences
without passes that were constantly checked on the streets by military police.
Even then they were restricted to well-traveled routes.
General Zhang Jingwu visited the Dalai Lama in an effort to have the two
most prominent leaders of this dissent (Losang Tashi and Lukhangwa) ousted
from their positions as co-prime ministers.28The Dalai Lama alleged that Zhang
used force (but Zhang's wife, some three decades later, while acknowledging
that the visit took place, denies that any coercion was used). But the uncompromising and harsh manner in which Chinese officials in Tibet dealt with this
matter did not augur well for the future.
To understand the unfolding of events in Tibet it is crucial to ascertain who
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was making policy in Beijing and how policies were being carried out. Although
during the Cultural Revolution Deng Xiaoping was portrayed as the architect of
Tibet policy, a highly reliable Chinese source asserts that it was Mao himself
who planned and dictated that policy. Throughout the 1950s, according to this
source, every decision made in Tibet by Zhang Jingwu had to be personally
cleared through Mao in Beijing. Indeed, among the Han in Tibet, Zhang was
known as the "representative of Mao's office."
While some of the internal opposition to Beijing's reassertion of rule
stemmed from a genuine belief that Tibet was an independent nation state, some
resulted from a fear that the privileged lifestyle enjoyed by the upper strata
would somehow be diminished. There is no disagreement that radical reform was
long overdue. The Dalai Lama himself claimed in later years that in 1949 he
unilaterally established a reform committee (Legchoe Lekhung). The Dalai
claims that the Chinese were opposed to this committee because the reforms
were not radical enough. Moreover, he asserts, they didn't want anyone but
themselves to get credit for societal improvements. His brother Gyalo Thondup
told American diplomats that the reforms were initiated by the Tibetans to "beat
[the] commies at [their] own game."29
The Dalai Lama strains credibility by omitting mention of the obvious source
of opposition to such reforms, regardless of who was instituting them--the
ruling oligarchy. The nobility had historically resisted efforts to dilute their
extravagant lifestyle. Ironically, at this time, they had the support of the
government in Beijing that was insisting on the maintenance of the status
quo. Indeed, a former Tibetan official and Indian diplomats in Lhasa agree
that while the Dalai Lama was in favor of reform, his chief opposition came
from among his own officials.30 In 1954 the Dalai Lama accepted an invitation to visit Beijing in spite of a widespread fear among his followers that he
would not be pexmitted to return. These fears were somewhat allayed by radio
broadcasts he made from Beijing, assuring his people that he was safe and would
be returning shortly.
The Dalai Lama stayed in Beijing for several months, where he grew to like
Mao Zedong but not Zhou Enlai.31 He assured Mao that his brothers had no
foreign connections (either a deliberate lie or the honest result of a lack of
information) and that he was considering the repatriation of his treasures from
Sikkirn where they had been sent for "safekeeping" in 1950. While in the Chinese capital, the Dalai wrote an extraordinary poem to Mao that he has only
recently acknowledged, contending that the composition of poetry was a cornmon practice in Tibetan culture. The unabashed adulation in the poem hardly
demonstrates someone unhappy with the Chlnese presence in Tibet.
O! Chairman Mao! Your brilliance and deeds are like

those of Brahm and Mahasammata, creators
of the world.
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Only from an infinite number of good deeds can such a
leader be born, who is like the sun shining
over the world.
Your writings are precious as pearls, abundant and
powerful as the high tide of the ocean
reaching the edges of the sky.32
It is possible that the Tibetan attitude toward China was based on a realistic
assessment of the situation. There was little active resistance during the early
half of the 1950s. The American and British governments had apparently chosen
not to be involved in the area; and India, the main hope for the upper strata
dissidents, had also demonstrated its unwillingness to support an illusory independence in Tibet. In December 1949, New Delhi had officially recognized the
PRC and on 15 September 1952 announced that henceforth any relations with
Lhasa would be conducted solely through Beijing. Furthermore, the Indian diplomatic mission in Lhasa became a consulate general, while the Trade Agencies
(in Gartok, Gyantse, and Yadong) were to come under the jurisdiction of the
Consulate, thereby recopzing that Tibet was a part of the PRC.
On 3 1 December 1953, the Indian and Chinese governments began a series of
negotiations, culminating on 29 April 1954, in an "Agreement Between the People's
Republic of China and the Republic of India on Trade and Communications Between the Tibet Region of China and India." This was followed in October by a
trade agreement meant to preserve the traditional Indo-Tibetan trade. Indian officials, however, predicted correctly that the integration of T i k t into China and the
construction of roads would eventually encroach on that trade.
The treaties had far-reaching consequences. They put India on record as accepting Beijing's rule over Tibet while limiting Indian influence by the repatriation of Indian troops and the ending of extra-territoriality for Indian nationals in
Tibet. (In August 1955 Nepal and China signed a similar pact.) The initial treaty,
which expired on 2 July 1962, also set the "Five Principles of Peaceful Coexistence" (Punch Shila, as they came to be known in India) that became the benchmark for foreign relations among the nonaligned and newly emergent nations of
the day. The five principles were:
1. mutual respect of each other's territorial integrity and sovereignty,

2. mutual nonaggression,
3. mutual noninterference in internal matters,
4. relations to be based on equality and mutual benefit, and
5 . peaceful coexistence.
Administrative Changes

When the new communist government took over it divided ethnic Tibet into
various administrative units. The Amdo region came directly under Beijing's
rule, where-for all intents and pulposesit had always been. Historically,
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Lhasa exerted little secular authority over the disparate and sparsely populated
villages, monasteries, and tiny feudal principalities in Amdo. The Kham area
was designated as a separate administrative unit run from Qarndo. Here again
was an area marked by Lhasan control in parts and complete lack of control in
other parts. The Panchen Lama was returned to his traditional seat in Shigatse
from which his predecessor had fled some three decades earlier. The final and
largest administrative unit was centered in Lhasa and led by the Dalai Lama.
While these divisions conformed to historical realities, the oficial delimitation and Beijing's support effectively created potential rivals to the political
power of the Dalai Lama and his ahnistration. Both the Panchen Lama and the
Khampas had been politically impotent just before the Han arrival. By re-establishing both groups on a par with Lhasa as de facto and de jure administrative
areas and by assuring that officials were put in to effectively run these areas, the
monopoly of power enjoyed by the Lhasan oligarchy was diluted. It remains
unclear if China's officials fully comprehended the consequences of their actions, but we can be sure resentment must have resulted among the leadership in
Lhasa.
Beijing's long-term goal was to integrate Tibet into the PRC under a Tibet
Autonomous Region (TARarea with more local autonomy than the predominantly Han provinces of China but by no means an independent state. But an
intermediate stage was necessary to pave the way to integration. This began while
the Dalai Lama was still in Beijing with the establishment of the Preparatory
Committee for the Autonomous Region of Tibet (PCART) on 9 March 1955.
Originally made up of 5 1 members (46 Tibetans and 5 Han), it later grew to
number 55 (50 Tibetans and 5 Han). Its major tasks were:
1. to gradually assume more and more responsibility for the governance of
Tibet,
2. to spur local industrial development and see that it fitted into the central
plan,
3. to bring the classes of people closer together and promote class cohesion,
4. to promote education,
5. to guard against excessive zeal in the imposition of reforms, and
6. to protect the freedom of religion and the monasteries.
The Dalai Lama was named chair of the PCART and the Panchen the vicechair. The composition of the rest of the group (14 representatives from Lhasa,
10 from Shigatse, 10 from Qamdo, 14 prominent lay and clerical leaders, and 5
Han) was aimed at democratic representation of the various factions. This was
good in theory, but failed in practice. The PCART regulations clearly stipulated
that all substantial decisions must be approved by the State Council (China's
version of a Cabinet). This left Beijing with effective veto power, sharply curtailing any power the PCART may have had on paperm3j
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The creation of the PCART was seen as sufficiently significant by the Chinese for Vice-Premier and Politburo member Chen Yi to travel from Beijing to
Lhasa, accompanied by a party of eight hundred, to participate in inaugural
festivities. The festivities were on a grand seal-o grand that officials were
later criticized for extravagance. Chen Yi didn't speak, but the Dalai and
Panchen did. The speeches, naturally enough, were all laudatory. The Dalai
Lama praised the Han in Tibet:
During the past few years, the PLA units and the workers in Tibet have strictly
adhered to the policy of freedom of religion, carefully protected the lamaseries
and respected the religious beliefs of the Tibetan people. They have also donated much to the Tibetan monks each year. All this has greatly helped to
remove the apprehensions that previously prevailed among the broad masses
of Tibetans, particularly among the lamas, as a result of the rumors and instigations made by agents of the imperialists.
But in the midst of all the praise there were discernible hints of impending
difficulties. For example, the Dalai Lama noted that, "recently some news from
neighboring provinces and municipalities where reforms are being carried out . . .
has reached Tibet and aroused suspicions and anxieties among some people
here."
Then Zhang Guohua offered reassurance:
Some people suspect that the present cooperation between the Chinese Communist Party and the upper sections of the people is only an expedient for
exploitation and that after the reforms, there will be no hrther cooperation.
This is absolutely a misunderstanding.
When Chen Yi returned to Beijing, his official report cautioned that
reform must be carried out by the leadership personnel and the people of Tibet,
that the Han cadres could only assist and not monopolize things and that the
Central Government could not order the compulsory implementation of the
reforms.J4

The Lama's Travels
Early in 1956 the Maharaj Kumar of Sikkim, in his capacity as president of the
Mahabodi Society, invited the Dalai and Panchen to travel to Inha for the Buddha
Jayanti, the celebrations marking the 2,500th anniversary of the Buddha's birth.
According to the Dalai, the Chinese initially opposed the idea, urging him to
send a deputy, but in November, however, they gave their approval.
On 26 November 1956 the Dalai Lama and his retinue arrived in New Delhi.
The Panchen Lama, his retinue, and a number of high officials such as Ngabo
Ngawang Jigme went with him. In India the Dalai Lama enjoyed a high degree
of freedom--taking part in the Buddhist celebrations, making pilgrimages to
holy sites, visiting major cities, attending a UNESCO meeting, and spending
considerable time with brothers Gyalo Thondup and Thubten Norbu as well as
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former dissident ministers Tsepon Shakabpa and Lukhangwa. According to the
Dalai these four were the core of a group that, in fiequent heated discussions,
urged him to remain in India to take advantage of this "golden opportunity," as
Shakabpa called it.
The efforts of thls group of self-exiled Tibetans to prevent the Dalai's retum
to Tibet appear at first to have been successful. The Dalai informed Nehru that
he had no desire to return to his homeland, aslung for either political asylum in
India or assistance in acquiring similar status in any Buddhist nation.35
Nehru, displeased by this turn of events, tried to convince the Tibetan that he
would be more useful in Lhasa, working closely with Beijing and sustaining the
morale of his people. Nehru arranged for the Dalai to meet with Chinese Premier
Zhou Enlai as he passed through New Delhi on one of his frequent trips abroad.
Zhou listened intently to the Dalai's complaints and assured him that a transition
to communism would not be imposed against the Dalai's will. Apparently Zhou
was sufficiently reassuring. The Dalai decided to retum to Lhasa-ignoring pleas
n condition that changes
to the contrary from his small group of a d v i s e ~ the
would be implemented immediately.
On 27 February 1957, Mao Zedong made a speech to the Eleventh Session
(Enlarged) of the Supreme State Conference.
In some areas, both Han chauvinism and local nationality chauvinism still
exist to a serious degree and this demands full attention. . . . Democratic
reforms have not yet been carried out in Tibet because conditions are not ripe.
According to the seventeen-article agreement reached between the Central
People's Government and the local government of Tibet, the reform of the
system must be carried out, but the timing can only be decided when the great
majority of the people of Tibet and the local leading political figures consider
it opportune, and we should not be impatient. It has now been decided not to
proceed with democratic reforms in Tibet during the period of the Second Five
Year Plan [1958-19621. Whether to proceed with them in the period of the
Third Year Plan can only be decided in the light of the situation at the time.
[emphasis added]36
The Dalai Lama agreed to return to Lhasa, arriving 1 April 1957. He said that
one of the reasons he returned was that while third party aid (GMDICIA) may
have been discussed-he claims not to recall exactly, twenty-five years after the
fact-there were no absolute guarantees of assistance from other nations.37
Along the route home, the Dalai told Han officials he would now be both
more critical of the shortcomings of the Chinese regime and more helpful in
resolving disputes. He then proceeded to make public speeches telling h s people
that the Han had come to Tibet to aid them and not to oppress them, and that
they should feel free to criticize China's mistakes. He made these speeches
voluntarily-free from coercion from either the Indians or the Chinese.
The Chinese were true to their word. By August the Xizang Ribao (Tibet
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Daily) reported that 91.6 percent of the Han cadres scheduled to be recalled had
already left Tibet. In the same month the Communist Party branch in Tibet
launched a "Program for Propaganda on the Non-Institution of the Democratic
Reforms in the Tibet Region During the Period of the Second Five Year Plan."
While these efforts did allay the fears of the Dalai Lama and the majority of the
ruling elite, they did not have the desired result of quelling a growing rebellion.
According to the Dalai Lama, this was partially because the Chinese cadres were
"deaf' to the constructive criticism offered by the Tibetans. The Chinese press
over the next two years was full of articles about the approaching storm.
Economic and Social Development

In 1950 Tibet was a primitive land with a feudal social structure and a pre-industrial economy. The Han referred to it as a land of "three great lacks" (fbel,
communication, people) and of "three abundances" (poverty, oppression, terror
of the supernatural). The first tasks the Chinese set themselves were to survey
the land, restructure the local governing organs, and establish a network of
transportation and communication facilities.
The administrative changes in the early years were not felt in the areas controlled by the Dalai and Panchen Lamas but rather beyond, on the periphery of
what was later to be known as the Tibet Autonomous Region. For the most part,
China is divided into provinces, counties (xian), and districts (zhou). Where
non-Han ethnic groups make up the majority of the population, the areas were
given a special designation-"autonomous." This "autonomy" was interpreted as
local autonomy, exercised by the leaders of the non-Han ethnic majority. The
first such a r e ~ a l l e d
the East Tibetan Autonomous Region-was established
in November 1950 in what was then Xikang Province.
Transportation

The most crucial development in these early years was the construction of the
very first roads in Tibet's history. Economically and militarily the roads were to
become the greatest harbinger of change. Formidable obstacles had to be overcome and Soviet experts were consulted. The first artery (Yam, Sichuan to
Lhasa) stretched over fourteen mountain passes, for a distance of 2,400 km.
(1,500 miles) and took four years and nine months to complete. It was officially
opened for traffic on 25 December 1954, the same day as the 2,100 km.(1,300
miles) long Qinghai-Tibet Highway. The thud major link was opened in October
1957 from Xinjiang Province through the disputed (with India) Aksai-Chin area,
totaling 1,200 km. (750 miles).38
Economically the roads succeeded in cutting the price of some key goods
from the Chinese interior; the price of tea dropped by two-thirds in two YearsThe roads allowed one m c k to transport, in two days, the same quantity of
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goods previously carried by sixty yaks in twelve days. The roads, all from the
interior of China, also aided Beijing's plans to shift most of Tibet's trade away
from its southern neighbors, toward the Chinese interior.39
The enonnous cost of building these roads and keeping them open under
severe climatic conditions and sabotage by dissidents was rarely appreciated
outside of China. China admits willingly that the roads were a "military necessity" but blames Tibetan dissidents for preventing further expansion. China's
opponents simply argue that the roads are of no economic value whatsoever and
are of "no practical use to the Tibetans and their country."40
It is true that the roads themselves are insufficient to promote major industrial
development. The lack of fuel supplies in Tibet meant that in every convoy of
ten trucks, three were needed to carry fuel. From the beginning, it was clear to
Chinese planners that only a railroad could bring Tibet f m l y into the industrial
age. But, while the obstacles to road-building were formidable, those to the
construction of a railroad appear to have been insurmountable. A 1976 CIA
study optimistically estimated that a railroad was at least a decade away.41
In June 1979, Xinhua reported that a railway bound for Tibet, connecting
Lhasa to Xining and Lanzhou had been begun in 1974. In five years it reached
Golrnund in central Qinqhai where it is today still 1,000 km.(625 miles) from
Lhasa, as the crow flies.42

Other Reforms
While major reforms were not attempted, efforts were made to reduce the use of
ulag and to strip local Tibetan officials of the power to tax their subjects and to
hold their own courts. In spite of the early failures of these efforts the Han
introduced new disturbing elements into the Tibetan social system. Telephones
and telegraphs arrived in 1952, with banks (branches of the Bank of China).
There followed newspapers, radio programs, and the modem printing of books
and pamphlets in Han and Tibetan languages. Hospitals and health units were
established, medical workers trained, and veterinarian stations built. Airline service was inaugurated in 1956, while a nascent industrial base was created with
the opening of Tibet's fust coal mine in 1958 and its fust blast furnace in 1959.
To the Tibetans these introductions to the twentieth century technology were
significant; but to the Han they represented only minor efforts, leaving the most
sensitive areas of Tibetan life intact. The Dalai Lama still ruled from the Potala,
and the aristocratic elites remained in their official offices. Furthermore, the most
crucial and vital aspect of Tibetan life-religion-continued to flourish. Not
only were no religious reforms introduced, but the monasteries were actually
given additional subsidies by the Chinese g0vernment.~3So unaffected was religion, that in 1956 the British communist journalist Alan Winnington noted on a
visit to Lhasa he "never met a Tibetan who cast any doubt on religion."" The
Chinese government actually allocated U.S.$500,000 to renovate the Buddhist
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temple in Beijing; additional funds were granted to Tibetan Moslims for a ha,, a
pilgrimage to Mecca, in 1957.
To spread the revolutionary message and Marxist ideology the Chinese established political associations, bringing people of similar backgrounds together for
the purposes of political consciousness raising. These groups included the Democratic Youth Federation, the Woman's Patriotic Association (headed by the Dalai
Lama's elder sister), the Young Pioneers, the Chinese Buddhist Association, and
the like. Moreover, public criticism meetings (thamzing) were introduced only to
become one of the most hated components of Chinese rule. These meeting*
common throughout China-were used to weed out nonconformists, uniting
groups against common enemies by publicly identifying them. Formal schools
for secular education were established, especially after 1955. Supplies, books,
and tuition were, for the most part, provided by the state. By July 1957 there
were 78 primary schools, with 6,000 pupils; 1,000 other students were studying
in nationalities institutes in other parts of China (the ten nationalities institutes
graduated 94,000 students-from all fifty-plus minorities-in the years 195078). These schools were confined to urban areas.
Chinese leaders faced a major contradiction in not wanting to create alienation and resentment by altering Tibetan society, on the one hand, but feeling
they had to offer some relief to the masses in order to gain their allegiance, on
the other. This difficulty was summed up by an Indian diplomat living in Lhasa:
"While most officials live smugly in their ivory towers, leading much the same
life of idle dissipation, the common people find the heavy burdens imposed on
them insupportable . . . they have derived little comfort from the alliance which
the Communists have forged with the ruling aristocracy of Tibet.'45
Two scholars who examined the changes initiated during the decade of the
1950s summed it up this way:
Of course the building projects and the economic reforms sponsored by the
Chinese from 1950 to 1959 did have an appreciable impact on some segments
of Tibetan society. Yet, most of the effect was informal and indirect and much
of it concerned only the fringe areas of Tibetan life, without penetrating the
inner recesses of the communities' traditions. It is symptomatic, for instance,
that in all the years no truly basic changes were introduced in the patterns of
Tibetan socioeconomic relations. Although many of the more barbaric and
objectionable aspects of Tibetan customary law and justice were discouraged
and in actual practice abandoned, the main body of Communist China's statutory law was never enforced in ~ i b e t . ~ ~
Tibetans Outside the TAR

The policy of moderation and gradual reform was reserved exclusively for the
inhabitants of the area termed the TAR. Ethnic Tibetan areas (Kham and Amdo)
outside the political boundaries of the TAR appear to have been destined for a
different fate. While China agreed, in 1956, to cut back on even the most superfi-
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cia1 reforms within the TAR, there was a simultaneous decision to introduce
"democratic reforms" in the various autonomous zhou and xian of China. These
reforms would bring about basic changes that would alter the socioeconomic smcture of the community by ending feudal ownership of land and serfs, carrying out
land reform, collectivizing production, and de-emphasizing religious influence.
It is not just coincidental that open rebellion broke out against Beijing's rule
precisely where and when these refoms were being introduced. The Chinese
readily admitted to the difficulties they were encountering. The Chair of the
Committee of Nationalities Affairs told an Indian journalist that a revolt had
broken out in Kharn in February 1956 but had been quickly s~ppressed.~'
And,
in 1958, an official of the Qinghai CCP Provincial Committee observed that the
"great socialist revolution in the pastoral areas has been a very violent class
struggle of life and death."48
There are currently two interpretations of the motivations behind these revolts. The first, appearing in Renmin Ribao in June 1956, blamed "a few feudal
lords" for setting nationalities against each other because they felt their own
political and economic power threatened.49The second view is offered by Dawa
Norbu, a highly articulate and thoughtful Tibetan refugee:
With regard to ethnic Tibet the Chinese policy was based on a rigid legality
and lack of realism: treat the ethnic Tibetans living in China . . . as both dejure and
de facto Chinese, since they were not under the jurisdiction of Lhasa . . . but no
matter how far away from Lhasa or even how relatively close they were to the
Chinese provinces, they behaved and acted like any other Tibetans. . . .
Norbu is criticizing the Chinese treatment of Tibetans outside the political
boundaries of the TARtreatment that ignored the social, economic, religious,
and ethnic similarities of Tibetans on both sides of the arbitrary boundary. TO
demonstrate the rigidity of the Chinese view, Norbu cites a conversation he had
with a refugee from the eastern principality of Derge, split in two at the Drichu
River by this political boundary. The western half was ruled by Lhasa and the
eastern by Beijing. The refugee related that while the eastern half was subjected
to reforms and the imposition of Chinese law, the western part was left untouched. People there could "do a n y t h g [they] llke: including kill Chinese and
get away with that."51 This represents testimony as to how arbitrary the Han
cadres could be; also how far they were willing to go to avoid interference with
the Lhasa administration. The two explanations are not mutually exclusive.
Norbu is correct in noting that Inhabitants on both sides of the boundary reone from the other in their actions, beliefs
mained Tibetan-indistinguishable
and lifestyles. However, the rebellion was by no means a popular uprising of the
serfs and herdspeople. It was initiated and led by the chiefs of the clans and
wealthy traderss2 who were certainly encouraged if not covertly aided by contacts with some outside forces. In any event, in the words of Dawa Norbu, "let there
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be no doubt about this. The Tibetan Rebellion was in defense of Tibetan Buddhist
values, and the political and sacred institutions founded upon such values."s3
The problems of the Chinese regime did not begin and end with the mechanical application of reform policy. There are accounts of Han cadres who were
dismissed for being critical of these policies. There was, in addition, the open
disaffection among Han workers in Tibet who suffered from the harsh working
conditions, low pay, and susceptibility to illness.
The most curious policy was toward nomadic life. The CCP official view
stated that, "in short, a nomadic life is neither beneficial to the development of
animal husbandry, nor to the prosperity of the human pop~lation."~~
A negative opinion of the nomadic existence is common among those raised
in a sedentary agricultural society who see nomads as shiftless and difficult to
control. This view could have been expressed as easily in Lhasa as in Beijing.
The Chinese clearly understood the impossibility of instituting reforms to end
nomadic life, in the short term, and lamented the inability of cadres from sedentary areas to fully comprehend the situation in the pastoral areas. Nor was this a
new revelation.
Despite this understanding on the part of the Han, the introduction of veterinarian stations, experimental breeding stations, schools for children, fixed areas
for economic support (e.g., winter feed areas for animals, banks for loans), and
similar innovations led to a marked decrease in the mobility of the nomad population. Further alienation came from the forced confiscation of weaponnomad's most prized p o s s e s s i o ~ dthe apparently random humiliation of revered clerical figures in a vain effort to diminish their prestige, and hence their
power, in the eyes of the general population.
Beijing's willingness to suspend reforms was not solely designed to lure the
Dalai Lama back from India. The policy was also a response to the instability
plaguing the areas on the TAR'S periphery. Difficulties within the TAR persisted
as well. These could be roughly classified into two categories: (I) the improper
carrying out of policies by local officials and (2) "Great Hanism."
The Chinese were aware of these problems. In 1957 Xizang Ribao admitted
that only a few of the aristocracy supported communism, "while the majority still
harbor varying degrees of doubt and are actually against it . . . [and] the large
Codmaportion of the masses still lack such enthusiasm [for cornmuni~m]."~~
tion of this view came from none other than the CCP Central Committee, who
understood that
since neither our lack of a material base nor their [the Tibetan elites] advantage
over us in social influence will change for the time being, neither will the
unwillingness of the Dalai's clique to carry out the Agreement fully. At present, in appearance we should take the offensive and should censure [the antiHan activities] . . . but in reality we should be prepared to make concessions
and to go over to the offensive in the future (i.e., put the Agreement into force)
when conditions are ripe.56
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The Chinese leadership was also aware that support from the Dalai and
Panchen Lamas would only come about under certain conditions. General Zhang
Guohua outlined the conditions as a desire of the working people for reforms, the
existence of a plan based on "scientific investigation" and an "appropriate number of cadres of Tibetan nati~nality."'~The Chinese press had abundant criticisms of Tibet on inflation, the improper implementation of policies, the danger
of reforms, and ethnic clashes.
The communist authorities were not blind to the realities they were facing in
Tibet; although, unfortunately, this insight was soon forgotten. At the time, however, Beijing's views were close to those of the Dalai Lama himself as he spoke
at the inauguration festivities for the PCART.
Tibet has no other way to travel but the way of Socialism. But Socialism and
Tibet are still very different from each other. A gradual reform has to be
carried out. . . . This will depend on circumstances and it will be carried out by
the leaders of the people of Tibet and will not be imposed on them by force by
other people.58
Han- Tibetan Relations

Crucial to an understanding of events from 1950 through 1980 is a comprehension of the relationship between the Tibetan and Han peoples. 1-Iistoricallythat
relationship has been abysmal. The Han have always considered themselves
superior: culturally, politically, and militarily. Little or no attempt was made to
further understanding on either side. Attitudes of cultural superiority led to policies that only further exacerbated the hostility.
The communists took this situation into account; long before assuming power
there was an attempt to accommodate it (see Appendix B). But Tibet in 1950
presented some unique problems that the CCP could not have foreseen. The CCP
had been unable to establish a base of any significance there, and they had
virtually no contacts among the people within the TAR, only with ethnic Tibetans from the peripheral areas. Further, they lacked trained personnel who understood Tibetan society or spoke the language.
Chinese Communist policy toward the minorities was implemented through
the Nationalities Affairs Commission (NAC). The NAC (with twenty-two members, only three of whom were Han) was meant to pursue a policy of uniting with
"patriotic bourgeois nationalities' upper strata" in carrying out reforms and economic development. This policy was f o l l o w e h v e n in the midst of major
political campaigns urging class struggle, antirightist activity, and the Great Leap
Forward. These were all political campaigns from which the Tibetans were almost exclusively exempt, probably in an attempt to preserve the fragile "united
front" there. Han cadres, at the local levels, went through a "do good things
movement" and were urged to "work together, eat together, live together." The
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ideal cadre, the Chinese press suggested, was one who spent his days helping and
his nights entertaining, learning the local language, and propagandi~ing.~~
In
spite of Beijing's difficulties in finding cadres willing to work in such harsh
conditions, China's most acerbic critics were forced to admit that during the
1950s the Han soldiers and civilians for the most part acted in an exemplary
fashion. Tibetan nobles and former officials currently in exile now admit that, in
comparison, the behavior of Tibetan officials left much to be desired.60
China tried to prepare its people before they ever got to Tibet. They were
taught to respect local customs and etiquette, never to defile temples and holy
sites, and to never criticize the Dalai Lama or religious practice. They were told
not to bring up communism and class struggle. They arrived carrying whatever
provisions they could, and paid for everything they purchased. They paid wages
to the Tibetans who worked for them and practiced egalitarianism among themselves to set an example. For those who strayed from these regulations heavy
penalties were imposed. Fraternization with Tibetan prostitutes brought especially severe treatment.6'
When the communists first arrived in Lhasa, only a few of the aristocracy
joined them enthusiastically. In Kham, however, the upper classes welcomed
them as potential liberators from the strongly disliked Lhasan officials. As Robert Ford saw it in Qamdo:
There was no sacking of monasteries at this time. On the contrary, the Chinese
took great care not to cause offense through ignorance. They soon had the
monks thanking the gods for their deliverance. The Chinese had made it clear
they had no quarrel with the Tibetan religion.62
When the PLA captured Qamdo they released all their Tibetan prisoners with
pocket money, safe conduct passes, and a short lecture on the dangers of AngloAmerican imperialism.
Individual Han of course continued to harbor feelings of superiority toward
Tibetans and believed that they should learn from "the more advanced nationality." (Constant attention in the press to ending Hanism was a sure sign that the
problem continued to exist.) There were also a few defections of disgruntled
PLA soldiers and civilian cadres, but no evidence that the total number of defections was more than a handful.
As early as October 1951, Zhou Enlai stated that difficulties would increase if
Han cadres were not educated against chauvinist attitudes. At the same time he
attacked "narrow nationalism," i.e., nationalistic sentiments on the part of the
minority pe0ples.~3The foremost analysis of nationalities work in the early
1950s described the attitude as follows:
Only when all national autonomous organs are staffed by cadres of the nationalities and they are assisted in their work to the point that they can assume
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responsibility, only then will a close relationship develop between the masses
of the nationality and the organs of local self government, the real situation be
understood and the success be scored in comprehending the sentiments, emotions and sufferings of the people of the nationalities. Han cadres cannot take
the place of nationalities cadres in this kind of work. . . . [Furthermore, the
minority cadres] must be encouraged to dare to reflect the actual situation and
to risk putting forward unconventional ideas. . . . The alternative is to allow
nationalities cadres to acquire from the Han cadres a tendency to become
overtimid[sic] and to ignore the natural feelings of people of the nationality in
question. This would reduce the potential helpfulness of the nationalities cadres and finally lead to the casting off of the broad masses of the nationalities. . . . It
is essential, moreover, to seek out and grasp their views, develop a cohesive
force among them and to let them carry things out on their own. This is their
right. We must have unlimited faith in the people of the national min~rities.~~
The authorities in Beijing had analyzed the situation correctly. The policies of
slowly introducing reforms in Tibet and workmg through existing administrative
structures were most threatened by two factors: "local nationality chauvinism"
and "Great Hanism." Economic and social differences could have been more
readily resolved if these conflicting attitudes could have been reconciled.
The Chinese leaders also understood, from the very beginning, that "Great
Hanism" presented the more troubling stumbling block to improved Han-Tibetan
relations. So much so, in fact, that in 1953 the Central Committee of the CCP,
alarmed at its prevalence, ordered investigators sensitive to the problem be dispatched. Their visits-the CCP asserted-''should not be those of 'looking at
flowers on horseback' " (i.e., superficial). The committee demanded that "newspapers should publish more articles based on specific facts to criticize Han
Chauvinism openly and educate the Party members and the people."65
These directives apparently were implemented; the Chinese leadership's willingness to postpone reforms in 1956 showed an attempt to rectify the conflict.
But the second half of the 1950s was also a time of dramatic shift in policy in
Beijing. By 1957 Great Hanism was no longer considered the greatest threat; that
was now local nationalism. The change of line eased pressure on the Han cadres,
placing greater blame for the difficulties on the shoulders of the Tibetans. This,
in turn, no doubt led to a subtle, but perceptible, increase in Great Hanism.
China has never explicitly acknowledged this shift; consequently, searching
for an explanation in the Chinese press is fruitless. Anonymous Chinese officials
attribute the change to the "antirightist" campaigns in 1957 that followed the
Hundred Flowers movement. According to these sources, Mao was, at the time,
under some criticism; he, in turn,criticized China's "intellectuals." In the minority areas, the only "intellectuals" were the ethnic upper strata, who now became
the targets of this campaign.
Misunderstandings on both sides, based on lack of comprehension of each
other's customs, were coupled with a deep-seated mutual distrust. The key to
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an-Tibetan conflict comes from cultural misunderstandings. The average Tibetan
could not have helped but be overwhelmed by Chinese political and technological
innovations. A Tibetan rehgee put it best: "So many thmgs, the likes of which we
had never heard before, were said that it left us thoroughly c o n f k d . ' ~
Misunderstandings abounded. When Radio Beijing began broadcasting in Tibetan in 1949-50 it could not help communication much since only a handful of
Tibetans had radios. Moreover, the programs were broadcast at 10:OO P.M. local
time, when all Tibetans had long since retired for the night. Another example is
the PLA's strict adherence to the orders prohibiting burdening the local populace. Instead, to supplement their diet, many caught fish and killed small g a m e
ignoring Buddhist proscriptions against killing. A fortuitous misunderstanding
arose when the PLA first amved. They were pleased to be met by handclapping
Tibetans, as clapping is a gesture of welcome in Han culture; however, in Tibetan culture, the same gesture is used for dnving away evil spirits. Census-taking
among the nomads in Kham was construed as being a precursor to future mass
arrests. Doctors trained in modem medicine had to watch for charges of antiBuddhism if they tried to rid Tibetans of lice and spoke of killing germs for
hygienic purposes. Han residents objected to the Khampa's propensity for expensive clothing, singing, dancing, and promiscuity and held the Lhasan officials
responsible. However, Lhasan officials had as little control as the Han over the
conduct of the nomadic population. Public criticism of monks were interpreted
by the Tibetans as gratuitous ridiculing of their faith. There were unintentional
desecrations of holy sites by affixing radio antennae. Individually, these incidents could be shrugged off as minor culturalfauxpas; but taken together, over a
period of time, they led to resentment. Rumors of allegedly heinous crimes
committed by the Han became prevalent, as did stone throwing by children and
pejorative name calling.
In the final analysis, the Chinese authorities failed to comprehend that any
change-regardless of how small and seemingly insignificant+ould not help
but have a profound effect on such a rigid and ossified feudal society. By installing the Panchen Lama at Tashilhunpo Monastery in 1952 the Chinese had rekindled a centuries-old rivalry. By paying wages to Tibetans for building the roads
they disrupted the practice of ulag. By paying Tibetan children to attend school
(Dawa Norbu remembers being paid U.S.$ll to $15 each month in silver coins)
they gave the serfs added economic leverage and disrupted age-old work practices. By providing the most modest training for Tibetan cadres they created
alternative avenues of social mobility for serfs.
At times the Chinese were forced into difficult decisions. In 1956 or 1957, a
ladlord beat one of his serfs for failing to provide the required ulag. The serf,
coincidentally, was a part-time communist cadre. If the incident went unreprimanded it would have encouraged other feudal lords to prevent their serfs
from joining forces with the H a . Conversely, to intercede would mean a major
change in the ulag system. The Chinese decided to intercede, abolishing ulag
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responsibilities for all Tibetan cadres. This encouraged serfs to volunteer more
readily for positions as cadres, thereby further disrupting Tibetan society and
further alienating its feudal elite.67
It was, then, a combination of factors that appears to have doomed Beijing's
original plans for Tibet: misunderstandings of the nature of Tibetan society, a
lack of consistency in Beijing's political line, persistent Chinese chauvinism, and
an inability to respond adequately to growing resentment on the part of the
Tibetan populace. While relations were not totally soured by the latter half of the
1950s, they were not totally amicable either. One sure sign that the situation had
not irremediably deteriorated was that the Tiber-IndiaNepal frontier remained
open throughout the decade, as Tibetan, Sikkirnese, and Bhutanese traders and
aristocracy routinely and readily crossed back and forth.
Yet, the seeds of dissension had been sown. Unfortunately, as problems festered-exacerbated by hostile forces on the o u t s i d ~ explosion
n
was imminent
and perhaps, in htndsight, unavoidable.

The roof of the Jokhang Temple in central Lhasa. One of the most sacred buildings
in Tibetan Buddhism. The city of Lhasa was originally built around It.

Ywng monks at the Jokhan~Tsmpk.

PLA soldiers are a common sight in Lhasa. This one walks around the Barkor, an
important commercial and religious street which circles the Jokhang.
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Chakpori Hill upon whose summit the only Tibetan medical college once sat
before its destruction during the Cultural Revolution. Now there is just a radio
tower. At the base of the hill is the Palhalupuk Temple.

A rebuilt monastery.

A monk artist displays his mural
depicting the two faces of religion in
the old Tibetan society, "preaching
benevolence on the one hand and
oppressing and killing people on the
other." [I9651 (Captionand photo by
Israel Epstein)

The traditional and the new intermingled after 1959. This is a pre-harvest festival
participated in by Tibetans-mainly ex-serfs and slaves-expressing gratitude to
Mao Zedong and the communist party for the abolition of feudal land ownership
9851 (Caption and photo by Ismel @stein)
and servile, status. [I

The 1950s: Revolt

The Chinese leadership have admitted that covert acts of sabotage against them
began almost simultaneously with their arrival in Lhasa,' although these incidents seem to have been unorganized and spontaneous. The first organized protests began with the establishment of the "People's Council" (Mimang Tsongdu)
by two prominent Tibetan officials: Lukhangwa and Lozang Tashi. Initially, at
least, the People's Council confined itself to anti-Han demonstrations, putting up
posters, and circulating petitions and leaflets.
At the time, the Chinese media portrayed these activities as isolated and
without wide support. The CCP Central Committee, however, knew better.
The recent demonstration in Lhasa should be viewed not merely as the work of
the two Silons [officials] and other bad elements but as a signal to us from the
majority of the Dalai clique. Their petition is very tactful because it indicates
not a wish for a break with us but only a wish for concessions from us. One of
the terms gives the hint that the practice of the Ch'ing [Qing] Dynasty should
be restored, in other words, that no Liberation Army units should be stationed
in Tibet, but this is not what they are really after. They know full well that this
is impossible; their attempt is to trade this term for other terms. The Fourteenth
Dalai is criticized in the petition so as to absolve him from any political
responsibility for the demonstrations2
The majority of the upper strata (70 percent according to Ngabo) was supportive of the dissident faction; although it is impossible to tell what, if any, support
came from the people. Reports from sympathizers put the number of supporters
anywhere from 35,000 to 300,000.3 The group had close connections to the
Tibetans living in self-imposed exile in Kalimpong, particularly after its leaders
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were expelled into India. While in India in 1956, the Dalai Lama met with these
individuals and overrode their entreaties that he remain in exile.
The area in which the arrival of the Han caused the greatest resentment-d
later was the source for the greatest dissension-was eastern Tibet. It remains
unclear precisely when open revolt began. There are reports of rebellious activities as early as 1951-1952. These seem to have ended upon the PLA's quick
actions taken to alleviate the precipitating problems and in response to appeals
for peace fiom the Dalai Lama. It is possible that these early revolts were caused
by GMD remnants, known to have retreated into the area, who steadfastly refused to negotiate with their communist counterparts. These early activities, by
all accounts, were unorganized and sporadic. It was not until 1956 that resistance
took on a more organized shape; then it was led by, in the words of one former
rebel leader, "big traders in Lhasa and the heads of the Kham mona~teries."~
The rebellion in the east was led by the fierce and feared Khampa nomads,
whose exploits were to inspire so many anti-Han exiles and their supporters in
later years. The urge to revolt smoldered during the first half of the 1950s. The
Dalai Lama appeared to disapprove of revolt when he traveled through Kham in
19541955 on his way to and from Beijing. He did speak to rebel leaders and,
according to a former Tibetan official, offered them food.5 According to Arnerican intelligence sources the incident that touched off an open, full-scale rebellion
came in March-July 1956 and was precipitated by Han interference in religious
activities and the confiscation of weapons. Many believe it began at Lithang
Monastery when Tibetans objected to the Chinese making an inventory of the
monastery's holdings. The subsequent actions led to a twenty-six-day siege of
the monastery by the PLA and its eventual destruction followed by a massacre of
the monks and their lay supporters. The Tibetans were said to have retaliated by
attacking PLA units and consequently suffered "savage" reprisak6 The interference in religious activities may very well have been a localized phenomenon
confined to those monasteries in open revolt. One lama, who later moved to the
United States, remembered traveling extensively through Kham up to 1959 and
never once having his religious activities or studies i n t e ~ p t e d . ~
We can be certain that from 1956 there was open, and considerable, rebellion
in Kham. The Tibetan rebels used religious festivals as covers for recruiting and
meeting; they used the monasteries to store food and arms.* But thls was all in
Kham. Lhasa was a world away. The Dalai Lama's chamberlain had been informed of what was happening at least as early as 1957.~We do not know
precisely how informed the Dalai hlmself was. We do know that his advisers
were split as to the best way to handle this delicate situation. The group that had
the Dalai's ear urged moderation and preservation of the status quo; another
group covertly supplied the rebels with arms, ammunition, and food originally
collected prior to 1950 in anticipation of a Khampa attack on ~hasa.''
In June 1958 the rebels claimed they had brought twenty-three separate
groups together to establish the Volunteer Freedom Fighters (VFF) or the Na-
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tional Volunteer Defense Army (NVDA)--led largely by the Chushi Gangdrug
(four rivers, six mountains, an ancient name for Kham)-in the Loka region, 25
to 30 km.(16-19 miles) south of Lhasa. While some rebel leaders admitted that
there were many poor Tibetans happy to see the Han, they argue that most were
opposed to their presence and were willing to bear arms against them. But it is
difficult not to wonder how much "volunteering" there really was if the rebel
leaders were feudal nobles. One wealthy rebel leader admitted donating to the
cause forty-six "employees," along with their weapons and horses, as well as
other supplies such as one hundred pack horses and mules.
The very first rebels were indeed the lawless Khampa nomads, who thought
nothing of unleashing a "scorched earth plan that "disrupted communications;
they plundered the people and engaged in rape, arson, and murder; they attacked
agencies and army units of the Central People's Government."I2 While these
rebels probably. inspired fear in most Tibetans, they also articulated the grievances of the populace. As they moved farther west, they encountered populations
far less discontented, having been subjected to fewer changes. Rebel supporters
report that bandits who disguised themselves as rebels engaged in looting and
plunder. It was easy to confuse the bandits with rebels, since the rebels also took
goods from the people. The rebels, however, issued r e c e i p t m u c h like the
communists did during their Long Marchedeemable "when Tibet becomes
free again."I3
The creation of the Volunteer Freedom Fighters did not solve the myriad
problems faced by the rebels. The Dalai Lama's advisers remained split; the VFF
failed to produce any single, or group of, easily discernible spokesperson(s).
Both the absence of communications facilities and the vast distances that had to
be covered on horseback or foot hampered the rebels' ability to mount military
actions against the Chinese. Yet rebel activity spread perceptibly during the final
years of the 1950s. Beijing readily admitted that revolts had broken out but
characterized them as isolated events, outside the TAR, kept up only through the
efforts of the upper strata.
The authorities in Beijing never publicly acknowledged the extent of the
discontent felt by the Tibetan people nor how extensive was the area of the TAR
through which the rebels roamed. The possibility exists that the authorities were
simply unaware. Perhaps the Chinese leadership's fervent desire not to add to
growing dissension in Tibet explains Beijing's tolerance. As long as the Dalai
Lama continued to work with the Chinese leadership, and as long as the rebel
activity remained at a tolerable level, a hands-off policy might have been
adopted.
While the extent of the revolt remains hazy so do the figures of alleged
casualties for the period 1956-59. Estimated numbers of rebels are also unreliable. Casualty figures for Han alone run as high as 40,000 and for Tibetans UP to
65,000. One source claims that 65,000 Tibetans were killed in Kham, alone, in
the single year of 1956. Rebels are estimated at anywhere from 50,000 to
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200,000. A secret U.S. State Department study called all such figures wild exaggerations, although it declined to make any estimates on its own, arguing convincingly that the truth would never be known. (Parenthetically, the report
blamed Gyalo Thondup for the inflated accounts.)I4

It is evident that the burgeoning rebel forces were bound to clash eventually with
the Chinese administrators, whose patience was beginning to wane. By August
1958, the rebel leaders, who had been moving slowly westward toward the holy
city, began actively recruiting within Lhasa itself. Throughout the remainder of
that year and through the earliest weeks of 1959, Lhasa filled with rehgees
from the fighting in Kham and, simultaneously, with pilgrims making their
annual trek to celebrate the Lunar New Year. The atmosphere in Lhasa grew
increasingly tense. The Dalai Lama's advisers continued to disagree over appropriate action. Consequently, the Lhasan administration neither hlly supported nor
hlly opposed the dissidents. Those who advised opposition to the rebels continued to have the support of the Dalai; therefore, when the rebels appealed for
support on February 16, 1959, they were told to return to their homes and
cooperate with the Han.
The conflagration was ignited by a relatively minor incident. According to the
Dalai Lama, on 1 March he was approached by a Chinese emissary inviting him
to attend a theatrical performance at a PLA camp near Lhasa. He later wrote that
he was preoccupied at the time with studies for a series of forthcoming religious
examinations and, as a result, failed to reply. On 7 March, he continued, he was
approached once again and pressed to pick a date on which he could attend the
performance. March 10 was selected. The Dalai said that he was immediately
suspicious of the invitation since the request did not come through the normal
channels. Also he had been specifically requested to forego his usual retinue and
come to the camp with only a handhl of unarmed bodyguards. The visit was to
be kept secret. He wrote:
A rumor spread at once throughout the city that the Chinese had made a plan
to kidnap me. During the evening and night of the 9th of March excitement
grew, and by the morning most of the people of Lhasa had decided spontaneously to prevent my visit to the Chinese camp at any cost.I6

The crowd that gathered around the Norbulingka (the Dalai Lama's summer
palace, where he happened to be at the time) on the morning of the tenth has
been estimated at from ten thousand to thirty thousand and included the entire
Tibetan army. Beijing asserted that the rumors were spread by the dissident
leaders, hoping the crowd would put "the Dalai Lama under duress."17 In the
meantime, the rebels roamed Lhasa, seizing Tibetan cadres and surrounding
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Chinese administrative offices while shouting slogans such as "Drive Away the
Han People" and "Independence for Tibet."
The mood of the crowd around the Norbulingka can be discerned from the
actions they took against two Tibetan officials who arrived at the palace attempting to defuse the situation. The monastic official was stoned to death, while hls
lay companion was badly injured.
As the day wore on, the Dalai Lama instructed his chamberlain to call the
Chinese camp to tell them he would be unable to attend the theatrical event. Han
officials replied that he had made the wisest decision, considering the circumstances. The Dalai Lama then assured the crowds outside that he would never
venture into the PLA camp. To alleviate Chinese concerns, he dispatched three
ministers to meet with the Chinese general in charge and inform him that the
absence of the Dalai from the show was a result of the crowd reaction and did
not reflect any lack of desire to attend on his part.
As evening fell, part of the mob dispersed, only to reassemble in other sections of Lhasa for additional meetings and demonstrations. At 6:00 P.M. a meeting was held outside the Norbulingka, attended by about seventy representatives
of the Tibetan government, the Dalai Lama's bodyguard; and rebel leaders. It
was resolved to renounce the Seventeen-Point Agreement and call for the expulsion of all the Han from Tibet.
That evening was also the occasion of the initiation of a remarkable correspondence between General Tan Guansan (Political Commissar of the Tibet
Military District) and the Dalai Lama. Tan wrote first, suggesting that "it may be
advisable that . . . [the Dalai] . . . not come for the time being." The Tibetan
replied the following day, saying "reactionary, evil elements are carrying out
activities endangering me under the pretext of protecting my safety." He expressed his "indescribable shame" at this turn of events. On the same day, the
eleventh, Tan replied, telling the Dalai that rebel fortifications and machinegun
emplacements were disrupting the nonnal flow of communication. Further, the
Tibetan Cabinet had been asked to intervene with the rebels to head off possible
PLA intervention.
The Dalai next wrote on the twelfth, informing Tan that he had instructed the
Cabinet to comply with the request for intervention with the rebels. Once again
he expressed sorrow at the crisis, stating that the "unlawful actions of the reactionary clique break my heart." Tan's final letter, written on the fifteenth, clearly
demonstrated his exasperation over the continuing crisis.
The traitorous activities of the reactionary clique of the upper strata in Tibet
have grown into intolerable proportions. . . . The Central People's Government
had long adopted an attitude of magnanimity and enjoined the Local Government of Tibet to deal with them seriously, but the Local Government of Tibet
has all along adopted an attitude of feigning compliance while actually helping
them with their activities with the result that things have now come to such a
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grave impasse. . . . [If no action is taken, the] People's Government will have
to act itself to safeguard the solidarity and unification of the motherland.
Tan offered the Tibetan leader the option of moving to the PLA camp to
assure his safety, cautioning that "as to what is the best course to follow, this is
entirely up to you to decide."
The day before, the Dalai Lama had called some of his ministers together to
plead for a peaceful solution based on compromise. After receiving Tan's letter
of the fifteenth he replied, the next day, saying:
I am trying skillfully to make a demarcation line between the progressive
people and those opposing the revolution among the government officials. . . .
A few days from now, when there are enough forces that I can trust, I shall
make my way to the Military Area Command secretly.'*

The picture of an improving situation painted by the Dalai Lama was inaccurate. The mob refused to disperse or remove the barricades they had erected on
the roads around Lhasa. Some of their leaders had moved their center of operations to a nearby village, thereby lessening the influence the Dalai-a virtual
prisoner in his palac-ay
have had on them.
Tan's letter of the fifteenth is alleged to have been delivered along with an
additional note from Ngabo, who was staying with the Chinese throughout this
time. Beijing has never verified the existence of this particular note, but the Dalai
has written that it revealed rumors of rebel plans to kidnap him and urged him to
refuse to go along but rather to move into a separate building within the palace
grounds along with a few highly trusted advisers. The Dalai was then to let
Ngabo know which building he was in so it would not be damaged.
By the sixteenth Lhasa was rife with rumors that the PLA were preparing to
shell the Norbulingka and that new Chinese troops were arriving from other parts
of the country. On the seventeenth some Tibetan Cabinet ministers sent a letter
to Ngabo, requesting his aid in helping to move the Dalai Lama to the PLA
camp. Ngabo acknowledged receipt of the letter and promised assistance. Then,
suddenly, at 4:00 P.M.,the Dalai Lama claims to have heard two mortar shells
fired from the direction of the military camp, only to splash h d e s s l y into a
marsh in the palace compound. A state of near panic ensured, since it was
a s s u m e ~ l t h o u g hnever verified-that the Chinese, finally having come to the
end of their patience, had decided to attack. The Dalai Lama recalled that at this
point the hasty decision was made that he would have to flee. By 10:OO P.M. that
evening he was gone, dressed as a simple monk. He left so quickly that "all [he]
could take was one or two changes of lama robes."19 By 2:00 A.M. of the twentieth, according to the Dalai Lama, the PLA began to freely shell the Norbulingka.
This was fifty-two hours after he had fled, but before, or so he says, the Chinese
knew he was gone. "By the end of the frrst day . . . the Norbulingka was a
deserted smoking ruin full of dead."20 On the way to India, the Tibetan party
paused briefly to establish a provisional government in the town of Lhunste
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Dzong, continuing on to cross the Indian frontier on 3 1 March.
This version of events, coming entirely from the Dalai Lama and written
fewer than two years after the fact, has become the official, unquestioned account used for two decades by journalists and scholars alike. An examination of
the available Chines-nd
other-ources,
including a new autobiography by
the Dalai Lama, c o n f m some aspects of the story, yet question others.
China concedes that the theatrical performance was set for 10 March, but
emphatically denies that the Dalai Lama was coerced in any way to set that date.
Beijing has maintained, in fact, that it was the Dalai who set the date and, indeed,
had done so one month earlier. For years this claim was roundly ridiculed as
"communist lies and propaganda" until Dawa Norbu publicly acknowledged that
a former Tibetan official had confided in him that the Chinese account was
correct. When confronted with this contradiction in 1981 the Dalai Lama admitted that his original story was incorrect, agreeing that he had selected the date
several weeks prior to the event. However, he continued to maintain that the
invitation was unusual because in the days prior to the event the Chinese had set
new stipulations such as the absence of his usual r e t i n ~ e . ~ '
China maintains that the populace was forced to gather around the palace
under threats of fines and physical punishments. The Chinese W e r allege that
the mysterious mortar shells referred to above were fired by the Kharnpas and
that the Dalai fled, on the evening of the seventeenth, but under duress. The
rebels were said to have then openly attacked the PLA at 3:40 A.M. on the
twentieth with the Chinese holding off on retaliating until 10:OO A.M. of that day.
Within forty-seven hours all was calm again in Lhasa and the shops and businesses again open.
Not surprisingly, the Chinese accounts contradict and ridicule those of the
Dalai Lama, and vice versa. The Western and Taiwanese press made much of the
alleged damage in Lhasa. The Norbulingka was said to have been "razed," the
Potala "badly damaged," Drepung and Sera monasteries "reportedly were reduced to ruins." A reporter from a highly respected Calcutta periodical told his
readers,
my source, who 1 am reluctant to disbelieve, told me, on the best authority, that
Norbulingka with its 200 buildings, its two-mile wide and half-mile broad
compound, has been reduced to shambles by heavy Chinese artillery.22
Beijing categorically denied firing upon the Norbulingka and told anyone
who would listen that the PLA were under strict orders not to fire on the Johkang
Cathedral or the Potala. The summer palace was said to have suffered some
limited damage caused by the rebels, such as the punching of holes in the walls
of buildings through which to fue their rifles. Twenty-one years after the fact the
Chinese admitted that the Potala "suffered serious damage9'but did not specify
who caused the damage.23 AS to the Norbulingka, the stories of its destruction
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were meant primarily to incite public sentiment against the Chinese. British
visitors in 1962 confirmed that the palace had suffered little damage and there
was no evidence of rebuilding. A Tibetan who left in 1969 asserted that as late as
1964 the Norbulingka remained intact.24
Taiwan had a slightly different version of the events-that the PLA fired on
the Norbulingka only after the Dalai had fled. This backs up the story told by
their arch-enemy, the communists. However, Taiwan went on to claim that the
uprising was not limited to Tibet alone, but was an integral part of a China-wide,
anticommunist (but not anti-Han) crusade.25 Anticommunist elements in the
United States believed:
the Tibetans have a kind of sentimental regard for a tradition of fairly decent
neighborly relations with China over a great many centuries, and really did not
want a total break of relations forever with China. . . . They do want to be
totally independent of this godless, overbearing and merciless Red regime.26
When it comes down to it, the Chinese version seems the most plausible,
however stilted the language.
These traitors have used their legal status . . . to muster reactionary forces from
among the upper strata, collaborated with the external enemy and actually
directed some of the most reactionary major serf owners in Sikang and Tibet to
organize armed rebel forces in certain regions east, north, and south of the
Tsangpo River to oppose the Central People's Government and betray the
motherland. Their rebellion was engineered by the imperialists, the Chiang
Kai-shek bands and foreign reactionaries. Many of their arms were brought in
from abroad. The base of the rebellion to the south of the Tsangpo River
received air-dropped supplies from the Chiang Kai-shek bands on a number of
occasions, and radio stations were set up there by agents sent by the imperialists [the U.S.] and the Chiang Kai-shek clique to further their intrigue^.^'
The revolt was, in the final analysis, highly localized-confined almost exclusively to Lhasa and the Loka region. One refugee reported that the people of
Sakya, an important center only a few days' travel from Lhasa, only learned of
the revolt when the PLA arrived there in April.28About ten thousand Tibetans
were arrested and sent to the Ngchen Hydroelectric Plant "to repair some of the
damage they had done." Most were released after eight months and the plant
itself fully completed-no doubt earlier than anticipated as a result of the extra,
unplanned l a b o r 4 y April 1960.
As for the flight to India, the Dalai Lama remembers it as being largely
uneventful, with some weather difficulties and minor illness near the end. China
announced his arrival in India before anyone else, causing acute embarrassment
to Prime Minister Nehru's government, which did not publicly acknowledge the
Lama's presence in the country until two days after his arrival. Indeed, the
Chinese now say that it was Mao who personally ordered the PLA to allow the
Dalai Lama to cross the frontier. "If we had arrested him," Mao told the Soviet
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ambassador in Beijing, "we would have called the population of Tibet into
rebellion." As it is, Mao continued, without the Dalai Lama in Tibet, the Tibetans would be less resistent to revolutionary changes.29 The Dalai eventually
established his headquarters in Dhararnsala, northwestern India.
Aftermath

China's response to the revolt was sure and swift. From the Chinese perspective
the Tibetan aristocracy had betrayed the Seventeen-Point Agreement, repudiating the policy of working for gradual reform through a coalition. On 23 March a
form of martial law was declared, establishing Military Control Committees
throughout the TAR (with the exception of Shigatse). On 28 March the State
Council dissolved the Tibet Local Government, elevating the PCART "during
the period of the Dalai Lama's abduction," while the eighteen members of the
body who fled to India were officially relieved of their posts and replaced.
On 23 April, Xinhua (New China News Agency) reported that in the Loka
region rebels had been defeated after ten days of fighting. Unconfirmed reports
circulated outside Tibet that in Lhasa some Han were an-ested for "unreliability"
and that morale among the rest was low. Since low morale was already a problem among the Han cadres, at least some might have taken advantage of the
revolt to express their dissatisfaction. Meanwhile, the Tibetans once again appealed to the United Nations and found that the Republics of Eire and Malaysia
were willing to sponsor a resolution calling upon China to respect "the fundamental human rights of the Tibet people and . . . [their] distinctive cultural and
religious life." The General Assembly passed the resolution by a vote of fortynine for, nine against, and twenty-six abstention^.^^ During the debate, Nepal's
ambassador expressed his government's caution in rushing to judgment.
In Asia today a call for reverting to the traditional way of life may amount
practically to a call for the maintenance of the social status quo when this
status quo is no longer desirable and can no longer be maintained. . . . [W]e are
not inclined to accept tradition as an end in itself, as a sacred absolute thing
which should never be m~lested.~'
Yet China was not even permitted a seat at the UN (Taiwan holding the
Chinese seat); the resolution was therefore only an exercise in diplomatic futility.
The Dalai Lama turned his attention to Washington. On 5 January 1960, he
wrote to the U.S. Secretary of State, Christian A. Herter, thanking him for U.S.
support at the UN.The Dalai was perhaps hoping for a pledge of fiuther overt
assistance, but the reply he received was far from that.
As you know, while it has been the historical position of the United States to
consider Tibet as an autonomous country under the suzerainty of China, the
American people have also stood for the principle of self-determination. It is
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the belief of the United States Government that this principle should apply to
the people of Tibet and that they should have the determining voice in their
own political destiny.32
Neither "autonomous country" nor "suzerainty" is ever defmed, let alone their
seeming contradiction. And, what was most disappointing for the Dalai Lama,
nothing was said about openly aiding his cause.
Next to Tibet and China, India was the nation most affected by the revolt.
Initially, New Delhi closed the frontier with Tibet barring refbgees fiom crossing. The flood of people who followed, however, quickly changed the situation.
India accepted the fleeing Tibetans; but on a political level, however, India
demonstrated considerable restraint. A spokesperson for the Indian Foreign Ministry told the press:
The Government of India wants to make it clear that it does not recognize any
separate Government of Tibet and there is, therefore, no question of a Tibetan
Government under the Dalai Lama hnctioning in ~ n d i a . ~ ~
The Dalai Lama himself was wannly welcomed but kept, for the most part, in
isolation from individuals not approved by the Indian authorities. This so incensed some of his supporters that they grossly exaggerated his suffering, calling
the barbed wire around his compound
painfully reminiscent of the outer wall of a German concentration camp.
The most lurid stories of one's school days cannot equal the activity of
India's security police to ensure that no one comes near the Dalai ~ a m a . ~ ~
When the Dalai Lama first arrived in India he made a statement in the Indian
town of Tezpur, repudiating the Seventeen-Point Agreement, renouncing Beijing's rule over Tibet, and calling for worldwide recognition of Tibetan independence. A controversy immediately arose. China called the statement "a crude
document, lame in reasoning, full of lies and loopholes." The Chinese pointed
out that it was contradictory to his 1951 telegram to Mao Zedong in which he
praised the agreement. The Chinese argued that the Dalai Lama never once
brought up the subject of Tibetan independence-even in his meetings with
Zhou Enlai in India where, presumably, he could speak freely. Tibetan leaders
who remained in Lhasa questioned the authenticity of the style and language of
the statement. They wondered why he used the pronoun "he" rather than "I,"
indicating a "European or a near-European style,"35 rather than a Tibetan one. In
his analysis of this controversy, British scholar and journalist Neville Maxwell
pointed out that the Dalai Lama indicated the exact point of his crossing into
India (Khinzemane). This is seen as a curious observation, since Tibetans are
usually vague about the frontier. The preciseness-especially during such a traumatic time-indicates, at the very least, some coaching.36
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The Dalai Lama appeared surprised by the criticism; a few days later he
issued another statement emphatically standing behind his previous one, which
was, in his words, "issued under my authority and indicated my views and I
stand by it."j7 Interestingly enough, he did not actually assert that he had personally written the initial statement.
Two secret CIA documents contend that when the Dalai Lama met Indian
officialsthey had a significant difference of opinion. The Indians urged the Tibetans not to denounce the PRC and to strive for some measure of internal autonomy
for Tibet, not outright independence. The intelligence report goes on to state that
there was considerable wrangling between the Tibetans and Indian government
representatives over the Dalai Lama's statement. The Indian's initial draft used
the third person and the Tibetans wanted the first person used. The Indian view
appears to have prevailed. Although the Dalai Lama had prepared a statement
before his arrival in India, he was compelled to read the Indian statement.j8
Some Thoughts on the Revolt
More than any other event in modem Tibetan history, the events of 1959 have
been marked by hyperbole, as reflected in the two statements below.
Thus the Lhasa Rebellion became more than a general opposition to Chinese
invasion. Simultaneously, as never before in history, a nation stood up to
oppose both feudalism and communism, the two extremes of the political
spectrum. It was a double revolution: first, the long overdue revolution against
aristocratic privilege and the religious tyranny of the great abbots, and also
against the equally dismal tyranny of imperialistic Chinese communism; the
Hungarian and the French Revolution combined.39
The truth is that the 10th March 1959 was the culmination of the resistance of
the Tibetans to an alien rule imposed on them since 1949 [sic]. It has national
dimensions in that Tibetans fiom all over the country had gathered in Lhasa
for the annual Monlam (Great Prayer Festival) and also there were many
volunteers of the resistance groups who had been waging guerrilla war in
eastern Tibet. It was spontaneous in nature and nationalistic in content,
sparked by the fact that the Chinese had designs to kidnap His Holiness the
Dalai Lama to China.40
The claims made in these two statements are easily disproved by the facts.
From the very beginning, the Dalai Lama's private and public communication
with Han officials remained friendly and supportive. He willingly returned to
Lhasa from Yadong in 1951 and later from India in 1956. When he complained
of difficulties in 1956 he received an immediate response from Chinese authorities. In return the Dalai expressed his most effusive support for China in
~'
speeches and articles as late as January 1959 (published in Xizang R i b ~ o ) . In
1955, after meeting Mao, he was quoted as saying, "from the time I left Lhasa, I
had looked fonvard to our meeting. I was overjoyed to see him [Mao] face to
face, and felt he was a dear friend to our people."42 And, fUrther,
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1 have heard Chairman Mao talk on different matters and I received instructions from him. 1 have come to the firm conclusion that the brilliant prospects
for the Chinese people as a whole are also the prospects for us Tibetan people;
the Path of our entire country is our path and no other?)

The Dalai Lama has never repudiated the fact that he was on friendly terns
with the Han for almost a decade, but now argues that his conciliatory attitudes
were solely meant to avoid an outbreak of violence, playing for time in the hope
that moderate solutions could be found. China cannot be blamed for thinking this
explanation too convenient and too much the beneficiary of hindsight. Can Chinese officials be blamed for believing the Dalai Lama was forced to leave Tibet
against his will, or that the Tezpur statement was not his own? All the evidence
supported those points of view. The disbelief with which China's version of
events was received in the West only reinforced Chinese xenophobia and distrust
of the world's news media.
There was the claim of official support from the Tibet local government for
the rebels. The Dalai expressed his antipathy toward them: "I am a steadfast
follower of the doctrine of nonviolence. . . . So from the very beginning I was
strongly opposed to any resort to arms as a means of regaining our freedom."""
In 1973 he told an interviewer that the rebel cause was futile, like "jumping off a
cliff when you have eyes to see."45 But at least some high Tibetan officials were
active supporters of the rebel cause and not inconceivably they may have misrepresented themselves as acting on behalf of the Dalai. At least publicly, China
contend-to
this day--that the Dalai Lama had nothing to do with the dissid e n t ~ But
. ~ ~the fact remains that the rebels were the only Tibetans actively
striving for Tibetan independence; and by not openly condemning them, the
Dalai Lama implicitly encouraged them. After 1959 he appeared more willing to
be seen as publicly supportive, at one point rewarding a major rebel leader with
the rank equivalent to general for his rebel activities.
There is also the matter of the decision to leave the Norbulingka and the actual
execution of the flight to India. As described above, the Dalai Lama has written that
the revolt was a spontaneous outpouring of support from the Tibetan masses in
response to the unusual circumstances under whlch he was invited to the Chinese
camp. Furthennore, he alleged that the situation became progressively worse, climaxing with the explosion of two mortar shells near his palace that precipitated a
hasty departure. So hasty, in fact, that he fled with only the clothes on his back.
The story has a romantic ring to it. But close scrutiny raises serious doubts.
We now know that the Dalai Lama himself picked the date for the theatrical
performance, long in advance of the event; and, from former Tibetan officials,
that the circle around the Dalai knew full well there was little or no chance of his
being kidnapped by the PLA.47
On 2 March 1 9 5 h n l y days before the revolt broke out in ~ h a s d h e
Calcutta paper the Statesman published a remarkable article by an unnamed
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author. This author, proving to have exceptional sources and insight, uncannily
predicted the possible course of events in Tibet in coming days. He wrote that
the Khampas and refugees, alike, in Lhasa would agree that the Chinese soldiers
presented little threat to the Tibetans in the holy city. In spite of thls, the rebels
would begin cutting off all the roads leading into the city in the event that
fighting broke out. Moreover, the author surmised, the Dalai Lama would he
unwilling to leave Lhasa; in order to convince him to leave, the Khampas would
have to create some d i ~ t u r b a n c e . ~ ~
This report puts the claims of trouble in a more dubious light. One resident of
the city recalls rumors that the Norbulingka was reduced to ruins and that the
Han were machine-gunning helpless monks-rumors designed to arouse the
anger of every Tibetan, encouraging all to join the anti-Han rebellion. The questionable nature of the rumors also raises doubts about the alleged spontaneity of
the revolt.
The most likely explanation for the conflicting stories lies in the unique
position of the Dalai Lama. He is cut off from his people, and at the mercy of hls
advisers-his sole source of information. It is possible that the Dalai Lama did
not know precisely what was transpiiing. "My contact with the world was
slight," the Dalai Lama recently recalled, "and most of my information about it
came from dismal reports brought to me by my sweepers and various offic i a l ~ . "Rather,
~ ~ he was a victim of circumstancesa symbol being used by both
the rebels and the Chinese to give legitimacy to their respective actions. Having
been brought up to trust his advisers implicitly, he did so then, and still does to
this day. He was told that the mortar shells came fiom the Chinese camp, and he
believed he had been told the truth. He was writing to General Tan, informing
the Chinese of his support and of his plans to move to their camp. Why would
the Chinese have fired shots, thereby precipitating a crisis? On the other hand,
the rebels, undoubtedly disturbed by the Dalai Lama-Tan correspondence,
needed some grand gesture to get the Dalai to finally break with the Chinese.
Logically, the mortars could have come from the rebels. The Dalai Lama may,
indeed, have believed the plans for his departure were hastily drawn up. This
belief is maintained to the present.
The groups that emerged from this crisis with the most blemished record were
the Western and Indian press corps. Their doctrinaire anticommunism led them
to glorify the Dalai Lama and life in Tibet, while reacting to every explanation
offered by China-even when documents were produce&with scorn and ridicule. The American press led the way, glorifying the Dalai Lama's flight to India
by describing the "howling winds that cut like a sword and the "bitter c o l d that
he had to face.50Their British colleagues were close behind, calling the cloudy
weather conditions that prevailed during most of March "sublime mysticism."
No less an authority than the prestigious, and usually hardheaded journal, the
Economist, proclaimed, "the cloud that really helped the Dalai Lama in his
remarkable escape was evidently the unity of the Tibetan people in their hatred
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of Chinese military rule."5' The Indian press, in particular, seemed enthralled
with this "cosmic cloud" theory, regaling their readers with accounts of how h e
cloud prevented air reconnaissance and how they mysteriously broke only on h e
very day the Tibetan leader stepped on Indian soil. To his credit, the Dalai Lama
rejected such explanations.
While the notion that the Dalai Lama had been abducted was considered
unworthy of serious attention, so were the Dalai-Tan letters. Both Nehru and
Time assured their respective audiences that the letters could not be anything but
the cleverest of forgeries. This rush to judgment caused considerable embarrassment when China published photocopies of the letters, half of them in the Dalai's
handwriting, whereupon the cleric was obliged to verify their authenticity.
So distorted was the press's collective judgment that stories were even circulated that the revolt was planned in Beijing as an elaborate, Machiavellian
scheme to rid Tibet of the Dalai Lama. This theory maintains that the scheme
failed when he safely reached exile. The Western press is not alone in its capacity for flights of fancy. The Soviets, in recent years, have echoed the very same
theory. The propaganda blitz seemed to work, for it is difficult to find even a
trace of support for the Chinese position-even among seeming supporters of
China such as left-wing groups in Asia (although the Soviet Union remained a
staunch supporter of the Chinese at that time).
There were a few voices of reason, such as the Indian Ambassador to China
who attacked the "sensational reports of the American correspondents and the
blood-curdling stories raised from Hong Kong by Taipai [sic] agentsSw5*
And
there was also David S. Connery, editor-in-chief of the Time-Life Bureau in New
Delhi. Writing in the Atlantic (significantly not in Time), Connery described how
Kalimpong became deluged with journalists from around the world,53who were
inundated with phone calls from frantic editors pleading for colorfUl, descriptive
accounts of burning monasteries. So relentless was this pursuit of "information"
that one reporter from a major British newspaper was heard to declare in exasperation, "Fiction is what they want. Pure fiction. Well, by God, fiction is what
they are going to get."
And fiction is what they got. Stories circulated of two thousand to one hundred thousand Tibetans killed. Elaborate descriptions of the villages the Dalai
Lama was alleged to have passed through were openly plagiarized from a book
on village life in the Indian Northeast Frontier Area (NEFA). The London Express reported that the Dalai Lama had arrived at 9:00 P.M.,"under a brilliant
starlit sky," when in fact he arrived at noon the following day. The Daily Mail
reported that the Dalai Lama was met by "monks in bright yellow robes," when
Tibetan monks' robes are maroon-colored. The Daily Mail had also dispatched
Noel Barber to the area who, it tums out, chartered a plane to fly over the NEFA
areas to search for the Dalai's as yet unseen party. In fact, in order to scoop his
fellow journalists, he filed his story before theflight was even scheduled to leave.
Weather conditions prevented the plane from ever leaving the ground. This was
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a minor technicality that did not prevent him from filing his story. Neither

did it keep his paper from printing it under the heading, "Noel Barber Moves
Up to the 'End of the Line' as Dalai Lama Prepares for Next Lap to Freed ~ m . "Given
~ ~ this enormous media campaign it is hardly surprising that
China appeared the villain.
The Indian Response

The Indian response to the upheaval was tempered by a recognition that they could
do little about it. Perhaps they were also chastened by their own covert involvement
in getting the Dalai Lama out of Tibet (see chapter 8). The Lhasa government,
however, did not lack support among influential Indian officials. From as early as
1947 support existed for the Tibetan oligarchy, not the least of whlch came from
Harishwar Dayal and Aba Pant. They were the Indian Political Officers for
Sikkim-a position vital in influencing New Delhl's attitude toward Tibet.
Also at the time a widespread, and sometimes vitriolic, debate ensued in India
over New Delhi's best course of action. Only the Communist Party of India
supported China. The press campaign described above, and a prevalent notion
that China had "expansionist" designs on the subcontinent, combined to the
point that emotional reaction overrode reason. Nehru found himself under considerable pressure to act concretely against the PRC--even if that action was
purely symbolic.
Nehru, however, did not a c t - n o t only because he was unable to change
anything, but also because he kept a wider perspective on the issue. Nehru was in
the forefront of world leaders committed to uniting newly independent nations
and finding peacehl solutions to world problems. Moreover, he was a fervent
believer in the noninterference in the internal affairs of other nations. His willingness to sign the 1954 SineIndian Agreement on Tibet, for which he also
came under heavy political fire, is best seen in the context of the Geneva Conference on Indo-China of that same year and the Bandung Conference of Nonaligned Nations the following year. These larger efforts, Nehru almost certainly
knew, would have been badly damaged if he was perceived as being unable to
resolve peacefully a small matter on his own frontier.
The Soviet Response

Before the formal break between China and the USSR in August 1960,
Moscow's public views echoed ~ e i j i n ~ 'By
s . March
~~
1959, however, Beijine
MOSCOW
relations were definitely cooling. There resulted a slight, but discernible, change in news reporting. It began with Soviet accusations of covert aid to
the Tibetan rebels from other countries. Mention of Indian complicity was
dropped; only Taiwan and the "imperialists" (the Americans) were considered
the guilty parties. When a small border clash left nine Indian and one Chinese
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dead, the Soviet press maintained neutrality despite China's attempts to persuade
Moscow to condemn the Indians.
Throughout the period of criticism, Moscow never raised the hdamental
issue of Chinese sovereignty over Tibet. Perhaps Russian leaders were mindful
of the volatile and communicable nature of "local nationalism9'--a condition not
unknown in the Soviet Union. Until its demise, the Soviet Union's explanation
of events in Tibet was that Tibetans were not rejecting communism, per se, but
only the Chinese variation of it.S6
International Commission of Jurists

Barely weeks after the revolt erupted in Lhasa the International Commission of
Jurists (ICJ) established a Legal Inquiry Committee (LIC) to conduct a preliminary investigation as to what had happened in Tibet. The findings, published in July
1959:' indicated sufficient evidence to warrant a full-scale investigation. The LIC
was authorized to proceed, publishing their findings the following year.58
Relying heavily on carefully selected Chinese public statements and interviews with certain refugees, especially with the Dalai Lama, the LIC came to
several conclusions. Tibet, they contended, had been an independent state for the
better part of its history-especially for the period 1912 to 1950. Further, Tibetan officials were perfectly within their legal rights to repudiate the SeventeenPoint Agreement. There was insufficient evidence to demonstrate an attempt at
genocide on the part of the Han against the Tibetans; however, there was evidence to show that the Chinese had violated the Tibetans' "right to exist as a
religious group . . . [but not] their right to exist as a national, ethnical [sic] or
This was dubbed "cultural genocide."
racial
For over three decades, now, these reports have been the foundation for the
argument proffered by those opposed to China's rule in Tibet. The Committee's
findings of "cultural genocide" have been frequently referred to simply as "genocide." The Christian Science Monitor acknowledged that the evidence gathered
was exclusively from one side, but nevertheless felt no compunction in reporting
that the LIC's "examination had been thorough."60 The American Ambassador to
the United Nations, Henry Cabot Lodge, praised the initial report in 1959: "It
seems that there is no reason whatsoever for doubting one single fact that the
Dalai Lama has stated."61Others exaggerated: "This masterly document is based
largely on eyewitness accounts of refugees collected under rigorous cross-examination by competent lawyers."62
But were the ICJ, the LIC, and the two reports what they appeared to be?
Closer examination raises doubts. The ICJ was not an independent grouping of
distinguished and objective jurists from every part of the world with the sole aim
of exposing violations of human rights wherever they may occur. In reality, the
ICJ grew directly from the Investigating Committee of Free Jurists ( I C F J H l s o
known as the Investigating Committee of Freedom-Minded Lawyers from the
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Soviet Zone and the League of Free Jurists. This group was created by American
intelligence operatives in 1949 for the purposes of publishing anticommunist
propaganda and for recmiting agents in East Germany to work for the CIA and West
German intelligence. The evolution to the ICJ came in July 1952, at a conference of
the ICFJ, and was later supported by grants of at least U.S.$650,000 from the CIA
during the years 1958 to 1964. As the prestigious American Bar Association Journal described it, the ICJ was formed as an organization "whose primary purpose is
to gather evidence and publish documented reports throughout the world of
systematic Communist injustice behind the Iron C ~ r t a i n . ' ~ ~
It should be noted that CIA funding does not automatically mean CIA manipulation. As one ICJ Secretary-General, Niall MacDermott, put it, "I have no
evidence to suggest that the CIA had any part in the preparation of the report or
the materials in it."64 Nevertheless, CIA funding, at the very minimum, is sufficient proof that the ICJ was seen by the United States government as a useful
ally in the Cold War against communism.
The driving force and chair of the committee was an Indian jurist named
Purshottam Trikamdas, a senior advocate at the Indian Supreme Court and a
former leader of the Praja Socialist Party. In spite of its name this opposition
political party had established links with CIA-funded, anticommunist international groups such as the Congress for Cultural Freedom. In April 1960, while
the LIC was still completing its final report, Trikamdas felt no compunction
about attending the "Afro-Asian Convention on Tibet and Against Colonialism
in Asia," where he delivered a blatantly anti-Chinese speech. The conference
was characterized by the Indian press as a gathering called to demand the "liberation" of Tibet from China's rule. By its own literature it was supposed to "lend
support to the people of Tibet."65 After the reports were published, Trkarndas
saw nothing wrong in violating judicial ethics by publicly advocating the cause
of the Dalai Lama, or misrepresenting the findings of the LIC to a press gathering, or writing an anticommunist diatribe.66
As to the committee's "rigorous cross-examination," there is certainly no
evidence of this in the report itself; all the testimony appears to have been accepted
verbatim. At least one journalist who attended the LIC sessions reported that there
was no questioning of the testimony, particularly that of the Dalai ~ a r n Refugee
a ~ ~
statements must be examined with the utmost caution. While they undoubtedly
contain some truth, they tend to be influenced and exaggerated by emotional trauma
and a psychological need on the part of refugees to justify their actions to othersand even to themselves. Refugees, especially in the period immedately following
their ordeal, tend to be disoriented, hghtened of being repatriated, and anxious to
please their hosts. Refugee situations only compound the usual subjectivity of o d
accounts, for recollections are inevitably biased by 'the individual's inability to
view situations beyond their immediate experience.
Other weaknesses in refugee accounts were best summed up by a British
woman whose sympathy for, and firsthand accounts of, the Tibetan refugees
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resulted in an invitation to write a pamphlet of alleged "atrocity" s t o r i e m
offer she reluctantly declined because
I myself had to collect "stories" from the refugees and failed to obtain one
which 1 could conscientiously pigeon-hole as "authentic." I learned by experience how impossible it is, when talking through an interpreter [as the members
of the Inquiry Committee presumably had to do in each instance] to assess all
those subtle means which are so vastly important whether or not one informant
is describing something which actually happened to himself. The ordinary
Tibetan is by nature truthful and honest. But, to rely upon this unquestionable
fact without, at the same time, recognizing that his view of "truth" bears no
relation to what the West would regard as valid evidence is dangerous. The
Tibetan peasant has been accustomed from his cradle to his grave to accepting
legend and fairy tale [sic]as literal truth.68

There is no evidence to suggest that the committee appreciated these difficulties or that they even seriously attempted to obtain evidence from the Chinese
perspective. True enough, the committee did ask China for permission to visit
Tibet and complained when they were turned down, but they did not even try to
contact the seventy or so journalists who had visited Tibet throughout the 1950s.
Indeed, it is probably safe to say that the committee was well aware that
China would never honor their request to travel through Tibet. It is likely that the
letters of application were sent to head off criticism of having reported only one
side of the story. It is equally safe to surmise that the committee knew what its
findings would be even before beginning its investigation. Chinese charges of
foreign, covert involvement in the revolt are ridiculed. In the committee's opinion, the allegation that the Dalai Lama was abducted was "obviously untrue" and
itself threw "a great deal of doubt on the Chinese version of the uprising."
Chinese descriptions of medical treatment provided for the Tibetans were
shrugged off in favor of claims of malice from the Chinese, leveled by rehgees
with no medical knowledge whatsoever. The legal status of Tibet as an independent state was examined only from 1873, while Chinese dynastic sources were
simply ignored.
The committee's bias also had an effect on its ability to gauge the reliability
of informants. The members accepted as unequivocally true such ludicrous statements as: "It must, therefore, be pointed out that serfdom does not exist in Tibet
in any form whatsoever" [Tsepon Shakabpa] and "Almost every Tibetan engaged in [an] agricultural occupation, however poor he may be relatively, has, in
his possession a minimum of 5 to 6 cattle, and 30 sheep." [Dalai ~ a m a ] ~ ~
The most telling example of the lack of objectivity on the part of the committee is its treatment of sterilizations. The LIC quotes the Dalai Lama as stating that
sterilization began in 1957 and was carried out on a "large scale"; "two or three
villages were completely sterilized." The Tibetan leader went on to claim that
the Communist Chinese adopted these measures under the pretext of preventing certain epidemic diseases. They administered certain injections to men and
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women in order to make them impotent. They also forced upon them treatments to make the male and female reproductive organs fLnctionles~.~O

In this instance the committee made its charge on the basis of a single complaint:
expert medical evidence on the details given is that the treatment described is
not in accordance with any known method of sterilization. Searching clinical
investigations of Tibetans who claimed to have been sterilized produced no
proof that this had been done.71
The Dalai Lama's promises to produce evidence to back up these charges
never materialized. That did not prevent widespread publicity, as though the
allegation had been irrefutably documented. In the years following the publication of the LIC's report, the Dalai Lama, Trikarndas, and the ICJ all claimed to
have found proof of sterilization; yet they failed to produce a single person who
could be clinically examined to verify these claims. One must keep in mind that
impotency is a frequent consequence of the ravages of venereal disease, which
was rampant throughout Tibet.
So convinced of Chmese wrongdoing was the LIC that one unsubstantiated
charge failed to lead the committee members to question the other charges. Niall
MacDermott (Secretary-General of the ICJ) pointed out that the reports were not
official since they were compiled by the special LIC and not the ICJ staff (the
ICJ never repudiated them either) and that "no report published by the ICJ has
been compiled in this way, and I cannot thmk we would do so today."72
Conclusion
In trying to sum up the events of the 1950s, the emerging evidence tends to
substantiate China's view of events. The Dalai Lama's oft-stated view that
China's "colonial" rule was so oppressive and murderous that the Tibetan people
felt compelled to rise in one mighty swoop to cut their chains was not quite
accurate. However, neither were Chlna's claims of absolute benevolence, harmony, and freedom from feudal oppression ("a joyous liberation was stirring the
ends of the land"). Perhaps it can be said that when events were depicted for
public consumption, China appears to have fabricated the least.
Because the Chinese were committed to disturbing Tibetan society as little as
possible, and because they--especially local Han cadres-could not believe that
any Tibetan outside the aristocracy would want to maintain the status quo, they
viewed the rebellion as a refutation of their enlightened policies and never fully
understood why it happened.
Neither the political system existing in Tibet nor the original positions and
Powers of the Dalai Lama have been changed; lama and lay officials at all
levels remained at their posts as before; religious activities and the customs
and habits of the local people were respected; and the Tibetan currency continued to circulate. The agreement's provisions that the Tibet Local Government
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should carry out reforms of their own accord and that the Tibetan Army should
gradually be reorganized into People's Liberation Army units have never been
carried out. At the end of 1956, the Central Authorities announced to the Tibet
Local Government that it was permissible not to carry out democratic reforms
before 1962.
In a word, in the past eight years, the political, social and religious customs
in Tibet remained as they were before the peacehl liberation. There was
hardly any item in Tibetan internal affairs for which the former Tibet Local
Government (the Kashag) was not re~ponsible.~~
It is fruitless to look for villains in this historical drama. The Chinese leadership had difficulties containing "Great Hanism" and was unable, or unwilling, to
understand the error of their policies in eastern Tibet. Moreover, they failed to
understand the pervasiveness of Buddhism in Tibetan life. For their part, the
Tibetan oligarchy saw Han-initiated reforms as a direct threat to their power and
privilege and worked actively to thwart them. One Tibetan recalls having been
encouraged to taunt those Tibetan children who dared attend Chinese schools
with such epithets as "You students are two-headed monsters. You eat the shlt of
Hans."74 The mass of Tibetans was steadfastly tied to the status quo-without
the slightest knowledge of, or experience of, any other way of life. Confused by
the new ways offered by the Han, fearful of the Han who simultaneously urged
"liberation" of the serfs from the feudal masters while creating alliances with
these masters, they did not join their "liberators" in large numbers. Most likely,
they preferred the lifestyle to whlch they were accustomed. Nor can we ignore
the effect of foreign, covert activities-discussed in some detail in the following
chapter. In the end, however, perhaps it was Jawaharlal Nehru who best summed
up the situation when he told his Parliament that the revolt in Tibet was "more a
clash of wills . . . than a clash of arms."75

Foreign Intrigues: I1

No description of the events in Tibet during the decade of the 1950s would be
complete without an examination of the role played by third parties to the disput~pecifically,the Guomindang regime on Taiwan, the Indian government,
and the American Central Intelligence Agency. Admission of assistance from
these third parties is difficult for the Dalai Lama and his followers. For years
they claimed that the revolt was generated solely as a response to the oppressive
practices of the Han and was, as a result, a popular uprising. When news of
covert aid began to leak out the questions arose of how important this aid was to
the revolt and who actually engineered it.
These remain difficult questions. Refugees are reticent about discussing them;
consequently, for a long t i m ~ o n t r a r yto the evidenc-he
acceptance of aid
was flatly denied. When China accused the rebels of receiving help from the
outside, the Dalai Lama retorted that the reports were "completely baseless."'
In 1961 he was quoted as saying that "the only weapons that the rebels
possess are those they've managed to capture from the Chinese. They have guns
but they've even been using slingshots, spears, knives, and s ~ o r d s . "In~ 1974 he
reiterated his position.
The accusation of CIA aid has no truth behind it. My flight was conditioned by
circumstances developing in Lhasa because of Chinese atrocities. . . . Originally the plan was to remain in South Tibet and from there contact the Chinese
. . . but the Chinese soldiers were let loose upon the innocent peace-loving
Tibetans which left me no alternative but to cross over to ~ n d i a . ~
When the Dalai's brother, Thubten Norbu, was asked by US News and World
Report, "are you getting any weapons to resist the Chinese?" he replied, "There
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is nothing at all coming in from the ~ u t s i d e . Every
'~
effort by China to raise this
charge was rebuffed out of hand. For example, in March 1959Xinhua reported that
many of the arms were brought in from abroad. The rebels' base south of the
Tsangpo river on a number of occasions received airdropped supplies from the
Chiang Kai-shek bands and radio stations were set up by agents sent by the
imperialists and the Chiang Kai-shek bands for their intriguesS5
Instead of investigating these charges, the world's press responded much like the
Economist:
Nobody, either in committed or uncommitted countries, would be taken in by
the communist allegations that . . . the rebellion was supported by "imperialists, the Chiang Kai-shek bands and foreign rea~tionaries."~
The worldwide rejection of these charges did a disservice to the cause of the
Tibetan refugees by making the eventual acknowledgment of aid all the more
difficult and embarrassing. The initial covert ties with the GMD were made
through the Dalai Lama's brother, Gyalo Thondup, who had been educated in
GMD-ruled China prior to 1949 and had married a Chinese woman. In 1950,
before settling in Kalirnpong he traveled between Taiwan, India, and Lhasa.'
By 1956 the GMD was actively involved in aiding rebel forces inside Tibef8
although some evidence indicates that aid may have begun some years earlier.9 We
do not know if the CIA4MBTibetan rebels contacts were continuous from 194%
50 or whether there was a break. George Patterson, who argues that the association
was continuous, was intimately involved as a translator and go-between in India in
these negotiations. He reported that in 1953 Thubten Norbu contacted the CIA and
was told to tzLke hls case to the GMD (from whom he was already receiving covert
aid).I0 Patterson also recalled an encounter two years later between Ragpa
Pangdatsang and representatives from the Lndian and American governments. At this
time the United States was supposed to have suggested a ten-year plan of revolt, the
aim of which was the eventual overthrow of China's control in Tibet. More recently
Patterson had changed the emphasis of his recollections, saying that the talks he was
involved in dealt primarily with trade and only secondarily with military matters."
John F. Avedon, whose recent book can be considered the "official" version of the
Dalai Lama view of history, contends that Gyalo Thondup made an agreement with
the CIA as early as 1951. It was initially an intelligence gathering arrangement
(and one of financial assistance and small arms shipments after the outbreak of
the Korean War) upgraded to guerrilla warfare in 1956.12
Within a short space of time the United States had eclipsed the GMD as the
rebels' prime source of military aid. l 3 By the mid- 1960s the GMD seems to have
ended its role as supplier to the rebels, devoting its.energies to trying to manipulate and divide the rebel forces outside of Tibet.I4 Reports that as late as 1969 the
GMD was secretly sending agents into Tibet are probably the result of more
wishful thinking than reality.I5
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There was a noticeable increase in clandestine activity in 1957 (after the Dalai
Lama had returned to Tibet from India and the C-130 Hercules aircraft were
added to the U.S Air Force). Arms shipments grew thanks to contacts made by
Norbu and Thondup and by Yampel (Rimsh) Pangdatsang. This was done
largely by secret air-drops. C-130E aircraft could make the 2,400-mile return
trip from Bangkok with twenty-two tons of supplies. One former resident of
Lhasa recalls rumors of such flights in 1958;16 and, sure enough, that very year
China complained about just such activity to India and Nepal, but to no avail."
The flights were originating in Bangkok, presumably without the knowledge of
the Indians or Nepalese.
GMD aid came in several forms: clandestine radio stations inside Tibet, "airdropped supplies from the Government of the Republic of China [Taiwan] on a
number of occasion^,"'^ and the training of rebels in guerrilla warfare in Taiwan
(mostly Chinese-speaking, ethnic Tibetans from Kham and Amdo).I9 There was
also the inevitable propaganda support, complete with such hyperbole as Chiang
Kai-shek addressing his "fellow countrymen in Tibet" and promising "direct
support" because "Tibet [is] now ablaze with anticommunist fire."20
After the 1959 revolt there was a flurry of GMD activity reflecting the hope
that this upheaval would mark the beginning of a general revolt all over Chma.
When the Dalai Lama reached India he was met by a representative of the GMD
government and a delegation of five Buddhist monks from the island. In return,
some Tibetans visited Taiwan in search of further aid (including eight rebel
guards who traveled from Lhasa with the Dalai Lama); others were being lured
to settle permanently in Taiwan in exchange for monetary rewards.
But, as Thubten Norbu and his brother, the Dalai Lama, were thanlung GMD
officialsfor their help, the United States appeared to be applying public pressure
on Taiwan to stay out of the conflict.21 It remains unclear if this was simply a
public cover for covert activities or the result of a rivalry between the intelligence agencies of the two allies. A more complete assessment of the GMD role
will have to be left for future historians.

The CIA
Understanding the involvement of the CIA is really the key to understanding the
rebellion. While the rebellion was purely a Tibetan matter launched in hopes of
Preserving the traditional culture and lifestyle, when the CIA became interested
and involved, as it did in countless rebellions around the world, its goal, everywhere, was to manipulate the rebellion to serve American foreign policy interests. Because the CIA provided the resources, and because the rebels hoped that
the CIA would bring all of the power of the United States to bear on the Chinese,
CIA officers were able to manipulate the progress of the rebellion. The CIA'S
involvement began in earnest either in 1955 (with the meeting George Patterson
referred to above) or shortly after, in 1956. One rebel leader, Wangdu, recalls
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leaving Tibet in 1956 and being trained by the Americans somewhere overseas.
Later, he was secretly dropped back into Tibet, in the Kham region, where he
began organizing rebel activity until his departure for Nepal in 1966.22
It was Gyalo Thondup who arranged the first CIA training missions, picking
six Tibetans for that purpose. Their story reads like a typical spy novel. They
were told to walk out of Kalimpong individually; they were then picked up by
Thondup outside the town and driven to Siliguri. There, they were given compasses and told to walk toward East Pakistan (now B a n g l a d e s h h few hours
away. On the frontier they were met by two Pakistani officers, a Chinesespeaking American, and a Tibetan interpreter. They were given turbans and
Punjabi pajamas and told to walk to Dhaka. From there they were taken on a
five-hour flight (perhaps to Taiwan) and told to don American military uniforms. At this location they were joined by Thubten Norbu; they spent the next
four months learning how to read maps and how to use a radio transmitter, a
parachute and weapons. They were then parachuted back into Tibet in the
autumn of 1957, from a plane flown by an American pilot. They each carried
with them a pistol, a small machine gun, an old Japanese radio that had to be
wound by hand, U.S.$132 worth in Tibetan currency, and two small vials of
poison to swallow if captured. Their mission was to urge the Dalai Lama to
publicly appeal for U.S. assistance.
Upon landing they spread out and contacted Gompo Tashi Andrugstang, the
rebel leader. In January 1958 they spoke to the Dalai Lama's Chamberlain,
Thubten Woyden Phala, in the Norbulingka. The Chamberlain offered no help,
telling the rebels that half the cabinet was supportive of the Chinese. He advised
them that rebellion was useless and that they should give it up. But Andrugstang
was not one to be deterred. He appealed to Washington for further assistance,
only to be told that such help would be provided only if the Dalai Lama requested it directly. In May 1958 two of the foreign-trained agents and Andrugstang tried to see the Chamberlain again. This time their lack of success
prompted the rebels to move out of Lhasa to the Loka region. The Americans
were said to be furious, since they expected the rebels to stay in Lhasa, keeping
in close contact with the government officials.
The Khampas wanted to mobilize their people against the Han. The Lhasan
bureaucracy wanted to preserve their lifestyle through compromise with the Han.
The Lhasans were fearful of what would happen if a rebel force, led by
Kharnpas, was ever successful enough to force the Han out. There was the real
threat that the Khampas might very well decide to rule Tibet themselves. It is
unclear how much of these internal politics were understood in Washington.
What is obvious is that Washington did not want to appear to be aiding rebel
forces in Tibet when they did not even have the official approval of their own
religious and secular l e a d e r ~ h eDalai Lama. Such aid would almost certainly
precipitate a war with China and its ally the Soviet Union. Hence, there was a
dogged determination on the part of American intelligence officers to obtain
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official approval for their activities fiom the Dalai Lama himself. The rebels'
inability to get that approval through peacefbl means may very well have been
the impetus for the events of March 1959, described below.
Toward the end of 1958 the CIA decided to make its first air-drop of arms,
ordering the Khampas to a designated spot with thrty mules and only one trusted
individual. When the Khampas pointed out that the spot was directly over a
nomad camp (thereby threatening the secrecy of the operation) and that one
person could not possibly control thlrty mules, the CIA ignored their objections
and proceeded with the drop. This shipment included 100 British-made rifles, 20
submachme guns, two 55mrn mortars, 60 hand grenades, and 300 rounds of
ammunition for each weapon. While the Dalai Lama continues to downplay the
significance of the aid provided by the CIA, between October 1958 and February
1959, Civil Air Transport (CAT), one of the CIA'S airlines, dropped almost ten
tons of weapons and supplies to the rebels.23
Meanwhile, training operations for the Tibetans had been shifted from Taiwan
to Saipan and finally to Camp Hale, Colorado, although the Tibetans were never
told where they were. This last site was a natural: 2,800m (9,300 ft.) above
sea-level and far more similar to the Khampas natural environment than the other
sites. One of the instructors was World War I1 marine veteran and legendary
guerrilla instructor Anthony P ~ e ~ ~ - - -indication
an
that Washington, at least, felt
this operation to be significant.
Despite the cries of innocence on the part of the Dalai Lama, officials in
Washington were planning for the events months before that fateful March in
1959. George Patterson maintains that he was told long before then, by h s
Khampa friends, that there were plans to spirit the Dalai out of Lhasa. The
Dalai's denials are scoffed at by an American who was involved in the planning
operation, arguing that the logistics of the operation were too complex for the
relatively unsophisticated Khampas to have planned and carried out alone. This
attitude, widely held within the CIA and government circles in Washington, is a
good example of American attitudes of the time, which were a generous mixture
of romanticization of the Khampas, disparagement of those not as materially
advanced, and a fervent belief that only Americans are capable of performing
such tasks.
Not only were Tibetans trained in the use of radio transmitters, but the Dalai
Lama was accompanied by a Khampa who had been trained and equipped with a
movie camera and sufficient color film to preserve a visual record of the flight.
The Americans used a Lockheed C 130 aircraft--modified especially for flight
over the thin air of Tibet+o drop food and fodder for the Dalai's party and were
able to do so thanks to the training other Khampas had in learning how to place
distinctive panels in the snow as targets for the pilots. The radio operator joined
UP with the Dalai's entourage about halfway to India and from that point on was
in constant radio co-mication
with the CIA station in ~ h a k aOne
. ~ ~view is
that ''this fantastic escape and its major significance have been buried in the lore
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of the CIA as one of the successes that are not talked about. The Dalai Lama
would never have been saved without the CIA."26
This view is confumed by Richard Bissell, the former head of clandestine
operations for the CIA, who also believed that the Dalai Lama could not have
made his escape good without the CIA-trained operatives who accompanied
As to the Dalai Lama himself, he confms the constant activity of the
Khampas "who came and went, keeping in touch with all the isolated bands who
were living in the mountains." This rather interesting admission raises the possibility that the Khampas were also picking up air-dropped supplies in their wanderings and that the Dalai Lama, as on so many other occasions, was not kept
hlly informed-given his previous aversion to the rebel activity. The Khampas
rightly thought they would be better off not telling him. When this interpretation
was presented to the Dalai Lama he denied it adamantly, affirming his earlier
position that there were no air-drops and that he was only accompanied by a
Khampa who had a radio.28
Although hints appeared about covert aid-such as a Washington Post story
that "guerrillas are said to have been well supplied by some mysterious agency
with necessary light weapons and arnrn~nition"~~--most
prominent American
leaders and the major news media representatives did not believe it. American
leaders also, for the most part, publicly urged their government not to make the
Tibet issue another front in the Cold War. Mike Mansfield, an Asia scholar and
then-Democratic Senator from Montana, was one of the few prominent officials
in Washington advocating the recognition of the Dalai Lama's administration as
the only rightful one for Tibet. An Indian scholar summed up American opinion:
Although the United States was not involved in the Tibetan revolt . . . it was
frequently mentioned by the Chinese Communists, as well as by the Communist Party of India, as one of its main instigators. . . . However, on no occasion
did they bring in any evidence to substantiate their charge. The American press
did not take the charge seriously and made no effort to refute it.30
But others, l ~ k eL. Fletcher Prouty, an officer in the air force who worked with
the CIA during the late 1950s and early 1960s, point out that physical evidence is
not always necessary.
Although we may have cloaked our activity on the border of India in the
deepest secrecy, who in India and who in Russia would believe that such
activity was being supported and directed by anyone else than the covert
peacetime operational forces of the United States? . . . If the Dalai Lama is
spirited out of Tibet in the face of an overwhelming Chinese army of conquerors, are the Chinese going to think he found his support in heaven[?13'
The Chinese never produced any evidencdecause they did not have mything concrete to produce. Before the Khampas were dropped back into Tibet
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their clothes and equipment were carefully searched to dispose of any markings
that may have identified them with the United States. Even the labels of their
medicine bottles were removed. But, as Prouty correctly pointed out, it would be
foolhardy to believe that the Chinese were not highly suspicious and that their
public statements were not simply rote condemnations, but were rather based on
some sense of what was actually happening.
In May of 1959 a mysterious Canadian citizen approached the American
government, asking to discuss with them covert operations in Laos. He was
granted a meeting-stensibly
with only the Joint Chiefs of Staff, but actually
with CIA personnel too. As this Canadian talked he proved to be highly knowledgeable about the back roads of Laos and infiltration routes into China from
that region. He also began talking about Tibet and how easy he thought it would
be to sabotage road transportation there since most of the arteries were built
precariously on the mountainsides and that, once sabotaged, it would take weeks
or months to repait even the slightest damage. The following month, in a meeting with then Deputy Secretary of Defense Thomas S. Gates, the decision was
made to begin concerted covert operations against the Chinese in Tibet. Three
C130s were modified by the Lockheed Corporation to withstand the rarefied air
and make the long, round-trip journey from their bases in Thailand. Camp Hale
was put into full operations (from 1959 to 1962 about 170 Khampas were trained
there). The activities were divided in two: one was to take place largely in the
north near Lake Koko Nor, designed to sabotage roads and gather information;
while the other operation was to take place in the south, designed to keep the
Khampas supplied in order to preserve them as a fighting force in selected areas
of Tibet.
This major recruiting effort yielded 14,000 Tibetans and some additional
tribal people in the field, "entirely dependent on long-range transport and d l tration," and "armed, equipped, and fed by the Agency." By early 1960, however, efforts in this arena began to wane as preparations for the invasion of Cuba
and growing involvement in Vietnam and Laos drained CIA resources. Then,
suddenly, on President Dwight D. Eisenhower's orders, all clandestine operations-including the flights over Tibet4ame to an abrupt halt after the downing of an American U 2 spy plane piloted by Francis Gary Powers. According to
Prouty, the CIA people involved in the Tibetan operation were ''very bitter" about
this turn of events, feeling that the crisis with the USSR had n o h g to do with their
activities (although U 2 s had been flymg over Tibet as well as h m bases in Palustan). Soon after, a less satisfactory alternative land route was imrnedately estab
li~hed.'~
So ended phase one of the CIA'S post- 1959 plans for Tibet.
After the Cuban Bay of Pigs fiasco, President John F. Kennedy issued two
memoranda: National Security Action Memorandum (NSAM) 55 and National
Security Action Memorandum 57. These documents announced a presidential
decision to change the rules by which intelligence operations were governed.
From that point on, all major military operations (clandestine and othemise)
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would be under the direct supervision of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS). However, the possibility was left open that small, covert operations "may be assigned" directly to the CIA. Since at this time it was Prouty's job to brief the
Chair of the JCS, General Lyman L. Lemnitzer, on these memoranda, he is a
good source on how they were interpreted. He is convinced that both Lemnitzer
and Kennedy believed this meant an end to the type of operations the CIA was
conducting in Tibet, Cuba, Laos, and elsewhere. After Kennedy's death in November 1963, the CIA interpreted the memos to mean that they were free to
begin small, covert operations; if these became-advertently or inadvertentlymajor operations, the military would bail them
Major operations, such as flights into Tibet, were no longer possible; the CIA
was now restricted to ground operations. The Camp Hale (Colorado) training
continued through 1964, with the exception of the year 1962 when the camp was
closed down for unspecified reasons.34In December 1961, the Colorado effort
was almost exposed when a bus transporting Khampas to an airport outside the
base had an accident, consequently missing a predawn flight. Workers at the
airport arrived to find the place swarming with armed troops; some caught sight
of the Tibetans. Defense Secretary Robert McNamara successfully persuaded the
Washington bureau of the New York Times to kill the story, whlch was not
published until twelve years later.35
India's Role
Up to this point the Indian government's role is somewhat mysterious. Prouty
was under instructions to keep the Indians out of the whole matter4ven to the
extent of having the CIA planes avoid Indian air space.36This might help explain
a 1958 exchange between Nehru and Zhou Enlai. In July, Zhou accused India of
ignoring the actions of Tibetan emigres who were planning a revolt from Indian
border communities with the aid of the CIA and GMD. Nehru replied that the
charge "must have been based on a complete misunderstanding of the facts" and
that "the Government of India will never permit any portion of its territory to be
used as a base of activities against any foreign government, not to speak of the
friendly Government of the People's Republic of China."37 A year later, when
China reiterated these charges, Nehru again replied that it was "practically impossible" to smuggle weapons across the Indo-Tibetan frontier. China may,
indeed, have assumed that the weapons and other aid were coming from India.
This, in turn, lefi India feeling itself to be the aggrieved party--that is, if history
proves that India was not clandestinely involved in some manner.
India's role is still hazy, more so than even that of the GMD. We know that
from as early as 1950 there was considerable support among Indian officials for
military action against Tibet. This support was led by prominent individuals,
such as Deputy Prime Minister Sarder Patel, and high officials within the External Affairs M i n i ~ t r yWhile
. ~ ~ Nehru and Indian Ambassador to the PRC, K.M.
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Panikkar, won the day with their advocacy of Indian neutrality, Nehru appears to
have acceded to his critics to at least a limited degree. The Director of India's
Intelligence Bureau, B.N. Mullik, has revealed that in 1952 Nehru instructed him
to "keep in touch with the Dalai Lama's brother Thondup and all other Tibetan
refugees and help them in every possible way."39 George Patterson recalls being
approached by Indian officials at about this time to help bring some Tibetan
rebel leaders from Tibet to Kalimpong "to work for Tibetan independen~e."~
Mullik hastens to add that the aid supplied by India was not material, but was
restricted to moral encouragement. This moral support extended to tacit acceptance of the shipment of material aid from other sources (Mullik cites only
Tibetan exiles as the sources) on condition that these activities not be carried out
too openly. Moreover, the Indians had their own agents who could
penetrate deep into Tibet and could go even up to Qamdo, Jyekundo, Gartok,
etc, [They] had accurate information about the Chinese positions all over
Tibet, the exact strength of their garrisons and quite a lot of details about their
armaments, stocks of ammunition and food.4'
We can assume that moral support extended to the sharing of such information
with rebel leaders.
It is possible that the Indian and American intelligence services were not, at
this juncture, collaborating. With encouragement from the Indians, which-in
spite of Nehru's disclaimers+nust have included turning a blind eye to antiChinese activities and to material support from America, the Tibetan rebels may
have been getting along quite comfortably. That could mean that New Delhi
really did not have anything to do with the events of March 1959. Except, on 17
April 1959, the Bombay Free Press quoted the Indian correspondent of the
London Daily Telegraph as saying that his Tibetan sources had revealed to him
that there was, in fact, Indian assistance in the Dalai Lama's escape. These
sources are said to have revealed that Apa Pant, the political officer for Sikkirn,
on a visit to Lhasa in 1958, had placed radio operators in the Indian Consulate
there and also among the DaIai Lama's household and that these agents played
some unspecified role in the escape. New Delhl, of course, angrily denied the
story, as did George Patterson who, in 1981, was sure that Apa Pant had not even
traveled to Lhasa in 1958. We do know, however, that Nehru was planning a
trip to Lhasa for September 1958; although the trip was called off, it is conceivable that Pant could have been sent ahead to make preparation^.^^
While the Americans and the Indians may have been secretly working toward
the same ends, without collaboration, that all changed with the outbreak of the
Sine-Indian conflict of 1962. Immediately after that conflict, Nehru appealed for
additional aid from both the Americans and the British. Both responded positively. The Americans sent a delegation headed by Averell Harrirnan (then ASsistant Secretary for Far Eastern Affairs), Paul Adams (Commander-in-Chief of
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an American "Strike Force"), and Roger Hilsman (Director of Intelligence for
the Department of State). One of the goals of this high-level delegation was "to
send the Chinese Communists a signal of d e t e ~ e n c e . "There
~ ~ can be little doubt
that covert aid to the Tibetans was discussed; after Nehru's humiliation at the
hands of the Chinese, he was presumably more receptive to clandestine activities
against his northern neighbor. According to John Avedon, the Indians got involved in 1962 "under CIA tutelage" by forming a Special Frontier Force (special code name, Establishment 22) under the command of the Research and
Analysis Wing of Indian Intelligence. They set up a secret base in Orissa where
the Americans, Indians, and Tibetan rebels would meet weekly.44
There was other suspicious activity as well. At about this time the "Tibet
Welfare Association" was reestablished on Taiwan, and GMD agent. again
. ~ ~ Indians observed new air
began to openly recruit Tibetans in K a t h m a n d ~ The
traffic, leading Nehru to complain to Zhou Enlai about unauthorized flights over
Indian territory from the direction of Thailand. Zhou denied that these flights had
anything to do with the PRC, inviting the Indian Prime Minister to see for
himself by shooting one down. The Indians never did, but the Burmese government did and discovered it was being flown by Taiwanese pilots.46
The 1962 conflict ended hopes of a close relationship between India and
China. Chinese propaganda attacks on India's alleged covert activities "in" Tibet
became more frequent and explicit, albeit exaggerated.
The Indian Government has long harbored aggressive designs towards China's
Tibet. In 1959, the Indian Government instigated a handful of Tibetan serf
owners to a counter-revolutionary rebellion in Tibet, China, in an attempt to
subvert China's sovereign rights over Tibet. Unwilling to give up its sinister
designs after the failure of this counter-revolutionary rebellion, it coerced by
force, tens of thousands of China's Tibetan inhabitants going into India treating a so-called question of Tibetan refugees.47
Just before the 1962 war, a decision had been made to concentrate the guerrilla forces in a tiny, isolated, semi-independent feudal principality called Mustang, on the Tibet-Nepal bordereight- to twelve-day walk from Pokhara,
with a population of ten thousand subsistence farmers.48 In 1960 the Nepali
Prime Minister, B.P. Koirala, had told a news conference that the authorities had
captured Tibetan refugees with anns,ammunition, and walkie-talkies and that he
would not tolerate Nepal being used as a base for military operations against
China.49There is no reason to believe that the activities in Mustang were kept
secret from the Nepales-t
least until 1962, when the Chinese informed them
and suggested immediate action but n o t h g appeared to happen. In 1964, or
1965, several Khampas were arrested in Kathmandu with arms and radios after
anonymous phone calls to the city's newspapers led -to the seizure of several
caches of Chinese arms. It was discovered that the arms came from the United
States Embassy, resulting in the expulsion of an American diplomat and the
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forbidding of a USAD mission to use its private plane and two helicopters on
their private airstrips.50
Meanwhile, in Mustang, the American advisers (some reports say the Dalai
Lama) picked a former monk named Baba Yeshe ("illiterate but highly intelligent and extremely ruthless") as the leader of their operation. No longer workmg
through Dhaka, but through the United States Embassy in New Delhi, the CIA
had gathered two hundred Tibetans in Mustang in a short time. Referred to as
Khampas, these men were mostly from western Tibet and the northern Chang
Thang (by this time access to Nepal was easiest for Tibetans from these regions).
Unfortunately for the Khampas, it was many months before the CIA started
dropping supplies to them. Some were so desperate for food that they resorted to
boiling and eating their shoe leather; several died of starvation. When the airdrops began (via a new CIA airline called Air Nepal), the goods were accompanied by four Khampas trained by the CIA; twelve additional trained men soon
arrived on foot via India. Their first raid took place in late 1961. A Chinese
convoy was attacked; six Chinese were killed, as was one of their own.
A few years later, another raid yielded some documents that carried the first
indications to Western intelligence that the Great Leap Forward had created
some difficulties for China. As the raids continued, the amount of pay the rebels
received began to increase, all of it being sent through Thondup in India: Rs.
5,000 a month, and later Rs. 22,500 every two months.
The raids did not always go well. For example, in 1963 the GMD once again
tried to manipulate the rebel forces, using agents recruited largely from Amdo.
These efforts resulted in Khampa-Amdowan fighting in spite of pleas from the
Dalai Lama for unity and peace.51 At just about this time, as the competition
subsided, George Patterson reappeared, persuading the Khampas to take him and
two British cameramen on a raid into Tibet.52Patterson reported that there were
ten war camps in Mustang and that the local people acted as though the Tibetans
were an "occupation force." They were so afraid that another Western visitor had
trouble getting guides to travel around the area.53
Patterson's foray into Tibet made the CIA understandably furious, since the
cameramen had recorded the raid. The resulting unwelcome publicity, brought
on by the airing of the film on television all over Europe, caused the CIA to
cease h d i n g the rebels for six months. In fact, Patterson's coup and the CIA
anger did nothing to make the world aware of the existence of covert activities.
When yet another report of third-party involvement surfaced in Hong Kong a
couple of years later, the media proceeded to shrug it off.54
The hiatus after the Patterson affair was only temporary. A few months after
Patterson was in Tibet the CIA did a major update of its 1951 weather study of
Tibet, which turns out to be remarkably extensive. The report was issued to
explain "the effects of meteorological elements upon military operations . . . air,
air-pound, and ground-surface." The report goes on to defrne "air-ground" as
such operations as parachute drops, chemical and biological warfare, tactical
64
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support, low-level reconnaissance, and air rescue." The report carried an analysis
of the clothes necessary in various regions of Tibet during different seasons and
also included extensive maps and charts giving hourly analyses of fogs, dust,
cloud ceilings, precipitation, and other condition^.^^
The raids continued sporadically, although the tightening of Chinese border
patrols made them exceedingly difficult after 1967. There were at least two
more drops (largely anti-aircraft guns) in 1965 and 1966. However, as the decade wore on, the U.S. involvement in Southeast Asia became deeper and
deeper, leaving less time, less energy, and fewer resources to expend in other
areas-particularly where returns were seen as inconsequential. In the last
known raid in 1969, the Kharnpa raiding party was defeated by the Chinese and
all the men were killed.56
As the CIA connection began to diminish in direct proportion to its growing
involvement in Southeast Asia, the Khampas got a brief second life-with the
Indian government playing the role of big brother. While India had been aiding
the Tibetans since at least 1962, and possibly earlier, by 1970 CIA money had
totally dried up. The CIA had been in radio communication with the Mustang
Base through special antennas in Orissa and New Delhi. Moreover, the rebels
were meeting weekly with the CIA and Indian intelligence jointly. The Inbians
placed the entire operation under their Research and Analysis Branch of the
Intelligence Bureau, supervising it from the prime minister's office. They established the Indo-Tibetan Border Police, for which Tibetans were recruited as part
of the Indian army and trained recruits at Dehra Dun and Agra. While their
purpose was, ostensibly, to guard the northern frontiers of India (for whlch the
Tibetans were uniquely acclimatized) the recruits had also been promised that
when the time came they would be "used to liberate Tibet," Some were used in
the Bangladeshi War, in which forty-one were killed.
One final curious note about American involvement concerns the U.S. army's
efforts to train some of its soldiers to speak Tibetan. There are no records of this
prior to 1964. We know there were two soldiers studying Tibetan in 1967 and
twelve more the following year. The m y today claims to have no records that
explain why these men were being trained to speak Tibetan or why the leadership felt these skills necessary.57
All in all, American involvement did not alter the situation in Tibet in any
discernible manner after 1959. George Patterson agrees that the rebel activity
was no more than a nuisance to the Chinese. Although he believed in the potential of the rebels, they could never realize it because of the insidious activities of
Gyalo Thondup, regional differences that precluded unity, and the fact that many
of the air-dropped supplies were lost when the planes missed their targetss8
The raids, in the final analysis, did not cause major disruptions, in no way
weakened the strength of the central government in China or its hold on Tibet
and failed to bring the Dalai Lama any closer to fulfilling his wish of triumphantly returning to Lhasa. Indeed, it can be argued that the opposite was the
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case. Few, if any, have illusions that the story related in these few pages represents the limits of American and Indian covert activities in the Tibetan "theater."
There was another level of assistance of which our knowledge is only f r a p e n tary. This included helping prominent refugees through organizations such as the
Asia Foundation and the Emergency Committee for Tibetan R e f u g e e d i s cussed further in chapter 10.
No doubt there was also some press activity--handing out false stories, aiding
propaganda-especially during the 1959 period. As a footnote, the United States
Information Service, with the help of Tibetan refugees in Switzerland, produced
a thirteen-minute documentary portraying the Dalai Lama's flight from Lhasa.
Entitled "Man from a Missing Land," it was ready for release in 1971; however,
President Richard M. Nixon's surprising announcement in July of that year that
he would be visiting Chma quashed plans to air the film, and indeed all anti-Chinese propaganda for the time being. Never released, it remains a sad remnant of
the Cold War in Tibet.59
Meanwhile, back in the field in Nepal, the counterrevolution was, for all
intents and purposes, over. There was only the last tragic chapter of the Khampa
story left to unfold. What was once a sizable force, with as many as fifteen
thousand armed men, supplied with some of the latest technology (for example,
radio transmitters powered by solar batteries) by 1970 had been reduced to a
sorrowfbl few, fighting among themselves and surviving in a hostile population
that tolerated their presence only because it was "the wish of the Dalai Lama."*
Baba Yeshi was forced to surrender his command in 1969 to Wangdu, a
nephew of Andrugstang. Yeshi, in anger, defected with 150 of his followers,
making a deal with the Nepali authorities that in return for leading the Nepali
h y to the Khampas, the defectors would be settled on a piece of good a p c u l tural land somewhere in Nepal. The offer was accepted by Kathmandu, although
no immediate action was taken against the Tibetans. With the end of American
involvement, the Chinese enlisted Nepal's aid in finally ridding themselves of
this Tibetan n u i s a n c ~ h Khampas.
e
In December 1973 Mao Zedong told visiting Nepali k g Birendra that the Khampas were a major obstacle to better
Sine-Nepali relations. This seemed to have the desired effect, for in March 1974
a prominent rebel was arrested and an ultimatum was presented to the Tibetans
They didn't
giving them until July to surrender or face the con~equences.~'
surrender. In the autumn of 1974, Gurkha troops were recalled from their United
Nations assignments; a major drive was undertaken to ferret out the remaining
Tibetan guerrillas. The Dalai Lama, hoping to avoid needless bloodshed, intervened, urging the rebels to lay down their arms. Most did and by February 1975
it was all over. Wangdu and forty of his men, unwilling to surrender, escaped.
They ran for a month before reaching the NepaLIndia frontier, where they found
the armies of both nations waiting for them. While the Indians looked on helplessly, Wangdu and four of his men were slain by the Nepalese; the remainder
surrendered. The Royal Nepalese army then began clean-up operations.62
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In 1979 the final act was played out. Seven former Tibetan guerrillas, who
had been arrested in April 1974, were sentenced to life imprisonment on a host
of chargeeincluding jeopardizing the sovereignty of Nepal and raising arms
against a friendly power (China)--only to be released in December 1980 during
an amnesty declared to mark the birthday of the King of Nepal. Tibetans, angered at Nepal's action, accused Beijing of virtually buying the allegiance of the
Nepalese by signing a five-year economic and technical cooperation pact in
1972. There can be no question that Beijing must have repeatedly urged
Kathmandu to act against the Tibetans, but it would be wrong to assume that
Nepal had no interest in ridding itself of these rebels. Nepal gained no benefit
from their presence. No nation would be pleased to host an uncontrollable,
heavily equipped army of insurgents; especially when the insurgency was aimed
at a neighboring country with which the hosts have friendly relations. It is likely
that after assurances that the Americans had withdrawn from the operation,
Nepal was amenable to punitive actions against the rebels-with or without
China's blandishments.
When the Dalai Lama was presented with evidence that members of his staff
had, indeed, been in touch with, trained by, and working for the CIA he replied,
Some points are not convenient for us to comment upon. This kind of report is
extremely dangerous, because it implies that the resistance in Tibet was initiated by some outsiders. This is not so. I want to emphasize that the whole
policy was initiated by Tibet whether we had CIAIUnited States help or not;
with or without the CIA, Tibetan determination was there from the start.63
This represents only a slight modification of his 1974 position denying the existence of CIA air-cover, parachuted supplies, maps, and radios.
Of course he is right. It is useful to note that the CIA'S method of operation is
to seek out whatever resistance and dissension already exist, then work to become part of that r e s i s t a n c ~ x p a n dit, manipulate it, take control of it, and
finally order it to function for the CIA'S interests, whatever its original purposes.
There was Tibetan opposition to the arrival of the Chinese, and there is no
reason to doubt that it originated among the Tibetans themselves. But the evidence appears to indicate that the dissension in Tibet was insufficiently widespread to sustain a lengthy, open rebellion.
The Chinese authorities might have acted differently if the rebellion had been
allowed to die a natural death soon after 1959. All the indications are that the
CIA and the Indians understood full well that the Tibetan rebellion had no
chance of success or even of causing any major disruption to the Chinese. The
government of the United States was only interested in harassing China's rulers.
"It was a flea biting an elephant," recalled one CIA veteran. "Basically Tibet was
just a nuisance to the Chicoms [Chinese Communists]. It was fun and games. It
didn't have any effect." Besides, Washington's chef ally in the region, the
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government in Taiwan, vehemently opposed Tibetan independence." It was certainly not fun and games to the Tibetan rebels risking their lives for their cause.
Nevertheless, American support continued to raise false hopes. It was a small
price for Washington to pay to keep Beijing guessing and worrying, at the same
time tying down thousands of soldiers in the TAR. To the Tibetans the private
expressions of support, from the days of Lowell Thomas's visit, and the aid held
out a promise that others sympathized with their plight and would work for their
eventual return to Tibet. Perhaps therein lies the cruelest tragedy and the greatest
damage from this outside intervention; the Tibetan refugees will pay the price of
two decades of false hope for many years, if not generations, to come.

Tibet After 1959

By April 1959 the Tibetan revolt was over. Beijing had abolished the Dalai
Lama's administration ("Tibet Local Government") and replaced it with the
Preparatory Committee for the Autonomous Region of Tibet (PCART) as the
official government of the region. Tibet was reorganized into seventy-two nual
counties, seven special administrative districts, and one municipality (Lhasa) in
order to dissolve the feudal governing structure. In urban areas, street and local
committees were established to look after local security, call meetings, and perform other organizational tasks. In m a 1 areas, Peasant Associations were established.'
Less than a month after the rebellion the Panchen Lama returned to Tibet for
the First Plenary Session of the newly empowered government. The PCART had
added six new departments (Public Security, Public Health, Industrial and Commercial Administration, Communications, Agriculture and Animal Husbandry,
and a Counselors Department) to the six already in existence (General Office,
Religious Affairs Commission, Civil Affairs Department, Financial Department,
Cultural and Educational Department, and Construction).
These administrative changes received official approval about a fortnight later
at the First Session of the Second National People's Congress WC),China's
nominal Parliament. The vote of approval for the changes was accompanied by a
warning to the PCART that a distinction had to be made between those nobles
who had opposed the rebels or remained neutral and those who had supported
the rebel cause. The NPC authorized the PCART to "carry out democratic reform in Tibet step by step, and free the Tibetan people from suffering so as to lay
the foundations for the building of a prosperous, socialist New ~ i b e t . " ~
The Second Plenary of the PCART then met in July to decide how to imple-
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ment the new policies. The policy of working with the Lhasan elite in a united
front had met with failure; consequently, Beijing's officials felt they had been
betrayed. While they saw their restraint during the 1950s as moderation and
benevolence, many prominent Tibetans took their stand as an indication of weakness. The hardliners in Beijing had been vindicated; now nothing could. stop an
all-out attack on the feudal social structure in Tibet. These changes were dubbed
"Democratic Reforms."
In May it was announced that Tibetan farmers would be exempt from taxes
and grain sales to the state for the remainder of the year. The PLA distributed
interest-free loans in the form of 1,750 tons of seeds and grain. These policies
were partly implemented by groups of Tibetan students sent back from schools
in other parts of China. These students were accompanied by Tibetan-speaking
Han cadres, who took over a number of important administrative positions. By
October, 1,200 Tibetans and 200 Tibetan-speaking Han were said to have arrived
in Tibet 'along with 1,000 Han t e c h c a l advisers.
In June a two-stage campaign was launched. The first part was known as the
"three antis and two reductions" (anti-rebellion, anti-corvk, anti-slavery; reduce
land rent, reduce interest). The second stage involved the confiscation of land,
livestock and tools that belonged to lords who had fled Tibet and the subsequent
distribution of thls propem to the serfs who worked the land. The members of the
aristocracy who had stayed loyal to China (500 by one count) were also deprived of
their land, tools, and livestock though they were monetarily reirnb~rsed.~
In pastoral areas the campaign was somewhat d i f f e r e n t a e r e were "three
antis and two benefits" (anti-class division, anti-struggle, anti-distribution of
property; benefit from the abolition of feudal privilege, benefit from effective
measures for everyone). In monasteries it was the "three antis" (anti-rebellion,
anti-feudal privilege, anti-feudal system of exploitation and oppression). Those
monasteries that had abstained from the rebellion had their land and capital
goods redeemed; they were also eligible for government subsidies if they were
By late 1960 it appeared as though the first two
unable to be self-~upporting.~
stages of the "Democratic Reforms" had been successfully carried out.
The next stage embarked upon was "socialist reform," i.e., the communalization of agriculture. In August 1960 the Chinese press reported that the very first
steps toward the creation of rural communes had been taken by 100,000 households, organized into 8,400 mutual-aid teams.5 Several families jointly worked
the land, while each maintained private ownership of their portion. By late 1962
all of Tibet's 166,000 nual households were said to have joined mutual aid
teams with their neighbors for a total of 22,000 t e a r n ~Since
. ~ private ownership
was still a feature of this process, there was much public fanfare concerning the
public distribution of land deeds to the sedentary population and cattle ownership certificates to the nomadic population throughout late 1960 and early
1961. Although these policies were welcomed by many, there were some difficulties. The Panchen Lama himself indicated problems, when in December 1960,
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he called on the cadres to "recheck" the Democratic Reforms. He also blamed
a handful of the most reactionary self-owners and their agents who are not
reconciled to the elimination of feudal serfdom and consequently have resorted
to various treacherous and vicious means to buy over, inveigle, threaten, harm,
or murder cadres and active elements among the various nationalities and carry
on various kinds of sabotaging activities.'
In August 1962 the authorities announced the establishment of an election
committee to prepare for the formal inauguration of the Tibet Autonomous Region. But the TAR was not set up until September 1965. The delay indicates that
problems of continued resistance were plaguing Beijing. While we have evidence that the CIA was busy promoting dissension by encouraging the rebels to
continue their endeavors, the success of its efforts is difficult to gauge. Western
monitoring of Radio Lhasa revealed that in April 1961 the Fifth Plenary Session
of the PCART voted to postpone agricultural socialization for another five
years-the time deemed necessary to consolidate the reforms already introduced.
The blame for this action was put on rebel activity, the lack oi sufficient numbers
of adequately trained Tibetan cadres, the lack of a thorough comprehension of
the benefits of socialism by the masses and bad weather in 1961-62.* It is likely
that repercussions from China's economically disastrous Great Leap Forward
also played a role.
During the Cultural Revolution, a few years later, Liu Shaoqi (Liu Shao-chi)
was blamed for the policy of a five-year "stabilized development" during which
time plans for further mutual-aid teams were postponed; collective property was
returned to private ownership; the few mutual-aid teams that had taken the next
step toward socialization by upgrading themselves to agricultural cooperatives
were forced to return to a team status; and a host of similar, backward steps were
taken.9 This was a clear admission by China that, despite the failure of the
rebellion and the lack of evidence of mass support for the rebels, Tibetans
remained staunchly opposed to rapid socialization. Years later, Beijing was to
admit "left" shortcomings ("mistakes") in the implementation of policies and the
inability of local cadres to correct them.I0
In December 1964 the Chinese press began calling the Dalai Lama a traitor,
announcing his official dismissal from his position as the chair of the PCART,
five-and-a-half years after he had fled to India." China had until now persisted
in keeping his titles intact, arguing that he was coerced into fleeing Tibet. But his
continued support for the covert activities against China-his support of India in
the 1962 Sino-Indian War, the publication of h s autobiography, which was
strongly critical of Chinese rule in Tibet and, not surprisingly, advocated Tibetan
independence, and the promulgation of his "Tibetan Constitution" had exhausted
Chinese patience. Only days after the accusations appeared against the Dalai
Lama, it was announced that the Panchen Lama had taken the Dalai Lama's lead-
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After the Dalai Lama turned traitor, the Panchen organized a counterrevolutionary clique on behalf of the overthrown serf-owning class and engaged in
wild activities against the people, the motherland and socialism.'2

The Panchen Lama
The fall of the Panchen Lama came as a surprise to observers outside China
since there had been no indication that he was at odds with the authorities. In
1959 he had supported Beijing's efforts to quell the abortive rebellion, had
denounced feudal privileges in the monasteries, and had supported productive
labor for the monks who were physically able. He had been a consistent advocate
of unity among all rival groups in the PRC and never appeared to be under
duress. It is indisputable, however, that he was unable to openly express his
views if indeed these views were in opposition to those held by Chinese authorities. According to a 1967 article in the Japanese newspaper, Yomiuri Shimbun,
wall posters in Beijing quoted accusations made by Ulou Enlai that the Panchen
Lama had prevented the secularization of the priesthood in 196041 and had
written a 70,000-character memo to Mao Zedong in 1962 complaining of conditions in Tibet.I3 Refugee sources confirm the existence of the memo, claiming it
was the culmination of a two-year-long effort by the Panchen to bring redress for
continuing persecutions of suspected Tibetan rebels, shortages of food, and excessive pressures to curtail religious activities.I4
The situation came to a climax during a 1964, seventeen-day trial. The
Panchen Lama was accused of planning a revolt "on the instigation of the conspiratorial clique in Kalimpong."15 Reports in India spoke of his being beaten
and publicly humiliated. He was found guilty and "sent on a compulsory leave to
remold himself."I6 That is, he was imprisoned in 1964" and not heard from
again until his release in 1978.18 He was subsequently elevated to a high, if
symbolic, post at the National People's Congress in September 1980.19

China's Efforts
~ o u g h o uthe
t 1960s there was continued opposition to China's rule within and
around the TAR. There were three major reasons for this: continued difficulties
1 . Han-Tibetan relations, the role of religion and the religious community and
social conditions, particularly food shortages. Despite continued appeals from
high officials to remedy these ills, local cadres appear to have been unable to
overcome the problems.
After the failed revolt of 1959 China launched an all-out campaign to fUlly
integrate Tibet into the PRGqolitically, economically, and socially. The indigenous agents chosen for this task were the poorest T i b e t d e former serf
Population. Large supplies of agricultural tools and seed were issued to them,
either gratis or as interest-free loans. Some former serfs were trained to be
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industrial workers, some were elected to positions of at least nominal authority
and then recruited into the PLA (for which, even China's harshest critics are
forced to concede, there was never a shortage of Tibetan volunteer^).^^ To ease
Han-Tibetan animosity, Tibetan language classes were begun on Radio Lhasa in
1961. It is claimed that these classes were compulsory for all Han in the TAR.
By 1964 Renmin Ribao reported that 80,000 copies of a Tibetan language study
book had been published.
By no means were all the efforts to ease tensions aimed only at the Han. The
training of Tibetan cadres for high-level positions was once again viewed as a
priority. In 1957 the CCP established the School for Administrative Cadres of
the Tibet Autonomous Region, to provide supplementary education for ethnic
Tibetans completing their courses at the various Nationalities Institutes in China.
The ideal target population was clearly defined:
When appointing and promoting Tibetan cadres, the Party committees at all
levels took care first to select youths of the Tibetan nationality from among the
poor serfs and slaves and other laboring people who had high class consciousness, were obedient to the Party and actively willing to work, and were promising. . . . These cadres of the Tibetan nationality from among poor serfs and
slaves, heavily oppressed and exploited in the old society by the three major
manorial lords . . . felt deep class hatred against the old society and cherished
deep class love for the laboring people. They are the readiest to accept the
education of the Party, and they would serve the laboring people wholeheartedly. They formed the hard-core strength in the ranks of the cadres of the
Tibetan nationa~it~.~'
But this segment of the population had the least formal education and lacked
even the most basic literacy and may have been a factor in the poor administration of policies at the local level.
The following chart, culled from a number of sources (some contradictory),
indicates the growth in the number of Tibetan cadres. In most cases the area
referred to in the source materials is not indicated, but it is probably safe to
assume it refers solely to the TAR.
While the growth in total numbers is evident, on the whole, discrepancies
remain. This is particularly true of the last five sets of figures. Figures "1" and
"m" were given to different groups of travelers only weeks apart by the very
same officials in Tibet. The next two were published in Beijing Review and
offered in a speech by Yin Fatang (Yin Fa-t'ang), the Communist Party leader in
Tibet, also only days apart from each other. The last one was reported in the
official Chinese press in 1982. The differences in the numbers are not explained.
The shortage of Tibetan cadres is compounded by the fact that for the most
part they have been relegated to low-level positions. By 1975 all district (zhou)
level cadre positions, the lowest level in the Chinese administrative structure,
were filled by ti bet an^.^^ The next level is the county (xian), and the cadres
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Number of Tibetan Cadres % of all Cadres in TAR

January 1964
November 1964
1965
1965
1972
1976
1976
1978
1978
1978
1980
July 1980
July-August 1980
May 1981
May 1981
1982

n.a. = not available
(where different figures are cited for the same year, different sources were used)

there remain 58 to 60 percent Tibetan; while at the regional level (TAR), Tibetans represent only 44 percent of the cadres.24
These Tibetan cadres found themselves forming a new elite in the societysome apparently abusing their authority to the point that the central authorities
launched a campaign in 1972-73 promoting respect for their own people. This
problem is confirmed by a former cadre, now in exile in India, who characterized
these office-holders as fitting into one of three categories: supporters of Mao,
usually poor and largely CCP members; those opposed to feudal Tibet but not
fully convinced of the virtues of communism; and those opposed to the Han
presence. The middle group was allegedly the vast majority, while the final
group was the smallest.25
At the same time as the Chinese authorities were recruiting cadres, they were
also busy recruiting Communist Party members. The first Tibetan member from
the TAR was initiated into the CCP in the mid- 1950s; the Chinese press claimed
1,000 Tibetan members by October 1957, with an additional 2,000 Tibetans in
the Communist Youth League (CYL). By August 1965, Tibetan members were
said to total 4,000 and 10,000 respectively. In 1973, Chtnese press reports told of
recruitment into the CCP and CYL of 11,000 new Tibetan members; four years
later, however, the press was again using the figure 4,000 for Tibetan CCP
membership. More recent claims, such as 40,000 CCP members in the TAR, do
not differentiate between Han and Tibetan membershtp. The sudden growth and
decline of membership may be attributed to the large-scale recruitment dnves of
the Cultural Revolution and a subsequent purge following the fall of the ''Gang
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of Four" in October 1976. As of 1982 Tibetans had begun to reach important
posts in the CCP, such as the party secretary of the Lhasa city bran~h.~6
Religious Life
The greatest area of misunderstanding between the Tibetans and the Han was
religion. The Han people's negative view of the Tibetan religious institutions
was naturally enough reinforced when many of the monasteries took an active
part in the 1959 revolt, at the very least as support bases for the roving rebel
bands. The monastic opposition to the Han within the TAR could scarcely have
resulted from persecution, since religious practice was barely, if at all, altered in
any way prior to 1959. It is therefore more than likely that the anti-Han attitudes
of the monks came from stories of Chinese anti-religious activities in eastern
Tibet, threats created and fueled by rumors, and undoubtedly on direct instructions from the upper strata monks whose loyalties and ties to the lay aristocracy
were unassailable.
The extent of monastic involvement in the revolt can be gauged from a speech
made by Ngabo in April 1960. He asserted that in 1959 there were 2,469 (the
exiles now argue that there were about 6,200) monasteries, with 110,000 monks
and nuns within the TAR; but only a year later the clerical order had diminished
to 1,700 monasteries, with a population of 56,000 clerics.27Since only about 10
percent of the monks and nuns making up the difference fled into exile, we can
speculate that the remainder either left the priesthood or were imprisoned.
Unquestionably, the communists had their doubts about the value of religion
and were highly suspicious of its institutions. Those monasteries that participated
in the revolt were severely punished, while the others received stem warnings.
The retaliation was not as wanton as some accounts may have it. A refugee monk
related an incident at a monastery in Kharn in late 1958. The PLA arrived one
day and shut all the monks in one room while they searched the monastery.
Finding nothing, they released the monks unharmed and left them to continue
practicing their centuries-old rituals.28
The use of force was never publicly debated by the Chinese authorities and
the arguments against it are persuasive. At this point, China's policy was to allow
religion to continue while simultaneously and peacellly discouraging Tibetans from
practicing it by offering incentives for the monks to turn to secular life.
All evidence points to the continued practice of religion in Tibet through the
first half of the 1 9 6 0 New
~ ~ ~monks were trained and ecclesiastical exarninations were held until late 1965.30Even the Moslim mosque in Lhasa was rebuilt
at the expense of the Chinese government in 1965. A nun, now living in India,
told a journalist that her convent was visited by Han officials in 1961; typifying
the prevailing Chinese attitude, the Inhabitants were instructed to become productive members of society. She and her colleagues took on part-time work to
pay for their upkeep whlle continuing to shave their heads, wear clerical garb
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and practice their religion up to 1966." Similar accounts by rehgees from
varying parts of Tibet have appeared in the Western press.j2
Several factors were at work in the diminution of the role of the clerical
community. Since most monks joined the priesthood involuntarily at an early
age, some indeterminable percentage almost certainly resented the action and
later in life welcomed an opportunity to leave, although not necessarily to return
to serfdom (which would have been the case before 1959). Secular educational
opportunities offered an alternative to the previous monastic monopoly. Furthermore, monasteries were financially hurt when mutual-aid teams neglected to
allot sufficient provisions in the distribution of their agricultural output. Press
attacks on "monastic laziness" must also have had a negative effect. Also, it is
important not to underestimate the lure of monetary rewards and the promise of
material benefit for those who joined the ranks of the lay worker.33Taken as a
whole, these factors must have played a considerable role.
Agriculture
It was in the sphere of agriculture that China hoped to win over the majority of
the Tibetan population. Equal land distribution would result in an average of 35
mu (a little less than 6 acres) to each peasant, along with some agricultural tools
and animals. These acquisitions were supplemented with loans (totaling RMB
6,300,000) and the further loans of seed and tools at little or no interest (some
seeds and tools were even distributed gratis).
Agricultural scientists were dispatched to Tibet to work on improving traditional, but antiquated, farming methods. They taught deeper planting, systematic
seeding rather than scattering, the use of fertilizers, and so on. All these efforts
were said to have improved output, and in 1963 Renmin Ribao declared that
production was 80 percent over the total output of 1959.
The socialization of agriculture in Tibet was markedly different from that in
the rest of China, where the stage of mutual-aid teams led to two types of
cooperatives, and finally culminated in people's communes. In Tibet the cooperative stage was simply jumped over. The first communes were established in
1965; 50 were formed by late 1966. It was not until 1974 that the Chinese could
report that 90 percent of the townships communized; 93 percent were completed
by 1975. In this socialization process, opposition from the Tibetans seems to
have played a major role in preventing rapid progress.34
If religion is the major point of contention between proponents and opponents
of China's actions in Tibet, then the question of food must be a close second.
From 1960 to 1975 reports from China regularly stressed ever-increasing harvests (except for 1967, acknowledged to be a poor year). In 1974 or 1975, "for
the fist time in history" Tibet was proclaimed self-sufficient in grain.)' Until
that time, 30 percent of Tibet's grain was imported from other parts of C h a .
China's detractors doubted those claims to self-suficiency, as did American
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Food Distribution in Tibet

Date30

Yearly Per Capita
Grain Received
(kg)
Location

Source of
Information

a.

pre-1959

349

Lhasa

Tibetan refugee

b.

pre-1959

525

Area around Red Flag
People's Commune

Tibetan refugee

c.

pre-1959

d.

Summer 1959

120

Sakya

Tibetan refugee

e.

Summer 1959

204

Red Flag People's
Commune

Tibetan refugee

144-1 80
Eastern Tibet
(ration for workers
and officials)

Tibetan refugee

Chinese official
g.

late 1963

266

Tibetan area of Gansu

Chinese source

h.

1964

120

Shigatse

Tibetan refugee

i.

1964

210

Eastern Tsangpo River

Xinhua

179

Red Flag People's
Commune

Tibetan refugee

418

Red Flag People's
Commune

Foreign visitor

501

Red Flag People's
Commune

Foreign visitor
Tibetan refugee

n.

1967

178
(workers and
officials)
138
(peasants)

n.a.

Dalai Lama's
official
Tibetan refugee
Dalai Lama's
official

260

Tibetan area of Sichuan

Chinese source

(continued)
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(Food Distribution in Tibet, continued)

ate^^

Yearly Per Capita
Grain Received
(kg)
Location

Source of
Information

- -

r.

1972

190

Lhasa

Tibetan refugee

s.

1973

175

Central Tibet

Tibetan refugee

t.

1974

270

n.a.

Chinese source

u.

1974

120

Western Tibet

Tibetan refugee

v.

1975

15&192

Lhasa

Tibetan refugee

w.

1976

9 6 120

n.a.

Tibetan refugees

x.

1976

120

Shigatse

Tibetan refugee

y.

1976

141

n.a.

Tibetan refugee

z. 1977

9&120

n.a.

Dalai Lama

aa. 1977

156

n.a.

Tibetan refugees

bb. 1977

21 1

n.a.

Xinhua

cc. 1978

248

n.a.

Xinhua

dd. 1978

280

Kesong People's Commune Xinhua

ee. 1979

250

Throughout TAR

Chinese source

1979

380

Shigatse

Tibetan refugees

gg. 1980

300

n.a.

Xinhua

ff.

hh. 1980

159
n.a.
(total for 2 3
member family)

ii.

1980

300-350

jj.

1980

Dalai Lama's
off ice

n.a.

Chinese source

315

Nyingchi xian

Radio Lhasa

kk. 1981

457

Throughout TAR

Chinese sources

1982

250

Throughout TAR

Panchen Lama

231.5

Throughout TAR

Xinhua

11.

mm. 1982
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intelligence analysts who believed that their figures showed grain production to
have barely kept up with the natural population increase in Tibet.36
No sizable amounts of food were imported into Tibet before 1950-with the
notable exception of tea, which came almost exclusively from Sichuan Province.
The imports that came into the border regions and the luxury food items for the
aristocracy were negligible when set against the needs of the entire Tibetan
population. Nor were there any appreciable food exports. Why then the need for
extra food after 1950? There was, of course, the arrival of tens of thousands of
Han, the departure of tens of thousands of peasants with managerial and agricultural skills in the years after the 1959 revolt, the disruptions caused by rebel
activities, the opposition to the socialization of agriculture, and urbanization of
rural Tibetans in response to the lure of even limited industrialization. All these
changes occurred without a concomitant growth in agricultural output by those
who remained on the land.
The preceding chart is instructive, though the figures should be treated with
caution as they are subject to certain variables not recorded here, such as the
variable weights of the traditional Tibetan measure, khel, which could be from
1 1.8kg to 19kgS3'
It is difficult to compare these figures with food consumption before
1950. There are almost no records for those years although accounts from
both former residents and visitors indicate that Tibet had achieved some level
of self-sufficiency. We are limited to scant clues such as that offered by the
former aristocrat who recalled that on a "small" estate 200 agricultural serfs
produced 36,000kg of grain in one ~ e a r ~ ~ -per
a capital output of 180kg. This
was then reduced by taxes, animal feed, investment for the following year's
crop, and so on.
The 180 kg mark is interesting. In the chart the figures hover most consistently around the 200kg mark. It is most likely that the average Tibetan continued to consume the same amount of food or only slightly more after 1950 as
before. The Chinese government's policy in Tibet has been to step in with relief
aid when the per capita annual distribution of grain falls to the 163kg mark. This
figures for Tibet is somewhat below the "poverty line" in other parts of Chinasuch as in Guangdong (Kwantung) Province where the government intervenes
when the per capita distribution falls to 18CL200kg.40
The 200kg figure corresponds with the per capita availability of grain
throughout the rest of China as well. It should be kept in mind that on the whole
the Han diet is more dependent on grain (80-90 percent of total caloric intake)
than the Tibetan diet which includes large quantities of butter and, when available, meat. While some localities in China report quite high rations (360kg for a
sales clerk, 540kg for a coal miner),4' the urban adult ration in the major cities
on the east coast ranges from a low of 180 to a high of 360kg in 1983. Average
direct grain consumption peaked at 252kg per capita in 1985. It was down to
235kg in 1991 with people eating more meat, sugar, fruit, e t ~ . ~ ~
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Grain rations in the urban areas and distribution in the rural areas are supplemented by wages that can be used to purchase additional food items. This private
sector may represent as much as an additional one-third or more to a peasant's
incom+RMB 38 in 1981 for peasants and herdsmen. Some reports from Tibet
say that wages average from RMB 100 to RMB 252 (U.S.$66166) each year. In
1979 a report from western Tibet claimed individuals had an average of RMB
150 (U.S.$100) in savings along with 150kg of grain in reserve. By 1984 rural
income in the TAR was said to average RMB 280-300 (U.S.$180-200) and
urban income about RMB 30 (U.S.$20) above that.43 In the rest of China, the
average annual per capita rural income is thought to be in the vicinity of RMB
83.4 (U.S.$55.60);44 and for all of China (rural and urban), RMB 208.5
(U.S.$139)?5 There is no reliable way to gauge the extent of other food supplements such as vegetables, dalry products, and meat.
Just as the monetary wage scale in Tibet corresponds to the scale in other
parts of China, so does the general figure of 200kg per capita grain consumption.
(In 1978, average yearly grain consumption per capita throughout China was
196.5kg.) This 200kg represents 1,800 calories a day. Nutritionists have estimated that 1,600-1,800 calories are needed to maintain the Basic Metabolic Rate
(BMR) for an average resting adult for a day. (These figures correspond to those
used by the United Nations, which places the minimum subsistence diet for an
adult at 180 kg grain, annually.) Over a period of a year, 180kg of grain translates into roughly four bowls of ricelwheatbarley each day.) In other words, the
basic ration through China, as well as Tibet, would be just barely adequate if not
supplemented with additional food.
Chinese officials have recently been candid about the shortages in agricultural
output in Tibet. Renmin Ribao reported that "no marked improvement had been
brought about in the Tibetan people's livelihood" since at least the years of the
GPCR. Yin Fatang, head of the CCP in Tibet, has been quoted as having said
"the greatest reality in Xizang was its poverty." This is in spite of grain output
increasing 2.5 times and some additional growth in per capita output, which
stands around the 250kg mark--at least one-third below the rest of China where
the annual average was put at 307kg in 1976.46
In sum, it is probably safe to say that for the average Tibetan peasant, living
in a small village, the availability of food has increased only slightly since
1950.47This small increment takes into account the modest per capita increases
in food production, natural population increases, and the arrival of Han soldiers
and civilians who account for the consumption of the large food imports.

Education
After 1959 a high priority was set on the development of education, especially
toward the end of the Cultural evolution.^^ The following chart illustrates the
gains for the TAR.
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Education in Tibet, 19-1

a.

Date49

Primary Schools Middle Schools

1965

1,600-1,970

Technical
Schools

Tertiary Level

7

0

1 (teacher's
college)

n.a.

0

3 (factory-run
colleges)

"50 odd"

0

1 (teacher's
college)
10 (factory-run
colleges)

d.

1979

6,000

50

22

4 (colleges)

e.

1980

6,600

52

25

4 (colleges)

f.

1981

6,000

70 (middle and
technical schools)

g.

1981

6,586

55

4 (colleges)

22

4 (colleges)'

*Tibet Institute for Nationalities; Tibet University (est. 1985); Tibet Medical College;
Tibet Institute for Agriculture and Animal Husbandry.

Despite impressive gains, deep-seated difficulties remain. The 280,000 registered students in the TAR'S educational system are largely children in the urban
areas. In Lhasa, for instance, 80 percent of the eligible children attend school,
Since there are
while in the rural areas 30 percent or less is a common
so few middle schools it is safe to assume that in most of Tibet those children
who do manage to get any formal schooling do so only on the primary level.
One of the major reasons for the shortage of middle schools appears to be an
acute lack of trained teachers. It is unclear how many of the 78,000 graduates of
China's ten Nationalities Institutes (1950-1978) were from and are returning to
Tibet or how many would be used as teachers. As described earlier there were no
formal schools in Tibet before 1950, except for the two small ones run exclusively for future government functionaries. Through the 1950s the Chinese government only trained 150 Tibetan teachers, in accordance with the policy of
introducing only gradual reform to Tibet. Although 1,200 students were enrolled
in the Lhasa Teacher's College in 1974, it was necessary to recruit 389 Han
teachers to live in Tibet to help offset shortage^.^^ New policies adopted in the
late 1970s of stressing quality of education and consolidation of educational
resources mean that equality of educational opportunity in the TAR will be
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relegated to a future time and many primary schools in the nual areas may now
be closed downs2
One of the most sensitive educational issues in Tibet is the language of insmtion. In the 1950s and early 1960s the Tibetan language was used widely, particularly in the primary schools. During the Cultural Revolution it was undoubtedly
abandoned; there is some evidence of a slight revival in the early 1970s. A Tibetan
typewriter was developed, Tibetan-language book publishmg flourished (almost exclusively translations from Han works, mther than from the indigenous culture of the
Tibetans), films were dubbed in Tibetan, and reports appeared of Han stage actors
studying the Tibetan language in preparation for bringing their shows to the TAR.
for using the Han
The Dalai Lama's frequently repeated condemnations of C ~ I M
language as the medium of insttuction in the TAR schools rings hollow, since the
medium of instruction in Tibetan schools in India is English.
Health Care
The state of health care before 1950 was appalling, despite the use of herbal
medications. The introduction of modem medical care in Tibet (as well as in
Chma proper) is applauded even by Chma's most truculent critics. The remaining criticism concerns the inequality of health care.
Currently, the emphasis is on the integration of modem and herbal medical
techniques. Some previously debilitating medical problems, such as tetanus, are
now under control; there are, however, some signs of an increase in the incidence
of cancer and problems with dysentery and diarrhea continue to plague the
population, especially the children.53
The movement to train pararnedice"barefoot doctors"--pioneered by the
Chinese government exists also in the TAR, although the actual number of
practicing paramedics is a matter of d i s p u t A e latest and largest figure stands
at 8,000. As in the rest of China, there were complaints about the inexperience
and relative youth of those selected (15 to 19 years old in most cases) and about
the 'lack of formal education received before medical training (from a total absence of any education to only the completion of primary school).54
Industry

In the field of industrial development, the emphasis through the 1960s remained
on expanding and improving the road system throughout the TAR. Roads to
Kathmandu, Nepal, Yunnan Province, and more remote areas of the region, were
comfmcted until the total road grid numbered 90 with an aggregate length of over
2 1,000km (13,125 miles), redclung into 98 percent of the xian and 76 percent of the
d o u , crossing 400 bridges along the way. Building the roads did not end the headaches for the government, for keeping them open the year round proved difficult."
Industrial development expanded at a much slower rate. By 1964 there were
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only sixty-seven industrial enterprises (cement, tanneries, lumber mills, motor
repair shops) established in the TAR and they were only small and mediumsized. The policy of moving slowly in this sphere during the GPCR was condemned as "revisionist trash and blamed largely on Liu Shaoqi. The new policy
created an upsurge in industrial activity, resulting in 250 new enterprises by
1975, a number of coal mines, and greatly expanded scientific exploration.
Not all this industrial growth was confined to the previous urban areas, for
new industrial towns were created. There was Nyingchi on the Sichuan-Tibet
highway, whlch grew from a population of 800 to 15,000 in little over a decade
"with the warm support of fraternal workers in the motherland's interior prov. ~ ~Shanghai Weilun Woolen Textile
inces" (Sichuan, Shaanxi, Hubei, e t ~ . )The
Mill moved to Tibet and set up the region's first plant.57 There was also
Shihchuando in the far west along the Xinjiang-Tibet highway.58

External Affairs
The repercussions from the events of 1959 in Tibet were felt on external as well
as internal affairs. As we have seen, the UN was extremely reluctant to get
involved in Tibet, in spite of repeated appeals from the Dalai Lama and the
efforts of Hugh Richardson, who traveled to New York at one point to plead the
Dalai's case. In 1959 the matter was put off because of the pressure of more
urgent business. In 1959, 1961, and 1965 the issue came to the floor of the
General Assembly. Resolutions on Tibet were passed, urging that the human
rights of the Tibetans be respected.
These resolutions served no practical purpose. None even mentioned China
by name, nor did they question the legitimacy of Chinese rule in Tibet (the 1961
resolution did regret, in passing, the depravation of the right to self-determinationhworded, as they were, solely to express regrets over the alleged abuse of
"human rights" in Tibet. The UN's denunciations of those who did not act
"reasonably" and "fairly" flew in the face of its own actions of denying the PRC
membershp during this period. It is hardly surprising that the Chinese government regarded these resolutions with little more than contempt.
While the UN resolutions may have given some intangible psychological lift
to the Tibetan refugees, the state of Sino-Indian relations was of more importance to them. The major bilateral issue was then, and remains today, the dispute
over common frontiers-particularly the area at the western end known as the
Aksai Chin and in the east, the Towang Tract. Before 1959 the issue was
broached gingerly by both sides and was only superficially touched on in talks
between Prime Ministers Nehru and Zhou.
The growing revolt in Tibet in the closing weeks of 1958 and the ensuing
political pressures in India compelled Nehru to begin a year-long correspondence
with Zhou Enlai, resulting in the clear enunciation of both nations' positions on
the frontier issue. India's contention was that a dispute did not exist; the bound-
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aries set by the British colonial administration were legal and acceptable, confmed by general practice and the lack of previous disputes. With no prior
disputes, Nehru argued, there was nothing to discuss. China, on the other hand,
felt that the boundaries had been imposed when India was under colonial domination and when China was weak and under fragmented warlord rule. Since both
nations were then newly independent, Zhou argued, the boundary issue should
be fully discussed among equal parties and a resolution agreeable to both sides
reached-even if that agreement did nothing more than confirm the status quo.
The issue might have remained a polite diplomatic disagreement had not the
Tibetans risen in revolt in 1959. China assigned much of the blame for the
uprising to India: weapons arrived from there, exiles were permitted to operate
against the PRC from Indian safe havens and refugees were welcomed, thereby
encouraging self-imposed exile. The Dalai Lama, restricted as he was, made
provocative statements from India, and New Delhi deliberately overlooked activities such as the celebration of the "Republic of China" National Day by pr*
GMD Han and Tibetans in Kalimpong in 1959.
Nehru was in an unenviable position: on the one hand not wanting to alienate
his powerful northern neighbors, on the other trylng to appease the strong anticommunist political elements in India. His compromises (welcoming the Dalai Lama
but restricting the Dalai's political activities, welcoming the refusees but preventing
their congregation in communities along the sensitive frontier) did not please or
appease either side. Inevitably, relations between New Delhl and Beijing began to
deteriorate. China began to interfere with Indian Trade Agency activities and restrict
pilgrim traffic to Tibet (an excellent conduit for guerrillas). India retaliated by expelling the manager of the Bank of China as well as several Chinese residents of
Bombay and Calcutta purported to have close ties to the Chmese
Before conditions deteriorated completely, China made some gestures in a
htile attempt to ease the tensions. The holy sites of Kalish (Kang hnpoche) and
Manasarovar (Mavan Tso) were reopened to Indian pilgrims in 1961. Regrettably, the gestures were too little, too late; on 20 October 1962, war broke out.
This conflict was short-lived, ending on 2 1 November. No land actually changed
hands, the status quo continued, while Sino-Indian relations soured to a point
from which they had not recovered two decades later. The war made China far
more wary and security measures were tightened. In India the decision was made
to increase covert activities, enlistkg the support of Tibetan dissidents.
In March 1963, the Dalai Lama announced the publication of a Constitution
for a hture Tibet that he hoped to rule. This triggered an official protest from
China, and Chinese media attacks on India noticeably increased. Three months
later the Sino-Indian Agreement on Trade and General Relations lapsed; no
extension was even considered. N e b told the Lok Sabha that China had offered
to negotiate a new treaty; India, however, refused until certain conditions were
met, such as the release of two million rupees allegedly owed to Indian traders,
the lifting of restrictions on the travel of these traders, and the removal of
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Chinese forces from the Aksai Chin. These conditions were quite out of the
question for China. The treaty lapsed and China expelled the Indian traders still
in Tibet, confiscating the buildings they were using.
Displeasure turned to outright hostility. Beijing accused New Delhi of "engineering and supporting" the revolt in Tibet and "using Tibetan rebels who fled to
India to carry on subversive activities against China."60 Nehru responded by
lifting the travel restrictions on the Dalai Lama who first ventured to Japan in
1967,61and by overlooking overt Tibetan political activities against China. At
the UN,India voted for the 1965 resolution condemning China-a shift from its
previous abstentions in 1959 and 1961. In 1967 Deputy Prime Minister Morqi
Desai began refening to "two Chinas" (the PRC and Taiwan). Finally in 1970 India
initiated an appeal to the UN Human fights Commission to investigate the alleged
deprivation of "human rights" in Tibet by the central Chinese government.
The continuing escalation of hostilities had made China and India uneasy
enemies, to the pleasure of the Tibetan refugee leadership. India has lost its
unique trading position in Tibet and, not inconsequentially, its unique listening
post in one of the PRC's most remote and unstable areas. Moreover, New Delhi
has lost its chance to influence policies in Tibet when it could have been a
moderating force. China lost an important ally in international affairs and increased its security burden along a remote and desolate frontier-+ frontier
through which both people and information were passing. Only Tibetan dissidents profited from the situation, for it gave their cause added weight.
The Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution (GPCR)

In November 1965 Yao Wenyuan (Yao Wen-yiian) launched an attack on Wu
Han, then vice mayor of Beijing. This event marked the beginning of a political
and social upheaval of a magnitude equal to the Chinese Revolution of
1949. The initial incident itself was obscure. Wu Han was criticized for having
written a play (Hai Jui Dismissedfrom Ofjice) four years earlier. This seemingly
innocuous act was the culmination of a struggle among political factions with
roots that could be traced back to the years of the Great Leap Forward (195%
1962), and perhaps even to the pre- 1949 era.
The official launching of the GPCR was announced in Renmin Ribao on 1
June 1966. Students from all over China were urged to leave school and become
Red Guards on behalf of the struggle to speed up the advent of communism. This
struggle was launched on a sun-drenched August day, as over a million Chinese
youths stood in Beijing's Tiananmen Square, waving little red books of Ma0
Zedong's quotations and shouting "Long Live Chairman Mao." The reasons
remain obscured in political rhetoric, but the sharply different political views
expressed by two distinct factions in the Chinese leadership must have played a
role. On the one hand, there were Liu Shaoqi and Deng Xiaoping, advocating a
policy of moderate socialization with a dampening of political and revolutionW
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fervor. On the other, there were leaders such as Lin Biao (Lin Piao), Jiang Qing
(Chiang Ch'ing-Mao's
wife) a n h l m o s t certainly--Ma0 himself. This latter
group advocated more drastic policies, more decision-making based on political
considerations ("putting politics in command) and a speed-up of actions leading
to a communist state. The anarchy that developed during these years (now commonly referred to as "the ten lost years") and the subsequent purging of the
leadership and denunciation of the GPCR has clouded considerably the issue. In
spite of that and in spitz of a paucity of material on Tibet during these turbulent
years, the outlines of what transpired are discernible.
As early as February 1965, Radio Lhasa was predicting "a protracted, complicated and even violent struggle" to overcome the influences of the old society.
By August 1966, only days after the Red Guards had rallied in Beijing, "the
Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution had spread to Lhasa, uprooting in its tide
the poisonous weeds of the old society and touched the roof of the world." A
campaign was immediately launched to eliminate the "four olds" (ideology,
customs, culture, and habits) and replace them with the "four news" (also ideology, customs, culture, and habits). Street names were changed to reflect revolutionary themes, tens of thousands of copies of the volume of Mao's quotations
were distributed, Mao's portrait began appearing all over Lhasa, compulsory
study groups were organized to read and discuss Mao's writings, and illiterate
peasants were encouraged and praised for memorizing Mao's exact words.62
More ominously, the Jokhang Cathedral was attacked by the most militant Red
Guards and many religious objects were destroyed.
Throughout the latter half of 1966 the Red Guards began to pour into Tibet.
Some even managed to fly, their fares arranged for them by sympathetic officials
in Beijing.63 On the whole the government in Beijing was opposed to these
developments. The policy of Beijing toward Tibet continued to be that the region
had a special status-that it was an area to be excluded from China's political
campaigns. Zhou Enlai ordered the Red Guards to stay out of Tibet in August
1966. When thls order was ignored he repeated the instructions in October,
again in vain. In November, the State Council explicitly reiterated Zhou's expulsion orders for those already in the TAR, and a farewell banquet was held in
Lhasa for the allegedly departing youth. In the end, however, they did not leave.
With the intercession of Zhou's political foes in Beijing, they were permitted to
continue their rampage through Tibet.64
In December 1966 one Red Guard faction established the Lhasa Revolutionary Rebel General Headquarters (Rebels).
We a group of lawless revolutionary rebels will wield the iron sweepers and
swing the mighty cudgels to sweep the old world into a mess and bash people
into complete confusion. We fear no gales and storms, nor flying sand and
moving rocks. . . . To rebel, to rebel, and to rebel through to the end in order to
create a brightly red new world of this proletariat!65
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A month later an opposing group formed the Great Alliance Rebel General
Command Post of the Tibet Autonomous Region Rebel Revolution (Alliance).66
The Rebels, mostly Han who had recently arrived in Tibet, were aligned to the
leftist elements in Beijing and claimed a membership of 200,000. The Alliance
consisted mostly of Han cadres already living in Tibet; they were allied with
Deng Xiaoping and Liu Shaoqi, and claimed a membership of 500,000. Both
membership claims are almost certainly greatly exaggerated.
Both groups proclaimed to be supportive of Mao Zedong's ideological instructions. But there were at least two major points of difference between themdifferences that apparently reflected the differences between the factions in
Chma's leadership thousands of miles away in Beijing. One concerned the speed
with which social and economic innovations should be implemented and the
second had to do with the status of the participants in each group. The Alliance
attracted the higher-ranking cadres, while the Rebels attracted the lower-ranlung
cadres and Han workers such as the truck drivers and those who worked on the
roads.67Fighting between the two began sometime at the turn of the year 196667. With the help of additional Red Guards imported from other parts of China,
the Rebels seized power in Tibet in January 1967. Having apparently acted
without the consent of higher authorities, the young victors were well aware of
the implications of their actions as witnessed by a comment made by one Rebel
member who had taken part in the seizure of the Xizang Ribao. "Various kinds of
fighting organizations also acted first, were declared 'hlawful" in mid-course
by the "reactionary line" and later gained Chairman Mao's approval."68
By February there was "beating, looting, and searching"69 in Lhasa. The
fighting continued throughout 1967 in spite of yet another appeal from Zhou
Enlai for moderation. The Rebels, having already seized the Xizang Ribao, went
on to take over the radio station and offices of Xinhua (where they arrested the
reporters). Wall posters in Beijing indicated that, by March, Zhang Guohua had
managed to regain control of the government apparatus in Lhasa. Even if these
accounts were accurate, the chaos did not abate; the continued fighting was said,
in August 1967, to have "seriously damaged the reputation of our army and the
people."70
Although the struggle for power seems to have been largely confined to
Lhasa, it did spread to the highly sensitive border region in the Churnbi Valley
along the Sino-Indian frontier, bringing expressions of concern from at least one
of the warring factions. There can be no doubt that both factions were acutely
aware of, and nervous about, the possibility that the Soviet Union, the United
States, and/or India would take advantage of the t~rrnoil.~'
In early 1968 the
fighting had spread to Shigatse while continuing in Lhasa until, according to
some reports, sometime in 1969. By late 1969 the worst was over.
It has generally been assumed that Tibetans, for the most part, did not take
part in the internecine struggles, but recent reports appear to belie that notion.
One Tibetan refugee is quoted as recalling that "large numbers of Tibetans,
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especially students and Tibetan cadres, took part in the fray."72 Some reports go
further, claiming that it was almost exclusively the Tibetans who were responsible for the physical damage, egged on by their Han colleague^.^^ This implies
that the Tibetan youth were unable to control their own actions, behaving as
mere puppets for the Han. This contradicts another refbgee claim-that Tibetan
youth were in continual rebellion against the Han. The young Tibetans were
probably caught up in the spirit of the day, just as were their Han counterpartslistening to the same revolutionary speeches, reading the same documents, and
involved in the same kind of political groups. Indeed, it would be surprising had
the educated youths exempted themselves from the tumult around them.
The disruption these activities caused to Tibetan life was selective. For example, while Nepali trade agencies were closed for a time, the traders' houses were
unmolested. An4 whlle there are ample accounts of mindless destruction of religious objects, there are also tales of valuable items being removed before homes and
temples were attacked. Some reports claim that before a temple was destroyed it was
fist visited by experts who marked the precious stones, then by others who marked
the precious metals (for removal), and only then it was attacked; the remaining
While it is
timber and the saved stones were then reused for other bu~ldings.~~
possible that an inventory of religious objects was made and that they were removed
before the destruction of the buildings that housed them, an operation such as
this sounds too organized for an anarchic time such as the Cultural Revolution.
The damage caused by the wanton destruction and the fighting was awesome.
Contrary to the propaganda claims that the Tibetans were "jubilantly" welcoming the Cultural Revolution, the reality was far more cruel. Even if we discount
stories of thousands of Tibetans killed (government officials claim fewer than
one hundred people died during the GPCR) and of monks and nuns being forced
to copulate with each other in public, to smash icons and kill flies, verifiable
activities of the Red Guards are terrifLing enough. There were killings and
people hounded into suicide. People were physically attacked in the streets for
wearing Tibetan dress or having non-Han hair styles. An attempt was made to
destroy every single religious item. All but a handfbl of monasteries and temples
(the figures range from 2,000 to 6,500) were destroyed, many taken down brick
by brick until not a trace was left.
One Tibetan refbgee remembers what it was like in her commune.
In the Red Flag Commune, the Cultural Revolution began at the end of 1966. . . .
They showed contempt for the Tibetan script and banned Tibetan songs and
dances. Tibetans were made to sing Chinese songs, wear Chinese dress and
practice Chinese customs. We were also asked to speak in "Tibetan-Chinese
Friendship Language," which was a mixture of Tibetan and Chinese.

The Red Guards started off by destroying all the small shrines and pulling
down the prayer flags. Then they confiscated all religious objects and articles,
even prayer beads. They destroyed all religious monuments and paintings in
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our area. They took the statutes . . . and sold them to the Chinese antique shops
. . . and burnt all the ancient holy scriptures. They cut off the long hair of all
the men and women and killed all the dogs.
They came from house to house and forced everyone to buy Mao's portraits
and painted his sayings all over the walls. Everybody was required to carry
Mao's Red Book at all times. They stopped anyone any time and made them
recite Mao's thoughts. If anyone failed, then he was detained.75
The physical damage done by the Red Guards is irreparable however tireless are the efforts to repair it. The deaths of countless Tibetans will not be
soon forgotten. Perhaps more important are the psychological scars which
have created a breach between the Han and the Tibetans which will take
decades, if not generations, to heal; and indeed may even prove to be unreconcilable.
Zhou's appeals for restraint and the efforts of some officials to limit the
destruction (such as the successfid protection of the Drepung Monastery) were
insufficient to stop the havoc. The attacks were not only against the Tibetans but
also the Chinese leadership which had shaped the moderating policies in Tibettreating it as a "special case" and "backward," thereby precluding dramatic and
sudden revolutionary change. It was an attack on the policy of working with the
Tibetan elites and allowing them to maintain their feudal positions in the midst
of a socialist society.
There was no question as to whom the Red Guards had identified as the
architects of the policies toward Tibet. Deng Xiaoping, Zhang Guohua, Wang
Jingwei (Wang Ching-wei) and Zhou Renshan (Chou Ren-shan, first acting secretary of the CCP Committee in the TAR) were collectively accused of attempts
"to preach the reactionary nonsense of [their] master, Liu Shao-ch'i . . . and to
oppose the decision made by one person w a o Z e d ~ n g ] . " ~ ~
As the political factionalism of the GPCR approached civil war all across the
Chmese nation, the leadership began to dispatch units of the PLA to restore order
and establish "revolutionary committees" to rule different areas and industries in
China. One of the last regional groups to be set up, presumably because of the
continued factionalism, was in the TAR. Taiwanese sources reported that the
original date set was May 1968;77but continued fighting caused a postponement.
In June 1968 the Chinese media carried appeals for peace from the military
commander who had led the PLA against the Rebels, Ren Rong (Jen Junk!). In
September the Revolutionary Committee was finally established, with Zeng
Yongyan (Tseng Yung-yen) as its head. Of the total of thirteen vice chairs on the
committee, only four were Tibetans. Many prominent Tibetans were jailed; a
handfbl-lke N g a b ~ a n a g e dto escape that fate. He explained: "Then it was
difficult for me to work in Xizang. The party and Central Committee cared about
me, and Premier Zhou personally sent an airplane to fly me to ~eijing."~'
He was
not to return to Tibet until August 1979.
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Post-GPCR Events
In 1969 the fighting stopped. The major influence on China's attitude to Tibet
after that date was the deterioration in Sino-Soviet relations, and the growing
Indo-Soviet friendship. While the non-Han population in China at the time represented only 7 percent of the total population, they lived in areas that made up 60
percent of China's land mass. And, most crucially, that 60 percent of land is
predominantly along the frontier areas of India and the Soviet Union, as well as
Burma and Southeast Asia. With the Soviet Union and India seen as enemies of
China-and allied with each o t h e r ~ h ethreat to China, especially along the
frontiers, grew. For self-protection China considered it essential that the minority
peoples in those areas not be alienated from Beijing and that they remain loyal to
the PRC.
The next event to affect China's thlnking was the creation, in 1971, of the
independent state of Bangladesh. The Indian government played a major role in
the victory of the Bangladeshi forces, naturally raising fears in China that India
might duplicate its success-this time along its northern frontier, with Tibetan
dissidents. India at the time was recruiting Tibetans into its armed forces. By
1973 the Economist reported that the number of recruits had reached ten thousand-about 10 percent of all the refugees.79This number is probably exaggerated, but that does not contradict the basic fact that many Tibetans were indeed
being recruited and trained by India.
The final event was i n t e r n a l a e death of Lin Biao in mid-1971 and the
subsequent purge of his followers such as Zeng Yongyan in Tibet, who was
assigned to a lesser post in Manchuria. This led not only to a more moderate
policy in China itself but apparently also freed the Chinese leadership to establish ties with the United States, formerly characterized only in the most pejorative terms. Lin's death and China's cautious dismantling of its xenophobic
foreign policy also led at long last to China's membership in the United Nations.
For the Tibetans the ties with Washmgton meant an end to American covert
aid to the rebels in India and Nepal. The PRC's admission to the UN meant an
end to any more resolutions on Tibet, however ineffective. Moderate policies
brought about some dramatic changes in all of Chma's minority areas. In Tibet
the changes were especially dramatic. There was an abrupt end to the attacks on
religion and a greater emphasis in the media on the need to respect the special
circumstances of minorities. Monasteries that were still standing began to be
repaired. At least U.S.$500,000 was allocated for the refurbishment of the
Jokhang Cathedral alone. Religious practice seems to have made a cautious
return. Although some refugees complained that circumambulation remained
proscribed, Nepali visitors reported that the Barkor Road (as the Lingkhor Road
mentioned earlier, a path for circumambulation) was being used for just that
purpose, as it had been for centuries.
In 1971 the "four basic freedoms" (to practice religion, to trade, to lend
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money with interest, to keep servants) campaign was launchekcheduled to
run for two years. Tibetans were permitted to wear their indigenous clothing
once again, allowed to celebrate the Dalai Lama's and the Buddha's birthdays,
permitted freedom to travel within Tibet and perform traditional dances. Monks
and former nobles were released fiom prison. Tibetans were once again writing
to friends and relatives in India and the United States, and 200 traders were
permitted to take their goods to Nepal for sale (all but ten returned). One frequent visitor to Asia commented on how the situation in Tibet had been restored,
with the important exception that "at least now you don't see emaciated serfs in
rags carrying the litter of a noble dressed in warm clothing, turquoise rings and
gold bracelet^."^^
The most interesting aspect of this new policy was the changed attitude toward the Dalai Lama. After having been fiercely condemned during the GPCR
period, secret negotiations appear to have been opened between the Dalai and
Beijing by either Chinese agents or unidentified go-betweens. George Patterson
contends that he was approached by the Chinese while living in Hong Kong and
asked to act as a liaison in opening a dialogue with the Tibetans. These secret
talks seem to have lasted until 1974 when they were mysteriously and abruptly
ended.
Publicly, the Dalai Lama maintained his strident views, rejecting any suggestions of a possible compromise. Nevertheless, rumors of his impending return to
Tibet were so widespread during the early 1970s that George Patterson wrote an
article in April 1973 that the Dalai Lama was hoping to return to his beloved
Lhasa by his birthday in June of that year. These predictions were based on
inside information and undoubtedly nurtured by alleged quotes, such as: "I believe firmly there is common ground between communism and Buddhism. . . . It
[communism] aims, I am told, at obtaining for the deprived what is due them.'"'
India reinforced this new mood by lessening tensions with China. In 1972
Indian Foreign Affairs Minister, Swaran Singh, stated New Delhi's position
without equivocation: "the question of "sovereignty" or "suzerainty" in Tibet
was a matter for the Chinese to decide."82 India, in response to a request from
China, agreed to stop referring to the Tibetans in their country as "refugees,"
thereby making them ineligible for UN refugee assistance. It even took the
extreme position in 1973 of preventing the Dalai Lama's annual speech on the
anniversary of the 1959 revolt and forbidding the concurrent commemorations
and demonstrations against the Chinese Embassy in New Delhi.
But efforts toward a compromise ended without positive resolution and without
explanation. After forty Tibetans were issued visas by C h a to attend a religious
ceremony performed by the Dalai Lama in India, the Chinese media renewed its
attacks on the Dalai. These attacks were almost simultaneous with a widespread
campaign being launched in Beijing, ostensibly to criticize Lin Biao and Confucius. These two became connected when the press tied Lin Biao and Confucius
with the Dalai and Panchen Lamas, calling them all "jackals of the same lair."83
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This period in contemporary Chinese history remains unclear. The extreme
leftists (the "gang of four") had assumed power in Beijing, and Deng Xiaoping
had been purged a second time. Throughout China more radical policies became
obvious. The only curious note is that in 1975 Dr. Han Suyin (born in China, but
a long-time resident in Switzerland) became the first non-Chinese resident to be
permitted to visit Tibet in over a decade. Other Westerners followed in 1976, but
this may have had more to do with the final end of guerrilla activity against
China than with the ideological struggles unfolding among the leadership in
Beijing.
While the more moderate policies improved the situation in Tibet considerably, there were still difficult problems. In September 1976 Renmin Ribao put it
quite bluntly when it called on the Han living in the TAR to
strictly abide by the Party's nationalities policy, respect the habits and customs
of the minority nationalities and learn their language . . . [for Han-Tibet unity
is an] indis ensable condition for making further efforts to build a Socialist
New Tibet.

8

The Tibetan Diaspora

The geography of Tibet and an obsessive xenophobi=xemplified
in laws demanding severe punishments for any Tibetan found aiding a foreign travelerwere the major factors maintaining Tibet's isolation from the rest of the world.
That is not to say that Tibet was able to completely seal itself off, for its lack of
total self-sufficiency necessitated a lively and flourishing trade network. The
expansion of trade alone brought Tibetans into contact with Mongols to the
north, Han Chinese to the east, Indians and Nepali to the south, and Kashmiri
Moslims to the west (as well as the Europeans mentioned earlier). However,
since Tibetan society, throughout its thirteen centuries of written history, had not
been subject to any cataclysmic upheavals, the emigration from Tibet has been
negligible. The few Tibetans who left included those who intermarried, participants in religious pilgrimages and children of the aristocracy sent to British
missionary schools in India. The Indian hill town of Darjeeling boasted a Tibetan
population as early as the mid-nineteenth century, while its neighbor,
Kalimpong, saw its Tibetan population grow to about 1,500 before the fateful
year of 1959.
Even after 1950 there were so few Tibetans in exile that their presence outside
Tibet remained largely unnoticed by the world at large. This situation was to
change drastically after the failed uprising in Lhasa in March 1959. The flight of
the Dalai Lama was the signal for tens of thousands of Tibetans to flee south.
According to all accounts the bulk of the refugees left Tibet in the years 1959 to
1963. Many fewer left from 1963 to 1965. The refugees who left after 1965
constituted only a small number.
One researcher, examining a group of refugees to determine their motives for
having left Tibet, questioned 869 families in 1974-1975. He found that the
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Tibetans listed their reasons in the following order of descending importance:
-anxiety over not being allowed to remain practicing Buddhists;
-rumors of atrocities committed by the Han;
-rumors of Tibetans being prevented from marrying Tibetans;
--rumors of Tibetans being compelled to marry Han;
--the departure of the Dalai Lama; and
-incessant political meetings, insecurity over the future, and the educating of
children to watch and report the behavior of their parents.'
When the refugees left Tibet they crossed over mainly into Bhutan and
India's Northeast Frontier Area (now called Arunachal Pradesh). Lesser numbers
trekked into Nepal, Sikkim, and Ladakh. For the most part they were welcomed,
despite the host countries' inabilities to meet the needs of such a large influx of
destitute people. But one recalls being prevented from crossing the frontier until
bribes were paid to the Indian border officials. This refugee subsequently bitterly
complained that in his experience, India's ''corruption and bribery [were] every
bit as common as they used to be in Tibet."2

How Many Refugees?
It is impossible to determine how many Tibetans actually left. Census figures are
unreliable, and the situation is further complicated by the fact that it is politically
advantageous to the refugee leadership to inflate the numbers of refugees. The
greater the refugee population, the more proof that communist rule in Tibet was
oppressive and rejected by the populace. Emigrating was seen as an example of
people voting with their feet.
The figures most commonly cited for the number of refugees who left Tibet
are between seventy-five thousand and one hundred thousand. No accurate census has ever been undertaken, and the question of how many of the refugee
population are children born in exile is rarely considered. The c o n h i o n is made
apparent even within the refugee community and among their supporters, when
the same officials will cite widely varying figures at different times. Recently,
the Dalai Lama and his followers have been using the figure of one hundred
thousand. In 1979 the Dalai Lama used this number to indicate all Tibetans
outside of Tibet, including children born in exile. This was at odds with an
official publication from his office a year earlier that set the number at eightyfive t h o ~ s a n d . ~
Even ascertaining the refugee monk population is difficult. One Tibetan refugee official observed that "the unbelievable cruel treatment meted out to religious leaders in Tibet has resulted in there being among the refugees a very high
proportion of lamas."4 Since the ecclesiastic population of Tibet prior to 1959
has been estimated at 15-20 percent of the male population, we can assume that
the percentage of clerics among the refugees would exceed that. The same officia1 then proceeds to put the total number of refugee lamas at 7,000. That was in
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1974. The very same number (7,000) was used in an official publication printed
in 1969, indicating-if the figures are a c c u r a t e a t there was no growth in the
clerical refugee population from 1969 to 1974.' The very same official, writing
elsewhere, put the total number of clergy at exactly 10 percent of the refugee
population.6 Other Tibetan sources cite 5,000 monks in one instance and 6,102
monks and 150 nuns in another.'
The following table attempts to estimate the Tibetan refugee population for
1980. My figures are compared with a breakdown provided by an official rehgee publication published in 1976.
Tibetan Refugees

Country of Residence
India (including Sikkim)
Nepal
Bhutan
Switzerland
Canada
Europe (except Switzerland)
United States
Taiwan
Japan
Total

1980 Estimate

1976 Figures
68,748
8,673
3,275
1,170
300
200 (including Japan)
180

n.a.
n.a. (see Europe)
82,546'

The 1976 figures were corroborated by the refugee "Minister for Home Affairs" who
said, in London, in October 1980, that there were 67,736 Tibetans in India and 1 1,690 in
Nepal.I0

Keeping in mind that there is general agreement that only a negligible number
of refugees left their homeland after 1965, that even fewer returned home and,
estimating an annual natural population increase of 3 percent (a little high perhaps, but common for nonindustrialized p e o p l ~ s p e c i a l l yrecent immigrants),
it can be safely assumed that the number of Tibetans who actually fled from
Tibet totals 50,000 to 55,000. This is far fewer than figures commonly quoted
by refugee organizations and the Dalai Lama's followers. These figures are in
line with estimates made by the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), whose experts believed that in 1967 the Tibetan population of
India, Sikkim, and Bhutan was about 55,000 (refugee figures of the same period
referred to 67,000);'l while in Nepal they estimated that there were about 7,000
(the New York Times cited 10,000 at the time).12 If we assume that the 50,000 to
55,000 figures is accurate, then an annual population increase of slightly better
than 3 percent would bring the total of the entire Tibetan refugee population to
about the 100,000 mark after two decades in exile. While estimates of those who
died fiom the hardships en route to India run to tens of thousands, this number
will never be known.
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For years the Chinese told foreign visitors that 30,000 had fled; in 1976 they
cited the figure of 40,000.'3 The Chinese have widely publicized the return of
prominent Tibetans, such as the scion of the Pangdatsang family, an Americaneducated refugee who, after his return, wrote the first Tibetan book on life in the
United States.
Life in Exile
Emergency camps were set up across the southern rim of the Himalayas. Aid
was successfully solicited from a number of foreign countries, and foreign volunteers offered their services. However, for the most part "the sons and daughters of Tibetan aristocrats and wealthy Tibetans studying in colleges or worlung
around Darjeeling, did not come to help."14
The situation in the early years of exile was precarious. Special problems
existed for the Tibetan exiles: the difficulties of crossing the Himalayas on foot,
the unavailability of resources in the host countries, and the problems of adjusting fiom a meat diet to a vegetarian one, fiom a cold climate to a warm, and
from a sparsely populated region to a densely populated one. To the Indians,
accustomed to refugees, this particular situation was eased somewhat by the
existence of a single, recopzed central authority. Given their previous status in
Tibet, it was only natural that the Dalai Lama and the members of his adrmnistration in exile would emerge as the undisputed spokespeople for the refugees.
The Indian government initially placed responsibility for the refugees under
the authority of the minister for external affairs who worked directly through the
Dalai Lama. Nevertheless, the Indian government placed severe limitations on
the Dalai Lama's political activities-to this day withholding official acknowledgement of the self-styled "government-in-exile." To the Indians, the Dalai
Lama was the spiritual leader and spokesman for his people, but had no legitimate political status. When it became apparent that the Tibetans were in India to
stay for some time, the government shifted responsibility for them to the ministry
for rehabilitation, later creating a quasi-official office-the Central Relief Committee, headed by J.B. KriplanAo coordinate and allocate all funds and volunteers involved with Tibetan refugee work.
The first attempt to provide the refugees with a means for economic independence was the establishment of ninety-five road construction camps along the
northern borderlands in India. These were areas in which the Tibetans were
uniquely qualified to labor. In spite of massive aid fiom the Indian government
and outside sources these road building camps proved to be the most consistent
source of income for the refugees. Approximately 18,000 to 21,000 Tibetans
were employed in road building, at an average wage of U.S.$0.30 a day. Conditions were so bad that Tibetan refugee officials admitted in 1964 that these
workers were worse off than they would have been if they had remained in
Tibet.Is The squalor, low pay, constant threat of illness, and the shortened life
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expectancy were not all the refugees had to endure. The worst injustice was
surely the separation of the children from their families. Five thousand children
were taken from their parents to live in permanent refugee camps. Three thousand others were permitted to stay with their parents in the road camps, but only
on the condition that those under fifteen would not be allowed to work. Nevertheless, as is so often the case, a few extra pennies are always required; and there
were frequent reports of children under the age of fifteen engaged in hazardous
work.
Another point of contention is the source of the funds that poured in during
the early years after the revolt. One of the first sources was the money the Dalai
Lama had invested in Sikkirnflndia in 1951 when he fled to the south of Tibet.
Upon returning to Lhasa in that year, he ordered that several mule-loads of silver
and gold be sent across the frontier to be invested for possible future use. There
has been widespread speculation as to the value of this haul-one high incarnated lama described it as "considerable wealth . . . invested with the govemment of India . . . [that hadlbeen accruing interest."I6 One report set its worth at
U.S.$3 million.I7 Gyalo Thondup has been quoted as placing its value at 50
thousand rupees (roughly U.S.$7 million). The Dalai Lama's officials have put it
at 80 thousand rupees (U.S.$11 rnillion).18 As recently as 1978 a spokesperson
for the Dalai Lama's administration indicated that for almost two decades the
Dalai's "principle source of h d s . . . has been the "sizable" gold reserves that
the government of Lhasa shipped out before the 1959 uprising and stored in
sikkim.m19 A controversy arose over the management of the money. Gyalo
Thondup claimed that he was authorized to use it; but he was hastily and harshly
rebuked by his brother, the Dalai Lama, who insisted that the money was his and
that only he could decide what to do with it.20
Foreign Aid
Apart from the Dalai Lama's money, the bulk of the funds came, in the final
analysis, from the India federal and state governments, which provided land,
food rations, medical assistance, and more general relief aid. The total amount
spent on the refugees will probably never be calculated, although we know the
Indians had spent over U.S.$6 million by 1962. In the early years the slack was
taken up by foreign governments and private relief agencies; however, as these
became less involved, the Indian government became more involved. By the end
of 1965 U.S.$2,625,000 had been spent on the agricultural settlements; 750,000
rupees (roughly U.S.$11,000) was spent solely on the Bylakuppe Settlement in
southern India at a time when its population numbered 3,000.2'
After the Indian government, the major sources of funds were Western nations-through both governmental and private channels. In the early years
(1959-62) organizations such as CARE, the International Red Cross, the
YMCA, Catholic Relief, Church World Service, the International Rescue Corn-
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mittee, and Save the Chlldren Fund all participated. In addition, Swiss and
American governments and, later on, the United Nations High Commissioner for
Rehgees ( 1 9 6 4 1973) also contributed to refugee assistance. During the first
decade of exile, the Tibetan refugees received U.S.$5,300,000 in direct aid from
the American government.22 One estimate of the total amount provided ran to
more than U.S.$20 million; this would average over U.S.$400 received for every
man, woman, and child. The truth is that although we will never know what the
total was, as one refugee publication put it: " . . . no one can dispute that the
amount is considerable by any standard."23
Added to the official aid and funding were private funds. In 1960 a Tibetan
Friendship Group was formed in the United States-followed closely by similar
groups in France, Switzerland, England, Norway, South Africa, Australia, and
New Zealand. These groups raised and donated funds and encouraged the financial adoption of individual refugees by their members. For the fiscal year June
1975 to June 1976 the American group donated U.S.$5,614.94, not including
funds sent independently by their m e m b e r ~ h i p . ~ ~
In the United States, the American Emergency Committee for Tibetan Rehgees (AECTR) was hastily formed in March 1959. Under the leadership of
journalist Lowell Thomas and Supreme Court Justice William 0. Douglas, this
agency was to remain in existence only a few months, in order to help the
Tibetans get settled in exile. Although the complete story of the committee is yet
untold, there remains much speculation and considerable circumstantial evidence
that a major source of its funding was the CIA. While the AECTR's literature
attributes its genesis to the efforts of Magnus I. Gregerson of Columbia
University's College of Physicians and Surgeons, other documents attribute it to
the efforts of one Marvin Liebman, the secretary to the anticommunist "Committee of One Million Against the Admission of Communist China to the United
Nations." Liebman was a prominent rightist, anticommunist crusader, who,
within two weeks of the fighting in Lhasa in March 1959, had consulted with the
United States Department of State's Public Affairs Adviser of the Bureau of Far
Eastern Affairs, and the AECTR was born.25By December that year it was able
to send U.S.$200,000 and medical supplies to the refbgees in ~ n d i aBy
. ~ 1961
~
it
had provided a total of U.S.$707,503 in cash and supplies.*'
Lowell Thomas, Sr. assured me that the AECTR was, from its origins, a
privately funded and privately organized
The committee's annual financial reports demonstrate that Washington was using the AECTP as an official
conduit for funds to the refugees. In its nine years of existence the AECTR
provided a total of U.S.$2,431,868, of which 31.6 percent was raised t h u g h
public solicitation and 44.6 percent came in direct funds from the American
government (pharmaceutical companies provided 23.8 percent of the total in
drugs). This, of course, was in addition to the direct aid and surplus food Washington was providing for the refugees. Curiously, it "mysteriously and abruptly
ceased operations in 1967," turning all of its activities over to the New Delhi
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office of Catholic Relief on March 1, 1968, and leaving many projects that had
relied on the AECTR for funding high and dry-without so much as a warning
andlor an explanation. Lowell Thomas, Sr. attributed the cessation of operations
to the Indian government's "having problems" with the Chinese government and
not wanting to offend them.29
Other governments appeared to get involved covertly. F.N. Beaufort-Palmer
recalls that when he first raised the possibility of forming a Tibetan aid group, in
a letter to the Times (London), he was approached by " . . . a young man in the
Foreign Office [who] came and saw me more than once in a secret sort of way.
From him we learnt much about Tibet and who, if we did find a society, would
help and, almost more useful information, who would hinder us."30 Mr. Beaufort-Palmer has rebuffed repeated requests for further elaboration upon his remarks.
Settlements

While the refhgees were waiting to "liberate" Tibet from the communists, they
needed some immediate relief from the squalid conditions of the temporary
camps in which they were compelled to live. At first the Dalai Lama wanted all
his people housed together in large concentrations just south of the Tibetan
frontier, but for obvious security reasons the Indian government immediately
ruled out that possibility. Instead, two temporary transit camps were established
(Missamari in Assam State and B w a in Bengal) until such time as the refugees
could be moved to more permanent resettlement areas in different parts of India.
The camp at Buxa was a former British detention camp for political prisoners
and was now used exclusively for the Tibetan clergy. At one time there were as
many as 1,500 monks there, despite the almost intolerable living conditions. The
situation at B w a was so bad that by 1969, 200 monks had contracted tuberculosis, 80 of whom died.31The 900 monks who were still there in 1969-1970 were
finally moved south to the Tibetan settlements at Bylakuppe and Mundgod. The
camp at Missamari was little better. Conditions were so bad that foreigners were
prevented fiom visiting. According to a Tibetan-speaking scholar, half the Tibetans died from the climate and neglect in the first ~ e a r . 3A~Swiss refugee group
put the population of Missamari at upwards of 8,000 in 1960."
The first school for Tibetan children was established at Mussouri in March
1960. Eventually the Indian Minister of Education formed the Central Tibetan
Schools Administration (CTSA), and by 1980 it was operating four residential
and thirty day schools for 8,192 students (another 2,000 pupils studied at nonCTSA Tibetan schools). At the same time, thousands of other Tibetan children
remained without educational resources. It can be safely assumed that at least 40
percent of the Tibetan exile population is of school age, or approximately 40,000
children. Consequently, the majority of Tibetan chlldren in exile are not being
formally educated. (The situation has become more acute since 1975, when the
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hdian government ended free access to the residential schools for the Tibetan
children born in India.) The Dalai Lama was said to be deeply concerned, but
funds were lacking.
In an attempt to help make the refugees self-sufficient, handicraft centers
were established. They tended to be small, cooperative enterprises, with severely
limited capitalization and resources, which, nevertheless, managed to eke out a
living for their members. Carpets and sweaters were the chief products. The
woolen sweater industry, in particular, caught on and has become almost an
exclusive Tibetan cottage industry throughout the subcontinent. The sweaters are
knitted predominantly during the summer months and sold by traveling Tibetan
traders during the winter.
Agricultural Settlements

The major resettlement efforts, and without a doubt those that offer the most
hope for the future, are the agricultural settlements established especially for the
Tibetan refugees. In Karnataka State, alone, there are five such settlements,
housing over twenty thousand people.34 Apart from these there are also settlements in Orissa State, in Arunachal Pradesh, and in northern India-around
some of the former British hill stations.
The first agricultural settlement was set up after Prime Minister Nehru, at the
Dalai Lama's instigation, appealed to the state governments for allocations of unused land. Mysore State (now Kamataka) responded with an offer of three thousand
acres at Bylakuppe for an initial group of three thousand refugees. This was the most
advanced settlement, largely because it received much technical assistance h m
abroad and from official organizations in India. This aid has included the establishment of a dauy f m by the National Christian Council of India, the sending of
agricultural experts and trucks by the Swiss, and the founding of a carpet weaving
center and setting up a "work center" for the elderly by the AECTR. Today the
settlement houses over five thousand, and some have become so well off that
it has become more common for young, impoverished Indian boys to be taken

in by Tibetan families. In return for room and board these Indians would do a
variety of household tasks such as hauling drinking water from the wells.3s
The first five years were so prosperous that bicycles, horses, and gambling began
to proliferate, while Tibetans were increasingly able to hire landless Indians for
the labor needed in their fields.
In contrast, the settlement at Maniput in Madhya Pradesh State is in very poor
condition. Established in 1963, through a government of India grant of 2,132,200
rupees (roughly U.S.$300,000), it had as many as five thousand inhabitants at
one time. The major differences between the settlement at Maniput and that at
Bylakuppe were the land conditions and the degree of outside technical assis-
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tance. The camp at Maniput is in a dense forest, in constant danger from tigers,
snakes, and adverse weather conditions-all of which have taken a heavy toll in
lives. Help for the community came largely in the form of h d s from the
AECTR. A hospital was built in 1964, only to be suddenly and mysteriously
closed down three years later. The YMCA also sent a volunteer teacher. HOWever, by 1978 there were only 1,100 inhabitants left at Maniput; and they were
living without electricity, industry, or irrigation. Morale was very low, and there
was little to show for fifteen years of labor.36
While the situation at Bylakuppe may be envied by Tibetans living in other
agricultural settlements, a closer examination demonstrates that the fruits of
success are not evenly distributed. A visit in 1977 by a Tibetan refugee journalist
found that after sixteen years the "water and electricity facilities are . . . not very
satisfactory," that there were no metaled (paved) roads, and the hospital was
inadequate. The available education was so poor that the wealthier families were
sending their children to schools in Bangalore, while those who were unable to
afford such an expense, but were equally concerned about their children's education, were keeping them at home rather than send them to the Tibetan schools.
After sixteen years of technological and financial assistance, the camp's leadership had still failed to establish even the most rudimentary social welfare scheme
for the poor under their charge.37
In the settlements the day-to-day administration is run by an official appointed by the Dalai Lama; this person becomes the Camp Leader. The Camp
Leader "in many respects . . . is considered the king of the settlement. He can
One anthropologist, upon
virtually command people within the ~ettlement."~~
studying this administrative structure, observed that it put an end to the traditional Tibetan serfllord relationship, but had replaced it with a "paternalistic
hierarchical rule."39
There is also the problem of a shortage of land. Back in the 1960s, each
refugee received one acre of land. However, no provisions were made for population increases-either through immigration or birth. With land size fixed, the
larger the family, the greater the difficulty in providing adequate sustenance. To
maintain political loyalty, the camp leaders discourage mingling with the Indians
who live in the vicinity-a process aided by the absence of opportunity for the
Tibetans to learn the local Indian languages. Women are even worse off than their
male counterparts, for they need permissio+fiom a male-to leave the camp; they
cannot vote; and they are given second preference when it comes to education.40
Education

Education was a top priority for the Tibetan refugee leaders. Except for the
teaching of Tibetan language and history---carried out by Tibetan teachers-Indian teachers were employed, using English as the medium of instruction. (In
light of this, the Tibetan rehgee accusation that the Chinese are destroying
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Tibetan culture by using Chinese for teaching in the schools in Tibet, rather than
Tibetan, is curious.) According to an interview with the secretary of the Tibetan
Education Council, most of the curriculum taught in the Tibetan schools is
worthless for the students' future vocational needs. One discontented Tibetan
claims that his nephew, after nine years of schooling, has yet to read a newspaper
or an entire book.4'
Not all Tibetan children attend school. There are few schools in the agricultural settlements and residential school costs (about U.S.$120 per year) are a
formidable expense for the average Tibetan family whose total family income
averages U.S.$792-2,400 yearly. These conditions, of course, do not affect the
former aristocracy who send their children to exclusive, and expensive, private
Anglo-Indian schools or abroad for their education. The Dalai Lama's youngest
brother was educated at the prestigious, Catholic St. Joseph's School in Darjeeling where the rector was quoted as having said that the young pupil had "forgotten all that nonsense about being an In~arnation."~~

Health Conditions
Considerable sums of relief money have been sent to the refugees, but thls
money has not been managed adequately. Blame must be put with the Tibetan
leaders in Dhararnsala. Even in the Dalai Lama's own backyard, Dhararnsala,
where approximately three thousand Tibetans live, the sanitary conditions remain deplorablewith an acute shortage of public latrines and no system for the
disposal of garbage, as recently as 1979.43An American doctor who worked for
several months during 1978 at the Delek Hospital in Dharamsala complained
about these conditions and described them as contributing to "a plague of illn e ~ s . "It~was
~ not until 1981 that a Department of Health was established; even,
at that, only enough money was allocated to run the office in Dharamsala.
Life in the south of India, in the agricultural settlements, is not much better.
At Mundgod the original plan called for 4,000 acres of land for 4,000 Tibetans.
However, 640 acres are being used for buildings and roads, leaving only 3,360
acres for a population of 7,140 as of 1981. The arable land has no irrigation
facilities and drinking water is in very short supply. A recent visitor appealed for
additional aid for Mundgod because the children were said to be suffering from
malnutrition. Of all the deaths of those under five years of age, 40 percent are
attributed to malnutrition. Indeed, the child mortality rate in thls camp is 162 per
1,000 live b~rths.~S
AS recently as 1980 an American physician, commenting on the
general refugee situation in Inha, termed it 'kretched" because the refugees were
living in extreme poverty, in unhealthy settlements on "leftover" land in the
poorest areas of India. Most of their energies are devoted to the personal
struggle for survival. . .the people sink into poverty, apathy, illness, alcoholism, and despair.46
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Some of the lack of medical attention is culturally derived rather than the
result of an uncaring administration. Visitors to the agricultural settlements have
found that even when medical facilities exist they are often underutilized because of a lack of understanding of modem medical practices and the deepseated belief in karma. As one Western physician put it, there is an "inevitable
conflict between some traditional Tibetan and modem "western" attitudes to
hygiene and the nature of the disease process."47
Tibetan '6Government-in-Exile"

These problems are only the tip of the iceberg. But there has been little hesitation
in establishing an administration paralleling the one that existed in Tibet, at an
enormous cost, in order to assure continued control over the Tibetans in exile.
Under the Dalai Lama, who retains supreme authority, there is a Cabinet
(Kashag) and there are nine administrative offices. A Constitution, written with
the help of an Indian lawyer,48 was promulgated in 1963, in an attempt to
integrate modem Western concepts of parliamentary democracy with the feudal
traditions of Tibet. It is a strange mix at best. It begins with a classic understatement:
whereas it has become increasingly evident that the system of government
which has hitherto prevailed in Tibet has not proved sufficiently responsive to
the present needs and future development of the people
and proceeds to guarantee equality before the law, due process of law, right to
legal counsel, freedom of speech, assembly, travel, association, and residence. A
National Assembly was created, with three-fourths of the membership to be
popularly elected, but with limited powers, it has no say over taxation matters.
(Interestingly, for a constitution based on Buddhist ideology, there is no stipulation banning "unclean castes" [butchers, tanners, corpse-handlers], a common
practice in Tibet prior to 1959.)
The most curious aspect of the entire document must be the functions given to
a body known as the Council of Regency. This three-member group is elected by
the National Assembly and is expected to rule
when the National Assembly, by a majority of two-thirds of its total members
in consultation with the Supreme Court, decided that in the highest interests of
the State it is imperative that the executive function of His Holiness the Dalai
Lama shall be exercised by the Council of Regency.
TO a Westerner, this statement sounds fairly routine; but it is nothing short of
remarkable. To all Tibetans the Dalai Lama is no mere mortal, but the reincarnation of their patron deity. According to Buddhist dogma, no human can ever
ovemle a Bodhisattva (as a highly literate Tibetan put it, "the masses are overawed by the very mention of the name of their religious and temporal head.")49
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Moreover, a major and serious contradiction exists in the "Foreword" of the
Constitution that states unequivocally that it "takes into consideration the doc~ statement is to be accepted at face
trines enunciated by Lord B u d ~ l h a . "If~that
value, then the Dalai Lama can never be deprived of his powers--spiritual or
temporaL+mless he abdicates. More than one eyewitness in India at the time of
the constitution's publication, reported that "among the ordinary refugees the
promulgation of the Constitution caused horror and grief and it is repudiated by
them as totally ~nacceptable."~'
Nothing testifies to the strength of the religious ties among Tibetans more
than the hold the Dalai Lama continues to maintain over his people. The relief
operations have been bedeviled with organizational rivalry and the intrigues of
"unsavory members of the Tibetan ruling clique."s2 Relief supplies, particularly
medical supplies, have been found to be on sale in the market in MacLeod Ganj,
less than two miles from the Dalai Lama's place of residence. The Dalai Lama's
late sister, Tsering D o h a , was widely disliked. In order to control the comings
and goings in the nursery that she administered, she instituted a system whereby
pairs of children stood guard at all the entrances, regardless of the weather, in
order to inform her first of any visitors. Moreover, while the children in her care
were frequently on the verge of starvation (a refugee worker recalls an incident
in which she was attacked by starving children as she was carrying a plate of
breakfast scraps) she was noted for her formal, twelve-course luncheons. Meanwhile, in bitterly cold weather the children were clad in "thin, tom, sleeveless
cotton frocks-though when VIPs visit the Upper Nursery every child there is
dressed warmly in tweeds, wool, heavy socks, and strong boots."53 In general the
corruption was so bad that the Director of Operations for the UN High Cornmission for Refugees noted that if all the relief supplies that were sent to India were
distributed, every Tibetan should have at least one-and-one-half blankets each.
This is in no way meant to give the impression that every Tibetan leader was
corrupt; the home established for children in Mussouri by the aristocratic Taring
family, is, by every account, a humane, well-run, and property organized model.

Contradictions
The Tibetan leadership is faced with some vexing contradictions. On the one
hand, it extols the virtues of being prepared to return to Tibet at a moment's
notice. On the other hand, in order that the refugees be able to raise themselves
above the bare subsistence level, it is essential that they do put down some roots
in their current communities and make contact with their neighbors. They cannot
do both, and the Dalai Lama and his advisers have been unable to reconcile both
needs.
A second major contradiction lies in the relief program for the refugees. One
of the major sources of political power for the Dalai Lama is his ability to control
relief h d s , educational scholarships, and the hiring of Tibetan teachers and
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bureaucrats. These powers only continue as long as there are many stateless
refugees. Consequently, it is to the benefit of the leadership to keep Tibetans in
children's homes, transit camps, and temporary facilities-not unllke the situation
among the Palestinian refugees. According to a high Tibetan refugee official,as of
October 1980 as many as 17 percent (1 1,402) of the refugees in India and an
astonishing 35 percent (4,058) of the refugees in Nepal remained unsettled.54
The Tibetan refugee community is not a cohesive single unit. Certainly there
is admiration, and even awe, for the Dalai Lama and his spiritual rule. Even
among his severest critics, the Dalai Lama himself is rarely blamed, while wrath
is heaped on those who surround him. The more obvious divisions are the ones
~nheritedfiom Tibet. There is dissension between the Buddhlst sects as well as
regional differences. As one Tibetan noted, "regionalism continues to be the
main disease afflicting the Tibetan society in exile." Groups of Tibetans from
outside the central regions (U, Tsang) lobby for greater participation in the
administration, but while Dharamsala tends to view these groups with "guarded
hostility and benign neglect" they continue to make their presence felt. So much
so that this regional squabbling led to a suspension of elections of representatives
to the nominal Parliament after 1982. For a while the Dalai Lama appointed all
delegates unilaterall~.~~
The rifts are bound to widen if the leadership does not
recognize and resolve them. As relief funds diminish, as younger Tibetans have
more contact with, and are more influenced by, the indigenous people among
whom they live, as more Tibetans move out of refugee camps, and as the prospect (for the vast majority) of returning to Tibet grows dimmer with each passing
year, the power of the Dalai Lama and his ruling group weakens.
Disagreements Within the Ranks

By the year 1972 the clandestine funds for the guemlla operations against China
were used up, relations between China and India were beginning to warm up once
again after a decade of correct frostiness, and the Dhararnsala group had no bold new
plans to lift the spirits and hopes of their followers Tibetans had begun to voice their
opposition to leadership policies. In Bylakuppe those in opposition were not appointed to administrative posts, nor did they receive educational scholarships.
First indications of this trend were in evidence at a student meeting at the
Institute of Higher Tibetan Studies in Sarnath during a "Tibetan Freedom Conference," held in July 1972. The meeting which pledged to "launch a mass
movement to struggle for the restoration of Tibet's rightful independence."56
Their unilateral efforts placed the leadership in an awkward position. On the one
hand, the leaders could not help but lend support to the causes articulated by the
younger generation, since they echoed the rhetoric emanating from ~haramsalaOn the other hand, by supporting the young people's efforts, the leaders found
themselves supporting an alternative power base that could ultimately threaten
their own power.
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In January of 1977, President Jimmy Carter took office in the United States,
~ledgingto carry out a foreign policy based on the principle of "human rights"
around the world. This led Tibetans to declare that, "it is his special emphasis on
the human rights issue that makes him a potential Messiah for ti bet an^."^' In
March of that same year, a new government came to power in India-under the
Janata Party that had several leaders long committed to the Tibetan refugee
cause. These two events-corning, as they did, only months apart--brought great
hopes and expectations to the Tibetans.
March 10, 1977, was the eighteenth anniversary of the failed revolt in Tibet.
A group of young Tibetans, angered that previous anniversary demonstrations
had been placid and routinized, tried to break into the Chinese embassy in New
Delhi. Forty policemen and several Tibetans were injured; 209 Tibetans were
arrested for rioting, violation of a probationary order, assault and attempted
murder. At the same tirne, a short distance away, a handful of Tibetans launched
a hunger strlke on the doorstep of the United Nations Information Office. The
Tibetan Youth Congress endorsed these actions, saying, in a press release: "if the
United Nations chooses to ignore the appeal of the Tibetan people then nonviolence will have been dealt a deathblow [sic], and the Tibetan people will have to
find recourse in a more active and positive path of action in their struggle for
independen~e."~~
The response from Dharamsala was swift. The youth group was ordered to
disband-one of the elders calling the Youth Congress "an association of children who though educated have no knowledge of what Tibet was really like."59
The repressive measures probably came as no surprise to the youth leadership;
several months earlier they had warned Dhararnsala that it must come to grips
with the new situation outside Tibet, for "it was high tirne Tibetans rezlized that
serving the government in a democratic system is vastly different from serving it
in feudal Tibet."60
One additional potential difficulty appears in two recent studies by Indian
scholars whlch indicate that a distinct socioeconomic class difference is being
reinforced in India by the selection of Tibetan refugees sent to live in the agricultural settlements in the south. While all classes of Tibetans fled Tibet, it appears-if these studies are a c c u r a t d a t the poorer classes are being relegated
to the hotter, more economically depressed, more crowded agricultural settlements where education and employment opportunities are far below those in the
northern refugee centers such as Darjeeling, Kalimpong, New Delhi, D e b Dun,
Dharamsala, etc.
One study of Tibetans in the north found that 25.29 percent characterized
themselves as previously "very rich," 20.0 percent as "rich," 40.0 percent as
"middle," and 14.71 percent as "lower middle." None thought of themselves as
poor." Their jobs were broken down as 14.71 percent state officials, 9.8 1 percent clerics, 3.40 percent military officers, and 72.08 percent as self-employed
(presumably traders). The researcher noted that, of the 40 percent of the families
(6
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surveyed in New Delhi, Dehra Dun, and Dharamsala: "The refugees disproportionately represented the monastic hierarchy, upper classes and the active
participants in the Tibetan resistance m ~ v e m e n t . " ~ ~
Another study in the Mundgod settlement in the south, which canvassed 805
of the 868 resident families, found that almost all characterized themselves in
their former professions as peasants, herders, and in the service of trades. Of the
3,869 people, 2,871 had no schooling, 639 were currently attending school, and
only 18 had completed high school (the remainder probably did not answer).62
Politics in Exile
While there is, of course, a wide range of political views among the Tibetans,
three distinct perspectives appear to have emerged as most prominent. The first
group is content with the status quo, assimilating comfortably into new environments and performing the obligatory activities-promoting the return to Tibet as
ritual with little substance. The second group, understandably much smaller than
the first, has advocated coming to an agreement with the communists based on
some form of effective home rule for the Dalai Lama. This group, in the past,
was minute; but in recent times has been joined by none other than the Dalai
Lama. The final group, the most difficult to quantify, advocates violent means to
regain power in Tibet and the acceptance of aid from any source (including the
Soviet Union) to achieve its goals. Most of the refugees do not openly espouse
any of these political views but, more than likely, lean toward the first.
At the time, the Soviet connection was hardly as fantastic as it might first
appear. Since the Sino-Soviet split of 1959, the Soviets conducted covert activities in the Chinese borderlands, hoping to foment revolt among the ethnic minorities that inhabit those areas.63 Furthermore, the Soviets found themselves
standing hopelessly by, while a close ally, India, moved to better relations with
its most bitter foe--China. The opportunity to support Tibetan terrorist activities
in India against China andlor against Chinese nationals, buildings, visitors, etc.,
could have proved too enticing for Moscow even though these activities might
have weakened Indo-Soviet relations.
In 1979 the Dalai Lama visited the Soviet Union and Mongolia, returning
with reports about the freedom to practice religion he had witnessed. In addition, the
Dalai also began talking about creating a socialist system in Tibet. When asked in
November 1979 what sort of government would best &it Tibet, he replied: '73roadly
spealung, I thmk it will have to be ~ocialism."~~
The Dalai Lama was probably
reflecting a politically astute attitude-pretending to lean closer to Moscow in order
to gain greater leverage for bargaining with Beijing in secret talks.
For the first time since the beginning of the twentieth century, at least some
Tibetans frnd themselves in the midst of foreign entanglements involving several
major powers. Improved Sino-Indian relations are contingent on several outstanding issues-not the least important of which is the Tibetan rehgee di-
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lemma. Near the end of 1981 China and India began discussing their differences
with the aim of reaching an amicable solution. As long as the Dalai Lama insists
on recognition of a "government-in-exile," and as long as the younger generation
grows increasingly impatient at the inability of the Tibetan leadership to fulfill
pledges of returning home, the Tibetans will remain a major initant to the two
Asian giants. The Tibetans understand this only too well and worry about their
future. If New Delhi and Beijing reestablish their previous relationship of ChiniHindi-Bhai-Bhai (China-India-Brothers) it is highly unlikely that the Tibetans
will be consulted as to what is being planned for them in diplomatic negotiations.
It is true that in India the Tibetans and the Dalai Lama himself enjoy widespread
support from the media, a number of prominent individuals, and from the government, for the time being. But, perhaps, a harbinger of the future is the quote
from an 1ndian.police superintendent who told a correspondent from the New
York Times, "the Dalai Lama is a liability to us.'"5
Nepal

India is home today for over 80 percent of all Tibetan refugees, with the second
highest concentration in the Kingdom of Nepal; their numbers are commonly put
at 11,000 to 12,000.66Today, while several thousand remain unsettled (refugee
officials c o n f m these nurnbers-4,058 or 35 percent of the entire Tibetan population), about 5,000 live in fourteen settlements that were, for the most part,
established by international relief agencies. The settlements are apcultural, supplemented by handicraft industries. As in India, the conditions under which these
people are compelled to live are far from desirable, even after years of overseas aid
that included large shipments of U.S.surplus foodstuffs. Disease is rampant; a
dispensary nurse reported in 1975 that children were dying needlessly h m such
readily curable ailments as intestinal worms and dysentery. The Dalai Lama's representative in Nepal has adrmtted that the international agencies are pulling out, finding that although they have supported the refugees long enough for them to have
become self-sulXcient, instead "the social problems have increased tremendously."
He attributes that increase solely to "a geometric [rise in the] birth rate."67
The remaining 65 percent of the Tibetan refugees in Nepal are scattered
throughout the mountains and valleys of the majestic Himalayan northern half of
this kingdom, mainly near the Tibetan border; some are involved in cross-border
trade. It is virtually impossible to assess the conditions of these estimated 2,300
to 3,000 Tibetans, although it would be safe to assume that they also live in
difficult and indigent conditions--with little hope for future prosperity.

Bhutan
It should come as no surprise that when the Tibetans fled their homes many
chose to go to the tiny Himalayan kingdom of Bhutan. In addition to the geo-
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graphic similarities to Tibet, the majority population, Drupkas, is ethnically,
culturally, and linguistically related. At first the welcome was warm, although
Bhutanese officials were concerned about the ecological effects of a large influ
of people into their nation of only 1.25 million. As in Nepal, many of the
Tibetans continued moving south to India but approximately four to six thousand
elected to stay, settling with apparently little friction.
This seemingly successful resettlement was abruptly interrupted in 1973. In
April, just months before the official coronation of the current monarch, King
Jigme Singye Wangchuck, the government of Bhutan announced the arrest of
more than thirty individuals, almost all of them Tibetan refugees. The arrests
were said to be in response to a plot that had begun a year earlier with the fatal
heart attack of the previous monarch. During the latter years of this king's reign,
one of the most influential people was his alleged mistress. This woman, Ashi
Yanki, was accused of being the ringleader of a group that had plotted to kill the
young heir to the throne, set fire to the capital of Thimpu, and, in the resulting
confusion, carry out a coup d'etat that would have effectively put Bhutan under
the control of Tibetan refugees. The purpose of this coup, it was claimed, was to
turn Bhutan into a military camp and a staging area for raids into neighboring
China. It was further alleged that Ashi Yanki's major source of support and
encouragement was none other than Gyalo T h ~ n d u p . ~ ~
There was a noticeable increase in the general mistrust toward the newcomers
from the indigenous population. Subsequently, Tibetans were frequently spat at
on the street, and the government severely restricted their freedom to move
around the kingdom and subsequently tried to settle them in scattered locations,
breaking up the concentrated areas in which they had voluntarily congregated.
The king told an interviewer that 922 Tibetans were "voluntarily" moved from
"restricted" areas after the alleged coup attempt.69
Although some suspect the story about the coup is far-fetched, questions conceming the loyalty of some Tibetans to their adopted homelands are plausible.
The Dalai Lama must maintain the absolute and undivided loyalty of the
refugees in order to preserve his secular power. He is opposed to assirnilation,
and is especially opposed to the acquisition of citizenship in the settlement
countries. In 1979 it was rumored that representatives of the Dalai Lama were
warning Tibetans not to choose Bhutanese citizenship, lest they be barred from
any future "independent" Tibet. Whether the Dalai Lama specifically ordered
such warnings or whether they were initiated by his local representatives, the
admonition conforms with the Dalai Lama's public statements against assimilation. In response, the Bhutanese, wanting all Tibetans to assume citizenship and
profess their political loyalties solely to their king, have promised the refugees
that they are free to renounce Bhutanese citizenship any time in the futur-s
are all Bhutanese.
With the Bhutanese administration pressing on one side, threatening to deport
all non-Bhutanese citizens to Cluna; and Dhararnsala pressing them to remain
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stateless, the Tibetans were caught in the middle. They are undoubtedly not
seriously interested in returning to Tibet, but they remain outcasts in Bhutan.
Meanwhile, Dharamsala appealed to other nations to admit these unfortunate
people, but for several years no nation agreed. Washington, for example, pointed
out that Bhutan was offering all Tibetans citizenship and not automatic expulsion, simply because they were Tibetans. Moreover, Washington pointed out that
the Tibetans had lived in Bhutan for twenty years, and citizenship after such a
residence was not an unreasonable request.'O India finally responded, however
reluctantly, agreeing eventually to take all the Tibetans who wished to leave
Bhutan.
Sikkim
In the tiny principality of Sikkirn, which was a semi-independent entity when the
Tibetans came and has now been unilaterally annexed by India, the arriving
Tibetans also found a people ethnically related. Tibetans have lived in Sikkim
and studied in its monasteries for centuries, and of the current Tibetan population
of about five thousand, half were resident there prior to 1979. The Dalai Lama's
efforts to maintain political control in Sikkim are complicated by several factors.
One is the existence of a sect of Buddhism that cooperates with Dharamsala on
religious and cultural matters, yet rejects its political authority. Another factor is
the extensive influence of the Nepali population, which, largely through immigration, is the majority ethruc group. The wealthy refugees send their children
to British-style missionary schools where they are socialized outside of
Dharamsala's influence, while the less affluent parents are sending their children
to Nepali schools.
Since there was an established Tibetan community here in 1959 when the
rehgees arrived it was inevitable that the newer arrivals would quickly assimilate and adopt an attitude independent of Dhararnsala. Little is written about their
life-styles, although for the most part these refugees are believed to be somewhat
better off than their compatriots in India and Nepal.
Europe
In Europe, Tibetans have arrived in small groups and have been welcomed in a
number of countries. There are a few hundred Tibetans in Britain, France, Germany, the Netherlands, Sweden, and Denmark. It is in Switzerland, however,
that they have arrived in the largest numbers. In 1961 the Association for Tibetan
Homesteads was established to facilitate the immigration of Tibetans to Switzerland. The Swiss government agreed to permit one thousand Tibetans to come,
guaranteeing 75 percent of the costs, although the h d i n g was raised entirely from
private sources (since 1975, predominantly the Swiss Red Cross). In the early 1980s
the Swiss agreed to allow several hundred more Tibetans to settle there.
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WIule seemingly well off, and immeasurably better off than their compatriots on
the Asian subcontinent, Tibetans have found it difficult to adjust to life in their new
Europe homes. Because they lack self-sufficiency after almost two decades, the
Swiss Red Cross is still compelled to support many of them at an average yearly sum
of U.S.$250 each. A Canadian government study of their resettlement in Switzerland
concluded that the "prospect for the hture is that the Tibetans will require long-term
financial and social assistance." Tlus partially results from the adjustments necessary
after the upheavals of moving from one culture to another and partially from the
erroneous initial assumptions made by the Swiss that led to unfulfilled expectations.
For example, "much to the disappointment of local authorities," the Tibetans have
tended to favor day laboring and industrial work rather than apprenticeships and
farming professions, since the former are higher paying and less slrenuous. All this is
subject to change, of course, as assimilation leads to fiuther intermarriage. Tibetan
parents encourage their chlldren to receive a European education in order to help
them better adjust to Swiss life. Currently, 30 percent of the Tibetan population is
under sixteen years of age.71
North America

There is a marked difference in attitude between the government of Canada and
that of the United States toward the Tibetans. Washington has pursued a policy
of allowing individual Tibetans into the country---deciding each case as it comes
along. This has resulted in a Tibetan population in the United States of about 150
to 200. Canada, on the other hand, conducted a series of studies on how to best
accommodate the refugees and on how they had fared in Switzerland. The results
of the studies convinced Ottawa to allow a planned arrival of about 300 Tibetans
since 1970.
Canadian immigration began to be considered when the Tibetans approached
the Canadian Consul General in New York in 1966. Ottawa immediately ruled
out the possibility of a large group, arguing that it would hinder assimilation and
integration. In December 1968 Prime Minister Trudeau wrote to the Dalai Lama
offering to take a small group of people on the condition that employment could
be found for them. Two months later the Dalai Lama accepted the offer, and in
June 1970 Ottawa authorized a program for 240 Tibetans at a cost of
CAN$3,300 per person.
The Canadians, characteristically, chose the refugees carefully, weeding out
the poor and uneducated. Of the first 228 to be admitted, 33 percent had monastic careers in Tibet, 15 percent were merchants, 9 percent were civil officials,
while 29 percent were dependents. An extraordinary number, over half, had
received a secondary-level education. The Tibetans in C a n a d ~ in
s Switzerland-have spumed agricultural work, gravitating toward light industry and
moving near urban centers. Because their small numbers are spread out from
Alberta to Quebec, maintaining traditional cultural practices is difficult. A study
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conducted by the government in Ottawa in 1975 found that only half of the
refugee children continued to speak Tibetan at home, while one-third were not
receiving any instruction in traditional languages or cultural matters on a regular
basis.72
In the United States the first suggestions for Tibetan immigration came from
Dale Ernest and Col. Ilya Tolstoy, who, in 1959, suggested that yaks be imported
with the Tibetans and that they be settled in Alaska. The Whtney Foundation
sponsored a feasibility study. The Alaskan project was abandoned when a hgh
incidence of unemployment was discovered in that newly constituted state. Wyoming and Colorado were then studied as alternative sites, but were also rejected.
In 1967 the refugees' supporters did manage to bring six Tibetans to the United
States to work as loggers in the state of Maine, where a labor shortage existed.
Although the Tibetan population of Maine reached thirty by 1971, it fell back to
zero soon after.73
The only other organized group of Tibetans to come to the United States has
been from the Sakya region of Tibet, admitted with the intercession of the
University of Washington in Seattle. Sponsored by the Rockefeller Foundation,
under a grant for "Free World Scholars," these refugees were used as informants
for extensive anthropological studies of life in the Sakya region. The remainder
have come as individuals or as family groups, promoting their religion (about 10
percent are clergy) or their political beliefs, or as students or sojourners in search
of a new and better life.
It is interesting to note that in the United States, and to a lesser degree in
Canada, the Tibetans have been able to successfully gather together large numbers of followers who actively support their political efforts against the Chinese.
It is natural that their fmt allies would be the extreme anticommunist h g e . In
addition, these refugees have been highly successful in capitalizing on mass
alienation among the young people in the United States. With Buddhist monasteries, study groups, rural communes, and even an accredited college in Boulder,
Colorado (established by the late Chogyam Trungpa), they have converted hundreds, if not thousands, to their religious belief-hereby
creating a large, receptive audience for their political beliefs.

Conclusions
In attempting to assess the conditions of Tibetan refugees, we are immediately
faced with doubt as to the credibility of official pronouncements emanating from
Dharamsala. The refbgee leadership views itself as a small, embattled entity,
fighting the world's lack of interest in helping refugees return to their divinely
(as they perceive it) appointed places of rule in Lhasa. Given this attitude, it is
not surprising that the leadership expended its major efforts in an attempt to
regain power-even risking temporary material deprivation of the people. But it
is more complex than that. If the leadership had devoted its efforts to securing a
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better life for the Tibetans, that probably would have contributed to the erosion
of the concept that gives their political existence legitimacy-that they constitute
a "government-in-exile," preparing the way for a resumption of power in Tibet
one day.
In spite of the sacrifice of the well-being of the Tibetan community, the Dalai
Lama remains remarkably popular. He seems to be above direct criticism, despite a report from a Christian missionary that while the Dalai was in Mussouri,
soon after his arrival in India, his guards intercepted a Tibetan pilgrim with a
hand grenade.74His spiritual role, uniting the refugees, far outweighs his political f u n c t i o n m t least for the time being.
The promotion of nationalism is particularly important to supporting the belief that Tibet was once an independent country. Some older symbols of nationalism such as a flag and a national anthem were supplemented with a new holiday
(10 March the anniversary of the 1959 revolt) and a Constitution. There is also
a constant effort in the media to retain the ideas of an overriding Tibetan
nation by keeping the plight of the Tibetan "brethren" left behind before the
people. There has been a steady diet of "eyewitness" accounts of the situation
in Tibet by recent refugees, . . . all of which have the theme of how lucky the
refugees are in India and how the downtrodden brothers left in Tibet still
believe in the Dalai Lama and earnestly desire a free Tibet headed by the Dalai
Lama. Concomitantly, the Tibetan media continually expounds on how the
Chinese communists are trying to eradicate the Tibetan race in Tibet. It is,
therefore, the duty of the refugees, led by H.H. [His Holiness] the Dalai Lama
and his government to maintain the greatness and vitality of the Tibetan race
and culture-nation.
Underlying these perspectives is the theme of rgyalzhen or patriotism to the
Tibetan cause. Support and compliance with the DLG [Dalai Lama's Govemment] is considered patriotic whereas opposition and disagreement is considered traitorous because it allegedly harms the "Tibetan cause."75
Continued proclamations that a return to Tibet will occur "soon," ties the
leadership to a commitment that is, at best, unrealistic. In addition, the leadership
will find it increasingly difficult to prevent further assimilation.
The Dalai Lama has frequently spoken out against both mixed marriages and
the acquisition of citizenship in his people's adopted countries. But since being
stateless in India means having no legal rights and having to register with the
local police whenever one moves,76 it is not surprising that more and more
Tibetans are becoming Indian citizens. In line with Tibetan aristocratic tradition,
however, what is preached to the "masses" is not necessarily followed by the
elite. Two of the Dalai's brothers are American citizens. It will surprise no one
when the practice spreads. By 1978, in SwitzerlanLwhere citizenship requires
either twelve years of residence or marriage to a Swiss citize-5
percent of the
resident Tibetans had chosen to end their statelessness. This percentage is bound
to rise as more refugees become eligible for ~itizenship.~'
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The longer Tibetans remain refugees, the more reluctant will the international
relief agencies be to continue providing aid. Withdrawal of aid will m h e r
reduce the Dalai Lama's secular power. Another consequence of continued exile
and unfulfilled expectations will be a growing sense of frustration on the part of
the younger generation-brought up to believe that their major goal in life was
to "liberate" Tibet from the "heathen Chinese." The rift between older and younger Tibetans can only continue to grow if the leadership stubbornly clings to the
rhetoric of the last twenty years. Conditions of living will inevitably worsen in
agricultural settlements, caught between fixed land allocations and an unremittingly upward population spiral.
While this chapter has concentrated on the difficulties faced by Tibetan refugees, it should be pointed out that there are areas of success. The successes have
come not only in the industrial nations of Canada and Switzerland, but a l s o - t o a
India, where the general conditions of the refugees is
more limited degre-in
roughly equivalent to that of their Indian neighbors. Many have become educated, some acheving the hlghest educational honor; many more than would
have been possible in the Tibet of years past; furthermore, they are not limited to
the upper strata. Certainly the cataclysmic events of the past three decades have
reduced the social divisions--both economically and educationally--to an extent
hitherto impossible. Also, Tibetan entrepreneurial skills have resulted in a burgeoning middle class. But the harshest reality remains an uncertain future. The
successes, attributable more to individual effort than to the refugee leadership,
are but a hint of the potential.

The Current Situation

In September 1976 Mao Zedong died. Less than a month later his widow, Jiang
Qing (Chiang Ch'ing), and three of her cohorts (Zhang Chunqiao [Chang Chunchiao], Wang Hongwen [Wang Hung-wen] and Yao Wenyuan), dubbed the
"gang of four," were arrested in a power struggle that brought the subsequent
resurrection of Deng Xiaoping and heralded some of the most significant
changes in China since 1949.
The central authorities admitted errors in past policies. As these related to
Tibet, they were outlined succinctly:
1. "The creation of a large number of unjust, false, and erroneous cases and
hurting and implicating many cadres and masses";
2. the mechanical implementation of policies such as those used by the
model Dazhai (Tachai) Brigade; the forced planting of wheat, the setting of
unreasonably high targets for production, and state purchases all leading to the
people "having difficulty in their living";
3. regional autonomy was ignored and became "a mere formality," and
Tibetan culture and religious practices were forbidden ("most temples were
destroyed") and
4. excessive capital investment was used without regard to actual situations
or the availability of supplies leading to poor results and even heavy losses.'

The first indications of change in Tibet came when Western travelers were
again allowed to visit. Swiss resident Dr. Han Suyin was the first, in 1975; but by
1977 American government officials and members of the diplomatic corps in
Beijing were beginning to take what became routine pilgrimages. In August
1979 the Second Session of the Tibet People's Congress met in Lhasa; it elected
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Tian Bao as the chair of the TAR, Ngabo as chair of the Standing Committee of
the Congress, and another Tibetan, Zi Cheng, as president of the higher people's
court.
Although Tian Bao was born in what is now Sichuan, he became the first
ethnic Tibetan in a major leadership position since March 1959. Several former
members of the upper strata and officials in the Dalai Lama's pre- 1959 administration were appointed to high, although largely powerless, positions. Several of
these men had just been released from prison where they had languished since
1959.

In late September, a senior vice premier of China, Ye Jianying (Ye Chienying), gave a remarkable speech on the occasion of the thirtieth anniversary of
the founding of the PRC which included an admission of guilt on the part of the
Beijing government: "It is true that the people's interests have sometimes been
seriously harmed as a result of mistakes in our work in certain periods since
liberati~n."~
In August 1980 Renmin Ribao published a sharply worded editorial indicating
new instructions from the highest level of the CCP. To regard minority peoples
solely through the perspective of class analysis was now deemed to be an "erroneous foxmulation" and the result of an "ultra-left line." This line, it continued,
gravely undermined the Party's economic policies and those toward nationalities, religion, the united front and cadres. Ruthlessly they [Lin Biao and the
"gang of four"] brought cases against large numbers of people which were
based on unjust, false and wrong charges, striking blows at minority peoples
and their cadres as if they were class enemies.
The editorial set out three objectives for which Beijing was determined to
strive:
1. Introducing national regional autonomy and consolidating the unity and
unification of the various nationalities on a democratic basis and on an equal
footing.
2. Gradually eliminating the political, economic, and cultural inequalities
among the nationalities.
3. Acknowledging national differences, taking into consideration the special features of the various nationalities and correctly approaching and handling national contradictions.

The last objective was, by far, the most urgent. As "Special Commentator"
observed:
the experiences of the post-liberation years point to the fact that in areas
inhabited by minority peoples, there were two different working p o l i c i e ~ i ther running affairs according to the special characteristics of these nationalities
and areas, or mechanically copying the policies, tasks, and methods used in the
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areas inhabited by the Han people. Which of the two we adopt will determine
whether we succeed or fail in our work in this field. To this day there are still
many problems in areas inhabited by minority peoples. If we look into their
causes, most of them are connected with our working p~licies.~
There can surely be no clearer admission of shortcomings by any government.
This August statement came a full seven months after substantial changes had
been implemented. Four months later Ren Rong was ousted as First Secretary of
the CCP in Tibet; Yin Fantang was named in his stead as Acting First Secretary.
Born in Shandong (Shantung) Province, Yin had twenty years of experience
working in Tibet and, most significantly, spoke fluent Tibetan-a rare feat
among the Han cadres. The CCP organization in the TAR met in September
1979 to formally propose the new policies. Promising to eliminate the &'ultra-left
influence" they outlined a number of proposals-the most critical of which was
that smaller production units (teams composed of twenty to thirty families) rather
than the larger communes be the chief accounting units. Decisions about work
and production outputs would be made by the teams, giving individual households a greater say in their daily lives. The proposal was made that larger private
plots should be allowed. To make it abundantly clear that the government in
Beijing would no longer strive for egalitarianism in the foreseeable hture, the
promise was made "to make the well off richer and help the poor become
comfortably off."4
In short, the CCP proposed to ease central government control over the local
areas; create smaller work groups for added flexibility; and allow these smaller units
(in this case production teams) to determine what tasks needed to be done, how they
would be handled, and by whom. In addition, it was proposed that each individual
household be made responsible for specified output so that larger andlor more ambitious families would no longer be responsible for aiding their smaller andlor less
ambitious neighbors. Not an incidental result of these policies was the placing of
more power over decision-making in the hands of the peasants themselves.
This was not all, however. In May a high-level delegation arrived in Lhasa on
an inspection tour of Tibet. The group consisted of Hu Yaobang (General Secretary of the CCP), Wan Li (a Politburo member and Vice-Premier), Yang Jingren
(Yang Ching-jen) (Chair, State Nationalities Affairs Commission) and Ngabo
Ngawang Jigme. After the trip the group submitted a report calhg for the creation
of authentic regional autonomy, exemption from state purchases of gram for "a few
years," an increase in state subsidies, "specific and flexible" economic planning, a
"revived and developed" Tibetan culture, education and science, and a commitment
that fully two-thuds of all the cadres in the TAR be ethnic Tibetans within two to
three years. (By the end of 1982,60 percent were Tibetan.)s
A month later, in June, all the criticisms of past efforts and proposals for
future efforts were formally incorporated into a series of specific plans. Written
and spoken Tibetan was adopted as the primary language in legal matters. Tibet-
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ans would enjoy a two-year tax holiday on agricultural and animal products and
a five-year tax hiatus on industrial and commercial taxes. The state announced a
decision no longer to assign work projects arbitrarily but to contract for needed
workers through the individual communes. Commune members would have the
freedom to decide what and how much to cultivate, while the production teams
would be free to make work assignments. Border trade would be promoted and
traders would be free to cross into Burma, India, Bhutan, Sikkim, and Nepal.
Private plots and sideline industries would be encouraged. Ironically, the opening of the frontiers and the easing of travel restrictions have created a noticeable
rise in the incidence of smuggling; in late 1981 the Lhasa administration was
obliged to create an "antismuggling" office.
The situation was so bad that even these dramatic reforms were deemed
insufficient. In 1981, it was revealed, the central government was giving direct
subsidies to 320,000 Tibetans whose income did not meet even the most minimum requirements. This number represents almost 20 percent of the p~pulation.~
By 1984 the authorities in Beijing admitted that "since 1980 living standards had
not improved much."'
To counter these failures, a "do-as-you-like" policy was initiated. Communes
were disbanded completely; land was allocated to individual households to do
with as they wished. There was no mention in the press of the "responsibility
system" prevalent in the rest of Chma where individual households must sign
contracts to deliver a percentage of their output to the state in return for the use
of the land. Taxes were waived until at least 1990, free markets were established,
trade with neighboring countries was liberalized and encouraged, all state sales
quotas were abolished and subsidies from Beijing were once again increased.
Schooling was made totally free (the only place in China where this is so),
tourism was encouraged (6,300 visitors from 198&1983), temples and monasteries were being rebuilt. In addition, Yin Fatang was replaced as head of the CCP
in Tibet by Wu Jinghua (Wu Ching-hua); a curious choice since Wu speaks no
Tibetan and is of the Yi nationality from Sichua.n8
It will take several years before an adequate assessment can be made of the
effectiveness of these latest policies. Historically, one of China's major difficulties has been the inability of the central authorities to ensure compliance with
orders given by the local authorities. During the days of imperial China, officials
had a saying that "heaven is high and the Emperor is in Beijing," implying that
the farther away from the capital they were stationed, the greater was their
flexibility to govern as they pleased. Thls seems to have been just as true over
the past thlrty years in Tibet. Regardless of the efforts exerted by Beijing, local
cadres in Tibet have continued to act according to their own interests. Recent
reports from Hong Kong indicate that local cadres in the TAR continue to be an
obstacle to the introduction of r e f ~ r m . ~
The new policies have encouraged Tibetan refugees to return to their homeland, and have allowed families divided by exile to communicate through the
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mail. Appeals to the refugees to return began as early as 1963. Radio Lhasa
claimed that about two thousand Tibetans had visited Tibet-200 of whom had
decided to stay permanently during 1978-80. (Dhararnsala put the figures for
the same period at 200 visitors and fourteen returnees.)I0 The new policies have
also include-o
the best of our knowledg-he
release of most political prisoners in Tibet, including the Panchen Lama.
In recent years Tibetans have been more free to leave Tibet than at any time
since 1959. In 1980, 200 Tibetans traveled to India to watch religious ceremonies conducted by the Dalai Lama. A year later over a thousand Tibetans were
waiting to meet the Dalai Lama when he arrived at the Buddha's birthplace in
Lumbini, Nepal. Beijing is now issuing three-month exist visas to so many
Tibetans that refugee publications in India speak of a "spurt of visitors" and
"large numbers of Tibetans" arriving in India. It is somewhat more difficult for
the refugees to visit Tibet; however, they are also arriving in unprecedented
numbers. It has become easy for non-Tibetans-who have considerable incomes-to visit fabled Tibet; tourism for the very rich is flourishing in Lhasa,
Shigatse, and Gyantse as well as along the Tibet-Nepali border where a modem
air-conditioned, fifty-room, Westem-style motel has recently been completed. As
for trade, twenty-one trade routes have been opened along the 1,415 km.(2,264
miles) Tibet-Nepali frontier.
The changes have also meant a return to the official pre-Cultural Revolution
attitudes toward the aristocracy. China, admitting its errors, has begun investigations of charges against Tibetan cadres, former feudal lords, and traditional Tibetan doctors who were "persecuted and discriminated against for years."
Former feudal lords who did not participate in the 1959 revolt will again receive
installments of the money owed them for the purchase of their lands and estates.
By May 1982, Chinese authorities had paid 1,158 Tibetan households a total of
RMB 3,146,500 (U.S.$1,85 1,000) toward settling these accounts." Even outside
Tibet there have been repercussions. In New Delhi, were quite recently Tibetan
demonstrators and their Indian supporters were banging on the gates of the
Chinese embassy, the ambassador opened those gates, offering tea to members of
the Indo-Tibetan Fellowship.
Religion

NO changes can be more important for the average Tibetan that those concerning
their religious practices. Beijing admits that of the 2,500 or so monasteries [the
exiles put the number at over 6,0001 and the 150,000 to 200,000 clergy prior to
the GPCR, only about ten institutions remained standinewith about 1,000
inhabitants.12
religious freedom was practically nonexistent when Lin Biao and the gang of
four held sway. In order to restore the Party's religious policy, Article 147 of
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the Criminal Law which was promulgated last July [I9791 and is to come into
force as from January I , 1980, stipulates:
"A state functionary who unlawfully deprives a citizen of his legitimate
freedom of religious belief or violates the customs and folkways of a minority
nationality, to a serious degree, shall be sentenced to imprisonment for not
more than two years, or to detention."
At the same time, the law does not condone all religious practices; it specifically
disallows the practices of the supernatural: "sorcery, witchcraft, fortune-telling,
palmistry, phrenology, magic, and so on."I3
The latest 1982 Chinese Constitution prohibits "discrimination against and
oppression of any nationality," while also banning "any acts that . . . instigate
their [minorities'] secession [from the Chinese nation]." The constitution also
allows for "freedom of religious belief' and punishment for those who "&scrirninate against citizens who believe in, or do not believe in, any religion."I4
Errors of the past are being redressed. In 1980 RMB 500,000 (U.S.$322,580)
was allocated to rebuild the destroyed Ganden Monastery outside of Lhasa.
Butter is now being burned again for religious festivals (a 1976 visitor reported
that its burning had been banned as wastefbl), and in 1979 the Tibetan New Year
was celebrated again for the fmt time in "the past dozen years or so." It is the
training of new monks, however (twenty at Drepung as of mid-1980) that especially signals a return to the pre-1959 days. By 19841985 monasteries were
functioning with fourteen hundred monks.I5 But while temples and monasteries
are open to the faithful for prayer and pilgnms are once again pouring into
Lhasa, the days on which the facilities are open remain restricted. Furthermore,
and, on a more ominous note, in May 1981 the Panchen Lama noted that local
cadres continue to interfere with religious practices, stating that "the party's
policy on freedom of religious belief has not yet been implemented in some
localities." Tibetans have also been warned not to "abandon production to go to
worship Buddha," not to "arbitrarily revive" monasteries "without permission"
and not to "use religion to carry out sabotage."16

Economy
Second only to religion, the economy has suffered the most in Tibet. Attempts to
change the nomads into sedentary farmers failed. Efforts to coax Tibetans away
from their staple of barley to winter wheat also failed. (This wheat was unsuited
to Tibet's soil as it depleted the soil's essential nutrients at a far greater rate than
did the native barley-esulting
in rapidly diminishing outputs after some hitially huge harvests). Moreover, hunting and fishing, coupled with precipitous
population growth (created by the introduction of Han civilians and soldiers),
have altered the delicate balance of the Tibetan plateau, making large segments
of it uninhabitable for perhaps generations.17 This misuse of the land is the result
of several years of poor weather conditions, implementation of erroneous poli-
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cies, and the refusal of political leaders to heed the advice offered by technical
experts.
In early 1980, Beijing dispatched 520 work-teams to the TAR to carry out
relief work. They took with them 4,485 tons of grain, 2,830 mik cows, 1,200
sheep, 43,000 quilts, 52,000 household utensils and substantial amounts of clothing. A total of 200,000 tons of food and goods are shipped into the TAR yearly.
Beijing also promised to increase state subsidies. By 1980, annual subsidies were
said to be running at U.S.$285 million (94 percent of the TAR'S budgetH
staggering sum for a population of fewer than 2 million. Moreover, Beijing
reported that since 1952 subsidies to the TAR have totaled RMB 6,390,000,000
(U.S.$4,260,000,000).'8Furthermore, Tibet will also share in a subsidy of RMB 500
million (U.S.$300 million) pledged each year for "economically underdeveloped
areas" all over China; this sum was to increase 10 percent each year after
1981. When these subsidies are added to the tax holidays described earlier, the
Chinese government is clearly making a substantial monetary investment in
Tibet.
Other difficulties should sound familiar by now. Only 10 percent of the Han
speak Tibetan, while it is estimated that only 10 percent of the Tibetans have
learned to speak Chinese. As in the past this situation only serves to exacerbate
the continued w e s t that plagues Beijing's rule in Tibet. In 1983 Yin Fatang
ordered all cadres, officials, and PLA officers under fifty to learn Tibetan. He
also ordered that all government documents be in Tibetan. "Great Hanism" continues to contribute to the unrest. The Chinese media reported that in the ten
years preceding 1979 this attitude had grown rather than diminished. Discontent
among Han cadres had not diminished, either, in spite of a 30 percent cost of
living allowance, promises of better food, better housing, more frequent pay
rises, and better future employment prospects for their children. All these extra
benefits, which taken together mean a 71.82 percent addition to the original
salaries, must surely cause resentment among the Tibetan cadres. Moreover,
residential patterns and education patterns clearly demonstrate that the Han and
Tibetan officials mix and live in separate communities, iiuther exacerbating the
separateness.I9

Dalai Lama
China's new government has not only begun to make changes inside Tibet, but
has made very effort to do so quickly. Nothing would hasten change more than
the retum of the Dalai Lama, supporting the new policies. In early 1979 a
proposed visit to Tibet by a group of young refugees was canceled at the last
minute because of the insistence of the Chinese embassy that the group members
declare themselves "overseas Chinese." However, fiom August to December
1979 a five-member delegation, handpicked by the Dalai Lama's ''Security Department" and his younger brother, Lobsang Samten (an American citizen), trav-
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eled via Hong Kong and Beijing on a pre-arranged itinerary. Upon their return
they rehsed to comment publicly except to thank "the Central Government of
the People's Republic of China, [which] graciously provided necessary facilities
for the tour and placed no restrictions on their movements."20
This extraordinary trip offered the first public evidence that Beijing and
Dharamsala were in communication-and could come to some agreement. This
delegation was immediately followed by two other groups sent by the Dalai
Lama-one led by his younger sister, Pemba Gyalpo. There were also private
visits by his two older brothers (Thubten Norbu and Gyalo Thondup) and their
families. Considering that these two men had spent much of the past th~rtyyears
working feverishly against the Chinese, in collaboration with China's greatest
enemies, Beijing's permission to them to travel indicates a tolerant attitude.
There were so many trips during this brief period that the New York Times went
so far as to predict that the Dalai Lama's return to Tibet would "not be delayed
much past the end of the year [1980]."21
It is not yet possible to pinpoint the genesis of this recent dialogue. In spite of
overt intransigence, as early as the latter part of 1976 the Dalai Lama was known
privately to be leaning toward reconciliation with Beijing. He must have been
pleased when, in May 1977, China made its first public gesture toward him. It is
quite possible that the gesture resulted directly from his private assurances, conveyed to the authorities in China. On May Day Ngabo met with a visiting
Japanese delegation in Beijing, telling them that the Dalai Lama would be welcomed back upon agreeing to "embrace the motherland and stand on the side of
the people."22
The rumors that followed this and other overt gestures from the Chinese,
became so persistent that the Dalai Lama felt obliged to publicly renounce them,
calling them "systematic propaganda . . . trying . . . to hinder our way to fieed ~ m . "He
~ ~also felt the need to write an article (in 1977) that appeared in the
Asian Wall Street Journal, adamantly declaring that his return was not imminent
and was contingent solely on proof that the Tibetans in China were pleased with
the status quo there. "If those six million Tibetans there are really happy and
contented we would be prepared to return and accept whatever status the majority of them are prepared to grant us." He called on the UN to mount a plebiscite
and then threw the gauntlet down to China.
In fact, it would be a reassuring sign to us if the Chinese government stopped
being selective about whom to invite. It would also be encouraging if the
visitors' itinerary weren't confined to Lhasa and its immediate vicinity."
The Dalai Lama got his wish (China says it was the Dalai Lama who initiated
the talks in 1979 and the Tibetans says Deng Xiaoping sent an emissary to Gyalo
Thondup "offering an unconditional truce").25 Beijing allowed three delegations
of the Dalai Lama's handpicked representatives, including most of his family, to
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travel in Tibet. They spent several months in Tibet, traveling not only in the
TAR but also in Amdo and Kharn. (How free they were, though, is a matter of
some dispute.) Moreover, two high level delegations visited Beijing for protracted, secret negotiations on the terms under which the Dalai Lama would
visitlreturn to Tibet. "Let bygones be bygones. Forget the past and look forward," announced Yin Fatang over Radio Lhasa in 1982. As a result Tibetan
refugees who are not officials have also been allowed to visit. Many of these are
from comfortable, middle-class homes in Europe and North America and are not
dispassionate observers. Nevertheless, all the travelers have been met with bemendous enthusiasm by the indigenous population; and all have been universally
appalled by the living conditions they have witnessed. The descriptions published to date have some similarities with the earlier descriptions of Tibetan
agricultural settlements in southern India-not to mention descriptions of life in
Tibet before 1950.
Because living conditions are indisputably poor in Tibet, there are bound
to be dissenters. The members of the Dalai Lama's second delegation were
made aware of this when they found themselves at the head of a two-thousand-strong Lhasan demonstration in support of the Dalai Lama. Chinese
authorities, accusing them of "surreptitiously advocating Tibetan independence," cut their trip short by six days.26Since the delegation members were
all outspoken advocates of Tibetan independence before they visited Tibet,
the charge is hardly surprising; we can only wonder what the Chinese expected in allowing them to visit.
Favorable comments from the Dalai Lama about socialism and his protracted
and delicate negotiations with China are not welcomed by all of his followers.
When his first delegation left for China in 1979 he felt obliged to keep their
departure a secret until their plane had actually left the ground in New Delhi. He
even kept it a secret from his cabinet. To shield himself from the inevitable
criticism, he arranged to be in Europe and the United States when the delegation
was in China. Demonstrations in protest of the trip broke out. In a classic understatement, the Tibetan Review told its readers, "reaction of the ordinary Tibetans
to the trip continues to be uncharitable on the whole."27 The Dalai Lama is well
aware of growing opposition to hls outward willingness to negotiate with the
Chinese-as is demonstrated by his statement, "That there are already some
Tibetans in exile who find it difficult to reconcile what they call my liberal ideas,
my openness to socialism and the good points found in Marxist theories."**
International Implications

The Dalai Lama's return to Tibet, if it ever happens, will have repercussions
beyond his people in exile and the PRC. Indeed, in 1982 the Dalai acknowledged
as much by telling his people that reconciliation between him and the PRC is "an
issue that is deeply linked with the changes in the international political scene.""
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The leadership in Washington has always had a somewhat ambivalent attitude
toward the Dalai Lama-supporting his people in exile and voting for him at the
UN on the one hand, but for twenty years r e b i n g to let him visit the United
States. The Dalai did finally visit the United States in late 1979 and again in
mid-1981, but both times with only lukewarm enthusiasm and minimal assistance from Washington.
As far as we can tell, America no longer has any covert relationship with the
Dalai Lama or his people. There is little reason to doubt that Washmgton would be
pleased with a Beijing-Dhararnsala agreement and a stabilization of the situation in
Tibet, thereby preventing any encroachments by the Soviet Union in that area.
New Delhi would be equally pleased with such an agreement, for the Dalai
Lama remains an obstacle to diplomatic relations between the once-allied China
and India. Over the years, New Delhi's treatment of the Dalai Lama's political
position has fluctuated widely. All along, New Delhi has steadfastly refused to
recognize the Dalai's "government-in-exile," maintaining that Tibet is a part of
China. Even when the most vocal and ardent supporters of the refugees were
elevated to positions of p o w e r 4 n several of hdira Gandhi's governments and
especially in the short-lived Morarji Desai government-improving relations
with China always took precedence over championing the cause of Tibetan
refugees. This was never made more explicit than by the February 1979 visit of
Foreign Minister Atal Behari Vajpayee to Beijing. Not too many years earlier it
had been Vajpayee himself who led demonstrators to the gates of the Chinese
embassy in New Delhi, demanding that they leave Tibet. Vajpayee reaffirmed
India's position on Tibet and China just prior to his d e p a r t u r ~ u c hto the
chagrin of the Tibetans in India.
So strong is feeling in India against China that even a minor incident involving a handful of yaks that inadvertently strayed across the Bhutan frontier became, for the Indian press, a full-blown " y a k - ~ a r . "Nevertheless,
~~
talks that
began in Beijing in late 1981, in an attempt to resolve the long-standing border
question between the neighbors, do not bode well for the refugees.
The potential role of the Soviet Union was, until its demise, the largest question mark. The Dalai Lama has long been aware that he had a "Russia Card" to
play in his relationship with China. For example, in 1977, when asked about
potential support from Moscow, he adroitly replied, "as long as they [the Russians] support our principles and our objectives, support from any quarter is
welc0me."3~
For its part, Moscow responded. Its press related tales of how Mao Zedong
had purposely precipitated the 1959 revolt. At the UN,during a debate on Vietnam, Moscow's delegate chastised China for its "aggression" in Tibet. In May
1980 a Soviet official told a news conference in New Delhi that his nation would
be only too happy to aid the refugees in any way it could. The Soviet press also
carried numerous articles recently championing the refugees without much regard to accuracy. At one point, the claim was made that 200,000 Tibetans took
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part in the demonstration in Lhasa mentioned above-rather than the actual two
thousand.32It was Moscow's potential support that appeared most ominous to
Beijing. Apart from a few activists, however, it seemed unlikely that many
Tibetans would have supported a pro-Soviet cause. Certainly none of the refugee
leadership d i d - t h e Dalai Lama's public statements notwithstanding.
What if the Dalai Lama returns? It is my opinion that-apart from the Dalai
Lama and his immediate court--China probably would not welcome large numbers of refugees back. Nepali officials believe that Beijing would like to give
Tibet real regional autonomy under the Dalai Lama and make it a showcase for a
special relationship that could then be a model for the future reintegration of
Taiwan into the rest of China.33
I believe that the Dalai Lama wants to return as much as the authorities in
Beijing want him to. In his 1982 annual address, marking the failed revolt of
1959, the Dalai Lama seemed to be preparing his people for a possible reconciliation with the PRC.
Other people feel that the present liberalization policy is a new attempt to fool
the Tibetans and that in the end the Tibetan people will not be given rights to
equal freedom. The Tibetans should neither suffer such inflated hopes nor
ingrained suspicion. They should not be impatient and hold hasty views. . . . It
[the resolution] is also an issue which is deeply linked with the changes in the
international political scene.34
Ten months later he predicted that he would return to Tibet in 1985, although
this was not to be.
With the Dalai Lama's return to Tibet, Beijing would gain a powerful ally in
the struggle to win the "hearts and minds" of the Tibetan people. The Chinese
would also gain a superb goodwill ambassador, who is articulate, intelligent, and
well-respected. For the Dalai Lama, return would mean a renewed religious
authority over his people, an ability to influence official policy toward ethnic
minorities in the PRC and, not least of all, a return to his beloved holy city.
There are many in China and India who would not welcome an agreement of
reconciliation. For twenty years Tibetans in exile have put off assimilation and
efforts to put down important economic, political, and social roots. If the Dalai
Lama makes an agreement with the PRC, those refbgees who will not be repatriated will be forced to recognize that these many years have been wasted. They
are bound to feel betrayed, and might very well express their anger in ~ m ~ e
public manner. Nevertheless, it is just such an agreement between Dharamsala
and Beijing that holds the best promise for peace and prosperity for the Tibetan
people inside and outside Tibet.
The overwhelming majority of Tibetans in exile will finally realize they are
not returning to their homeland. They will, at last, have an incentive to become
totally committed to being productive and influential citizens of their adopted
nations. In Tibet itself, the Dalai's presence would help to maintain moderate
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policies and work to guarantee, as best as can be done, a continuation of the
reconciliation between Tibetans and Han. There even appears to be a model of
sorts for this type of a relationship in the town of Gonghe in Quinghai Province.
There, according to a former Han resident (1968-1973), relations between the
two peoples were astonishingly cordial. While Tibetans made up only-one-thlrd
of the town's population, the security they felt in their ability to continue to
maintain their culture (the town was too remote to be seriously affected by the
GPCR), along with the Han's stoic acceptance of their lives there, created an
atmosphere of harmony. Many Han learned the Tibetan language, Han-Tibetan
socializing was common, and animosity appeared to be minimal.35
It is appropriate that in a study of Tibet the last word should go to the Dalai
Lama himself in setting the only theme by which the problems of the Tibetan
people will ever be solved.
Finally, anger cannot be vanquished by anger, and past history has disappeared
into the past. What is more relevant is that in the future there actually be real
peace and happiness through developing a Friendly, meaningful relationship
between China and Tibet. For this to be realized, it is important for both sides
to work hard, to have tolerant understanding and be open minded.36

The Last Decade: 1985-1995

As I completed this book in the mid- 1980s, Tibet was in the throes of consequential change. The First Work Forum on Tibet had met in Beijing on 7 April 1980
in a crisis atmosphere where the delegates were warned that "if we do not seize
the moment and immediately improve the relationship between the nationalities
[ChineseITibetan] we will make a serious mistake."'
The following month Communist Party chief Hu Yaobang and Vice-Premier
Wan Li made an inspection tour of Tibet and were shocked at conditions. They
ordered immediate changes while replacing the Tibetan region Communist Party
head Ren Rong with Yin Fatang who had twenty years experience in Tibet and
was the first high Chinese official who spoke Tibetan. Several urgent measures
called for an implementation of real autonomy, a rejection of policies not suited
to the TAR, efforts to revive Tibetan culture and religi,on, and assurances that
within a few years two-thirds of all the cadres in the TAR would be Tibetan.
The 1982 Constitution allowed for legal hearings to be held in local Ianguages, and soon after a committee was established in the TAR to make Tibeta..
the official language there by the year 2000.
In May 1984 a Law on Regional Autonomy for Minority Nationalities was
adopted, which encouraged regional autonomy on issues such as education and
culture. It allowed regions the right not to implement laws that did not suit their
localities.
TO encourage economic development, Tibetans were exempted from taxes
and industrial development was promoted with the introduction of forty-three
major projects worth RMB300 million (about U.S.$36 million). Tourism was
also encouraged; foreign visitors increased from 1,500 in 1985 to about 30,000
in 1994. Far more books and magazines in Tibetan were being published, and
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Lhasa Television began a second channel in Tibetan2 Most important to the
Tibetans was their ability to openly practice Buddhism as many, but hardly all,
of the restrictions were lifted. Photos of the Dalai Lama became ubiquitous.3
In February-March 1984 the Second Work Forum on Tibet was held and
devoted exclusively to the economy of the Tibetan region. The Chinese government believed a conspicuous increase in the standard of living and a n~ticeable
decrease in restrictions on Tibetan culture and religion would win more adherents to the idea that Tibet is better off remaining a part of the Chnese state.
Yin Fatang was replaced by Wu Jihnghua (of the Yi minority from Sichuan)
in 1985 when, as was described in chapter 11, economic and social conditions
for Tibetans had not conspicuously improved. Wu was said to have originally
rejected the post, calling for a Tibetan to be named instead, but relented under
pressure. Wu began attending religious functions in Tibetan dress, renaming
streets in Tibetan, and encouraging policies of Tibetanization. However, by January 1987 Hu Yaobang was ousted in Beijing and reform policies were severely
curtailed throughout China.
Because the goals of the first and second work forums on Tibet were not fully
achieved (20 percent of all Tibetans are still in poverty; average per capita
income is RMB8 17 [U.S.$98]/year and for farmers and herders it is RMB5 15
[U.S.$62]), the Third Work Forum on Tibet was convened in Beijing in July
1994 in order to "accelerate development and safeguard stability" in the TAR.
These plans outlined sixty-two new projects worth RMB2.4 billion (U.S.$286
million), more tourism, and a more market-oriented economy. These new projects will need, the plans contend, additional skilled Chinese workers who will,
undoubtedly, get preferential treatment, be hired more often, and receive monetary incentives. And, as all over China, these new developments will certainly
increase the number of karaoke bars, prostitution, gambling, and inflation, all
introduced into Tibet since the r e f o m of the 1 9 8 0 ~ . ~

Changes Since 1985
Since the First Work Forum on Tibet, Chinese authorities have managed to
transform Tibet in some ways, especially in terns of material goods in the cities.
However, they have failed to adequately deal with the underlying issues such as
the enmity of Tibetans toward the Han. In almost every sector of Tibetan society
there remain serious problems intensified by the persistent racial animosities.
Take, for example, Beijing's difficulties in finding Tibetan officials who are
totally loyal to the Chinese state. There is still, after almost half a century, no
Tibetan to head the regional branch of the Chinese Communist P W , the most
powerful post in the TAR. Until recently older Tibetans who supported China in
the 1950s were prominently featured in the media, but these individuals have
titles without power.5
Membershp in the Chinese Communist Party by ethnic minorities is a prob-
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lem throughout China. In 1957 CCP minority membership stood at 5.5 percent of
the total. By 1990 it was only 5.7 percent. Because the minority share of the total
population rose from about 5 percent in 1957 to about 9 percent today, the
relative representation in the CCP has declined. This is also true for cadres who
numbered 5.4 percent in 1981 and 6.6 percent in 1990.6
For Tibet, 54.6 percent of the cadres in the TAR were non-Han by 1978,
rising to 61.35 percent by 1987' but still below the target of two-thirds. Since the
late 1980s, more Chinese cadres have been withdrawn than sent in. "Selecting
and dispatching cadres to Tibet must be handled strictly and should be carried
out on the principle that they should be few in number but high in quality,"
warned the Ministry of Labor and Personnel. "Cadres transferred to Tibet must
be in the most urgent demand in Tibet; those not in need now should be delayed
being sent in."8
One factor accounting for the lack of Tibetan leadership is certainly the exceptionally high rate of illiteracy/serni-illiteracyamong Tibetans, which according to the 1990 census stands at 44.43 percent (28.55 percent higher than the
national average) for those over 15 years of age and jumps to 79 percent for
women of child-bearing age. Only .57 percent of the Tibetan population receive
a college education, only 2.12 percent a high school education, only 3.85 percent
go to middle school, and a mere 18.6 percent go to primary scho01.~Chen
Kuiyang, the current CCP party secretary in Tibet, admits school attendance is
low and dropping and acknowledges the illiteracy rate is the highest for any
region in China and any minority group.I0
In the past two years the government has pumped RMB21.5 million (about
U.S.$2.6 million) into education in the region while Tibetans have also privately
donated some RMbl5 million (about U.S.$1.8 million) in money, labor, and
materials through an official program called "Hope Project." The government
designated 1993 as the "Tibetan Education Year," and the press has reported that
67 percent of all school-age children are currently enrolled1 although the official
press admits that poor transportation, few schools, and generally poor conditions
keep attendance far below expected levels. l 2
Agricultural output is also a problem for Beijing. The First Work Forum
decollectivized agriculture and stopped state taxes, which, along with the return
of small private entrepreneurship, brought an immediate increase in prosperity
due to higher incomes but a decrease in output due to the abandonment of
modem techniques such as the use of fertilizer, the sales of which plummeted 74
percent from 1979 to 1986.13The Second Work Forum was called largely to deal
with this problem.
In the 1990s state taxes were reinstituted in the TAR with rates varying
according to region. The beginning of the decade also saw the introduction of
new inputs such as better seeds, more machinery, water conservation projects,
etc. Unfortunately all of the efforts have proven insufficient and the gap between
Tibetans and Chinese continues to increase, so Beijing has pledged an additional
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U.S.$1.16 billion to the TAR before the end of the century.14 According to
Gyalsten Norbu, the chairman of the TAR government:
The financial and taxation situation is not promising; prefectures, cities and
units are crying loudly for a supplementary budget; collection of some categories of taxes is not satisfactory, even declining. . . prices for the basic necessities of life and means of production in Tibet are rising rapidly; many residents
and people in agricultural and pastoral areas are very resentful because their
lives are conspicuously harsh. . . there are many people who have not yet
solved the problem of having enough food to eat and clothing to wear . . . all
localities are experiencing grain shortages to some extent. Some households
have even run out of grain. . . people are strongly complaining about unwarranted price hikes and arbitrary exaction of fees.I5
Next to the basics of livelihood, the state of religion is most important to
Tibetans. After the disasters of the Cultural Revolution, religion was again allowed to be openly practiced, albeit with severe restrictions, in 1978. Hu
Yaobang freed religion considerably more in 1980, and there has been a steady
expansion in religious endeavors ever since. To be sure, restrictions such as the
size of monasteries and number of clergy, curtailment of some religious activities, and the placing of government agents inside monasteries are continuing
obstacles, but they vary according to the whims of local officials. Restrictions on
religion have also increased of late due to the political activities of some monks
and nuns.
There is no accurate count of the clerical community, but Chinese officials
put the number of monks and nuns at 40,000 to 45,000 and the number of
monasteries at 1,643 for all the Tibetan areas throughout China.I6
The rapid growth of religious activities and the clerical community along with
its participation in political activities against the Chinese state have aroused
anger among some Chinese hard-liners who call for a further curtailment of the
religious sector.
The increase of monasteries in Tibet has gone out of control along with the
dtamatic increase in monks and nuns. . . . It goes without saying that so many
people in the prime of their life, neither taking part in production nor studying
modem knowledge but subsisting on religious donations, have generated negative impacts on social and economic development as well as on the development of ethnic culture . . . they compete with each other for luxury and
grandeur, expending large amounts of manpower and material and financial
resources. . . . [Some poor people donate so much to the monasteries that they
become welfare recipients, others are kept in perpetual poverty. . . . Moreover,]
some monasteries have become the Dalai clique's bastions for carrying out
separatist activities and infiltration and some lawless lamas and nuns have
become daring vanguards of unrest . . . [We must] intensify the management of
religious affairs . . . limit the number of lamas in monasteries and forbid unauthorized construction of monasteries."
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The Tibetan Diaspora

There are now about 125,000 Tibetans (120,000 in south Asia and 5,000 elsewhere) living outside of China. I had originally calculated that some 50,000 to
55,000 fled Tibet after the 1959 revolt, and while more have come out since,
reliable figures are unavailable. The administration in Dharamsala now says
some 85,000 have left since 1959.
There are fifty-four refugee settlements in India, Nepal, and Bhutan where 13
percent of the working adults engage in the handicrafts industry, 29 percent in
sweater selling and other trades, and 30 percent in services such as the government, hotels, shops, etc.
The administration in Dharamsala, still unrecognized by any nation and still
referred to by the exiles as their government-in-exile, has grown in recent years.
There is an Assembly of People's Deputies, which acts as a parliament and
which nominally elects a cabinet (Kashag) although often the latter consists of
the Dalai Lama's nominees. The Assembly is currently made up of forty-six
elected members representing the three major regions of Tibet and the five main
religious sects.
A Tibetan Supreme Justice Commission was established in 1992 to act as a
"judiciary" to deal with civil cases within the Tibetan community. There is a
Tibetan Election Commission, a Tibetan Public Service Commission (to oversee
the people who work for the administration-350 in 1995), an Office of the
Auditor General (to audit accounts), a Department of Religion and Culture, a
Department of Home (to handle rehabilitation schemes, welfare offices, etc.), a
Department of Education (overseeing eighty-five schools in India, Nepal, and
Bhutan for 27,000 children), a Department of Security (which also runs a Research and Analysis Unit to keep track of events in Tibet), a Department of
Information and International Relations (to publish and disseminate propaganda
and run eleven overseas offices: New York, Geneva, London, Paris, Zurich,
Budapest, Moscow, Tokyo, Canberra, Washington, D.C., and Kathmandu, with
an additional office in New Delhi), a Department of Health, a Planning Council,
and an Office of Reception Centers (to aid new refugees from Tibet).
Greater economic prosperity has not alleviated all the difficulties. Unemployment is 18.5 percent of the adult population. There is little work in the
settlements, which compels people to leave; nearly one-third to 80 percent of
the adults who live in the settlements migrate each year looking for work.
Moreover, some 10 to 15 percent of Tibetan children do not attend school.
Health problems persist with 35,000 cases of tuberculosis since 1959 due to
poor sanitation and poor hygiene. Land is also an issue with average land-holding down to 2.7 acres for the average household of 5.8 people with only 5
percent of that land irrigated.I *
There remains little public accountability as to how Dharamsala spends its
funds, and some Tibetans question, privately at least, the cost of the Dalai
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Lama's extensive travel and the substantial worldwide campaign for Tibetan
independence (discussed below) when many of his compatriots in south Asia
remain in decidedly poor conditions.
Whatever the problems in exile, Tibetans will probably never return home
voluntarily. While the Chinese press may believe that "the figure [of returning
exiles] is growing steadily as Tibet opens wider to the outside world and the
TAR government offers monetary incentives such as a RMB 1,500-2,000 (about
U.S.$18&241) allowance per family in addition to land, pasture, and livestock,
only 1,800 have returned permanently although 11,600 have visited Tibet since
the border was opened.I9
Negotiations

Alongside attempts to develop the Tibetan economy and to free Tibetans of
excessive restrictions on religion, language, and other cultural activities, Beijing
also decided to deal directly with the Dalai Lama who agreed to talks despite a
deep lack of trust--on both sides. For China the goal has always been stability
and sufficient prosperity in Tibet to minimize difficulties in a sensitive and
remote region. For the Dalai Lama there is the hope of returning to Lhasa and
influencing the lives of millions of Tibetans rather than the much smaller number
of those in exile.
The decision to negotiate was hard for the Dalai Lama who faced problems,
as described in chapter 10, over the regional, religious, and political differences
among the refugees. In addition, decades of urging his followers to remain stateless in hopes of returning to an independent Tibet and his strident nationalism
made any compromise with Beijing difficult to explain to his followers. Further,
the Dalai Lama had to be concerned about the possibility that over time Tibetans
may become accustomed to being citizens of a Chinese state and that economic
advances in Tibet, along with more liberal social policies, could cause Tibetans
to be less anxious for his return. A close observer estimated that by 1985-1986
10 percent of the Tibetan inhabitants of Lhasa were pro-Chlnese, 10 percent
supported independence at any cost, and the majority were in-between, angry at
Chinese policies but seeing independence as ~ n r e a l i s t i c . ~ ~
In April 1977, Ngabo Ngawang Jigme announced that China, for the first
time, would allow Tibetan refugees to visit their families. The following February the Panchen Lama was released from fourteen years of house arrest and
prison.
The Dalai Lama reacted favorably, tempering his speeches by speaking less
of his hopes for achieving Tibetan independence and more about the economic
well-being of his people. "If the six million Tibetans in Tibet are really happy
and prosperous as never before," he declared in 1978, "there is no reason for us
to argue otherwise."2' "The core of the Tibetan issue," the Dalai Lama pmclaimed in 1980, "is the welfare of the six million ~ i b e t a n s . "He
~ ~also began to
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speak publicly about the possibility of reconciling Buddhism with socialism.
In December 1978 Beij ing contacted the Dalai Lama's brother, Gyalo
Thondup, who was living in Hong Kong at the advice of the CIA who believed
(knew?) China would eventually want to negotiate.23 A new round of Dalai
Lama-Beijing contacts immediately began,24 resulting in an agreement that the
Dalai Lama would send an investigative delegation to Tibet in August 1979, the
first such visit since the events of 1959.
On 6 January 1979 the TAR established a special committee to receive Tibetans coming back to visit or stay. Pasang, the vice-chairman of the new cornmittee said, "~et'bygonesbe bygones. . . . We welcome all overseas compatriots,
including the Dalai Lama. . . ." By March prisoners began to be released starting
with 376 who had been held since the abortive 1959 revolt followed by the
restoration of civil rights for 6,000 former prisoners.25
In 1979 the Dalai Lama visited the Soviet Union, Mongolia, and the United
States, all for the first time. The trip to the United States was significant because
he had been denied a visa for ten years on the grounds that it was "inconvenient."26 Although the U.S. State Department insisted that the visa was issued
solely for a private religious visit, the Dalai Lama did engage in low profile
political activities. Despite Beijing's initation over these trips, the negotiations
were not derailed, and in April 1982 the Dalai Lama sent another delegation
(there were to be a total of six) to China and Tibet where it was agreed that he
would return to Lhasa in 1985.27He even publicly announced his imminent
return to Tibet in 1985.
But the optimism was premature. Talks bogged down; the Dalai Lama wanted
the freedom to travel, to speak openly, to live in Lhasa and gain a very large
measure of autonomy (if not independence) for Tibet. Chinese authorities
wanted him to live in Beijing, to regulate his movements, and to accept limited
autonomy for Tibet.
At first the Dalai Lama's strategy called for negotiating directly with Beijing.
"I tried from 1978 to 1987," he recalled recently, "to resolve the issue by exclusively negotiating with the Chinese government without any international in~ o l v e m e n t . "And
~ ~ he acknowledged as much at the time, writing to Deng
Xiaoping in March 1981:
I have a liking and a belief in the ideology of Communism aiming to improve
the lot of human beings and . . . was satisfied with the late Mao tse-t'ung over
the ideology and policy on nationalities. Had this ideology, with its related
policies, been implemented, it would have brought happiness and contentment
to all concerned . . . [In hopes of regaining that momentum I have] throughout
been avoiding alignment with any political blocs.29

To this point the Tibetan exile's efforts at winning third-party support had been
modest. His trips30 were all dubbed religious in nature although he took every
opportunity to meet local officials. Support came from a handful of politicians and
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a small number of ordinary citizens." Activities on behalf of Tibetan independence were modest, such as designating 1984 as a year to commemorate "25
Years of Struggle and Reconstruction," and the publication of a hagiography of
the Dalai Lama and an "official" history by a recent convert to Tibetan Buddhism, John Avedon.12 The Office of Tibet in New York established a publishing
house and store both named Potala.13 In March 1985, the International Fellowship of Reconciliation and the London-based Scientific Buddhist Association
tried to get the United Nations Commission on Human Rights interested in Tibet.
Although this UN agency has no powers beyond monitoring and criticism, it
provides high visibility and a measure of legitimacy for the causes it addresses.34
As long as there was hope of achieving a compromise through negotiations
with Beijing, there was no strong need for international support. However, by the
mid-1980s talks had broken down, leaving the Dalai Lama nowhere to turn. This
development led to the decision to internationalize the Tibet issue with the
ultimate hope that outside support for Tibetan independence would force Beijing
back to the bargaining table and, in the best case scenario, force China to make
concessions. This campaign called for: (1) the Dalai Lama to travel more and
make the trips openly political, (2) support groups to be established around the
world, especially in the United States, to lobby their governments on the Dalai
Lama's behalf, (3) members of parliaments of major nations to be recruited with
the eventual goal being open support from the governments of these nations,
(4) peaceful civil disobedience inside Tibet to be encouraged, and (5) the Dalai
Lama to continue to plead for talks offering flexible terms to Beijing. During late
1986 and early 1987 meetings were held in London, New York, and Washington, D.C., to establish what came to be known, colloquially, as the Tibet Lobby.
While not all such efforts were coordinated and some groups only loosely connected to this campaign, together they constituted a major effort on behalf of the
Dalai Lama and his goals for Tibet.
While the breakdown of talks was one impetus for this new strategy, an
additional catalyst was Michael van Walt van Praag who worked briefly for the
powefil Washington, D.C., law firm of Wilmer, Cutler and Pickering, which
registered with the U.S. Justice Department as agents for the "Government of
Tibet in Exile" on 5 July 1985. van Walt van Praag is a Dutch national and
lawyer who has long promoted the Dalai Lama's cause and is now legal adviser
to the Dalai Lama and the Office of Tibet in the United
Wilmer, Cutler
and Pickering is a politically powefil lobbying and law firm "known more for
its performance in the halls of Congress than inside the courtroom,"36 and it can
be presumed that it played some role in the creation of the public relations
campaign in the United States.
In 1986 the Dalai Lama began to travel, diligently visiting several countries in
Europe (including the Soviet Union and the Vatican) and building alliances with
members of various parliaments. In Austria he demonstrated that even a religious
leader can be without scruples in the interests of a political cause when he met
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with President Kurt Waldheim, a man subject to an international boycott by
world leaders due to his Nazi affiliations during World War 11.37
But it is in the United States that the Tibet Lobby concentrated its efforts. In
June 1987 the House of Representatives unanimously passed an amendment to
the Foreign Relations Authorization Act denouncing "human rights violationsw
in Tibet and stating that Tibet is currently forcibly occupied by Chlna. In addition, twenty-six Congress members sent a letter to Chinese Prime Minister Zhao
Ziyang denouncing human rights abuses in Tibet.
Beijing responded by having German Chancellor Helmut Kohl and former
U.S. President Jimmy Carter visit Tibet separately in June and July for very brief
three-day visits. Kohl became the first sitting head of government to ever visit
Tibet. Both men made statements to the press implying that things in Tibet were
better than the Dalai Lama had portrayed them.3s
In September 1987 the Dalai Lama visited the United States again despite
protests from the Chinese embassy. This time he came with a plan, presented to
the Congressional Human Rights Caucus, calling for: (1) Tibet to be a zone of
peace, (2) an abandonment of Chinese migration to Tibet, (3) respect for human
rights and democratic freedoms, (4) respect for the environment, and (5) negotiations on the future status of Tibet.
C~incidentally,~~
while the Dalai Lama was in the United States, on 24 Sep
tember the Chinese authorities in Lhasa held a public trial and executed two
Tibetans accused of being criminals. Three days later Lhasa saw its first public
demonstrations in twenty-eight years. That was followed by another disturbance
on 1 Octoberxhina's National Day-which led to bloodshed.
These events in Tibet were triggered by deepening hostilities in the TibetanHan relationship, anger at the executions, agitation by visitors (both Western and
Tibetan), and the knowledge that the Dalai Lama was at that moment in Washington, D.C. In fact, copies of the Congressional resolution along with Dalai
Lama's picture superimposed onto the Tibetan flag were widely circulated in
Lhasa.
The events in Lhasa helped the Dalai Lama's cause immeasurably because
here was a tangible proof of the serious problems in Tibet. On 6 October the U.S.
Senate unanimously passed a resolution similar to the earlier House bill while
..
adding provisions that tied the resolving of human rights abuses to future milltary sales to China.40 These Congressional acts in the United States were followed by bills in the European Parliament and the German Bundestag supporting
the Dalai Lama's Five-Point Plan.
While good for the exiles' morale, these acts did not change official policies.
For example, the Deputy Assistant Secretary of State for East Asian and Pacific
Affairs, J. Stapelton Roy, testifying in front of two Congressional committees on
14 October 1987, said, "The United States Government considers Tibet to be a
part of China and does not in any way recognize the Tibetan government in exile
that the Dalai Lama claims to head." Moreover, the United States rejected the
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Dalai Lama's Five-Point Plan because it was "a political program advanced by a
man who is the head of a government in exile" that no government recognizes.41
Furthermore, the State Department rejected Tibet Lobby claims of Chinese migration into Tibet, calling them "inaccurate, incomplete and misleading" and
arguing that Congressional actions were "insufficient to outweigh the almost
certain damage to the U.S.Zhina bilateral relati~nship."~~
Parallel with the efforts to win Congressional approval, efforts were made to
win broad popular support. Utopian fantasies of an imaginary Tibet had long
held a fascination for Westerners. The Tibetans were successhl in endowing
Tibet "with all the qualities of a dream, a collective hallucination" and thereby
accumulating a significant number of followers supportive of a Shangri-La that
never existed. The Dalai Lama announced 1990 as the "Year of Tibet" with a
"treasures of Tibet" art exhibit, cultural performances, "debating monks," etc.
Also announced was the establishment of an American headquarters in New
York City to be dubbed "Tibet House" with actor Richard Gere, another recent
convert to Tibetan Buddhsm, as head and principal fund-raiser and Elsie Walker
(a first cousin of George Bush) as president.43Gere swore that "he would put
Tibet on the world map, make it a household word in the United States, l ~ k e
Maalox or Lysol" [two commercial products widely known through massive
advertising], and sponsor benefit concerts with prominent artists and chic dinners
at exclusive restaurants in New York City.44
When the Dalai Lama returned to India, he held a news conference, and
although questioned repeatedly, he refused to say that he still favored independence, thereby signaling his continued hopes for reconciliation with the authorities in Beijing.45
In Tibet thmgs remained quiet until 5 March 1988 when Lhasa saw its biggest
demonstration ever. Several thousand Tibetans took part, and the police used tear
gas and electric cattle prods to restore order. Many arrests were made, and
prisoners, mostly clergy, were routinely tortured. This was, perhaps, more than
the Dalai Lama had anticipated for it went beyond civil disobedience and had led
to violence, which he has repeatedly repudiated. If the Dalai Lama had hoped
that these efforts would prod Beijing toward hrther compromise, he miscalculated. Unrest in a sensitive border area with a history of rebellion and Western
interference at a time when Beijing may have been willing to compromise only
strengthened the hand of hard-liners in China. Meanwhile Chma's harsh crackdown and mistreatment of the Tibetans fbeled the flames of nationalism and
ethnic hostility. Moreover, the U.S. r e h l to aclcnowledge its covert hand in the
contemporary hstory of Tibet reduced much of the force of its pious pronouncements on human rights abuses in that region. As one senior State Department official
put it "at thls particular time Congressional support for independence sends the
wrong signal to more violent elements and could lead to more bl~odshed.'"~
Once the Dalai Lama's plan was launched, however, there was no going back.
In March 1988 in Washington, D.C., the International Campaign for Tibet was
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established. It registered with the Justice Department as a foreign agent for "His
Holiness the Dalai Lama" for lobbying purposes and immediately launched publications-Tibet Press Watch and Tibet Forum, a Chinese language publication
written by exiled Tibetan students educated in China. Tibet Forum would later
be edited by Jigme Ngabo, the son of Ngabo Ngawang Jigme whose recruitment
was a major coup for the exiles.47
With his newly won support and his organizations in place, the Dalai Lama
now decided to make a bold move to get the talks back on track. Speaking in
front of the European Parliament in Strasbourg, France, on 15 June 1988, the
Dalai Lama publicly said for the first time he would be willing to return to a
Tibet that was less than independent. He proposed a "self-governing democratic
political entity . . . in association with the People's Republic of China." That is,
China would be responsible for foreign affairs and defense while the Tibetans
would maintain relations with other nations in "fields of religion, commerce,
education, culture, tourism, science, sports and other non-political acti~ities."~~
Because the Chinese government had repeatedly said it would be willing to
meet the Dalai Lama, or his representative, anywhere, anytime, to discuss anything except independence, the Dalai Lama proceeded to name a six-member
delegation, with two aides and van Walt van Praag as legal adviser. He said they
would be in Geneva in January 1989 waiting for their Chinese counterparts.
The European parliamentarians were less than pleased. "The visit of the Dalai
Lama to Strasbourg is in all respects an unofficial one," said Lord Plumb, the
British Conservative President of the European Parliament. "It was made very
clear to him that the Parliament attaches great importance to the strengthening of
good relations with China . . . I do not believe that the Dalai Lama's visit is
helpful in the current circumstances of the European Parliament's improving
relations with China."49 Tibetans in exile were also unhappy. Many thought the
terms too compromising, and some blamed "foreigners" for influencing the Dalai
Lama to abandon full i n d e p e n d e n ~ e . ~ ~
But the speech was not intended for the Europeans or the Tibetan exiles. The
Dalai Lama had used the location as a symbol of his newly won international
support. The speech did exactly what it was meant to d o - p u t the Chinese into a
difficult position by calling their bluff. The Dalai Lama had publicly agreed to
the one condition China had always placed on the talks. "The Dalai Lama's
concession landed like a bombshell here and the authorities still do not know
how to respond," observed one Chinese source.sl At first there was even some
conciliatory language. Agence France Presse quoted a Chinese official, Mo
Zhaoping, as saying that although "partial independence is not acceptable . . . we
think there is a change in tone."52 But in the end Beijing rejected the outstretched
hand.
That the Beijing authorities were in difficulty as to how to answer is evidenced by the fact that they did not formally respond to the Dalai Lama's offer
until January 1990, nineteen months later. At that time the Chinese embassy in
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New Delhi said there would be no talks. The reason, a new one, was the Dalai
Lama's refusal to reject the notion that Tibet had at any time been independent.53
Meanwhile unrest had continued in Tibet, and while there were differences of
opinion among officials there (one observer noted four factions-older Chinese
cadres opposed to any compromise with leftist views; older Tibetan cadres supportive of Tibetan integration into a Chinese state; younger, better educated
Tibetan cadres supportive of authentic Tibetan autonomy; and younger Chinese
cadres who agreed with t h a t ) 5 4 4 0 s e who supported less freedoms, more repression and no compromise with the Dalai Lama were becoming more vocal.
"We must deal resolute, accurate and rapid blows against the serious crimes of a
srrall number of separatists," read an editorial in Xizang Ribao on 13 March
1988. "[They] are the cause of this earthquake and a cancer cell in society."55
The head of the public security apparatus, Qiao Shi, called for "the government
[to] adopt a policy of merciless repression toward all rebels."56 The hard-liners
were winning the political battle in Beijing by pointing to the unrest in Tibet and
the interference of foreigners in China's internal affairs, both powerful arguments in a country long worried about such matters.
Nevertheless, the supporters of repression had some formidable opposition.
Some officials in Beijing and Lhasa supported compromise with the Dalai Lama
and authentic autonomy in Tibet. The Panchen Lama was particularly outspoken.
"There are people who think it necessary to strike down the lamas and destroy
the monasteries," he said in a speech to the Tibetan delegates at the National
People's Congress on 29 March 1988. "We must not fall back to the errors of
the past . . . I must seriously warn against people who have the idea of 'dealing
merciless blows at the lamas and closing all the temples.' "57 In January 1989 he
spoke to Communist Party members in Shigatse and said, "Although there have
been developments in Tibet since its liberation, this development has cost more
dearly than its achievements. This mistake must never be repeated."58 The
Panchen Lama's sudden and unexpected death five days later at the age of 50
removed from the scene an important player who had acted as a brake on the
hard-liners and who would have contributed greatly to a solution of the Tibet
problem.s9
Prime Minister Zhao Ziyang also opposed repression saying that while the
cause of the unrest was due to "splittists in foreign countries" there is the problem of "long-standing leftist policies in Tibet . . . [for example] a serious degree
of sectarianism existed among Tibetan leaders. The work of addressing the
wrongs were advanced very slowly. The Tibetan people's autonomous rights, the
Tibetan language and the customs and habits of this nationality were neglected
and such mistakes were not properly and quickly c ~ r r e c t e d . " ~ ~
Nevertheless, the hard-liners ultimately prevailed when in March 1988 a political rally capping months of marches and protests led Beijing to declare martial law in Lhasa and its environs. It was to last until May 1990. An order, issued
in March 1988, to withdraw 10,667 Han cadres from Tibet within a year was
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now canceled and promises for further Tibetanizaton were forgotten.61
Privately, communications continued with private Chinese citizens as go-bet w e e n ~The
. ~ ~Dalai and Panchen Lamas wrote letters to each other and spoke on
the telephone several times before the latter's death. Although the calls from
Beijing were monitored, the Panchen slipped away from his handlers during a
trip to Australia and managed a pre-arranged telephone conversation with the
Dalai Lama, then in West Germany.63
Meanwhile the internationalization of the Tibet issue was ratcheted up several
, ~ ~ groups were
more notches. The Dalai Lama traveled more f i e q ~ e n t l ysupport
established in more nations,65 symposia were held in New Delhi, Copenhagen,
and Bonn, "[which] gave Tibet supporters from around the world an opportunity
to share thoughts and ideas and work towards more cohesive action in futuremn66
In Washington the Tibet Lobby got the U.S. Senate to pass a resolution
condemning human rights abuses in Tibet and to pass resolutions that bestowed
on Tibetans a $500,000 grant for refugee relief, thirty college scholarships in the
United States for Tibetan students, prohibition on defense goods to China, and an
imposition of trade sanctions against China. Only the first two provisions became law.
There were significant victories in other fora as well. At the UN Commission
on Human Rights, Tibet was discussed for the fvst time while the General
Assembly addressed the Tibet issue twice. In December 1989 the British House
of Lords discussed Tibet for the first time.
But it was the rulers of China who were to aid the Dalai Lama's cause the
most. While the declaration of martial law in Lhasa was barely noticed, the
events in Tiananmen Square in the summer of 1989 were seen live on the
world's television sets. The power of those images seriously eroded Beijing's
reputation. As Beijing's image tarnished, the Dalai Lama's was proportionally
enhanced, especially in the West. While the Tibet Lobby's success can be attributed to the strategies they employed, it was inestimably aided by China's decline
in the esteem of Western nations that allowed "Tibet [to] come out of nowhere"
as one Western diplomat in Beijing put it.
The most immediate consequence for the Dalai Lama was the awarding of
the Nobel Peace Prize. The decision to give it to him had more to do with
anti-Chinese sentiment than with anything Tibetan. As the New York Times
reported, people close to the Norwegian Nobel Committee said their choice of
the Dalai Lama "was an attempt both to influence events in China and recognize
the efforts of the student leaders of the democracy movement . . ." The Dalai
Lama had been nominated in February and the jury had made its decision in
September, only weeks after the shooting in Tiananmen S q ~ a r e . ~ '
The Nobel prize gave the Dalai Lama a prominence he could never anticipate.
Building upon this new awareness, the Tibet Lobby escalated its efforts in 1990,
establishing even more parliamentary support committees,68 having the Dalai
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Lama and his advisers travel more fervently to raise money and meet with
government officials, and initiating discussion on Tibet at the UN Committee on
Human Rights and the Committee for the Elimination of Racial Discrimination.
Other Tibetans traveled to make common cause with the now burgeoning group
of Chinese dissident^.^^
But all these ventures were secondary to the hopes that the Dalai Lama had for
his efforts in the United States because it was assumed that only Washrngton could
force Beijing back to the bargaining table. In February 1990 President George Bush
signed a bill with amendments creating Tibetan language d o broadcasts on the
Voice of America (beginning in spring 1991 and currently broadcasting two hours
daily in a highly partisan fashion) and setting aside $1 million for thvty U.S. scholarships for Tibetan refugees. In Congress, both houses declared 13 May 1990 National
Day in Support for Freedom and Human Rights in China and Tibet.70
In Tibet martial law was lifted in May 1990 and tourists once again flocked
in. But the conditions in Lhasa did not change markedly; control of the population remained very tight creating even further tensions. Because the situation in
Tibet was not changing and because Beijing seemed to be unyielding, the Dalai
Lama had little recourse but to continue to pursue hls efforts at winning more
international recognition and visibility. The Year of Tibet (which actually took
place in 1991 and involved 3,000 events in thlrty-six countries) proved to be a
great success, and the Dalai Lama called for its continuation "to dedicate the
year. . . to creating greater awareness and an active international role concerning
Tibet's environment and human rights in Tibet."71 Gere and the fund-raisers
were true to their word, raising $525,000 to buy a $825,000 brownstone in New
York City that was to be the headquarters of the American operation.72
There were also victories at the United Nations, where after repeated efforts
the Committee on Human Rights cited "violations of bdamental human rights
and freedoms" in Tibet. The resolution used terms such as "national identity" but
skirted issues of independence. It was the first time since 1965 that any UN
agency had passed a resolution on Tibet.73
As always the Dalai Lama continued to travel. He went to Ireland and met
President Mary Robinson, to France where he met prominent government offlcials, to Liechtenstein where he met the prince, and to Austria where he met with
Waldheim again. He returned to Mongolia, then visited Lithuania and addressed
the Parliament after meeting President Vytauta Landsbergis. In Latvia he met
President Anatoligs Gorbunovs; in Bulgaria he was welcomed by President
Zhelyu Zhelev. Once again he traveled to the Soviet Union, the United States,
Britain, Switzerland, and Germany. He visited Latin America. He made an "official visit" to Sweden, where in 1988 and 1990 he was only permitted private
visits and found himself cold-shouldered by the government at the time.74
The biggest coup, however, was in the United States where in April 1991 the
Dalai Lama met with Congress in the Capitol Rotunda after congressional lead-
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ers had refbsed his request for a speech to a joint session of Congress; the leaders
argued that the Rotunda meeting was unusual enough to send a message to
China. Afterward he met in the White House with George Bush and National
Security Adviser Brent Scowcroft for thlrty minutes. (In later years he would
return to the White House to meet President Bill Clinton and Vice-President ~1
Gore.) Government officials insisted the visit was "private," that the Dalai Lama
was seen as a spiritual leader. Congressional resolutions concerning Tibet, the
White House argued, were only a "sense of Congress" and not binding on the
U.S. government nor official U.S.
Be that as it may, twelve years earlier the Dalai Lama was not permitted into
the United States and now he was being given the rare honor of a private
meeting in the White House with the president of the United States. This dramatic reversal was made possible by the success of the Tibet Lobby, the decline
in support for Beijing, and President George Bush's anger at Beijing over their
trade policies and refusal to institute political reforms. George Bush went further
when on 28 October 1991 he signed a State Department Authorization Act,
which included the following paragraph:
That it is the sense of Congress that Tibet, including those areas incorporated
into the Chinese provinces of Sichuan, Yunnan, Gansu, and Qinghai, is an
occupied country under established principles of international law whose true
representatives are the Dalai Lama and the Tibetan Government in Exile as
recognized by the Tibetan people.76
In Britain 131 MPs signed a motion seconding the U.S. Congressional arnendment that called Tibet an "occupied count^-y."77
Talks with China had now stopped altogether with the Chinese blaming the
Dalai Lama's intransigence on the independence issue and pointing out that "we
have never changed our eagerness to hold negotiation^."^^ and the Dalai Lama
insisting that he was searching for a middle way. "I am not demanding complete
independence from China," he declared at a press conference on 1 August 1990,
that demand would be "a little unreal is ti^."^^
Whoever was at fault, the Dalai Lama withdrew his Strasbourg plan in S ~ P tember 1991, offering in its stead a somewhat less comprehensive proposition.
Speaking at Yale University in October 1991, he asked Beijing to allow him to
visit his homeland on a mission of peace under three conditions: (1) the right to
travel freely, (2) the freedom to speak to anyone without reprisals against them,
and (3) that the world press be allowed to accompany him.80 The Chinese response this time was swift and clear: the Dalai Lama cannot go home until he
unequivocally denounces inde~endence.~
The Tibet Lobby also continued its efforts at the uN, joining forces with the
newly established dissident China Lobby in getting a resolution through the
Subcommission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities. This
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resolution, for the first time in UN history, referred to Tibet as a separate entity.82
Chinese and Tibetan dissidents have now joined forces to establish the International
Coalition for Human Rights in China, whlch has come close, but as yet has been
unsuccessful, to passing a resolution in the UN condemning China's actions.83
Chinese leaders' worst nightmare is that the Dalai Lama's efforts will result in
a civil war in Tibet andlor in damaging the Chinese economy through the elimination of trade concessions or boycotts. To date all the talk of human rights has
had no discernable effect on foreign investment in China or on the Chinese
economy.84As to their policies in Tibet itself, because China's leaders continue
to believe that the difficulties are the work of a "handful" of agitators encouraged by outside forces, their response is a resort to extreme force against peaceful demonstrators while hoping that economic development will make Tibetans
less susceptible to the "splittists'" entreaties. This head-in-the-sand attitude ignores the legitimate complaints of many Tibetans and undermines Beijing's own
objectives for stability while sharpening the difficulties. As to their internationalization tactics, China has countered with its own campaign but in a staggeringly
incompetent fashion when compared to the efforts of the Tibet Lobby.
Outside of China, Beijing's weapon against the constantly growing tide of
support for the Dalai Lama's cause has been a plethora of articles in the local,
and especially the overseas, press (Beijing Review, China Today, China Daily
News).The articles emphasize obscure historical points to support the argument
that Tibet is a part of China and stress the dismal conditions of the past, arguing
that things have improved so much that outsiders are using the wrong measures
to judge conditions in Tibet.85They have attacked the Dalai Lama for allegedly
plotting to restore the old society. "It seems obvious that what he wishes to bring
back is the privileges of a few estate holders enslaving the bulk of the Tibetan
people."86 They reject unrest in Tibet as solely the result of agitation by outsiders
and a "handful of splittists." Persistent protests are made whenever a foreign
leader meets the Dalai Lama. ("The Dalai Lama is not merely a religious leader.
He lives in exile and engages in political activities aimed at splitting China and
hanning national unity. We are opposed to any government leader meeting the
Dalai Lama in any form.")87
Those who do not read the Chinese press (the vast majority of the populations
of the world) have no access to Chinese positions, however poorly presented
they may be, because given China's low credibility, the press reports largely
from the perspective of the Tibetan exiles. This has been particularly true since
the establishment of the Tibet Information Network (TIN) in London, which
collects data on Tibet and bombards the world's media with its press statements.
While much of what TIN gathers is useful and accurate, the media uses all of
their material unquestioningly. A recent study of the media's representation of
the Tibet issue in the United States (which found that reporters are woefully
ignorant of Tibet and report overwhelmingly in the Dalai Lama's favor) put
Beijing's efforts to present its case this way:
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The defects of the [Chinese] material on Tibet are the same that blight their
articles on other topics; sheer pap ("on the morning of 1 October, when the
people of Lhasa were joyfully observing the festive National day in a peaceful
and jubilant atmosphere . . .") counterproductive invective ("Oppose Splitting
Motherland, Oppose Sabotaging Stability and Unity"), uninterpreted statistics,
. . . unlikely sounding quotations from allegedly representative citizens
("scenes of torture perpetuated upon serfs in the old society, such as flaying
alive, chopping off hands, and gouging out eyes are still fresh in my mind").
Information packaged this way does not invite serious attention. . . ."88
Beijing has also published a large number of books on Tibet for foreign
readers and sent Tibetan cultural troupes outside the c0unt1-y.~~
In March 1993 a Conference on the Work of External Propaganda on the
Question of Tibet was convened in which the nature of the problem was clearly
delineated and the urgency to counter the Dalai Lama's efforts strongly asserted.
With seemingly little concern as to the effect and credibility of this propaganda,
the decision was made to do more of the same, and in the two years since there
has not been any noticeable change except in quantity.90
It's not only journalists whom Beijing handles badly. Whlle the Tibetans took
U.S. congressional aides on escorted tours of Tibetan refugee camps and lobbied
them continuously in Washington, Beijing refused visas to American Congress
members and, apparently, exerted little effort lobbying in Washington on the
issue of Tibet.9' While the Tibetans issue daily press releases and are available
for interviews, China refuses journalists permission to visit Tibet. In November
1991, however, Beijing issued a sixty-two-page rebuttal of charges concerning
human rights abuses throughout the country and employed several firms including, for a short time, the most notorious and most effective public relations firm
in Washington, D.C., Hill & Knowlton, to represent it. In the public relations
war, China is monumentally o u t ~ l a s s e d . ~ ~
In April 1992, at the request of the Chinese government, the Dalai Lama's
brother, Gyalo Thondup, resumed talks in Beijing for the first time since martial
law was declared in Lhasa four years earlier. Although the talks produced no
concrete developments, according to the Dalai Lama,93in September his representative continued the dialogue with the Chinese Ambassador in New Delhi and
communication continues ~poradically.~~
China is very angry at the internationalization of the Tibet issue and resents
greatly foreign intervention in, what it considers, a domestic matter. It has not
bent to that pressure in any meaningful way yet continues to search for, and to
need, a solution. The Dalai Lama, for all of his worldwide presence, has yet to
get a single country to recognize his government-in-exile or to put significant
pressure on Beijing to alter its policies in Tibet where the hard-liners remain
ensconced in power. Both sides must understand that a solution can come about,
ultimately, only through dialogue, so while they continue to talk in private, in
public they continue to play to their respective constituencies.
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In September 1995 a Dharamsala official said again that the Dalai Lama "is
willing to negotiate with China without insisting on total independence for
~ i b e t .Beijing,
' ~ ~ for its part, says the Dalai Lama's "so-called concessions are
nothing but an adjustment in his tactics. In essence he still sticks to his stand for
the independence of Tibet.'*6
"Tibet has been an independent country for a thousand years . . . ," the Dalai
Lama counters. "However, it is also a political reality that Tibet is now under
Chinese rule . . . I have tried a 'middle-way' approach to the problem . . . over
the last fifteen years, six official delegations were sent to China and Tibet, and
my personal envoy visited China at least ten times. I also made several proposals
to the Chinese government. . . . Unfortunately, the Chinese government's response to these proposals has been one of total rejection.'*'
Pragmatism is possible if both sides are willing. For example, recently China
and India, after years of getting nowhere, have agreed to put aside the difficult,
and currently unresolvable, matter of where their borders lie in order to improve
relations and to move on other issues.98So the possibility exists, if both sides are
willing, to temporarily put aside the question of Tibetan independence and the
issues of a greater Tibet so that other concerns can be meaningfully discussed.
Successful negotiations on any other issues may build up the trust needed to go
back to the most difficult questions.
Something has to be said about the involvement of the government of Taiwan,
which has long tried to influence events as described in previous chapters. In
March 1990 the Dalai Lama lifted his ban on contacts with Taiwan and hosted an
adviser to the Taiwanese Premier. In May 1993 Gyalo Thondop visited Taiwan,
creating the first direct link between the GMD and the Dalai Lama in over three
decades. Thondup visited the island again in January 1994 and accepted an
invitation for a future visit by the Dalai Lama.99
Dharamsala has long accused Taiwan of funding "conflicts and discord in the
Tibetan community," and, indeed, in 1990 a Tibetan exile official was forced to
resign after it was revealed he had taken money from Taiwan. Taiwanese agents
were also caught meddling in Tibetan regional rivalnes when they struck a deal
with leaders of the Chushi Gangdrug rebel group in March 1994. The rebels
apparently agreed to a document that spelled out Tibetan autonomy, which included Kham saying it feared a deal between the Dalai Lama and Beijing that
would have left its region out of an autonomous Tibet.Ioo
Given all the problems with Beijing in the past, it is not surprising that this
current incarnation of the talks has fostered opposition within the Tibetan exile
ranks. The most prominent dissident has been the Dalai Lama's oldest brother,
Thubten Norbu, who resigned his post as Dharamsala's representative in Tokyo,
writing a thirty-seven page letter criticizing any negotiations with the Chinese.lo'
There are dangers in the course the Tibet Lobby has chosen. Elevated expectations among Tibetans, which may not be Mlled, is but one example just as when
during the 1950s and 1960s it was believed CIA aid was all that was needed. Io2
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Unfulfilled expectations can lead to additional, and perhaps bloodier, unrest in
Tibet where Chinese policies, although improving, continue to fan strife.
It is difficult to predict the future. The Dalai Lama has no option but to
continue to escalate this high-risk strategy as long as the talks with Beijing fail to
make significant progress.Io3Diplomatic pressure may work, but it is doubthl.
He can hope for a collapse of the Beijing government after the death of Deng
Xiaoping and a breakup of the country along the lines of the former Soviet
Union, although that is doubtful as well.
Beijing holds the trump cards in this hlgh-stakes game. It has the ability to
dramatically alter its policies in Tibet in order to ameliorate the serious tensions
that currently exist between Chinese and Tibetans. As witnessed in the former
Soviet Union, repression only leads to an increase in nationalism.
The key to the solution is at the bargaining table. Any other avenue risks
greater tragedy for both sides. "I . . . consider the best way to solve this problem," the Dalai Lama told the Nepali English language newspaper Independent, "is
that both sides should be reasonable and r e a l i ~ t i c . "On
~ ~Hungarian radio he said, "I
have endeavored to find the middle way, that is to say, not a complete brealung away
from China . . . but . . . that Tibet should be a peace zone, an unarmed territory. . . a
special relationship would link my homeland to China, on the basis of the one
country two systems principle that is often voiced by Beijing."los
The Situation at the Moment

As I write this late in 1995, the Chinese government appears to have abandoned
any serious efforts to Tibetanize the TAR by encouraging further linguistic,
cultural, and religious tolerance. Rather, Beijing has apparently redoubled its
efforts to increase economic development, crack down ever harder on the slightest public display of Tibetan nationalism, and slowly assimilate Tibet into the
Chinese state by allowing, for the first time, large numbers of Han to migrate
into the TAR.
Part of this new policy is to once again crank up the propaganda attacks on
the Dalai Lama and continue to argue (one wonders if Chinese officials actually
believe this) that all the difficulties are caused by outsiders, now dubbed ''The
Dalai Clique." "Tibet's situation is basically stable," claims the Chinese press,
"but . . . the anti-separatist struggle remains very grim."Io6
"The interference of the Dalai clique," Lhasa TV charged, "has made this
autonomous region lose many development opportunities and prevented us from
concentrating on our undertakings."lo7 According to Chen Kuiyuan, the local
party secretary, "hostile forces abroad and the Dalai clique have never ceased
their heavy interference in Tibet."I0* To Beijing the Dalai Lama is a tool of the
West which, wants to Westernize and "disintegrate" China. His organization
incites religious fanaticism among the Tibetan people. Under a plot hatched by
ideas men in the West, it has sent home a large number of religious personages
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of the upper hierarchy to carry out tactics . . . wildly attempting to use godly
strength to poison and bewitch the masses and attain its purpose of making
"religion" serve its "political purposes."
Dalai and his clique, while paying lip service to opposing violence, are in
fact the creators of unrest who have developed underground organizations and
gone all out to infiltrate into rural and pastoral Tibet. They have also tried to
infiltrate into Chinese party and government bodies through writing letters and
threatening letters to instigate their Tibetan staff to rebel. Some 15,000 such
letters were intercepted in Lhasa in 1993 alone. That was seven times greater
than the number intercepted in 1992.
[There is a need to] tighten political discipline and purify the ranks of the
cadres . . . party members may not hang religious insignias and Dalai's portraits . . . or establish scripture chanting halls or niches for the Buddha's statue
. . . they may not send their children to study in schools which the Dalai clique
has established outside ~ i b e t . ' ~

The Panchen Lama
The tenth Panchen Lama died on 28 January 1989 at age fifty-one. The Dalai
Lama offered to send a delegation to, among other thngs, conduct divination
rituals. Meanwhile, China invited the Dalai Lama to take part in the mourning
rituals. Both sides declined the respective offers.
In August 1989 the Chinese government announced a plan to search for the
new Panchen Lama by using mystical signs, conducting tests on the likely candidates, and using oracles and divinations-in other words, all the traditional rites.
However, there was an additional test: the use of the lottery system whereby
three finalists have their names inserted into a golden urn that is spun until one
name falls out. This procedure was used to select the tenth, eleventh, and twelfth
Dalai Lamas after its introduction by the Qing Dynasty in 1792. It was not used
in the selection of the recently deceased Panchen. T h s final step symbolically
gives the Chinese government final approval on a crucial Tibetan matter and
reasserts its claims to political control over Tibet.
In March 1991 the Dalai Lama informed Beijing that he wanted to be involved in the search by sending his own delegation. China rejected the offer in
June. But communication continued quietly, and in July 1993 the head of the
search team, Chatral Rinpoche, sent the Dalai Lama a letter describing the progress of the search. For the next two years the Dalai Lama wrote repeatedly to
Chatral without a single reply.
By January 1995 the search had narrowed to twenty-eight boys, and the
implication could be drawn from Chinese statements that an announcement was
imminent. But before Beijing could name a boy, the Dalai Lama, on 14 March,
declared his recognition of a six-year-old boy named Dedhun Choekyi Nyima as
the eleventh Panchen Lama. There were rumors that Beijing had planned a
September announcement of the same boy.
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Being preempted did not please Beijing, so a campaign was immediately
launched to vilify the Dalai Lama. The Dalai Lama had chosen a boy 4LthroUgh
fraud" and "violated the cardinal principles of Buddhism" according to
X i n h ~ a . "Interestingly,
~
China never said that this child was not the oficial
reincarnation; attacks were confined to. the Dalai Lama's alleged usurpation of
China's authority. Soon, rumors spread outside of China that the search party
that wall posters were appearing
and the boy were being held incornmunicad~,~~
in Lhasa critical of Beijing's interference in a religious matter, and that
Tashilhunpo Monastery, the home of the Panchen Lamas, was sealed, with monk
officials being imprisoned and replaced with pro-Beijing monks.I1*
As I write this, little solid evidence about what transpired is available as new
information and rumors appear daily. Two years ago the Chinese government
and the Dalai Lama cooperated successfully over the selection of the Karmapa
reincarnation and many thought that to be a rehearsal for the Panchen Lama
selection. So what happened here? It appears that the Dalai Lama was tipped off
to the right boy, which indicates that he was in secret communication with the
search party in Tibet. But why did he make his announcement? To exert his
authority over religious matters? One rumor has it that the Chinese government
learned of the contacts between the search party and the Dalai Lama and was
about to punish the monks when the Dalai Lama, hoping to bring world attention
to bear, made hls a n n o ~ n c e m e n tUntil
. ~ ~ ~we know more about what was happening secretly, the answers to these questions will remain elusive.
Obviously this is not so much an issue of religion (although the Dalai Lama
insists this is purely a religious matter) as one of symbolic authority-who has
the power to make such momentous decisions. Xinhua reported that "what the
Dalai Lama really intended to do when he got involved in naming the reincarnation of the Panchen Lama had nothing to do with religious matters. In fact, he
attempted to negate China's sovereignty over Tibet and cause disturbances in
Tibet by opposing the final decision power of the central government over the
reincarnation of the 10th Panchen Lama."'I4
As described in chapter 1, the Panchen Lama position was created by a Dalai
Lama in the seventeenth century, and the two major clerical leaders have had
close ties, even if somewhat strained at times, ever since. To not have either
cleric approve the selection of the other would be a unique circumstance in
Tibetan history. The golden urn was only used occasionally when Beijing felt the
need to assert its authority. Moreover, it seems very odd for a self-described
atheistic and socialist government to be involved in what surely it would term
superstitious and feudal practices. All this, of course, has consequences for the
future selection of the next Dalai Lama and for rule over Tibet itself.
After the announcement, Beijing had a dilemma: agree that the Dalai Lama's
selection was correct and thereby allow him far more authority than he has had
since 1959, or reject hls selection and pick someone else. This latter option is not
without consequence for it could very possibly alienate Tibetans even more,
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increase ethnic hostilities in Tibet, and perhaps even unite various Tibetan factions against China similar to the late 1950s. Pictures of the boy named by the
Dalai Lama immediately began selling briskly in Lhasa's blackmarket. The dangers notwithstanding, it was the latter strategy that was implemented, and from
8-1 1 November China convened a conference of senior monks and lamas from
central Tibet in a hotel in Beijing where the importance of their activities was
highlighted by a visit from CCP Party Secretary and President Jiang Zemin. It
was reported that attendance was made mandatory as some clerics were pleading
illness in attempts to avoid attendance. l 5
On 26 November Beijing announced its own selection, a six-year-old named
Gyaincain Norbu selected by ,lot in a ceremony presided over by Chlnese and
Tibetan government officials, as well as the requisite clergy. It seems unllkely at
this juncture that the boy selected by Beijing will have much credibility among
Tibetans. Meanwhile, Beijing and the Dalai Lama have another seemingly insurmountable obstacle to overcome.
Other Problems
The Panchen Lama dispute is an immediate thorn in the sides of the two contenders for power in Tibet, but it is not the greatest problem. The issue with the
most dire long-term consequence is the fear that Tibetans have of becoming a
minority in their own land.
To understand this situation it is vital to keep in mind that there are two
Tibets. When Beijing speaks of Tibet, it is referring to the TAR; when the Dalai
Lama speaks of Tibet, he speaks for an area more than three times the size of the
TAR in which Tibetans live (Kham and Amdo). The historical reality is that the
Dalai Lamas have not ruled these outer areas since the mid-eighteenth century,
and during the Simla Conference of 1913, the thirteenth Dalai Lama was even
willing to sign away rights to them.Il6 As described in earlier chapters, China's
policies toward the TAR and other Tibetan-inhabited regions outside the TAR
have, since 1950, been significantly different. In 1950 there were few Han Chinese in any of these areas, although there were more in Kharn and Amdo. After
1950 Chinese were not permitted to go to the TAR unless assigned there, while
there was a slow but steady migration into the other Tibetan areas. Since August
1992 all restrictions on travel for Chinese citizens have been lifted, resulting in a
lot of moving around, especially to areas that offer commercial possibilities.
Travel was also encouraged when the regulations governing acquisition of business pennits were simplified and relaxed in November 1993. By 1994 Beijing
was reporting 42,000 registered enterprises in the TAR, the bulk of them run by
Han Chinese.Il7 "We will implement preferential policies and adopt active measures systematically," Gyalsten Norbu, the TAR chairman, has said, "or freely
bring in all kinds of useful qualified personnel, badly needed by our region . . .
with the goal of gradually expanding our pool of qualified personnel."' l 8
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Han officials have been encouraged to volunteer for service in Tibet by a
political and media campaign glorifying one Kong Fansen, said to be a selfless
cadre who originally worked in Tibet from 19761982, returned in 1988, and
remained until his death in a car crash in 1994. A native of Shandong Province,
he is said to have worked exceedingly hard for the Tibetans with little regard for
himself, giving the clothes off his back and change from his pockets to the poor.
President Jiang Zemin advised CCP members to "learn from Comrade Kong
Fansen."' l9
Registered Chinese residents of Tibet are relatively few, but a considerably
larger number of sojourners are not registered with the authorities and therefore
not counted in the official population statistics. It is obvious to every visitor to
Tibet that there are far more Chinese than the official statistics indicate. The
question is how many more?
As I tried to demonstrate in Appendix A, population figures are hard to come
by and difficult to believe. The most complete and accurate studies of the population in and around the TAR have been done by the Institute for Sociology at
Beijing University because it had access to both officials in the entire region and
government documents over a period of several years of continuous research.
Outside of China the best effort is, by far, a publication called New Majority:
Chinese Population Transfer into Tibet by the London-based Tibet Support
Group. While every effort is made to be judicious and assertions are carefully
worded, these authors had neither access to officials nor documents, so their
report is based on "ten weeks of targeted fieldwork . . . [and] general observations made in the course of altogether two years of travels in the country from
1985 to 1994." As careful as they were, because the research was based on
published materials and "casual observation and conversation," the report's conclusion cannot be taken as definitive.120
The 1990 census counted a total of 4,593,330 Tibetans with 2,096,346 in
the TAR. It found that registered Hans in the TAR total only 81,217.'~'If we
examine the number of officially registered Han over the years, we find their
numbers to be relatively small: in 1980 122,356, in 1983 79,650, in 1988
79,78 1, in 1991 65,lO 1. But we have no reliable numbers for the "floating
population," those who are unregistered and uncounted. One official estimate
in the late 1980s put that number at 60,00&140,000.~22Undoubtedly it is far
higher today.
The Dalai Lama continues to use the 6 million figure for the population of all
Tibetans in the world, a number that has, curiously, remained unchanged for
about fifteen years. In recent years he has also claimed that a total of 1.2 million
Tibetans have died unnaturally as a result of China's policies since 1950. I am
unaware of any Chinese figures as to how many Tibetans have died outside the
normal course of events. In Tibet itself there are official monuments to PL*
soldiers who have died but none, that I am aware of, to any Tibetans. This figure,
like SO many of the figures issued from Dharamsala, comes without documentarY
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evidence save for an alleged PLA document from the early 1960s that speaks of
87,000 deaths in the 1959-1960 period. Some scholars have accepted the validity of this document. Undoubtedly, tens of thousands, if not hundreds of thousands of Tibetans died from the revolts of the 1950s, the famine caused by the
Great Leap Forward, the turmoil of the Cultural Revolution, the imprisonment of
untold numbers of people, and so on. How many we will probably never know.
Whatever the figure, it is an unspeakable tragedy.i23
A decade ago I completed this book with a slim hope for the hture and a
quote from the Dalai Lama calling for an end to anger and for more tolerance
and open-mindedness. While much has happened since then, the difficulties for
Tibetans both inside and outside their homeland remain, and the future looks to
me, at the moment, bleaker than a decade ago. Nevertheless, the possibility that
unforetellable events will bring some solution to bear remains my hope for all
the Tibetan people wherever they may live.

Appendix A
The Population of Tibet

In Tibet, as elsewhere, the ethnic boundaries of a people do not always coincide
with the political boundaries-the area defined by the former exceeding that
defined by the latter in almost every instance. The political boundaries of Tibet
are clearly delineated on China's maps and define an area known officially as the
Tibet Autonomous Region. Ethnically, however, Tibetans spill over these boundaries on all sides-into Indian Ladakh on the southwest; into Nepal, S~klum,and
Bhutan on the south; and into the Indian-controlled area east of Bhutan, known
as the Towang Tract, on the southeast. In China, also, ethnic Tibetans can be
found in all the provinces that surround the TAR-Qinghai, Gansu, Sichuan, and
Yuan.
Censuses were held in Tibet from 653 AD onwards, and all were highly
inaccurate. The single point of agreement was that the population was declining.
The Dalai Lama, himself, has confinned this trend. The eminent Tibetologist
Guiseppe Tucci noted after hls eighth visit to Tibet: "there were certainly more
[Tibetans] in the past, as may be inferred from surviving traces of intense cultivation and from irrigation works in now almost deserted places."' The decline
can be attributed to several circumstances: (1) widespread venereal disease,
which depressed fertility and increased early mortality; (2) the practice of polyandry, which served to limit the number of children; (3) the climate and topography, which were unable to sustain a large population and precluded large
increases; and (4) a large, mostly celibate clergy whch did not replace itself.*
Today the Tibetans in exile and their supporters routinely use the figure of six
million for the entire worldwide population of ethnic Tibetans, although this
figure does not appear to be supported by any evidence.
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Date
W.W. Rockhill

Sarat Chandra Das
Encyclopaedia Britannica

David MacDonald
Office of Strategic Services (USA)
Minister of Interior, GMD
Tibetan official
A.J. Hopkinson
0.Edmund Clubb
Heinrich Harrer
Heinrich Harrer (quoting Zhou Enlai without
documentation)
Hugh Richardson
Dalai Lama
Michel Peissel
Tibetan exile sources
HRH Prince Peter of Greece and Denmark

Population Estimate
(in millions)
3
2.5 to 3

3
3.9
4
1
15.4

3

'Well short of 2 millionn
4
12

China estimates a total of just under three million in the early 1 9 5 0 The
~~
, ~is at least one noncommunist
GMD is mostly in agreement with these f i g ~ r e sas
Western scholar who estimated a total of four million Tibetans if the ethnically
related peoples found in Nepal, Sikkim, and Bhutan are in~luded.~
T!le 1982 census reported 1,892,393 residents in the TAR, of whom
1,786,544 (94.41 percent) were ethnic Tibetans. Ethnic Han were said to number
9 1.592 (4.84 percent), presumably excluding the PLA. The total ethnic Tibetan
population of China is placed at 3,870,068.'
From a politics; point of view, there are drawbacks to making estimates-for
both sides. As the Dalai Lama continues to raise the population figures, he
implicitly admits that a smaller percentage of Tibetans fled their homeland. He
thereby diminishes the effects of his argument that the reason for the mass
disaffection was China's harsh rule. On the other hand, Beijing's smaller population figure represents an increase in the percentage of Tibetans who fled into
exile. If we accept the estimate of, at most, fifty-five thousand Tibetan refugees,
then they represented a mere 0.9 percent of the ethnic Tibetans (assuming the
population to be six million, as the Dalai Lama does). But, if the population is
about three million, as Beijing claims, then almost 2 percent of the population
fled their homes.
China's figures are probably closer to the truth than the Dalai Lama's. BeiJinf3
has maintained unchallenged control over Tibet for more than thirty years, including control over the marketplace, food production, consumption, and especially the ration coupon system that exists all over China. Control over these
aspects of Tibetan life affords the authorities in Lhasa and Beijing oppomities
to make population estimates, in spite of their inability to conduct an accurate
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census. The Tibetans in India not only lack the opportunity to conduct a census,
they have not even lived in Tibet for over twenty years.
In 1978 a pamphlet was published in Dharamsala that estimated the pre- 1959
clerical population of Tibet at about 200,000 (a figure remarkably similar to
Beijing's estimate of 180,000, offered in 1966).8 If the population of Tibet was
indeed six million (the Dalai Lama's figure), then 200,000 would represent 3.3
percent of the total or, roughly 7 percent of the male population (nuns were an
insignificant number by all accounts), assuming the malelfemale population
was roughly equal. However, most observers of pre- 1950 Tibet agree that the
monks equalled approximately 15-20 percent of the male population. If
200,000 clerics represented 20 percent of the male population, there would
a total Tibetan population of two
have been one million Tibetan male-r
million. These figures come closer to the Chinese estimates than to the Tibetan estimates.
When asked about these discrepancies, the Dalai Lama unconvincingly contended that the six million figure was derived from secret Chinese documents he
had seen in the late 1950s. Moreover, he added, he believed the three million
figure was only for the TAR, in spite of Chinese claims to the contrary. Another
three million, he said, were scattered through adjoining region^.^ If he had indeed seen these alleged secret documents, then why did he cite Tibetan population figures of seven to eight million shortly afterward, in 1962? He could
provide no additional substantiation for hls claim.

Han in Tibet
It is certainly no easier to determine how many Han live in Tibet and the other
pockets of Tibetan habitation than PO ascertain Tibetan population figures. These
numbers also assume political significancelarge numbers of Han migrants indicate that Beijing may be attempting assimilation and ethnic genocide.
Fears of imminent Sinicization were exacerbated by remarks Mao Zedong
was alleged to have made to a visiting Tibetan delegation in 1952 that Tibet
should eventually have a population of ten million.I0 Zhou Enlai also h t e d at
impending Han migration in the following statement:
The Hans are greater in number and more developed in economy and culture
but in the regions they inhabit there is not much arable land left and underground resources there are not as abundant as in the regions inhabited by
fraternal nationalities."
Of course we cannot know for sure whether Mao was talking about Han
settlement or an eventual growth in the size of the indigenous Tibetan population
at some undetermined future date. In the case of Zhou's statement, it is uncertain
how far into the future he meant.
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source12

Date

Estimated Number of Han Civilians
-

Hugh Richardson
Rev. Ngawang Thubtob
Le Figaro (Paris)
Wallace Liu
Tingfu F. Tsiang (Taiwan)
Far Eastern Economic
Re view
Taiwanese source
0.Edmund Clubb
Taiwanese source
Noel Barber
Gyalo Thondup
Dalai Lama
George Patterson
Dalai Lama
Lowell Thomas, Jr.
Wadi Rufail (Egypt)
Daily Telegraph (London)
Bradford Smith
Tibetan Review

1960-61
c. 1965
1963
1960
1958
1954-56

50,000
200,000
250,000
300,000
300,000
500,000

1960
1959
1959
1959
1959
1959
1965
1959
1959
1959
1965
1961
1960

Soviet expert

1974

Soviet radio
Lucien Pye
Indian military officer
Dorothy Woodman

1968
1976
1966
1960

Indian periodical
Purshottam Trikamdas

1964
1959

1,000,000
4,000,000
(another 4 million expected)
4,500,000
4,500,000
5,000,000
(another 4 million expected)
5,000,000
5,000,000
5,500,000
(another 4,500,000 expected)
5,800,000
6,000,000
9,000,000
12,000,000
"Now almost half the population of Tibet is
Chinese"
Half the population, resulting from forced
intermarriage
Han a majority in TAR, 80% in Kham
Han outnumber Tibetans 2 to 1
Han outnumber Tibetans 3 to 1
"a few years time will make the country
[Tibet] a Chinese colony"
"several millions"
5,000,000
(another 4 million expected)

(another 2 million expected)

I t is no less confusing to determine the numbers of PLA in the TAR. Here,
too, the estimates vary to a remarkable degree.

Date
Chinese government source
U.S. intelligence
lndian intelligence
George Patterson
The Guardian (Manchester)
Rev. Ngawang Thubtob
Soviet radio
Wallace Liu
Gyalo Thondup
Tibetan Youth Congress (Dharamsala)
Thubten Norbu
Taiwanese source
Noel Barber

Estimated Number
of PLA
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The Chinese themselves have quoted figures on their numbers in the TAR. In
1962 they claimed 40,000 civilians,I4 while in recent years (1976, 1977, 1980)
they cite 120,000 civilians.I5 In 1975 Chinese officials admitted a total of
250,000 to 300,000 Han in the TAR, including PLA soldiers.l 6 For the most part,
the Han in the TAR are not there on a permanent basis but are supposed to be
rotated every couple of years. This rotation allows officials to deny that there are
many settlers; residents are, instead, individuals who are in the capacity of advisers on limited assignment. Since the mid-1980s the situation of the ethnic Han in
the TAR has changed dramatically and is discussed in the new chapter added to
this edition.
In a study done in 1976, CIA population estimates for the TAR stood at
1,800,000. This figure included the first 1,000 permanent Han settlers who had
arrived that very year. As to the entire Han population (permanent settlers,
advisers on limited assignments, and PLA) it stood at no more than 234,000, or
13 percent of the total.'' In 1984, Beijing Review reported a total population of
1,930,000 for the TAR, of which only 4.9 percent (94,570) were non-Tibetans. It
is presumed the army was not included.I s
In the past decade some additional information on population has emerged.
The Chinese authorities now admit that the 1953 (2.78 million Tibetans throughout the PRC) and 1964 (2.5 million) censuses were estimates while the 1982
(3.87 million) census was based on fieldwork but incomplete. The 1990 census,
however, was properly done, Beijing claims, and found a Tibetan population of
4.59 million, about one-half (2.2 million) of whom live within the boundaries of
the Tibet autonomous region.I9 These figures do not include Tibetans living
outside China. The Tibetans in exile continue to use the 6 million figure as they
have for almost two decades, implying no growth in the population whatsoever.

Appendix B
Independence

There are two distinct views of Tibetan "independence." Either Tibet is an independent nation that lost that status to Chinese colonial occupation in 1951, as the
Tibetan refugees would have it, or, Tibet has returned to its rightful place under
the aegis of the Chinese motherland after a brief period under British influence
and, consequently, has once again become "an integral part of China," as China
would have it.
The Dalai Lama's Views
1. Tibet has had a continuous central government from, at least, the seventh
century.
2. Tibet has its own unique culture and l a n g u a g ~written script derived
from Sanskrit, not from Chinese.
3. The relationship between the rulers of Tibet and those of China was known
as one of "priest-patron." Tibetans see this as a link between equals--much as
Christian world leaders view the Pope. In any case, the "priest-patron" relationship was with the Mongols and Manchus when they ruled China, not with the
predominant Han people.
4. The Chinese representatives sent to Lhasa, the ambans, were originally
sent as "security guards" to the Dalai Lama and derived all their authority solely
through the Lhasan government. Tibetan treaties referred to the Han as "religious
disciples."
5. Tibetans did not abide by the Anglo-Chinese treaties of 1890 and 1893 that
referred specifically to Tibetan concessions; Tibetans were not consulted in the
drafting of these treaties.
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6. Lhasan officials signed several foreign treaties: 1856 with Nepal, 1904
with Britain, 1913 with Mongolia, and 1914 with Britain. The 1904 treaty stipulated that "no foreign power" would be permitted to intervene in Tibetan affairs.
7. In 1912 the Lhasa government evicted all Han residents and soldiers from
Tibet, while the Dalai Lama simultaneously declared independence.
8. The Chinese government had no control or influence in Lhasa from 1913
to 1950.
9. Tibet was represented as an independent state at the Asian Relations
Conference in New Delhi in 1947.
10. The Shakabpa Trade Mission of 1947-1948 traveled to several countries
with Tibetan passports as their only travel documents. Various nations affixed
their visas to this passport.
11. Tibet has printed and issued its own postage stamps and coins for most of
this century.
12. Tibet has its own anny and fought, unassisted, against Gurkhas and
Kashmiris.
13. Tibet has camed on foreign relations with England, Russia, and the
United States (the Tolstoy/Dolan mission).
14. Tibet has hosted foreign diplomatic representatives: the Nepalese from
1856, the British from 1936-1947, and the Indians in 1947-1962.
15. During World War II Tibet remained neutral; in 1943 the Tibet Bureau of
Foreign Affairs was established to conduct diplomatic relations.
16. Britain and America forfeited their privileges of extraterritoriality in
China on 11 January 1943. Tibet was not included in that agreement, indicating
that the United Kingdom and the United States saw Tibet as separate from
China. Extraterritoriality did not end in Tibet until 29 April 1954.
17. Tibet has been the subject of three United Nations resolutions condemning Chinese actions.
18. Tibetan representatives were compelled to sign the Seventeen-Point
Agreement using forged seals, thereby making the agreement null and void from
the very beginning. As a result, all of China's policies since then have been
illegal under international law.

The Chinese Government's View
The view of the government of C-hether
Mongol, Manchu, or Han, whether
imperial, republican, or communist--has remained constant for centuries.
1. Tibet's continuous central government was a local government, not a
national one.
2. A distinct language and culture are not necessarily prerequisites for independence. The PRC has over fifty distant ethnic groups and is one of many
multinational states in the world.
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3. The "priest-patron" relationship was not equal at all but rather one of
superior to inferior. The treaty signed in 822 A.D. referred to the two parties as
the "Nephew" and the "Unc1e"~ardlyan equal relationship in traditional family structures. The rulers of China conducted Tibet's foreign affairs.
4. The relationship between China and Tibet began with the imperial marriage of King Songsten Gampo and Tang Dynasty Princess Wen Cheng. This tie
was strengthened by similar marriages in later years. Moreover, there were times
when the ambans were in almost complete control of the government in Lhasa,
such as the period from 1728 to 1911. Tibet was incorporated into China in the
mid-thirteenth century when the rulers of China named Phagpa as the ruler of
Tibet. The Qing Dynasty "decided on the organization of the local government
in Xizang." Since 17 12 Manchu power was supreme over China's border areas
including Tibet.
5. As for the various treaties signed by Tibet:
-The 1856 treaty was imposed on Lhasa after a defeat at the hands of the
Nepalese, while China was in the throes of a major rebellion (the Taiping)
and was unable to proffer assistance. The treaty did not mention Tibetan
"independence."
-The 1904 treaty was also imposed on Tibet. The reference to a "foreign
power" was meant to indicate Russia, not China, as witnessed by the absence of the expulsion of the Han from Tibet at the time, by the Chinese
government paying the stipulated indemnity, and by the subsequent 1907
Anglo-Russian pact and the 1908 Angle-Chinese pact that reaffirmed
China's suzerainty over Tibet.
-The 1913 Mongolia treaty is most likely a figment of a fertile imagination
and even if valid was, in the words of a noted expert in international law,
more "a secret intrigue between two parties whose status was doubtful than
a clear declaration of independence."'
-The 1914 Simla pact was secretly altered after China's delegates pulled
out of the conference, and China's refusal to sign the pact raises doubts as to
its validity.
6. If the Dalai Lama's declaration of independence in 1912 was valid then
why was he willing to sign the original Simla agreement in 1914, which would
have recognized Chinese suzerainty in an international agreement? Unilateral
declarations of independence are meaningless unless recognized by other nations.
7. The Chinese government, indeed, had no influence over Tibet in the years
1912 to 1951 but neither did it have influence over many areas of China where
local warlords ruled as virtual dictators. This condition alone does not represent
independence.
8. At the Asian Relations Conference in New Delhi in 1947, the Indian
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organizers took down the Tibetan flag after a protest from the Chlnese embassy.
9. The Shakabpa Trade Mission was a private business trip. The members
traveled on passports that were not recognized by most, if not all, of the nations
they visited. Visas were issued as a special expedient, while the Chinese govemment was repeatedly reassured that Tibet continued to be recognized as part of
China.
10. The minting of coins and stamps do not in themselves denote an independent state. The mail service in Tibet was severely restricted, in any case, since
the illiteracy rate was over 90 percent of the population. Currency was also
seldom used, particularly outside the urban areas. A survey done in Kham in
1940 showed that 29.21 percent of the Tibetan households never used any currency at all, while 35.68 percent never used more than Tibetan $20 a year.2
11. Dozens of warlords throughout China during the twentieth century had
their own armies, which, in some instances, were in constant conflict. In any
event, there were several times when armies were sent by China's rulers to help
repel attacks on Tibet.
12. It is true that the government of Lhasa had direct relations with London,
St. Petersburg/Moscow, and Washington; but each of these governments has
continually and consistently reaffirmed Tibet's status as a part of C h . Not a
single instance exists when any of these governments recognized Tibet as "independent ."
13. The Nepali representatives in Lhasa have always concerned themselves
with trade matters, while the British arrived at a time when China was far too
weak to adequately protest. The Chinese representatives always saw themselves
in a different role from the other two plenipotentiaries. Once again, neither Nepal
nor Britain has ever publicly recognized Tibet as an "independent" state.
14. Evicting Han officials at a time when China was ravaged by civil war and
could not defend them is more an example of the ability of a regional area to
exert its local authority over central government representatives than a display of
"independence."
15. Tibet's neutrality during World War I1 had more to do with its geographic isolation and lack of strategic value than with a conscious effort on the
part of the Lhasan authorities. The United States, for one, did not recogmze the
Tibetan Bureau of Foreign Affairs.
16. Extraterritoriality's continued existence in Tibet was a direct result of the
Chinese government's lack of control there and consequent inability to press for
an end to this onerous practice in that region. As soon as it was strong enough to
do SO,it demanded, and received, an end to it. Parenthetically, the existence of
extraterritoriality in a region is a demonstration of the weakness of that region
and its lack of independence rather than the opposite.
17. The UN resolutions were passed at a time when the PRC was not pennitted to become a member and of course was not allowed to present its version of
events in Tibet.
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18. The Seventeen-Point Agreement was valid and the seals were not forged
but copied with the assent of the Dalai Lama who also agreed to the provisions
of the treaty before the delegation committed its signatures to it. In addition, the
Tibetan National Assembly ratified the treaty. The Dalai Lama acquiesced to it
for almost a decade without a word of protest, and it was recognized in international treaties with India (1954) and Nepal (1956). There was no international
protest at the time of its signing, while the UN refused to discuss it. Complaints
were all ex post facto and politically rnoti~ated.~

Third Party Views
No nation has ever publicly accepted Tibet as an independent state, in spite of
several instances of government officials appealing to their superiors to do so.
Treaties signed by Britain and Russia in the early years of the twentieth century,
and others signed by Nepal and India in the 1950s, reaffirmed China's position
that Tibet was a part of China.
The Americans presented their views in 1943. On 19 April of that year the
British Embassy in Washington presented the State Department an aide-memoire
that stated in part,
the relationship between China and Tibet is not a matter which can be unilaterally decided by China, but one on which Tibet is entitled to negotiate, and on
which she can, if necessary, count on the diplomatic support of the British
Government.
On 15 May Washington responded:
For its part, the Government of the United States has borne in mind the fact
that the Chinese constitution lists Tibet among areas constituting the territory
of the Republic of China. This Government has at no time raised a question
regarding either of these claims.
London replied on 22 July. In a document entitled "Policy of His Majesty's
Government Towards Tibetan Relations with China," it asserted that colonial
India's interest was to maintain friendly relations with Tibet while at the same
time recognizing China's suzerainty. However, "any unconditional admission of
Chinese suzerainty should be avoided." London, it continued, would prefer to
have Tibet and China negotiate a settlement of their differences, which would
recognize both Chinese suzerainty and local Tibetan autonomy. But, if the latter
were to be impinged upon the British would not "continue to recognize even a
theoretical status of subservience for a people who desire to be free and have, in
fact, maintained their freedom for more than thirty years.'Y The irony of this
statement, made by the world's largest colonial power, appears to have been lost
on policy-makers in Whitehall.
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The status quo remained until 1947 when India gained its independence; from
then on, London acquiesced with the policy decisions made in New Delhi. The
Americans, on the other hand, wavered little from their original policy. This may
have resulted from the alliance with the Guomindang, even after the move to
Taiwan, for the GMD's attitude toward Tibetan independence was indistinguishable from that of the PRC. The closest the United States came to a policy change
was reflected in an official statement made on March 28, 1959, declaring:
the United States is profoundly sympathetic with the people of Tibet in the
face of the barbarous intervention of the Chinese Communist imperialists to
deprive a proud and brave people of their cherished religious and political
autonomy and to pervert their institutions to Communist ends.5
The statement scrupulously avoids mention of Tibetan independence. Aid to
Tibetan dissidents to fight communism was one matter, but to champion an
independent nation state of Tibet was entirely another.
Not a single state, incluhg India, has extended recognition to the "governmentinexile" of the Dalai Lama in the more than two decades of its existence, despite
obvious precedents for such an action. This lack of legal recoption of independence has forced even some strong supporters of the refugees to admit that
even today international legal experts sympathetic to the Dalai Lama's cause
find it difficult to argue that Tibet ever technically established its independence of the Chinese Empire, imperial, or repub~ican.~
In spite of these circumstances, there recently has been a concerted effort by
lawyers, particularly in the United States, to build a legal case for Tibetan independence, and there is a growing literature on this topic.
Theoretically, the United Nations recognizes four criteria for statehood: (a) a
permanent population, (b) a defined territory, (c) a government, and (d) capability of entering into relations with other states.' Tibet fulfills those requirements.
However, so does the Canadian province of Quebec and, for that matter, any
state of the United States. The People's Republic of China met those requirements and was kept out of the UN for over twenty years.
An Historical Look at China's View

Although China has not always been ruled by ethnic Han dynasties, the occupants of the throne always considered themselves the rulers of all of China.
China's conquerors found it more beneficial to adopt Han culture rather than
alter it. Consequently, the Chinese world view of Han cultural superiority was
reinforced.
While the Han may have believed themselves to be culturally superior, this
view, understandably, was not always shared by the non-Han. There are instances in China's past in which non-Han formed alliances that excluded the Han
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or even openly conspired against them. However, the Han Chinese world view of
cultural superiority persisted-at least until Sun Yat-sen's time. Sun appears to
have shared this view, hoping for the eventual assimilation of the non-Han
peoples into the Han culture through intermarriage. But--perhaps under Soviet
i n f l u e n c d e changed his mind. Whether as an expedient or resulting from a
fundamental shift in attitude, at the 1924 first National Congress of the
Guomindang, Sun asserted that
the nationalism of the Kuomintang has a two-fold meaning: the self-emancipation of the Chinese nation, and the equality of all national minorities in China.
The Kuomintang can state with solemnity that it recognizes the right of
self-determination of all national minorities in China and it will organize a free
and united Chinese repub~ic.~
As time went on, there was a GMD-CCP divergence of view on this matter. The
Guornindang official view swung back to a more traditional one after Chiang Kaishek's rise to power. Chiang believed that ethnic minorities constituted various
"stocks" emanating from a common blood line. The CCP, on the other hand, more
closely followed Sun's legacy, viewing China as a multinational state.
The first communist constitution of November 1931, while encouraging citizenship in a Greater China, stated in Article 4 that

all workers, peasants, Red Army soldiers, and all toilers and their families
without distinction of sex, religion, or nationality (Chinese, Manchurian, Mongolians, Moslems, Tibetans . . . living in China) shall be equal before the
Soviet Law and shall be citizens of the Soviet ~ e ~ u b l i c . ~
Not only is there no mention of assimilation, but the constitution even held
out the possibility of a loose confederation or even no confederation at all.
the Soviet Government of China recognizes the right of self-determination of
the national minorities of China, their right to complete separation from China
and to the formation of an independent state for each national minority. All
Mongolians, Tibetans, Miao, Yao, Koreans, and others living in the territory of
China shall enjoy the full rights to self-determination, i.e., they may either join
the Union of Chinese Soviets or secede from it and form their own state as
they may prefer.I0
While this view prevailed for many years, there was one subtle, yet significant, change. After 1936 there was no hrther mention of a right to secession.
Because the shfi remains unacknowledged in China, the reasons are obscuredWhen CCP leader Mao Zedong spoke to American journalist Edgar Snow in
1936, he made no mention of the possibility of minority secession. ''When the
people's revolution has been victorious in China," Mao said, "the Outer Mongolian republic will automatically become part of the Chinese federation at their
own will. The Mohammedan and Tibetan peoples, likewise, will form autonomous republics attached to the Chinese federation."I1
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Mao reiterated his view that minority-populated areas would attach themselves to central Chinese rule on several occasions. In an interview with journalist Gunther Stein in 1947, Mao stated that "China must first recognize Outer
Mongolia as a natural entity and then organize a sort of United States of China to
meet Mongol aspirations. The same is true of Tibet."I2
A year later, writing "On Coalition Government," Mao supported Sun's policy toward the minorities as expressed in the first GMD congress, adding that his
own goal was to "give minority nationalities in China better treatment and grant
them autonomous ~ights."'~
Unfortunately, throughout this period the communists never defined their concept of "autonomy." Lack of a definition may stem
from the diversity of minority situations. An independent state existed in Outer
Mongolia, sponsored by the same Soviet government that was the principal
supporter of the CCP. Tibet, at the time, was completely outside the sphere of
Chinese rule; and the conditions of minorities in places like Yunnan, Guizhou
(Kweichow) and Xinjiang were largely unknown to the CCP--entrenched as
they were, in Shaanxi, far from these distant locales.

These pre- 1949 policies were, of course, formulated when the communists controlled very few non-Han areas. When they came to national power in 1949 their
views appear once again to have undergone a slight transformation, although no
official explanation has been given. The first public hint of this change, a seemingly narrower definition of autonomy, can be found only days before the
People's Republic of China was officially founded. On 29 September 1949, the
Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference called for the implementation of "regional autonomy." While, again, there was no definition of the tern,
the Chmese were not unequivocal that this new formulation left no room for any
notions of separation. On 2 October 1952, the People 's Daily noted:
at this juncture any national movement which seeks separation from the Chinese People's Republic for independence will be reactionary, since objectively
considered, it would undermine the interests of the various races and particularly the foremost majority of the race considered [the Han], and this would
work to the advantage of imperialism.I4
By 1952, the "General Program of the People's Republic of China for the
Implementation of Regional Autonomy for Nationalities9'--the basic statement
of minority policy at the time-made it quite clear that there would be limitations to this "regional autonomy."
Each national autonomous region is an integral part of the territory of the
People's Republic of China. The autonomous organ of each national autonomous region is a local govemment led by the people's govemment of the next
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higher level, under the unified leadership of the Central People's Government.
(Article 2)
The local government can draw up . . . special regulations for the region . . .
but these . . . shall be submitted for approval to the People's Government of
the two next higher levels. (Article 23)15
These policies were later codified in the PRC's first constitution, in 1954; Article
3 declared China to be a "single multi-national state," of which the "national
autonomous areas are inalienable parts."I6
While a measure of political and social integration had been achieved, however, cultural integration was another matter. In a major speech delivered in
1957, Zhou Enlai pointed out that "assimilation is a reactionary thing if it means
one nation destroying another by force. It is a progressive thing if it means a
national merger of nations advancing toward prosperity. Assimilation as such has
the significance of promoting progress." Yet while Zhou encouraged the "progressive" assimilation and "national merger" of the minority cultures into the
numerically superior Han culture, he was at the same time aware of the limits of
that assimilation.
So long as religious activity does not hinder political life or economic production, we should not interfere . . . we should not willfully change the minority
peoples' customs and habits in the cultural field.
In a national autonomous area, the written language of the major nationality
should become the first language.
In all the national autonomous areas minority cadres should hold positions
of re~ponsibility.'~
The PRC's policy toward its national minorities remain unchanged in the geopolitical sphere. The three most recent constitutions reaffirmed that policy. The
1975 document referred to China as a "unitary multi-national state" in which the
"areas where regional autonomy is exercised are all inalienable" (Article 4). The
1978 document, as well as the one promulgated in 1982, states that "all the
national autonomous areas are inalienable parts of the People's Republic of
China" (Article 4).18
I have already examined how these policies were put into practice. Here we
may question why the communist leadership altered its views from the 1930when minority secession was deemed p o s s i b l ~ othe period after 1949, when
the only possibility held out was integration within the Chinese state. There has
been much speculation on the reasons for this policy shift; however, although
many of the explanations are intriguing, none are borne out by the evidence.
Possible explanations include fear of an uprising, such as that in Lhasa in 1959;
fear of mass defections, such as those of the Kazaks who fled to the USSR; or
even a desire on the part of the communist leadership for retaliation against
minorities who mistreated them during the Long March through their areas.
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As I have demonstrated, the change in policy came before the Lhasa uprising
or the Kazak defections. The Long March argument is interesting but implausible. Although there were some bad experiences, there were as many good ones
that led to some local support for the CCP. There was even recruitment to the
party of several minority members who later rose to prominent positions, such as
Tian Bao and Yang Dongsheng.
June Dreyer has suggested what I believe to be a large part of the answer in
that the change in policy was a direct result of a climate of uncertainty on
China's borders-by pointing to China's bitterness over having to acknowledge
the independence of Outer Mongolia; concern in the early years of the PRC over
Soviet designs on Xinjiang (and further wony over Soviet machinations among
the minorities); and remembering Japan's earlier successes at winning allies
among the Manchus and Mongolians with the advocacy of anti-Han programs.19
There were dramatic changes in the world situation immediately following
the establishment of the PRC. With the outbreak of the Korean War in June 1950
the PRC was diplomatically and economically isolated from the industrialized
nations during a period of urgent economic and technological need. The Soviet
Union was alone in its willingness to aid China, although this assistance was not
without restrictions. The continued support by the United States for the
Guornindang on Taiwan, the establishment of U.S. military bases along China's
periphery (in Korea, Japan, and Taiwan), and American support for French colonialism in Indo-China all posed a direct threat to the newly established state. In
addition, extensive American-sponsored clandestine activities along the southern
rim of China, from Tibet to Laos, is sure to have caused considerable constemation in Beijing. These threats contributed to an upsurge of ardent nationalism,
already aroused in the long anti-Japanese resistance and the civil war against the
Westem-supported Guomidang. As the new Chinese state perceived the dangers
of dismemberment by imperialist forces, it sought to reaffirm the unity of the
Chinese nation state.
Looking at China's policy shifts in this broader global perspective, they are
not so surprising. Nation states, as a whole, are uncomfortable with diverse
social and cultural entities within their boundaries, as evidenced by events in
Ireland, Belgium, and C a n a d H o name only a few. Moreover, this discomfort is
especially felt following victory in a long and bloody civil war, at a time when
newly won power may be threatened from without. In China's case, the CCP's
convictions were further heightened by a clear sense of mission for social
change.

Conclusion
Tibet has always had a special relationship with China-a relationship that never
demonstrated absolute "independence" (as we use the term now); but nor did it
demonstrate Tibet to be "an integral part of China." The victory of communist
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forces in China and the world's political climate brought about a drastic shift in
that relationship. I believe that, had the Dalai Lama been able to contain the
more aggressive of hls officials, the opportunity existed for the Beijing-Lhasa tie
to revert to earlier forms. This would only have been possible had the Western
nations not isolated Chlna. After 1959 that opportunity, regardless of how slim,
was lost. As late as 1978 I would have written "irretrievably lost," but now there
is once again slim hope.
China is again speaking of a more realistic interpretation of regional autonomy. The possible return of the Dalai Lama and China's emergence as an accepted and respected member of the world community have set the stage for the
forging of a new Beijing-Lhasa link, in which Beijing would continue to control
Tibet's security and external relations but the Dalai Lama would lead a truly
secular, regional government and once again head the church in Tibet. It remains
to be seen just how far along the path to this goal the two parties are willing to
traveL20
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